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Abstract
Across disciplines, metaphor allows teachers to communicate with learners to visualise abstract
concepts, clarify complex concepts, and label difficult concepts. This role potentially intensifies
venturing into the intangible realms of musical meaning and expression. While it is
clear that metaphor is used extensively in music education, little research to date has
examined how metaphor is applied in music instruction at advanced levels. In such levels,
extramusical referents explain not just the structure of music, but the expressive performance
features used to make one interpretation more meaningful to listeners than another.

This study explores the sound world of music teachers through the lens of the language they use,
building on increasing evidence in applied linguistics and cognitive linguistics regarding the value
of metaphor in educational settings. Using the tools of applied linguistics, it brings a collection of
real-life data to a research territory where empirical evidence meets philosophical debate to account
for metaphor in language and underlying thought.

From the study, it is clear that metaphor is highly conventionalised in teacher talk during advanced
music instruction. There are hitherto undetected structures and patterns in the use of metaphor, in
the vehicles and specific topics referred to in its linguistic expression, as well as in source to target
domain correlations. On the surface, there is an apparent diversity in the way teachers describe
musical sound, while on a deeper level, a striking systematicity is evident. This allows for
developing an investigative approach which enables new insights into the nature and function of
metaphorical language in advanced music instruction.

Three outcomes emerge from this study. Firstly, it contributes to the growing body of research on
metaphor in educational discourse at large, metaphor in cross-cultural communication, and
metaphor in research on collections of naturally occurring language, known as corpora research.
Secondly, it provides a taxonomy—a lexicon of metaphor usage—with practical applications in
music pedagogy, particularly for speakers of other languages. Thirdly, the study provides greater
insight into the use of metaphor in communicating how music is perceived, performed, and taught,
in particular in relation to expressive performance, one of the most elusive aspects of the art.
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PART ONE
rationale
research design and context
literature survey

1

CHAPTER 1

Preparing the research field
Words are the reservoir of imagination from which we continue to draw fresh water. …
uttering [words] is a communicative act based on two aspects: the intellectual-sensual quality of the words
themselves, and the ordinary or extraordinary experience we attach to those words. In this way words are filled
with meaning beyond their actual capacity.
(Takemitsu, 1995, p. 83)

1.0

Introduction and rationale

One of the mysteries of human existence lies in our engagement with music—how we experience
the complexity of tones, harmonies, rhythms, and all the subtle signs and conventions it harbours.
Since antiquity, western civilisation has contemplated the science and aesthetics that explain the
functioning and perception of sound, and their implications for the performance and appreciation of
music (Grout & Palisca, 1996, p. 1). Although physicists now know a great deal about how sound
works in physical terms, there is still much to learn about how music is processed (Hodges &
Sebald, 2011), and why the organisation of sounds in music is appreciated so differently across
different cultures (Bohlman, 2001).

This is not just a matter of relevance to academic scholars. It is relevant to all involved in different
aspects of ‘musicking’, which Small describes as “to take part, in any capacity, in a musical
performance, whether by performing, by listening, by rehearsing or practising, by providing
material for performance (what is called composing), or by dancing” (1998, p. 9). In this process,
how music is heard is critical to how it is played, and therefore to how it is taught: “To a large
extent what we hear, learn, and teach, is a product of what we believe about music” (Schippers,
2010, p. xvi). However, what we believe about music is highly influenced by, at least, culture,
exposure, experience, and the neurological make-up of our brain.

While technically speaking, a performer in this artistic medium communicates through the physical
medium of sound waves, this must then be processed as music to make sense to a listener. This
happens in the auditory cortex of the brain. There, through experience, the listener creates schemata
and mental representations which help understand complex and nuanced musical sound in small
fragments and large passages (Hodges & Sebald, 2011). Blacking notes this stunning capacity of the
2

human mind to process the complexities of musical sound (1973, p. 9). As a striking contrast, Sacks
describes the rare condition of “amusia” in people, who cannot decode or process music (2007, pp.
98-119).

The way sounds are combined, organised, and communicated means a great deal to those involved
in the making, performing, and teaching of western art music. Woody, however, notes a sense of
“general aversion among musicians to scientific study of music, especially when related to topics
such as emotion, expression and aesthetics” (2002, p. 214). Sloboda (2008) warns:
We must avoid the trap of asserting that music is so complex and ineffable that a detailed
scientific understanding of it is impossible, and that it must remain shrouded in mystery. On
this issue, musicians and scientists often line up on opposite sides, with musicians seeing
scientists as naive over-simplifiers, and scientists regarding musicians as defensive
‘obscurantists’. (p. 33)
However, the last decade has seen a degree of rapprochement, with an increasing awareness of the
insight various disciplines can bring to the perception, practice, performance, and instruction of
music. The current study explores the potential contribution of applied linguistics in this regard,
focussing on metaphorical language and aspects of advanced music instruction.

For those fascinated by the relationship between music and words, the question arises as to what
degree metaphor elicits the mental representations mentioned above, bringing extramusical
association to the musical experience. Metaphor research has provided frameworks for studying this
—how extramusical associations relate to the tonal world of music. For example, Spitzer (2004)
explores how extramusical associations explain structural features of music such as melody and
harmony. Using image schematic structures and conceptual mappings, he examines how meaning is
ascribed to music, a target domain, from extramusical source domains (a journey, for example).
Zbikowski brings another perspective, suggesting that music can “instantiate” these structures
“dynamically”, while language elicits the structures “through reference” (2008, p. 520).

How metaphor works to elicit a musical experience by referencing one thing in terms of another is a
matter of great importance in music teaching, yet there is no consensus as to its efficacy. There is
not even agreement on what metaphor is in relation to music1 . No better place can be found to
investigate such matters than the studio music lesson, where metaphor is central to the language of
1

The relationship of metaphor and music is discussed at length in section 1.1 and further addressed in Chapter 3.

3

instruction (Schippers, 2006, p. 7). Here, the teacher imparts to the student their learned experience
of the music—the form, style, and ‘character’ that the composer incorporates into the score, and the
skills, technique, and understanding that the musician brings to its interpretation.

In a study involving observations of music instructors teaching advanced students, Barten (1992)
found that a particular use of language is integral to all kinds of music instruction aiming for
musically expressive performance. This language is not technical, but an extension of everyday
language, referred to in linguistics as langue (Saussure, 1916), drawing on moods and actions to
shape the musical experience and guide performance. This is what Swiss actor Howard Vernon, in
his treatises on artistic practice, describes as the use of ‘heuristic imagination’, whereby one does
not just use an image, but employs it imaginatively. Barten explains:
When language functions heuristically, it can shape both the hearing and the performance of
the music. Probably, by suggesting a mode of experiencing, the linguistic figure can
influence the performance of those who are ready to profit from it in terms of the conceptual
and technical preparedness. (p. 55)

Barten identifies differences between standard musical terminology and symbols applied in the
notation of music (clefs, accents, ornaments etc.), and what she calls “quasi-standardized
terminology” which applies to musical structures, rhythms, dynamics, and intensity. These quasistandardised terms are used not just in relation to a physical dimension of the sound (e.g. loudness),
but also to mood or demeanour (e.g. stately). Across the different modes of instruction in her study,
Barten observes that in addition to this more standard vocabulary, instructors frequently use musical
allusions (metaphors). She notes that such language is often accompanied by modelling and using
the voice mimetically (“I’m hearing this: eh-eh-eh. [It] should be more of a line, more vocal, not
just bop-bop-bop”) (1992, p. 57).

Barten’s study is perhaps the first analysis of real-life language usage in a music instruction setting.
Her results show how the use of heuristic imagery, or, in other words, metaphorical language,
enables teachers to bring music to life for their students, beyond the single dimension of the
physical sound. A common feature of this language, she found, was the use of motor-affective
metaphors and expressions. She concludes that musical experience and performance are enriched
and articulated through the use of heuristic imagery, which she believes functions “to persuade the
student to aim for a certain experience and mode of performance” (1998, p. 89). In her view,
4

descriptions of music as “late, outgoing, growing, sweeping, tense, jaunty, calm, or dallying get at
the essence of the aesthetic experience of music”. She sees these qualities of expression as
embodied in the music (p. 90).

Empirical investigation into the physiognomic experience of musical sound is relatively recent and
has been primarily a field of science—psychology and psychoacoustics; but divisions between the
perspectives of aesthetics and science have continued. Just a decade ago, music psychologist
Gabrielsson (2003) made the provocative comment that he was unable to include in his paper on
performance research contributions from music aesthetics bordering on empirical research, for
example, those in the publication of Davies (2001). It was frustrating to see, says Gabrielsson, that
they both had hundreds of references to papers on performance but did not have a single reference
in common. “Generally, it is high time that music psychology came into closer contact with
neighbouring and overlapping disciplines … . All of them deal with different aspects of the same
phenomenon, that is, human beings’ relationship to music” (2003, p. 258). To bridge the gap,
Sloboda calls for research in real-life, non-laboratory settings, to explore the richness of human
musical experience “without trying to control or limit it” (2008, p. 33).

The call for such research has not abated, and additionally, there has been increasing recognition
that cross-disciplinary and interdisciplinary investigations can go some way towards enlightening
matters of teaching and learning music. Performance Studies is a particularly active field in this
regard, and studies across cognition and perception, psychoacoustics, and psychology are
increasingly directed towards matters of pedagogy. The last decade has also seen an increasing
interest on matters of teaching and learning from applied linguistics and cognitive linguistics,
especially concerning the features and function of metaphor in spoken language. Cameron’s
comprehensive Metaphor in Educational Discourse (2003) is exemplary in this field, but to date, no
extensive research has been carried out to investigate the features and functions of metaphor across
a range of live music instruction settings.

From the perspective of psychology, Juslin (2003) calls for studies that attempt to bridge a gap
between art and science and bring greater real-world understanding of the function of metaphor and
musical expression. From the perspectives of music analysis and performance, Eitan and Rothschild
(2011) call for qualitative investigations to supplement quantitative approaches to gain a better
understanding of the musical functions of metaphors. From the perspective of music research,
5

Schippers (2006) calls for breadth of research on metaphor to facilitate creative and expressive
practice in music learning and teaching. The research set out in this thesis aims to advance the field
in this regard.

In the following pages, commencing PART ONE of the study, I introduce the background, scope, and
context of this study of metaphor in music instruction. An applied linguistics approach to the study
of metaphor in a particular situated context with its interdisciplinary implications necessitates that
relevant literature be surveyed in two parts. This enables insight into the research field—the study
of metaphor—from the perspective of applied linguistics and its intersecting disciplines, as well as
music and its intersecting disciplines. Thus, Chapter 1 acts as an overview of the research, starting
with a brief review and synthesis of literature that provides background, context, and focus.
Following this are the research questions, research design, and the associated issues and limitations.
Chapter 2 reviews literature that informs the study from the perspective of metaphor research. This
focuses mainly on an historical overview from which emerges two influential, but allied,
approaches to the study of metaphor—applied linguistics and cognitive linguistics. Chapter 3
reviews literature from musicology, music aesthetics, music psychology, and psychoacoustics,
bringing the focus on metaphor in the music context. Part of the research design is to adopt and
develop a method for identifying and analysing metaphor in this context. This becomes the focus of
PART TWO.

Chapter 4 therefore compares methodological approaches to identifying and analysing

metaphor in verbal language, according to the tenets of applied and cognitive linguistics, and
examines how such methodologies can yield a method for identifying metaphor in the new context.
Chapter 5 takes the reader through the linguistic analysis, how the metaphors were identified and
analysed, problems encountered with the methodology, and what the collection reveals about
linguistic features of metaphor in the music instruction context. In Chapters 6 and 7, the
dimensions of metaphor are further explored according to what were found to be salient linguistic
forms, and what associations become apparent between musical sound and the extramusical world.
In PART THREE, Chapter 8 explores matters of systematicity and conventionality for metaphor in
the music instruction context: whether systematic extramusical associations for musical sound can
be shown and if so, why they may occur. The findings are discussed in relation to the literature
reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3, weighing metaphor into the art-science debate on music’s expressive
properties. Finally, I reflect on what this study brings to the research field, and its implications for
metaphor research, cross-cultural studies, and music pedagogy at large.
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1.1

Music, meaning, and metaphor

Languages of most disciplines comprise a rich lexicon that is constantly evolving. Music is no
exception. In tracing its history, the etymology and evolution of words about music become
apparent. Cook (1998) expounds in his Music: A Short Introduction that this evolving lexicon is
rooted in reflection and discussion on what music is and what music means. Music is, after all, a
product of human activity that reflects society and values, to the extent that “one is not really
complete without the other” (Merriam, 1964, p. 6).

All manner of extramusical phenomena may be drawn upon in order to make sense of music in the
complex auditory process of our hearing it. These kinds of making sense of music include, amongst
others, theoretical, emotional, aesthetic, political, religious, and spiritual; all of which, in some
respect, inform this study. More extensive philosophical discussions on music and meaning can be
found in the writings of Adorno (1970/1997), Blacking (1973), Lippman (1977), Alperson (1987),
Pople (1994), Tarasti (2002), Davies (1994, 2011), and the collected essays in Robinson (1997).
However, it is beyond the scope of this study to explore each in depth.

In this making sense of music, it is important to remember that there is not just one music. There are
many musics in the world, and each ‘music’ exists as an expression of a culture and a history. As a
result, engaging with music is not simply a matter of an immediate experience of the sound.
Furthermore, any meaning attributed to music can and does exist outside linguistic meaning. Thus,
verbal communication about music is inherently problematic:
[M]usical meaning might be assigned some verbal translation … but it cannot be limited to
that verbal translation. … we are never so aware of what the meaning of something in a
nonlinguistic domain may be as when we attempt to explain that nonlinguistic domain in
verbal terms. (Nattiez, 1990, p. 9)

Talking about words about music plunges one into a dense analytical landscape, traversed by
philosophers, music theorists, musicologists, semiologists, aestheticians, psychologists, cognitive
scientists, anthropologists, linguists, musicians, and music educators. Making sense of their analysis
requires the orienteering skills of an expert. Composer Benjamin Boretz asked “what does one hope
to gain by talking about talk about music, when even just talking about music uses language that is
itself ‘metamusical’?” (cited in Nattiez, 1990, p. 155). Nattiez declares that quite an anthology of
skeptical remarks such as this could be assembled, with comments from Blacking, for example,
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who says that as soon as music is analysed with speech, “we run the risk of distorting the true
nature of non-verbal communications with both the structural conventions of verbal discourse itself
and the analytic categories of grammar which all educated speakers have assimilated” (Nattiez,
1990, p. 153).

Nonetheless, musical attributes such as space, time, motion, and emotion have made for voracious
discussion from various points of view in scholarly works since the burgeoning interest in music
theory, analysis, and criticism of the nineteenth century. A view which emerges from the literature
and documented in work published in Cook and Everist (2001) sees these attributes and their
linguistic expressions as neither universally understood nor applicable to all musics. From this view,
linguistic expressions can be observed as historically, socially, and culturally constructed
phenomena, tied into experience. This view underpins the current study, laying the premise for why
knowledge and awareness of the language of instruction matters in education settings that
increasingly involve speakers from different language and cultural backgrounds.

1.1.1

From meaning to metaphor

The issue of meaning in music is particularly challenging when trying to account for all of the
musics of the world, as western scholarship has predominantly focused on western music, where
music is regarded as an object of study (Bohlman, 2001) as opposed to being integrated into the
activities of society at large, such as in some African cultures (see Merriam, 1964). While there are
fascinating insights to be found out about the many musics of the world, it is western art music
instruction that will be at the centre of this study, except where general principles from other musics
can inform the research. Essentially, explicit meaning articulated in words about western art music
derives from two of its inherent properties: the composed structure, and the expressive quality of
sound. Mostly, however, western listeners understand what music is about not because they are
cognisant of the physical properties of sound, or because they have undertaken years of study, but
because meaning has been ascribed to it and passed down for centuries, not least because music is
overwhelmingly made by humans.

In the West, Pythagoras stands out as an early explorer of the crossroads of science and meaning in
music, as he applied mathematical principles to musical intervals in the sixth century B.C, and in so
doing argued that music was a representation of the cosmos (as it was known then)—“a
microcosmic representation of the macrocosm” (Cook, 1998, p. 75). Counting outward from the
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earth to the outer sphere of the stars, he assigned a tone between the earth and the moon, from the
moon to Mercury a half tone, and so on (James, 1993, p. 54), resulting in a description of the modal
scales in use at the time. Plato (essentially through Socrates’ teachings) then went further to
characterise the modes, giving them moral attributes that convey music’s persuasive and healing
powers: The Mixolydian and Hyperlydian modes were considered dirge-like and “useless even to
women”; the Ionian and Lydian were considered relaxing and convivial and “because of their
softening influence” young men should be prohibited from singing or hearing them; of the Dorian
and Phrygian modes, the former supposedly “emboldened warriors” and helped them cope with
problems, and the latter had “potent powers” to persuade, as well as induce temperance, lawabidingness and moderation (James, 1993, p. 57).

It comes as no surprise to find that it was these early Greek notions of musical representation—
which so revered careful, proportioned dimensions of sounds in music, and had moral philosophical
underpinnings—that shaped Christian church music for centuries to come. Quixotic as these notions
may seem now, they persisted to some extent through to the eighteenth century. Even the music
theories and writings of the sixth century scholar Boethius, who mostly interpreted the Greeks and
used much of the technical vocabulary of Pythagoras, remained popular through to the early
nineteenth century. It was Boethius who generated the basic vocabulary of classical music theory
with his text, The Principles of Music, which was used in teaching music theory at Oxford until
1856 (in James, 1993, p. 74).

Notwithstanding the persistence of early Greek notions on musical representation, society—and
ideas about music along with it—was about to change. The Renaissance introduced a rational
scrutiny of Pythagorean principles and witnessed a creative move away from church music to
secular music, resulting in more complex polyphony and a new notational system. At this time,
Galileo theorised about consonant musical tones and added his own critique: The octave was
dolcinata troppo e senza brio—too sweet and lacking verve. On the other hand, he said, using
metaphor, the interval of a fifth “makes such a tickling and stimulation of the cartilage of the ear
drum that, tempering the sweetness with a clash of sharpness, it seems delightfully to kiss and bite
at the same time (James, 1993, p. 96).

After scores of centuries, new ideas about musical representation took root and the theory of Affects
was born. Cook describes Affect, in this context, to mean something halfway between ‘mood’ and
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‘passion’. According to this theory, he says, “music derived its meaning from its ability to convey
such affects as love, rage, or jealousy” (1998, p. 75). Again, music has meaning because it
represents a reality outside itself. First, it was a mathematical representation of the cosmos,
however, it was experienced through its own persuasive powers (morality). In the nineteenth
century, it is a dramatic representation of the human condition. Still, it is experienced through its
persuasive powers (emotion). Such interpretations beg the question: Are listeners experiencing
music according to some external reality or are they simply experiencing music?

Entering the early twentieth century, another theory to explain the meaning of music emerges:
philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein’s picture theory of language. Cook summarises the theory as it
pertains to music, noting Wittgenstein’s claim that while language represents an external reality
existing independently of language, music does not:
[W]hereas you might plausibly regard a sentence like ‘John is hitting Mary’ as simply
a representation of a fact that in itself has nothing to do with language, you can’t think
of a musical theme that way: to understand the musical theme is to understand the
musical theme, not to understand some external reality that the musical theme
represents. (Cook, 1998, p. 74)

In other words, Wittgenstein maintains that language makes pictures that depict fact: Just as a
photograph makes a picture of a person by mapping their features, so too a sentence pictures the
fact it reports by mapping the proposition it means. This kind of representational truth, according to
Wittgenstein, does not exist in music.

Further complicating these provocative musings on music and meaning is the issue that western art
music is tethered to a highly specialised lexicon, some of which originated with the practice of
notation and the formalising of harmonic structures underlying western music in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The lexicon of musical description that grew from these practices is bound to
those practices, as is the broad understanding we in the West have had of ‘music’ until relatively
recently. In the twentieth century, this western thinking about music in terms of structure and form
became further entrenched in a particular vernacular, as exemplified by Schenkerian music analysis.
Music analyst Heinrich Schenker, working in the early to mid-twentieth century, theorised that all
music of the common practice period (roughly from the early seventeenth century to the early
twentieth century, but particularly the music of Beethoven) could be understood by reducing it to a
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series of basic melodic and harmonic patterns; that the set of rules thus applied allowed one to
understand music in a way otherwise not possible, allowing one to hear an underlying structure
through a surface of “superficial phenomena” (Cook, 1998, p. 92). Cook elaborates:
[T]here is a metaphor at work here (you could say that Beethoven’s music is being likened to
a fabric that is thrown over a supporting frame, or maybe an animal’s skin supported by its
musculature and skeleton). But the metaphor is a highly regulated one … it was Schenker’s
theory … that all [Cook’s italics] music (or at least all great music, which for him meant
Western ‘art’ music from Bach to Brahms) could and should be understood in this way.

This is a basic orientation in thinking about music, Cook says, that has only been questioned
relatively recently and thus had an enormous impact on both thinking and talking about music.
After the second world war, Cook explains, the “hard sciences occupied pride of place” with “fringe
disciplines, like music theory” trying to make themselves “look as ‘hard’ as possible by adopting
scientific language and symbol systems” (1998, p. 93). He continues that intuition and emotionally
charged language, of the kind prevalent in the nineteenth century, were “ruthlessly eliminated”.
Musicologist Joseph Kerman launched his criticism of Schenker’s approach in the later part of the
twentieth century, but there were other theorists and philosophers in the mid-twentieth century who
were scrutinising music (western art music) for its meaning, and essentially looking to either find
emotional meaning (Meyer, 1956) or linguistic meaning (Cooke, 1959). The search for meaning in
music has naturally influenced the lexicon used to describe music, but much of this research is
based on written texts—confined to the written analysis of music compositions (Song, 2011). While
the pursuit of meaning in music through primarily theoretical or structural means is an inevitable
quest for those concerned with its academic study, in the context of music instruction, it is more
important to consider how this informs the goal of performing it—how it contributes to the
expression of the music.

It is the relationship of extramusical associations with regard to the sounds of music that has been
less explored in musicological literature. As with musicologists and music analysts, even
ethnomusicologists, until relatively recently, have concentrated their investigations on the structural
elements of music, rather than how musical sounds are perceived and articulated (Magowan, 2007,
p. 13). Thus, the subject matter of much musical description might include harmony, melody, and
rhythm—all elements of the composition—but not tone, timbre, dynamics, and articulation, the
properties of how the performed music sounds, or how the desired sound is achieved (in western art
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music studies). The latter is importantly the domain of the practitioners themselves—the
conductors, teachers, students, and performers.

This line of inquiry strengthened in the mid-twentieth century, with scholars from many fields,
including psychology, pondering the enigmatic link between musical sound and the extramusical
world. There is a more dedicated focus in such research on investigating non-musical associations
in relation to expressive entailments of musical sound. This now begs the question: Is there a role
for such associations expressed in metaphor in teaching students to play expressively by elucidating
aspects of musical sound, and, if so, at what stage or stages is it useful?

The stages may be simplified as: Listening>>>Understanding>>>Practice>>>Expression. Of
course, the process is not always linear, but certainly at the outset, expression follows listening,
understanding, and practice. As expressive playing is arguably one of the most admired
accomplishments in musical performance in the West, and undoubtedly something students are
aiming for at an advanced level, it is of consequence to know whether or not talking about music
metaphorically, for example as a body in motion, helps musicians to express the music better.

In an age obsessed with ‘performance enhancement’, the desire to do everything better, faster, and
more efficiently is a common phenomenon. Therefore, what constitutes better performance, how it
is achieved and consequently taught, is a matter of considerable interest to educators, including
music educators. If an explicit mark of excellence in music performance is expressivity, how is it
taught? This is no longer a philosophical inquiry, this is a real-world investigation where there is
also an interest in quantifying and qualifying what is entailed in expressivity, making what may be
considered implicit, explicit.

Current research in this area (e.g. Karlsson, Liljeström & Juslin, 2009; Van Zijl & Sloboda, 2010)
shows growing support for computer software providing critical feedback for instrumental players
in learning expressivity. Their studies and several others (Woody, 2000; Juslin, 2003; Lindström et
al., 2003; Laukka, 2004; and Karlsson, Liljeström & Juslin, 2009) evaluate the effectiveness of
teachers’ verbal instructions and verbal feedback which draw mainly on metaphor (extramusical
associations) to explain music, teach musical expression, and so enhance performance. Essentially,
this kind of language is seen to motivate, but also to mystify and confuse. The question posed by
these researchers is whether computer software can teach musical expression better than traditional
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methods of, for example, face-to-face teaching, by analysing performances and providing precise
feedback to performers to enhance their communication of emotions.

A fundamental underpinning of the studies mentioned above is that musical meaning is perceived
and conveyed emotionally by the performer and that an explicit emotional interpretation is what
makes an expressive performance; and further, it is what makes it better. However, such research
has limitations: Firstly, the data is collected from responses to written verbal instructions, written
reflections or interviews rather than from observing real-life instruction settings; and secondly, the
music in the studies is effectively from standard classical repertoire which has several centuries of
performance practice behind it, and does not take into account music which is based on explicitly
different musical structures.

With the locus of attention on the link between emotion and expressive performance, it seems
reasonable to ask if emotional meaning is primarily what is being conveyed in the verbal
instructions of instrumental teachers in real-world settings. The extent of this is demonstrated in the
few studies collecting data from real-world instruction. Barten (1992, 1998), Sheldon (2004), and
Burwell (2006) found emotion to be only one dimension of metaphorical language in use, others
being, according to Barten’s classification, movement and actions, attitudes and tendencies (which
include emotions), and human and nonhuman acts. All of these dimensions can engage student or
performer in thinking about musical aspects. Further, when music is referred to as, for example, a
kind of journey, the music can “instantiate” the associations provided by the metaphor—one can
hear the music as a kind of journey. Indeed, referring to the concept of a journey evokes, or elicits,
not just a way of understanding the music, but a way to experience the music, as one might
experience a journey (Zbikowski, 2008).

Any investigation into the metaphor phenomenon in verbal instructional language generally leads to
the growing body of literature on metaphor in educational discourse (noting, in particular, the work
of Cameron, 2003). A significant part of recent metaphor research in educational contexts has its
origins in teaching second languages (ESL) and is framed in the methodologies of applied
linguistics. Research findings presented by applied linguists Cortazzi and Lin (1999) suggest that
metaphor is a bridge to learning, “etymologically, ‘carrying over’ from one side to another” (p.
149), because it structures learning through conceptual clustering. That metaphor is not just an
embellishment of language but fundamental to concept formation has been the locus of metaphor
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theory in cognitive linguistics for some time. It is the main concern of cognitive linguists Lakoff
and Johnson (1980, 1992, 1999) to argue that metaphor is fundamental to thinking and concept
formation. However, Lakoff and Johnson’s view on concept formation is somewhat divergent from
the traditional view. While concepts are traditionally considered abstractions—mental structures
that help us reason “independent of any peculiarities of human minds, brains and bodies” (1999, p.
21)—Lakoff and Johnson take the view that conceptualising is “neurally instantiated” (1999, p. 5),
in other words grounded in bodily experience. So, according to this theory, the idea of drawing on
one thing to describe another, far from adding a layer of abstraction, brings one closer to
understanding through experience.

These ideas and claims trigger questions about the more detailed linguistic and cognitive features of
metaphor in the quite different context of music instruction, where it is not just a matter of
describing the experience of music but also laying the basis for creating the experience. Empirical
studies are proliferating as to the whys and wherefores of extramusical associations used in the
description of music, not least because of the growing interest in performance enhancement
strategies and computer-assisted learning.

While the literature on metaphor in music instruction is not entirely new, it has not been given much
attention from a linguistic perspective. Sibley (1993), amongst other scholars, explores how
metaphor brings us closer to music. He suggests that describing music in diverse extramusical terms
is natural; that such descriptions, neither strictly true nor false, can be good or poor, apt or
inappropriate, but in the end, that bringing music under non-musical concepts seems to help us “to
connect with it, articulate the experience of it, humanize it, make it our own” (p. 166).

Typical of this communication process is that formal language is broken down into a meaningful
vocabulary of shared experience between teacher and learner in order to clarify abstract musical
concepts and desired musical behaviour. Metaphors are important vehicles for this shared
experience. Consider the following examples from an orchestral rehearsal (all examples drawn from
the current study appear in italics throughout this dissertation):
These notes have hips, but not like Claudia Schiffer’s!
Phrases are like relationships, you can’t just begin and end them!
A masculine theme is louder and more angular. A feminine theme is softer and sweeter.
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Such metaphorical associations tap into shared cultural knowledge and the successful effect relies
on implicit understanding of the source (the extramusical reference) and its relationship to the target
domain (the musical aspect). In using metaphors of this nature, it matters that the students know
who Claudia Schiffer is, what she looks like and why musical notes may be compared to her hips; it
matters that the students understand the nature of a loving relationship and why a musical phrase
might be treated in the same way; it matters that the students understand perceptions of masculinity
and femininity in the context of the Classical Era, and why classical music might be thus described.

In this sense, the value of researching metaphor goes beyond finding out about its educational
benefits. While outside the scope of this study, analysing metaphor reveals something of the values
and ideas of groups and disciplines (Cameron, 2003, p. 270). Metaphors are not only vehicles for
connecting abstract concepts with the everyday world, but also vehicles for passing on cultural
knowledge within a discipline that communicates, in some cases, centuries of cultural practice and
philosophical leanings. As emerging research considers the value of metaphor as an instrument of
learning, its prevalence in music instruction and in culturally diverse instruction settings is made
more palpable. That there are so few investigations into what teachers say in music lessons, what
metaphors they use, and what information is known about how they are used in this educational
context, highlights the need for more applied research in this area. This study aims to make a
contribution to that endeavour.

1.2

Research questions, scope, and research design

A central premise of the study is that metaphor is widely used in music-instruction settings to elicit
expressive, meaningful performance. Observing language of music teachers in the real world
presents an opportunity to investigate how this happens and what extramusical associations are used
metaphorically to explicate goals of musical expression in teacher talk. The central question arises:
How can the use of metaphor in advanced music instruction be approached through applied
linguistics in real-world research contexts? Five sub-questions emerge:
1. How can metaphor be identified in the verbal language of music instruction?
2. How can metaphor be analysed in the verbal language of music instruction?
3. What dimensions and features of metaphor become apparent in this context?
4. How do metaphors used in this context elucidate aspects of musical sound?
5. To what extent can the linguistic expression of metaphors used in music instruction be described
in a systematic way with reference to target (musical) and source (extramusical) domains?
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Answers to these questions emerge from a layered approach to the analysis of metaphor. Questions
1 and 2 are the principal steering questions which will enable questions 3, 4, and 5 to be addressed.
Questions 1 and 2 are given background and context in the literature of Chapters 2 and 3, and then
applied to this study in Chapters 4 and 5. As each subsequent chapter unfolds, they are further
addressed. Questions 3 and 4 are principally addressed in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. Question 5 is the
focus of Chapter 8, which then returns to consolidate conclusions across the breadth of questions
including the central question, as well as addresses implications of this study.

This study investigates metaphor in relation to a limited scope of musical genres. As discussed
previously, there are many musics in the world and music has different meanings for different
people. This is also the case for the many genres that can be found within the field of western
music. Consequently, I have chosen to focus on a single genre, specifically western art music, and
further contained this to instrumental music (and instruction), excluding vocal music to avoid
confusing intentional or unintentional metaphorical associations arising through lyrics.

1.2.1

Research design

This study investigates the specialised use of metaphor in music instruction by collecting new data
and examining the less surveyed spoken discourse of music lessons. Specifically, the study will
show what meanings and messages are being conveyed in teacher talk by collecting and analysing
samples of figurative language used in teaching instrumental music across the broad genre of
western art music. It takes as its principal sources music lessons and rehearsals at Queensland
Conservatorium Griffith University (2008-2011), one of the two largest conservatoires in Australia,
and the Australian Youth Orchestra National Music Camp (2010)—a total immersion initiative for
promising young musicians.

An underlying premise of the research is to account for language that is naturally occurring in reallife situations, the “situatedness” (Cameron, 2003, p. 4) of discourse. Collecting, coding, and
analysing such data from real-life situations is a progressive usage-based research activity in
applied linguistics. As such, this discipline’s analytic frameworks must be considered to address
problems and limitations identified in metaphor research in order to adequately conduct the study in
a new context.
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This calls for a flexible research approach. Hence, while the approach to the study will remain
primarily qualitative and situated in applied linguistic methodology, the metaphor collection will
also be quantified to “offer a means to survey the whole corpus of data … to gain a sense of the
flavour of the data as a whole” (Silverman, 2006, p. 52). In line with qualitative research, the
approach will address “a situated activity that locates the observer in the world”; it will consist of “a
set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible”; and the data will be interpreted
in terms of “the meanings people bring to them” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, pp. 3-4). The findings
will be discussed from an insider’s perspective (Dornyei, 2007). In that sense, the approach also
resonates with the principles of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006).

The research design, which will be explored in greater depth in Chapter 4, comprises seven stages
which occurred partly sequentially, partly concurrently, and interacted with each other as in most
dynamic research processes:
1. Literature survey
2. Data collection
3. Dealing with issues of metaphoricity
4. Metaphor identification procedure
5. Coding and analysis
6. Querying ambiguities and unclear data with participants
7. Triangulation of findings and conclusions

1.2.2

Literature survey

Five categories of research relevant to the study of metaphor and music have informed this study.
The breadth of literature has been categorised in five strands offering different perspectives, helping
to operationalise the study of metaphor in this context:
1. Metaphor: What it is and how it is studied
2. Metaphor in music contexts: Music and its metalanguage
3. Metaphor in relation to studies on the expressive properties of musical sound
4. Studies of metaphor in music instruction
5. Approaches to metaphor identification and analysis

The first strand is the focus of Chapter 2. Chapter 3 brings the focus to the music context, focusing
on strands 2-4. While these strands of literature contextualise the study of metaphor in relation to
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music and music instruction, they cannot inform the methodological approach for identifying and
analysing metaphor from an applied linguistic perspective. Therefore, literature which informs this
is reviewed separately in Chapter 4. This sets in place a framework for the study.

1.2.3

Data collection

Data for this study is collected from observations and recordings of music instruction sessions at the
two sites previously mentioned. In the role of researcher, I am a non-participant observer in the
instructional settings. Audio-recordings are made of orchestra rehearsals and instrument lessons
where teachers instruct students on practice and performance aspects of pieces of music from
western art music repertoire. As the primary focus of the research is metaphor in relation to
expressive aspects of musical sound, I have chosen instruction sessions for advanced students,
where expression is the focus over note-learning. Therefore, the instructional process does not yield
data that addresses matters of notation, music literacy, or elementary technique. The participants in
this study are music teachers and conductors. As part of ethical clearance, these teachers were
required to seek permission from their students to have their lessons observed. The full details of
ethical clearance are given in section 1. 5.

The instructional settings include one-on-one lessons, small ensembles, and large ensembles. While
differing slightly in numbers, they each represent a similar situation in which the greater proportion
of speaking is done by the teacher/conductor, maximising the amount of comparable data (in this
case, linguistic forms of metaphor) and limiting the variables in order to conduct feasible qualitative
analysis.

Audio-recordings of the sessions are transcribed and the transcriptions harvested for remarks
containing metaphorical language. These remarks are added to spreadsheets where coding is applied
to determine the source domain and topic of the metaphor fragment. Decisions regarding the size of
fragment analysed are based on providing sufficient context to be able to observe salient features of
metaphor, while remaining as concise as possible.

1.2.4

Dealing with issues of metaphoricity in introspective-intuitive metaphor
identification

An important issue to address in metaphor research is identifying metaphor from terminology, an
issue that arises in contexts of shared discourse and communities of speakers. Kittay (1987) argues
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that language arising from such shared discourse contexts is not metaphorical. However, Cameron
(2003) argues for the inclusion of such language if there is a potential for ambiguity. To clarify
these issues of subjectivity, a survey amongst participants allows feedback on the perceived
presence of metaphor in music instruction settings, and satisfies to a reasonable extent initial
decisions made by the researcher.

1.2.5

Metaphor identification procedure

A suitable identification procedure is put in place in stage 3 to confirm the presence of metaphor,
identifying vehicle terms and their word classes such as noun or verb. The procedure adopted here,
and the rationale for it, are explained in detail in Chapter 4. Briefly, the process clarifies a linguistic
expression marked as a metaphor by identifying its musical aspect (the topic of the metaphor) and
its extramusical association (the vehicle leading to the source domain of the metaphor).

Linguistic metaphors identified in this study are limited to those whose topics concern expressive
playing. While melody and harmony of composed music cannot be altered in performance, except
by error, how these are sounded by the player varies a great deal, the consequence of which
contributes to differences in expressive performance, the “interpretations” of which Juslin speaks
(2003, p. 275). As expressive aspects of music performance concern acoustic and temporal aspects
of musical sound, these aspects are important to identifying specific topics. Topics can therefore
include acoustic aspects of playing (e.g. Tone), temporal features of performance (e.g. Timing);
structural features of the composed score (e.g. Melody); and means of expression (e.g.
Articulation).

In this stage, it is necessary to make clear whether a verbal remark is directed towards an expressive
goal or not. In the study, remarks are identified as expressive-related when they seek to explain or
clarify how the music should sound. So the remark: It's like making a cake. If you are stiff, you will
be exhausted after one cake is an analogy that pertains to an issue of physical action, and can
therefore be excluded from the analysis. On the other hand, Stick your bow into the string, we want
some punch has a sense of the desired sound and so can be retained.
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1.2.6

Coding and analysis

The next level of analysis seeks to code the vehicle terms by their linguistic form and further
analyse source domains (conceptual domains for extramusical associations) relating to acoustic and
temporal musical aspects involved in teaching expressivity. These source domains identify a
semantic field or ‘family resemblance’ for the linguistic expression. In this way, an expression like
‘Hold the Tempo at bar 45!’ refers to Tempo in the topic domain and has a semantic connection to
‘Object’, through the semantic field pertaining to ‘Hold’. Its grammatical aspect identifies the use
of a verb infinitive, to hold, and it is this part of speech that provides the vehicle of the metaphor.
All semantic associations in Stages 3 and 4 are sourced from reputable general user dictionaries, the
full details of which can be found in the reference list. They include:
1. The Oxford Dictionary of English [OED] (Soanes & Stevenson, 2010).
2. The New Oxford American Dictionary [OAD] (Stevenson & Lindberg, 2011).
3. The American Heritage Dictionary of the English language (2011).
4. The Australian Oxford Dictionary [AOD] (Moore, 2004).
5. The Oxford American Writer’s Thesaurus (Lindberg, 2004)
6. Cambridge Phrasal Verbs2 Dictionary (Walter, 2006).
7. Macmillan Phrasal Verbs Plus (Rundell, 2005).

Further ways of expressing the musical aspect through family resemblances in the source domain
are revealed in the analysis, as well as how conventional or creative the use. For example, the
musical aspect of Tempo has the following conventional metaphor vehicles: you can ‘push it’, ‘pull
it back’, ‘drop it’, ‘hold it’, and it can also ‘get away’ or ‘drag’. However, ‘putting the brakes on’ is
a more creative application. Finally, the analysis addresses the nature and use of such expressions to
discover how many can be tethered to the same source domain for one musical aspect (topic) and
further demonstrates how a conceptual metaphor may be determined based on the inter-relatedness
of linguistic metaphors, and word family resemblance of vehicle terms. The term conceptual
metaphor is used advisedly in the analysis, taking into consideration the cautionary advice of
Cameron about the distinction between what one may conclusively call a conceptual metaphor, and
what may be more accurately called ‘systematic metaphor’, when the veracity of conceptual
domains cannot be established (2008, p. 207).

2

It is noted that phrasal verb dictionaries are intended for learners of English as opposed to general users. However,
these sources were necessary for additional information concerning the nature of phrasal verbs (see Chapter 6.3).
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1.2.7

Querying ambiguities and unclear data with participants

In this stage, participants are contacted to clarify any questions relating to the use of metaphor in
their observed lessons or rehearsals. Questions may concern issues of discerning a word or phrase,
or clarifying intentional meaning of a word or phrase where this was not made clear by the context
or by my observation notes.

1.2.8

Triangulation of findings and conclusions

The final stage of this research draws together the findings and discusses them in relation to the
literature reviewed. While primarily situating this research within the field of applied linguistics, as
an interdisciplinary study, it is also informed by the field of music research, including aspects of
music psychology, aesthetics, and psychoacoustics, with implications for music pedagogy.

1.2.9

Definitions

When language is used in specific ways, in specific contexts, and by specific people, it is commonly
referred to as a discourse. Discourses are characterised by certain technical, sub-technical, and
idiomatic language, all of which may include metaphor, and these need defining in crossdisciplinary and interdisciplinary research contexts. Therefore, a glossary of terms is provided:
Useful definitions of musical aspects in this study, sourced from Grove Music Online, can be found
in Appendix A; and definitions of linguistics terminology, based on the glossary of Kövesces (2010)
and relating to the research design and methodology in particular, can be found in Appendix B.

1.3

Issues concerning metaphor research

To clarify the term metaphor in the context of this study it may be thought of as expressing a way of
seeing something in terms of something else (Burke, as cited in Cameron, 1999, p. 3). This makes
an interesting metaphor in itself in ‘seeing’ something (musical sound) which is invisible. However,
as raised in section 1.2.4, knowing what metaphor is does not make it especially easy to identify.
For the purposes of this study, the term will include analogy, but will not extend to metonym. A
detailed analysis of metonymy remains outside the scope of this study (for a definition of
metonymy, see Appendix B).

The approach to identifying linguistic expressions of metaphor in the spoken data of this study
draws to some extent on the applied linguistic framework provided by Cameron (2003), where the
discourse being examined is language in use. Cameron’s view, which is not contested in the
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literature, is that “Language in use, including metaphor, always occurs in a specific context, where
it is produced, and made sense of, by specific people” (p. 3). In the contextualisation of the
discourse, identifying what is and is not metaphor is the first task. However, it becomes apparent
from the literature that metaphor identification in spoken discourse is fraught with problems.
Methods for making decisions about metaphoricity mostly depend on the intuition of the researcher
(see Cameron, 2003, Chapter 3; Pragglejaz Group, 2007; Steen et al., 2010; Kertész et al., 2012).

Cameron (2003) identifies metaphor through applying a working definition of a unit that is used as
a template. Her units are based on word classes (noun, preposition etc.) which act as the vehicle of
the metaphor. Cameron raises issues of borderline cases in her study that would have been resolved
better by further clarifying conditions for the presence of metaphor. The Pragglejaz Group (2007)
take up this matter, developing a method for identifying metaphorically used words in discourse, an
approach then further refined by Steen et al. (2010), who renamed it MIPVU. This approach,
however, does not allow for multi-word units as metaphors. While Cameron’s approach is less rigid,
there is still contention over what the boundaries of metaphor are. Corpus linguists have made the
point that the ‘words have meaning’ versus ‘meanings have words’ views of language are difficult
to reconcile (see Philip, 2011).

It was not until 2006 that the Researching and Applying Metaphor Association (RaAM) was formed
to formalise the study of metaphor in applied linguistics. Since this more rigorous approach to study
has prevailed, researchers have identified more contentious issues in usage-based studies. First,
Steen, who surveys much of the different strands of metaphor research, notes that with the
establishment of RaAM there is no longer “a particular allegiance to the cognitive-linguistic view of
metaphor” (2010, p. 95). He asserts that while applied linguists may make a connection between
metaphor in language and metaphor in thought, they do not necessarily mean thought in the sense of
cognitive processing. Further, he adds, this is an empirical issue which needs to be researched in
concrete situations of language use because the “sweeping” claims of cognitive linguists about the
importance and effects of metaphor on thought and communication have critical consequences.

In this way, Cameron is careful to distinguish between “systematic metaphor” and conceptual
metaphor, noting that while systematic metaphor in spoken discourse events might suggest that
people are thinking about topics as they talk about them, it cannot be assumed to be a “conceptual
metaphor” (2008, p. 208). At the same time, Gibbs argues that conceptual metaphors are “enduring
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conceptual mappings from source to target domains that motivate a wide range of linguistic
expressions” (2002a, p. 80), which means they are conventionalised across a speech community. In
effect, Cameron maintains that systematic use of metaphors can be easily deduced by observing and
analysing speech and text at the linguistic level. There is less certainty about drawing conclusions
about the conceptual level of metaphor when the researcher is not in a position to observe cognitive
behaviour. Cameron concludes that:
Conceptual metaphors may ‘exist’ in the mind of the individual, acquired and developed
through culturally contextualised experience and interaction with the physical and social
world. … On the other hand, conceptual metaphors may not exist in the mind of the
individual at all, only ‘existing’ in their systematised and abstracted forms, as written by
cognitive linguists. (2008, p. 209)
Cameron (2008, pp. 207-208) illustrates her point with a conversation concerning a reconciliation
between two people. Taking examples of linguistic metaphors from the dialogue, the result is a
number of semantically related expressions: broken (heart), separate (from suffering), detached
(from suffering), (pain) on every side, amongst others. Her analysis reveals that the idea of
‘connection’ might capture the sense of several of the linguistic metaphors in the data, making
possible a mapping of the vehicle domain of ‘connection’ on to the topic domain of ‘reconciliation’,
with the resulting conceptual metaphor RECONCILIATION IS CONNECTION. Nonetheless, it would
require additional evidence from a range of “reconciliation contexts and events” to establish the
veracity of this deduction.

Steen (2010) observes that metaphor is probably very seldom a matter of thought and mostly just of
language. He argues that the cognitive processing of conceptual metaphor view does not account for
the case of conventionalised usage of metaphor, arguing instead that people’s mental grammars are
usage-based—they draw on disambiguation strategies. So, to take into account that a metaphor can
become conventional in usage, that is, become a run-of-the-mill way of talking, the use of metaphor
might be explained in the following way:
[W]hen people hear words like attack and defend used in the context of argumentation, it is
most likely that they access the argumentation sense of these words and privilege that for
further processing before they set up some figurative conceptual domain of war, as Lakoff and
Johnson and other cognitive linguists would claim. (2010, p. 96)
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Both Cameron and Steen raise the issue of when metaphor is used deliberately. Cameron (2003)
defines ‘deliberate’ use in the following way:
Deliberate metaphors are not necessarily novel or creative metaphors as in traditional
metaphor theory, identified at the sentence level and independent of context. The
deliberateness lies in the use of the linguistic metaphor in its discourse context, for a
particular purpose on a particular occasion. (p. 101)
Steen (2008) adds:
[A] metaphor is used deliberately when it is expressly meant to change the addressee’s
perspective on the referent or topic that is the target of the metaphor, by making the
addressee look at it from a different conceptual domain or space, which functions as a
conceptual source. (p. 222)
However, Steen concludes, what counts as metaphor between interlocutors, or between writers and
readers, is a separate dimension, and one that has not been given sufficient attention.

Such matters of interest as on-line processing, the activation of concepts in the mind, and deliberate
as opposed to unintentional or unaware use of metaphor are outside the scope of this study, but
remain on the periphery. Such matters cannot be ignored in any discussion of metaphor in naturally
occurring language, and will be given further attention in Chapter 4. Matters of deliberate metaphor
are addressed under the dimensions and features of metaphor that arise through the analysis. For
matters relating to the activation of concepts, it remains important in the context of this study to
understand ‘conceptual metaphor’ as an empirically-grounded notion not related to on-line
processing. It is based on systematic underlying mappings inferred from analysing a substantial
collection of linguistic metaphors.

1.4

Addressing the research context and its limitations

In an investigation that contextualises the discourse of music instruction, it is imperative to also
address issues concerning contextualised research.

Cameron highlights that “the context of discourse both constructs and constrains what is done with
language, including the use of metaphor” (2002, p. 4). She also notes that ‘language in use’ is
embedded in a nested series of contextual frames which, moving outward, are situated in broader
geographical and social contexts: “There is no end to context”, she adds. However, by putting some
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order and constraint on “the infinite amount of possible detail” the researcher has a starting point
(Cameron, 2002, p. 7).

The metaphor data in this study is sourced from and limited to a specialised community of speakers
—music teachers/conductors—a community for whom there is conventionalised technical and nontechnical language. For pragmatic and ethical reasons, the identities of the speakers are neither
revealed nor are their cultural backgrounds factors in this research. While bearing in mind the
contextualised discourse, the scope of this study does not extend to interviewing participants for
personal information, although it is recognised that this would make another informative study. It is
recognised, however, that any speakers in this study who are not native English speakers engage in
music instruction at a level which requires a competent to expert use of English; that is, an
operational command of the language (see the IELTS Guide, p. 6 for scores and interpretations
related to L2 speakers who speak English as an additional language).

A further limitation which effects the data for analysis in this study concerns musical genre. As
noted in section 1.2, the study is limited to instrumental music lessons within the broad genre of
western art music, and deliberately excludes vocal lessons for the reason that confusing intentional
or unintentional metaphorical associations may arise through lyrics.

The very nature of the subject—musical sound—presents its own problems: It is an ambiguous
world full of perceptual spaces; invisible to the eye, ephemeral to the ear, yet so wittingly played,
listened to, and discussed. It is conceived in the mind, perceived by the ear, yet realised in the body,
and beyond this, grounded in cultural traditions; even the concept of what musical sound is and is
not is debated, according to culture and taste (Sullivan, 2005; Barenboim, 2009). Problems
notwithstanding, more fertile ground for metaphor research could hardly be found.

1.5

Ethical clearance and selection of participants

At the outset of this research, informed consent materials were distributed to participants with a
privacy statement, and participants were offered an appropriate and timely summary of the results
of the overall research. Ethical clearance QCM/14/05/HREC was granted on 19 December 2005 for
the commencement of initial research in a Master of Philosophy degree, and transferred upon
articulation to the Doctor of Philosophy degree with the approval reference QCM/11/10/HREC.
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Informed consent forms were distributed amongst a large pool of teachers/conductors from
Queensland Conservatorium and the Australian Youth Orchestra, with twenty consenting to
participation in the study, with the consent of their students. Participants were duly advised that
their privacy would be maintained and that the recordings would be destroyed on completion of the
study, unless a request was made otherwise.

The students whose lessons were observed were also informed of the research and gave consent to
their teachers to become part of this study on the basis of voluntary, anonymous participation. They
were also advised that participation in the research would have no bearing on their assessment.

All participants were made aware that they could consult the research team on any issues relating to
the study, that they could withdraw from the research at any time, and that a summary of the
research would be made available to them by email prior to submission of the thesis. As some
students involved were potentially under the age of 18, permission was granted by the Griffith
University Ethics Review Committee to observe their lessons without parental consent.

1.6

Outcomes

Three outcomes have emerged from this study. The first is greater insight into the use of metaphor
in communicating how music is perceived, performed, and taught, in particular in relation to
expressive performance. The second is a taxonomy—a lexicon of metaphor usage—with
implications for music pedagogy, metaphor research, and cross-cultural studies. Thirdly, the study
contributes to the growing body of research on metaphor and cross-cultural communication,
metaphor in educational discourse, and metaphor in research on collections of naturally occurring
language, known as corpora research.

1.7

Summary and conclusion

In outlining the rationale and research design for this study, I have shown how I aim to develop an
approach to the study of metaphor in a music instruction context in light of the issues identified by
researchers in the field. The contribution that this study makes extends knowledge on the use of
metaphorical language built on the understandings interdisciplinary research can bring. This is
recognised as helping to bridge gaps between such disciplines as music psychology,
psychoacoustics, cognition, and music pedagogy, as well as facilitate creative practice in music
learning and teaching across cultures and instructional settings. Achieving this requires approaches
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to the study of metaphor that do not simplify but rather engage with the complexity of metaphor use
in real-world settings. As discussed in this chapter and as Gibbs affirms, there is heightened interest
in questions of methodology which identify and describe metaphor:
[A] future challenge for all metaphor scholars is to have greater clarity about what kinds of
empirical evidence is needed, and how it is to be obtained and analyzed, to properly
characterize the reach and limits of the metaphorical mind. (2008, p. 13)

This study aims to contribute to such clarity by examining the use of metaphor in advanced music
instruction settings, and suggesting ways to approach and account for this phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 2

Metaphor: What it is and how it is studied
A metaphor can easily be seen as a bridge, etymologically ‘carrying over’ from one side to another. It links and
comprises the known and the unknown, the tangible and the less tangible, the familiar and the new.
(Cortazzi & Jin, 1999)

2.0

Introduction

A wide range of research now contributes to a better understanding of how and why metaphor is an
integral part of the language system, but defining metaphor remains an elusive area. As Cameron
(1999) observes:
A general type of description of metaphor often seems to be the only level at which theorists
and researchers of different persuasions can agree, with similar ‘definitions’ found in many
key publications … . Once past this level of generality, disagreement develops in a mire of
conglomerated detail, and intending researchers may find themselves reeling as they
approach the published literature in order to select an appropriate theoretical framework for
a study. (p. 3)
It is now generally accepted, however, that as part of the language system metaphor mediates
between the subjective and objective understanding of things. Majid and Levinson capture the
essence of this in relation to the broader function of language, saying that language “plays a
fundamental intermediary role between the subjective, individual nature of sensation and the
cultural world that constructs the perceptual field” (2011, p. 9). They go on to describe that culture
provides in the sensory environment, “the smells, the tastes, the colors, the shapes, the spaces, the
sounds that we perceive”, while biology provides the sense organs and cortical processing of the
sensory information. Importantly, they maintain that without language, insights into each other’s
perceptual experiences would be confined to shared environments and shared biology, without
intersubjectivity. As sound is one of those perceptual experiences, intersubjectivity is pivotal to
sharing the experience of it. In the asymmetric power relations that are always present in teachinglearning relationships, intersubjectivity is critical and metaphor is recognised to have an affective
impact on this interaction (Cameron, 2003, p. 246). To understand why metaphor is therefore
important in relations between music teacher and learner, as well as in the music lesson,
necessitates an understanding of metaphor itself.
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While metaphor research has advanced at a fast rate since Cameron made the observation above, in
this researcher’s experience, the challenges in classifying (or even conceptualising) this
phenomenon remain. The literature is fraught with different terminologies influenced, in particular,
by the different perspectives of linguistics, cognitive science, and psychology. The following
section provides a brief historical overview before bringing the focus to specific current
perspectives of contemporary metaphor research. This helps to position a study of metaphor in a
specific context.

2.1

An historical overview

2.1.1 Aristotle and metaphor
As far back as Aristotle, metaphor was seen as a tool of language and thought, something quite
complicated in nature and function. “For Aristotle, successful metaphor in rhetoric or speechmaking combined ‘clarity, pleasantness and unfamiliarity’, and, when used appropriately, could act
conceptually to produce new understanding” (Cameron, 2003, p. 13). Thus, in describing its
rhetorical function, Aristotle also recognised the cognitive function of metaphor, a view that was
taken up by cognitive linguists hundreds of years later (and discussed shortly). Furthermore,
Aristotle recognised that cultural context played an important part. According to Cameron,
Aristotle’s view was that in interpreting metaphor the participants would need to draw on shared
cultural understanding or ‘endoxa’. In this way, Cameron notes, he acknowledged that metaphor
was a matter of both semantics and ‘pragmatics’—something which later philosophers did not do
(2003, p. 14). However, a significant difference between Aristotle’s view and current views is that
metaphor was always used intentionally.

According to Kirby (1997), it is to Aristotle that we owe the terms that have framed debate on what
metaphor entails for hundreds of years. It is testament to his influence on western philosophy that
even in the twentieth century, parameters for the analysis of metaphor were hinged on, or contested,
Aristotle’s views (see, for example, Ricoeur, 1975). However, the last century also saw the rise of
debate over language generally, and theories concerning literal versus figurative language attracted
the interest of scholars outside philosophy.

2.1.2

Substitution, comparison and interaction views of metaphor

Substitution, Comparison, and Interaction are three influential theories spawned in the last century.
They were influenced by the rise of logical positivism, which “postulated not only the possibility of
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literal language, but also its primacy. Metaphor then was said to exist in contrast to literal language,
as decoration or ornament, and to be constructed deliberately for poetic effect” (Cameron, 2003, p.
15). Metaphor, as a ‘figure of speech’, in this sense, is primarily a linguistic phenomenon—a matter
of language not related to thought processes.

Substitution theory characterises metaphor as “renaming” one thing with another (Cameron, 2003,
p. 15). Cameron gives the example, in the atmosphere is a blanket of gases, the atmosphere is
renamed or substituted with blanket. Having a literal equivalent means that the metaphor is purely
decorative and can be dispensed without any loss of meaning.

Comparison theory explains metaphor as a comparison in which one term is purported to bear a
partial resemblance to something else, but the resemblance is insufficient to sustain a literal
comparison (Tourangeau & Sternberg, 1982). Taken literally, the statement ‘Juliet is the sun’ is
false, but finding similarities between Juliet and the sun will lead to understanding the metaphor.
For example, Juliet is like the sun because she shares with it certain qualities (radiance, for
example). Cameron notes that these similarities may be found by an analyst but a user may have a
different interpretation that draws on personal experience and cultural knowledge (2003, p. 16).

Interaction theory is based primarily on the work of Richards (1936) and Black (1962, 1979/93).
Interaction theory accounts for how a new understanding of something could be attained through
metaphor, bringing a cognitive role back to centre stage. The new understanding is not based on
similarities between two things; instead, a listener or reader draws on an association from a
common bank of understandings and beliefs (like Aristotle’s endoxa) and through a mapping
process, a new understanding is created which cannot be paraphrased with literal equivalents. From
this notion of interaction, Richards (1936) proposed the terms ‘tenor’ and ‘vehicle’—the former
referring to the underlying idea that is illustrated by the latter, and thereby understood via it.
However, the theory tended to be constructed around novel and strongly active metaphors, the
poetic rather than the prosaic.

2.1.3

Cognitive theories of metaphor

The seminal work of Andrew Ortony’s Metaphor and Thought (first published in 1979) brought a
much stronger view of metaphor as an underpinning construct of thought and concept formation,
turning the locus of attention away from metaphor in language to metaphor in the mind—conceptual
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metaphor. Lakoff and Johnson took up this new direction in the 1980s suggesting that metaphor is
“a basic mental operation by which we understand the world through mapping from known
domains to unknown domains, and that some conceptualizations are metaphorically structured in
our minds” (Cameron, 2003, p. 19). This idea was a starting point for a cognitive theory of
metaphor that examines the link between metaphor and thought. Lakoff and Johnson have since
advanced this notion with their controversial publication, Philosophy in the Flesh (1999).

In cognitive theory, the term ‘metaphor’ is reserved for conceptual mappings (as opposed to, for
example, the ‘symbiosis’ of tenor and vehicle in Comparison theory) and ‘metaphorical
expressions’ are the linguistic manifestation of the mapping. A conceptual metaphor is a mapping of
one domain onto another, for example: ‘Love Is a Journey’. Here, the format of the capital ‘Is’
shows that this is not a grammatical reference but part of a formula, as in A IS B. A is the target
domain (Love—roughly equivalent to the notion of tenor) and B the source domain (Journey—
roughly, the notion of vehicle). The mapping produces a range of systematic metaphorical
expressions in the language (about, for example, Love) as a result of their link to a single
conceptual domain.

2.1.4

Further perspectives on metaphor

Cognitive metaphor theory has its critics, although mainly from the standpoint that it gives an
incomplete picture of language use, which could be said of the earlier theories. Another view argues
that “the ontological impact of cultural constructs on our mental maps cannot be ignored and may
occur prior to metaphor in concept formation” (Cameron, 2003, p. 20). From this perspective,
metaphorical expressions in language are purported to be a matter of lexical semantics which can be
historically explained (see Murphy, 1996, 1997; Glucksberg, 2001; Jackendoff, 2002; McGlone,
2007). This is not to be confused with Kövesces’ ontological constructs to explain an aspect of the
function of metaphor (see p. 44, this chapter). From the cognitive perspective, Lakoff and Johnson
(1999) would argue that metaphor in language is bound to concept formation which is grounded in
bodily experience and that this is stronger motivation for metaphor than historical cultural
experience.

While Lakoff (1993) argues that metaphors that are grounded in experience are likely to be not only
deeply rooted in an individual’s thought patterns but also common across different languages,
Deignan counters this. She argues that not all experience-based metaphors are physical; some are
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culturally-mediated (Deignan, 2005, p. 25). For example, the conceptual metaphor CLEAN IS GOOD,
DIRT IS BAD

may be physical but ELECTIONS ARE HORSE RACES has a source domain, horse-racing,

which is a culturally-specific event.

Further criticism of Lakoff’s claim can be found in Fernando (1996), who argues, from an
anthropological view, that theories linking metaphor to feeling ignore that feelings are also the
result of “a cultural interpretation of the world” (p. 122).

At the same time, conceptual metaphor theory has been useful for explaining, in Deignan’s words,
“some arbitrary features of word meaning and semantic relations” (2005, p. 5). This has been
applied in corpus linguistics, a branch of linguistics which also emerged in the 1980s, alongside
conceptual metaphor theory, as a new methodology for the study of metaphor. It takes as its
methodological tool the processing capacities of computers. In this way, corpora (collections of
texts) are organised into machine-readable format, usually by technicians who specialise in this
form of technology. This technology permits large amounts of corpora in specific genres to be
analysed (and could therefore be used to analyse a corpus of metaphor from music instruction).
With such extensive data, generalisations about the behaviour of words can be made. Historically,
however, a large proportion of the texts analysed in corpus linguistics are written. As Meyer (2002)
notes, collecting and transcribing spoken texts is both time-consuming and expensive, an issue that
will be raised again in the current study in Chapter 4, where such matters of methodology receive
attention. In general, corpus linguistics addresses typical patterns of words in analysis, in other
words, normal, conventional usage, and is less able to deal with what Deignan calls “innovative or
literary” types (the poetic type which was the concern of the Aristotelian view).

Tangential to the cognitive view is relevance theory, which sees metaphor as being normal and
natural in everyday speech for different reasons: While cognitive linguists have argued that
metaphor arises naturally in language because it is pervasive in thought, relevance theorists have
argued that this is because “language is loosely used in an attempt to convey complex thoughts
which may be vague, but need not themselves be metaphorical” (Wilson, 2011, p. 2). Metaphor is
seen to lie along a continuum that includes literal, loose, and hyperbolic interpretations and from
this perspective “metaphorical interpretations are arrived at in exactly the same way as these other
interpretations” (Sperber & Wilson, 2008, p. 84). Relevance theory is primarily focused on
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utterance processing, and tends to use a limited range of (sometimes made-up) examples. For those
reasons it is noted in this overview but not critical to the current study.

Some clarification of the countering views may result from an appraisal of the method and
collection of data, as well as the approach to analysing it. In fact, one of the criticisms of the
cognitive approach is levelled at data collection—sometimes amounting to “armchair
reflection” (Cameron, 2003, p. 20). Corpus techniques such as those of Deignan (1999; 2005; 2008)
have bought more credible analysis, with metaphorical expression in language being collected from
real life situations and analysed.

The last decade has seen a strengthening of agreement as to the complicated nature and function of
metaphor, and much has been done to avoid a too “one-sided or compartmentalised
approach” (Cameron, 1999, p. 4). In this regard, applied linguistics, which is concerned with
underlying processes of language as an interaction between users, takes a conveniently inter- or
cross-disciplinary tack, drawing on both cognitive and socio-cultural theory. At the time of writing,
the most recent publication concerned with positioning the new locus of metaphor research was the
edited volume, Researching and Applying Metaphor in the Real World (2010). This will receive
more attention in Chapter 4.

2.1.5 Metaphor as a phenomenon of language in everyday use
Turning to a current applied linguistic perspective, Cameron defines metaphor as what happens
when two “potentially incongruous ideas” (2003, p. 9) are brought together in the mind of a
participant in discourse, a participant being someone engaged in speaking or listening in the given
context. She explains, “a domain linked to a lexical item needs to be seen as containing all that
might be activated by an individual participating in discourse, including images, knowledge,
beliefs, connotations, feelings, and memories of previous experience” (2003, p. 18).

Cameron identifies three aspects of metaphor (2003, pp. 9-12): The linguistic metaphor, which may
be a conventionalised expression that does not necessarily lead a participant to actively think about
the two ideas; the process metaphor, where the expression activates two domains in the mind of a
participant, leading to the noticing of an incongruity which can only be resolved by constructing a
meaning for the expression; and conceptual frames underlying the lexis in the two domains.
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Cameron refers to the two domains as ‘topic’ (first defined as ‘tenor’ by Richards, 1936) and
‘vehicle’ (also defined by Richards, 1936). The topic is the content and the vehicle is the conceptual
domain activated by a choice of words. Thus, as Cameron explains, by referring to “the
atmosphere” (topic) as “a blanket” (vehicle) “of gases”, a metaphor results where the conceptual
domain is visualised by associating words such as bed, wool, warm, pillow and relations such as
“blankets keep people warm in bed” (2003, p. 11). Linguistic metaphor is further qualified as
conventionalised and possibly not active, and process metaphor is further qualified as deliberate and
possibly active. This matters at the level of interaction where what is conventional to one speaker
may be completely new to someone else, particularly from a different language background. In
other words, what is an inactive metaphor to one speaker may be active to another.

2.2

Metaphor, cognition, and the current field

One of the most impartial recent accounts of metaphor, with a comprehensive synthesis of the work
of influential research emerging from both cognitive linguistics and the interdisciplinary field, is
Kövesces’ Metaphor: A Practical Introduction (2010). Kövesces endorses the view that it is very
common for (English) speakers to explain their understanding of one thing, especially an abstract
concept, in terms of something more concrete and that this is not necessarily done for the purpose
of being poetic or picturesque. Like Cameron (2003), Kövesces’ position is that metaphor occurs
extensively in normal everyday language discourses as well as across different specific contexts, a
position held in most current metaphor research. The concept of a ‘journey’ returns again as an
example, but Kövesces uses it to explain the ‘life’ metaphor. Phrases such as get a good start, go
through a stage, and reach the end of the road are commonly used in English to talk about life.
These and other similar phrases, he says, show that “a large part of the way we speak about life in
English derives from the way we speak about journeys” (2010, p. 3). Essentially, concrete concepts
(e.g. journeys) are being used to “facilitate” thinking about more abstract concepts (e.g. life).
Kövesces explains further that the expressions that have to do with ‘life’ deriving from the domain
of ‘journey’ (e.g. I’m at the crossroads of life) correspond to a conceptual metaphor, described in
the current accepted shorthand as LIFE IS A JOURNEY.

The cognitive function of a ‘concept’ in language use is an area of some contention between applied
and cognitive linguistics. Kövesces cautions that although it is common to say that what happens in
a conceptual metaphor is that one conceptual domain is understood in terms of another conceptual
domain, this is not strictly so. Claiming that metaphor is ‘understanding’ one thing in terms of
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another is problematic, he says, because this suggests that images or ideas related to the concrete
concept (e.g. journey) are evoked in the real-time, on-line process of understanding the other more
abstract domain. Here, it should be noted that scholars do not agree on real-time processing in
relation to the metaphor characteristic of evoking images. The expressions that describe life as a
journey, for example, are so common in language that they do not necessarily evoke images of a
journey in real-time processing3 . While, as previously noted (see Chapter 1, p. 24), the matter of
real-time processing is an empirical issue outside the scope of the current study, Kövesces’ advice
that it is safer to think of metaphor in terms of construing or conceiving one conceptual domain in
terms of the other is critical because this commits less to the real-time aspect of understanding
(2010, p. 8; see also Cameron, 2008, p. 207). However, for the purposes of this study, the two terms
will be used interchangeably.

Further clarifying the two domains at work in a metaphor, Kövesces (2010) describes the one from
which the linguistic metaphor derives as the source domain and the other as the target domain,
terms coined by Lakoff and Johnson (1980). These two terms essentially correspond to Cameron’s
vehicle and topic, (or Richard’s vehicle and tenor) respectively. The target domain is the one which
is understood through the use of the source domain. Thus, it is possible to understand (construe, or
conceive of) LIFE through linguistic expressions associated with a JOURNEY; ARGUMENT through
expressions associated with WAR; IDEAS through FOOD; THEORIES through BUILDINGS etc.

2.3

Components of metaphor

Lying at the heart of the conceptual level of metaphor is the issue of how constituent elements of
the source domain “correspond” to constituent elements of the target domain. These
correspondences are technically called ‘mappings’, a term also coined by Lakoff and Johnson,
(1980). Construing a more abstract target domain through a more physical domain is possible in a
number of ways. Offline, in other words not in real-time, this may be through a long-term memory
process or the result of an entrenched historical-cultural process. This process results in highly
conventionalised metaphors (what Cameron calls linguistic) that occur naturally in the speech of a
3 A further

real-time processing problem that Pragmatics has dealt with concerns the processing of literal and non-literal
language. From the traditional Pragmatics point of view, expounded by Grice (1989), any form of non-literal language
used by a speaker will require the listener to access the literal meaning to realise that it was not the intended meaning in
the context, and then infer a meaning that is consistent with the context. Gibbs (2002b) argues for the direct access
theory which posits that people do not necessarily analyse the literal meanings of an utterance before deriving the
figurative meaning. Gibbs’ main thesis is that people utilise pragmatic information over semantic information when
interpreting any utterance. While the current study does not extend to an analysis of processing, it is noteworthy that the
speakers and listeners (music teachers and students) in this study are likely to be highly attuned to the specialised
context, providing them pragmatic, contextual information in the discourse.
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native speaker and have sets of correspondences or mappings. Alternatively, the association may be
more spontaneous, in real-time, (what Cameron calls deliberate or active) resulting in a novel or
creative metaphor for which mappings can also be made apparent. However, Cameron makes the
percipient point that deliberate metaphor is not necessarily novel, because novelty is context-related
—a novel metaphor will not be part of the “shared language resources” for speakers talking about a
particular topic (2003, p. 101).

Again, it is useful to visit Kövesces’ explanation with the LOVE IS A JOURNEY mapping:
When we use the sentence We aren’t going anywhere, the expression go somewhere
indicates travelling to a destination, in this particular sentence, a journey that has no clear
destination. The word we obviously refers to the travelers involved. This sentence then
gives us three constituent elements of journeys: the travelers, the travel, or the journey as
such, and the destination. However, when we hear this sentence in the appropriate context,
we will interpret it to be about love, and we will know that the speaker of the sentence has in
mind not real travelers but lovers, not a physical journey but the events in a love
relationship, and not a physical destination at the end of the journey but the goal(s) of the
love relationship. (2010, p. 8)

Together with other similar expressions such as The relationship is foundering, It’s been a bumpy
road, We’ve made a lot of headway, and We’re at the crossroads, a set of correspondences, or
mappings can be made between constituent elements of the source domain JOURNEY and
constituent elements of the target domain LOVE. These typically go from the more concrete to the
more abstract concept:

Source: JOURNEY

Target: LOVE

the travelers

→

the lovers

the vehicle

→

the love relationship

the journey

→

events in the relationship

the distance covered

→

the progress made

the obstacles encountered

→

the difficulties experience

the decisions about which way to go →

choices about what to do

the destination

the goal(s) of the relationship

→

(Kövesces, 2010, p. 9)
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The journey examples given above are useful for illustrating the origins of the notion of a ‘mapping
schema’. The mapping schema was first used by Lakoff and Johnson (1999) and Kövesces’
premises may be seen to derive at least partially from them (see also Kövesces, 2008).

Lakoff and Johnson’s mapping schema view contests the traditional western philosophical view that
humans have a faculty of reason separate from the faculties of perception and bodily movement.
They claim that in the traditional view, concepts are assumed to be purely part of the faculty of
reason, and perception and movement are in no way part of that faculty. However, Lakoff and
Johnson illustrate how categories by which we organise the world around us and interact with it
optimally, are cognitively “basic” (e.g. understood earlier by children, enter the language earlier,
faster to recognise, have the shortest primary lexemes) and, importantly, that they are body-based,
meaning that these basic categories depend on the motor schemas used to interact with the world
which are in turn responses to the part-whole structure of physical beings and objects (Gestalt
perception). They reiterate the conditions for basic-level concepts described by Berlin et al. (1974)
and Mervis and Rosch (1981) that they are the highest level at which a single mental image can
represent an entire category. In this way, it is possible to have a single mental image for a chair but
not for generalised pieces of furniture at which category members have an overall shape e.g.
recognising a chair but not a generalised piece of furniture by shape; at which a person uses similar
motor actions for interacting with category members, e.g. chairs and tables versus generalised
pieces of furniture; and at which most knowledge is organised, e.g. knowledge of cars is more
detailed than knowledge of vehicles (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, pp. 26-27).

What this leads to is the claim that human concepts are not just reflections of an external reality, but
that they are shaped by our bodies and brains, especially by our sensorimotor system. Lakoff and
Johnson call this the “embodied mind”, meaning mind—the faculty for thinking—and bodily
movement are connected neurally. Concept formation is directly connected to that system as well,
they say, via the ability to reason. They describe two conceptual tasks which access this neural
system: The first is “learning the structure of a semantic field of lexical items so as to get the
relationships among the lexical items correct” and the second, “performing abstract
inferences” (1999, p. 38). To this they attribute three kinds of concepts: spatial relations concepts
(those named by English words like in, on, through, under); concepts of bodily movement (named
by verbs like grasp, pull, lift); and concepts indicating the structure of actions or events (named by
words like starting, stopping, running, finished). They add:
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From a biological perspective, it is eminently plausible that reason has grown out of the
sensory and motor systems and that it still uses those systems or structures developed from
them. This explains why we have the kinds of concepts we have and why our concepts have
the properties they have. It explains why our spatial-relations concepts should be
topological and orientational. And it explains why our system for structuring and reasoning
about events of all kinds should have the structure of a motor-control system. (p. 43)

The premise that they expound here is made plausible, but not proven, by neurophysiological
modelling. The neural theory of metaphor developed by Lakoff and Feldman and expounded in The
Cambridge Handbook of Metaphor and Thought (2008), provides further support for the notion of
metaphorical thought resulting from a real connection between language, mind, body, and brain.
While neural theory is outside the scope of this study, it is useful to keep its premises in mind.
Kövesces summarises (2010, p. 87): It appears that “mirror neurons” (neuronal groups, called
nodes) in the brain activate when we perform an action. The same neurons activate when we see
someone else performing that action and also when we imagine that we are performing the action.
In the neural theory, “nodes” are models for activating meaning (in other words, meaning is
simulation) and we get inferences when the activation of one node results in the activation of
another. When two groups of neurons fire at the same time, an activation spreads and when the
activation from the two groups meet, the link strengthens. Learning makes this circuitry stronger.
One group can also inhibit the activation from another resulting in neural bindings when for
example two or more conceptual entities are taken to be the one entity. An example is given: Colour
and shape are not computed in the same part of the brain yet when we see a blue square, we think of
it as one entity (a blue square).

However, Kövesces continues (2010, p. 87), there are different types of circuits characterising
different conceptual processes. The ‘linking circuit’ for example characterises metonymy. The
‘mapping circuit’ characterises metaphors. In this latter type the two groups of nodes correspond to
source and target and there are a number of interconnecting nodes permitting elements in node one
(source domain) to connect with elements in node two (target domain). The importance of this
theory is that it argues the case for primary metaphors being learnt earlier and just by functioning
normally in the world. Because neural circuitry allows activation of both source and target domains,
processing of conventional metaphors is done just as quickly as non-metaphorical processing.
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What this does is provide a theory for how the cognitive mechanism for conceptual metaphor works
and why the constituent elements of conceptual metaphor are marked by sensorimotor source
domains, especially when reasoning about subjective experience. That we English speakers
conceptualise understanding an idea as grasping an object (sensorimotor experience) or failing to
understand something as going over our heads (sensorimotor experience) are examples. That we
know by ‘seeing as’ in I see what you mean, that more is up, as in Prices rose and Prices fell,
imparts the gist of this experientially grounded process.

The process is further explained by conflation in learning. For example the correspondence between
quantity and verticality in Prices rose and fell arises from a correlation in everyday experience,
“like pouring water into a glass and seeing the level go up” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, p. 47).
Johnson’s work, as cited in Lakoff and Johnson (pp. 48-49) examines the case of a young child
acquiring a commonplace metaphor. Johnson wanted to test whether there was a stage of conflation
in the child’s use of the verb see prior to it being employed metaphorically. His test case was
KNOWING IS SEEING

as in I see what you’re saying. Johnson found that the child did go through a

stage when the knowing and seeing domains were conflated such as when the verb see was used in
the context in which seeing and knowing occurred together. With Let’s see what’s in the box, seeing
correlates with knowing. Johnson hypothesises that this stage, which involves literal seeing and
other sensorimotor experiences that have literal commentary or linguistic expression, is followed by
a period of conflation when a child is able to associate these experiences with non-sensorimotor
experiences, such as making subjective judgements. These cross-domain associations will persist
and constitute the mappings of conceptual metaphor, from source to target domains. Finally, Lakoff
and Johnson emphasise that this schema works at the primary level of metaphor, but that not all
metaphorical linguistic expressions are directly connected this way. Illuminate, for example is an
extension of the primary KNOWING IS SEEING metaphor, and they say, is learned well after it.

This puts Kövesces’ position into context. He finds that there is no doubt that the world that people
draw on to explain more abstract concepts is the world that is familiar to them. There are people,
animals and plants, and people live in houses, eat, get sick, get better, move around and travel; they
live in a physical environment with all kinds of objects and substances in it; the people work, use
tools, engage in transactions. Kövesces claims it is this simplified world “that enables us to make
use of parts of it in creating more complex abstract ones” (2010, p. 23).
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Using well-known metaphor sources such as the Master Metaphor List (Lakoff, 1994) and
Deignan’s volume on metaphor (1995)4, Kövesces found that the most common source domains
include basic entities such as containers, substances, and physical objects and their properties, such
as shape, colour, size, hardness, transparency, weight:
• The human body: An ideal source domain since for us it is clearly delineated and we know it
well. Aspects most commonly drawn on are head, face, legs, hands, back heart, bones,
shoulders.
• Health and fitness
• Animals
• Plants: Parts of plants, the actions we perform in relation to plants and the different stages of
growth are common.
• Buildings and constructions: Both the static properties of a house and other structures and the
act of building it are common.
• Machines and tools
• Games and sports
• Money and economics
• Cooking and food
• Heat and cold (mainly attitude, passions and desires)
• Light and darkness
• Forces (gravitational, magnetic, electric, and mechanical)
• Movement, self-propelled and otherwise, and direction
Kövesces found the most common target domains to be psychological and mental states and event
(emotion, desire, morality, and thought), social groups and processes (society, economy, politics,
human relationships, communication) and personal experiences and events (time, life, death and
religion) and superordinate concepts of events and actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emotion (source domains typically involve force)
Desire (as for Emotion)
Morality (mainly light and dark and up-down orientation)
Thought (mainly work, manipulation of objects, seeing)
Society (mainly person and family)
Politics (mainly force, games and sport, business and war)
Economy (mainly building, plants, journey)
Human relationships (mainly plants, machines, building)
Communication (mainly containers and object)
Time (mostly time as an object that moves)
Life and death (mostly journey, also day, light, warmth)
Events and actions (mainly movement and force)

These target and source domains pertain to general, everyday concepts, which constitute the greater
body of research into metaphor. They therefore serve as principal points of reference for researchers
4

It is noted that the reliability of these sources may be questionable as they are not entirely empirically-based.
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working into specific and specialised target domains. Specialised contexts from which specific
target and source domains arise, such as Music, Science, and Mathematics, are missing from such a
list. Further research is forthcoming in this area with at least one publication (edited by Philip)
pending and, hopefully, the current study will also contribute to a better understanding of target and
source domains in specific contexts.

2.3.1

Unidirectionality

Another aspect of metaphor is the matter of unidirectionality. Even in the strongest cases of crossdomain similarities, the interrelated components are unidirectional. These cross-modal similarities
behave in a way similar to the experience of synthaesthesia. For example, “if sound induces a color
experience, the same color does not typically trigger the experience of a sound” (Cacciari, 2008, p.
434). However, the behaviour of such synaesthetic metaphors should not be confused with the real
experience of synaesthesia, which is unquestionably a cognitive condition. In any case, while most
metaphors observe unidirectionality, some can be reversed: The anger of storms e.g. It was a stormy
meeting, can be reversed e.g. The storm raged. And most noun to noun metaphors are reversible e.g.
This surgeon is a butcher and This butcher is a surgeon are possible (although there is usually a
shift of meaning). Kövesces notes that this often happens if the participating concepts are much the
same level of abstraction and have similar meaning focuses e.g. the surgeon and the butcher both
work with tools (2010, p. 28).

In summary, conceptual metaphors consist of a source domain and a target domain and a set of
mappings between them. The source domain is typically more concrete or physical and has more
delineated concepts than target domains, which tend to be more abstract and less delineated.
Conceptual metaphors, the most common ones being unidirectional, “can serve the purpose of
understanding intangible, and hence difficult-to-understand concepts” (Kövesces, p. 28). In this
way, it may be postulated that one means of understanding expressive qualities of musical sound is
by mapping, potentially through neural pathways, the tangible experience of the physical world
onto the intangible aspects of musical sound. These ‘mappings’ through the ‘neural pathways’ of
our ‘embodied minds’ is mediated through language. However, as raised in Chapter 1, the
relationship between the extramusical world and the musical world has a long history before neural
pathways were known about. Exploring this and its relevance to metaphor will become the focus of
the next chapter. For now, there is more to describing the nature of metaphor that must be
elucidated.
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2.4

Features of metaphor

Several features describing the nature of metaphor as it is currently viewed by scholars are further
expounded by Kövesces in his 2010 publication. While terminology may differ, cognitive linguists
generally agree on these features and the study of them advances the work of Lakoff and Johnson.
Gibbs goes so far as to say, in his commentary on the back cover of the publication, that Kövesces
expounds this major theoretical approach to the contemporary study of metaphor in a clear and
systematic discussion. Hence, the reason for using Kövesces’ view as the basis of discussion on
kinds of metaphor. The view held here is not at odds with applied linguistics rather, as previously
mentioned, it informs the interdisciplinary work of scholars researching in the field. In Kövesces’
view, the features deal with conventionality, the cognitive function of metaphor, the nature of
metaphor, levels of generality, the basis of metaphor, and the partial mapping of metaphor. These
are discussed as follows:

2.4.1

Conventionality

An important classification measure of metaphor is degree of conventionality in the linguistic
community, or “how deeply entrenched metaphor is in everyday use by ordinary people for
everyday purposes” (Kövesces, 2010, p. 33); in other words, expressions that have become part of
the language resources within a particular group or community, “run-of-the-mill ways of talking
about things” (Cameron, 2003, p. 110). For special target domains, such as music, this means the
community of speakers within the discipline. The issue of conventionality concerns both conceptual
metaphors and their linguistic manifestations, a primary concern of the current study.

Highly conventionalised conceptual metaphors like ARGUMENT IS WAR, LOVE IS A JOURNEY,
THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS, IDEAS ARE FOOD, SOCIAL ORGANISATIONS ARE PLANTS, and LIFE IS A
JOURNEY may

be so well worn that they are cliched. Kövesces continues (2010, p. 34) that most

speakers would not realise that they are using metaphor when they say defend in connection with
arguments, construct in connection with theories, go our separate ways in connection with love,
digest in connection with ideas, or head start in connection with life. So while the conceptual
metaphor illustrates entrenched ways of thinking about and understand abstract domains, their
linguistic expression illustrates the cliched ways concepts are talked about. The process from
thought to speech is then a matter of awareness. Being aware of the potential or dormant features of
entrenched conceptual thinking, whether to engage the conceptual metaphor and utilise it further
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linguistically, or to refrain from using it, or to take another pathway entirely, is crucial in
communicating ideas, including in the kind of communicating of ideas that happens in teaching.

Highly conventionalised metaphors (clichés) are at one end of what Kövesces calls the “scale of
conventionality” (2010, p. 35). At the other end are unconventional or novel metaphors. He
illustrates this with LIFE IS A JOURNEY (a conventional metaphor):
(a) He had a head start in life.
(b) Two roads converge in wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
The example (a) is a cliché. The example (b) is from Robert Frost’s poem and it shows how the poet
employed the LIFE IS A JOURNEY metaphor in novel ways. Kövesces claims that such usage of the
“two roads diverged” and “I took the one less traveled by” remain unconventional linguistic
expressions about life, in English (in Frost’s time), while the concept LIFE IS A JOURNEY is
conventional. He then cautions that while this may suggest that unconventional, novel metaphors
come from literature, there are many novel metaphors that come from speakers in other domains,
such as sports journalists, politicians, church ministers, authentic users of slang, graffiti writers and
more.

Schippers (2006, pp. 10-11) makes a stronger case for the ‘scale’. He adds a middle ground, making
a spectrum as opposed to a dichotomous positioning of what is conventional and novel:
cliché>>>creative>>>obscure. Here, cliché types are potentially inactive. In educational contexts
involving a teacher and a learner, the creative types, he proposes, create ‘cognitive dissonance’ in
the learner, which can be resolved by applying a broad frame of reference. Obscure types also
create ‘cognitive dissonance’, but the reference is too obscure for it to be resolved by the learner in
real time.

The effectiveness of the middle ground—the creative, or what Cameron calls novel metaphor—is
not disputed. Cameron clarifies that when a successful novel metaphor is used deliberately in
discourse, it usually follows non-metaphorical explanations, it is developed in supporting talk, and
it is dynamic, taking shape as the talk progresses (2003, p. 119). Another feature that Cameron adds
is that often effective novel metaphors may, during the course of a teaching session, become
internalised by the learner, bringing it back towards the conventional end of the spectrum for the
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participants, as it functions to be a memorable condensation of an otherwise unfamiliar or abstract
idea. It is likely then to be reused by those participants, deliberately, to activate a way of thinking
about something.

2.4.2

Function of metaphor

If metaphor is a way of thinking and ‘seeing’, then indeed it has a cognitive function. Kövesces
(2010) proposes three kinds of cognitive functions for conceptual metaphor (that often coincide):
structural, ontological, and orientational. These advance the understanding of the way metaphor
works and make useful points of reference for the current study.

Structural metaphors are those whose source domains enable a speaker to understand target A by
means of the structure of source B. The understanding that takes place is “by means of conceptual
mappings between the elements” (Kövesces, 2010, p. 37). Time, for example, is structured by the
domains of motion and space e.g. times are things; the passing of time is motion; future time is in
front of us and past time is behind us, and so on. A comparable line of thinking—structure-mapping
theory—put forward by Gentner (1983) and Gentner and Bowdle (2008, pp. 109-128), focuses on
structural alignment, or an explicit set of correspondences, between two domains.

Ontological metaphors provide less structure but give an existence to abstract things. Kövesces
explains this as conceiving experiences in terms of objects, substances, and containers in general,
(without specifying what kind of object, substance or container is meant) (2010, p. 38). This is also
illustrated by personification, where human qualities are given to nonhuman entities, using
ourselves as source domains (e.g. my phone died). These are less structural and therefore provide
less information about the target domain.

Orientational metaphors concern body awareness and cause-effect conditions (Kövesces, 2010, p.
40. This function often draws on spatial orientations and experience e.g. MORE IS UP and LESS IS
DOWN; GOOD HEALTH IS UP and ILLNESS IS DOWN

are examples.

Kövesces (2010, pp. 42-44) further describes two overarching formational features of metaphor
under which the cognitive functions reside: metaphors formed on the basis of propositional
knowledge and those formed on the basis of what Lakoff described as image-schemas (1987) (the
latter being not only visual). Knowledge metaphors, the strongest sense of which occurs in
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structural metaphors, map elements of the source domain to the target domain. In the case of the
JOURNEY, elements

such as traveler, destination and obstacles are mapped from source to target.

The image-schema metaphor depends on our human interaction with the world: The way we
explore physical objects by having contact with them, the way we experience ourselves and objects
as containers with other objects in or out of them, the way we move around and the way forces
affect us. Orientation metaphors are good examples, using in-out, up-down, front-back as imageschemas; physical contact, motion, and force are other common image-schemas. Image-schemas
can, and often do, form the basis of knowledge concepts. With the JOURNEY concept comes the
image-schema for motion. Other metaphors are based on more apparent images and are called,
simply, image metaphors, and generally no knowledge structure is drawn on. Many of these are
found in poetry and slang.

2.4.3

Levels of generality of metaphor

Kövesces also proposes that the less detail in the source domain elements the more generic the
metaphor. For example, the MOTION schema has only “initial location, movement along a path, and
final location” (2010, p. 44). However, the JOURNEY concept adds to this such details as traveller,
departure, means of travel, difficulties, destination and so on. Thus, generic schemas, e.g. MOTION,
can be instantiated by specific-level schemas. Conceptual metaphors can therefore be generic-level
or specific-level.

2.4.4 The basis of metaphor
Kövesces raises the issue of whether any concrete concept can be used to understand an abstract
one and why one linguistic expression is chosen over another one to speak metaphorically about
something (2010, p. 77). What constrains the selection? Why, for example, do the source domains
for LOVE amount to over 30? Kövesces gives the explanation that in addition to similarity,
metaphors are based on human experience including “correlations in experience, various kinds of
nonobjective similarity, biological and cultural roots shared by two concepts, and possibly
others” (2010, p. 79). All of these, Kövesces posits, are “sufficient motivation” to choose one
source over another for the comprehension of a target and instantiate metaphors that are grounded
in experience, either perceptual, biological, or cultural. This grounding of metaphor has greater
scope than the view of grounding in bodily experience posited by Lakoff and Johnson. The
following descriptions of grounding are based on Kövesces (2010, pp. 79-86) and, again, they
provided useful reference points for the analysis in the current study:
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Grounding of metaphor:
1. Correlation in experience
Correlation in experience is basically what was earlier described as primary metaphor. Kövesces
explains that the grounding of metaphor in experience through correlations is not based on
similarities. If one event is accompanied by another event, either all the time or habitually, the
events are correlated in experience. He gives the example that, if the event of adding fluid to a
container is accompanied by the event of the level of the fluid rising, it is possible to say that “the
occurrence of one event is correlated with the occurrence of another” (2010, p. 80). There are many
recurrent correlated experiences that motivate this concept, which accounts for the conceptual
metaphor MORE IS UP as well as for the linguistic expressions that manifest it.

Kövesces highlights that other metaphors can have their experiential basis in the human body e.g.
ANGER IS HEAT is

based on the experience of an angry person feeling hot. While the notion of heat

for anger is expressed in language in many, correlated, ways, i.e. hot fluids or fire, it is the
grounding of the emotional experience in the bodily experience that serves as a basis. In summary,
it is the fact that two events occur regularly and repeatedly together that forms the experiential basis
of some conceptual metaphors, and while there may be perceived similarities, in these cases it is not
the similarity factor that instantiates the metaphor, it is the correlation factor.

This category forms the basis of an emerging theory, the Neural Theory of Metaphor (mentioned
previously on p. 38). As Kövesces explains, researchers working in this paradigm “think of
semantics as simulation” (2010, p. 87). In other words, the same mirror neurons fire when we see a
person performing an action as when we perform the action ourselves.

2. Perceived structural similarity
In some cases, similarity is imagined. An example is the LIFE IS A GAMBLING GAME concept. There
is no inherent similarity between life’s actions and their consequences and the winning and losing of
gambling, however, they may be construed that way. So while there is no inherent similarity, a
similarity may be generated and this is called perceived structural similarity.
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3. Perceived structural similarity induced by basic metaphors
These are the metaphors that give a physical status (e.g. an object, substance, or container), to
something abstract. Ontological metaphors can be the result of this kind of mapping, e.g. IDEAS ARE
FOOD.

4. Source as the root of the target
Biological and cultural sources may in some cases be the root or origin of the target e.g.
respectively, AFFECTION IS CLOSENESS (someone is close to their grandmother); ARGUMENT IS
WAR. While these examples

may also be construed from correlations in experience and perceived

structural similarity, such notions justify this further category in that they are also “clearly based
either on human biological evolution or on cultural history” (2010, p. 85). What is not specified in
the latter category is the explanation that sees biological sources as ontogenetic (Cameron, 2003, p.
260), not just phylogenetic.

2.4.5 The partial nature of metaphorical mappings
Since concepts from both target and source domains have several aspects, several source domains
are often needed to understand different aspects of target domains. Kövesces explains that only part
of the source conceptual structure is used to structure the target, and it correlates with only part of
the target concept (2010, p. 91). Primary metaphors combine to form complex ones and they
determine which elements of the source are mapped onto the target. Important to note is that in the
analysis of abstract target concepts, not all aspects in the target are necessarily structured
metaphorically.

In summary, Kövesces’ ideas of formation, function, generality, grounding, and partial mapping
provide a rationale and comprehensive platform for studying metaphor that incorporates while
extending beyond the embodiment notion provided by Lakoff and Johnson. As these features have
an important bearing on the analysis and discussion in Parts Two and Three, a summary of them
follows. There are two overarching formational features of metaphor:
KNOWLEDGE METAPHORS and IMAGE SCHEMA METAPHORS

These originate differently (though not necessarily in the mind of the user in real time) through:
-CORRELATION IN EXPERIENCE
-PERCEIVED STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY
-PERCEIVED STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDUCED BY BASIC METAPHORS
-CULTURAL OR BIOLOGICAL SOURCE AS THE ROOT OF THE TARGET
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They can be further subdivided by their level of generality:
-GENERIC-LEVEL or SPECIFIC-LEVEL
And sub-divided again through the way they function cognitively as:
-STRUCTURAL correlations through similarity alignments
-ONTOLOGICAL correlations through experience and interaction
-ORIENTATIONAL correlations through body awareness

The classification that Kövesces has proposed is useful for an applied linguistic perspective as it
helps to organise metaphors by explaining potential motivations or reasons for their use (though not
necessarily in real time), and grouping them thus, adding another layer of analysis in this study to
account for any systematic associations found. However, neuroscience is the main tenable field that
can truly evaluate such analysis, and developments in neuroscience can offer support for such
postulations. Theories such as the neural theory of metaphor and the ‘sensorimotor grounding of
concepts’, expounded in Coulson (2008), go some way towards providing evidence for aspects of
Kövesces’ classification, as well as for Lakoff and Johnson’s notion of embodiment of concepts.
These can be seen to advance what may look like an incontestable view of certain kinds of
metaphors—those that have sensorimotor activity as their basis for correlation, such as may be
found in Kövesces’ categories of experiential and biological sources. However, there is still a
perspective on language that questions even what may be deduced as natural (biological)
associations for metaphor.

2.5

An alternative view: Language as lens

The prevailing view in applied (and corpus) linguistics is that language is predominantly a social
activity, grounded in context. This accentuates the position that the words and expressions that we
learn to use are those that others expect of us. Linguist Guy Deutscher’s 2010 publication, Through
the Language Glass: Why the World Looks Different in Other Languages, examines language and
thought from this perspective. While cognitive linguistics has at its core conceptual information
informing language choices, Deutscher reviews the literature that investigates, conversely, how
language influences thought processes through learned cultural habits. Deutscher raises interesting
issues regarding how our mother tongue shapes thinking. He provides a lively review of evidence
from over a century and a half of investigations by various renowned scholars showing that, in
limited instances, language decidedly shapes the way we see the world. He begins with the
perception of colour. Deutscher writes that in 1849, William Ewart Gladstone published a three48

volume work on The Iliad and the Odyssey, and ended it with a chapter on Homer's perception and
use of colour. According to Deutscher, Gladstone was inclined to think that the language used by
Homer, with its limited range of colour words, revealed that the colour perception of Greeks had not
evolved at the time, meaning that perhaps ancient Greeks saw the world more in black and white.
This hypothesis has been put to the test time and again, and recent studies show that indeed choices
of colour words available to us do affect thinking about colour (see pp. 217-232). Deutscher claims:
Gladstone assumed that the difference between Homer’s colour vocabulary and ours was a
result of preexisting differences in color perceptions. But it now seems that the vocabulary
of color in different languages can be the cause of differences in the perception of color.
Gladstone thought that Homer’s unrefined color vocabulary was a reflection of the
undeveloped state of his eye’s anatomy. We know that nothing has happened in the eye’s
anatomy over the last millennia, and yet the habits of mind instilled by our more refined
color vocabulary may have made us more sensitive to some fine color distinctions
nonetheless. (p. 232)
In the studies on colour that have ensued, as outlined by Deutscher, attention is drawn to the
differences in thinking that are “imprinted by cultural conventions” (2010, p. 232) and speaking in
different languages. This has implications for Lakoff and Johnson’s notion of embodiment and may
put some constraints on cognitive theory.
English exhibits a wide range of vocabulary choices for colour, and this is partly a result of the need
to talk about colour in abstraction, Deutscher explains, but when it comes to vocabulary for taste,
we are much more restricted. We resort to saying things like “It’s a bit like wild
strawberries” (2010, p. 74). That English speakers have a refined vocabulary for colour but a vague
one for taste is because of cultural convention, Deutscher claims.
Amongst other research showing findings in this regard, Deutscher surveys studies on the
interaction of language and the perception of space. While in many languages, including English,
we articulate our sense of space and direction through an awareness of our own egocentric
coordinates—an awareness of our front and back, for example, other cultures use geographic
coordinates of north, south, east, and west. The traditional indigenous language of Guugu Yimithirr
from North Queensland, Australia is an example. The Guugu Yimithirr are compelled to be aware of
directions from the point of view of geographic coordinates because they are taught from an early
age to know their bearings from cardinal directions. The argument which Deutscher propounds here
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is that languages indirectly influence the sense of orientation because of conventions of
communicating—the system of coordinates we speak and think in is determined by the way we
were brought up, in other words, through the mediation of culture.
Herein lies the connection to the central interests of the current study: To describe a target domain,
such as musical sound, we may be constrained by the language choices that are made available to us
by our mother tongue. Hence, another motivation for metaphor transpires and another perspective
on the relationship between metaphor and musical sound.
2.6

Summary and conclusion

The literature surveyed to this point provides several possible reasons for why language choices,
specifically metaphorical language choices, may be made, which I summarise as 5 inter-related
motives underlying a psychophysical phenomenon:
1. Biological and physiological (a sub-discipline of biology) through neural patterning, including
pre-natal and mother/child bonding (Cameron's ontogenetic view, 2003, p. 260).
2. Cultural, through cultural conventions including historical tradition;
3. Linguistic, through constraints of language choices;
4. Experiential, through correlations learned through experience (hence, also ontogenetic) such as
learning to recognise cause and effect of actions, and how we orient ourselves in relation to our
surroundings; and
5. Structural, through perceived similarities such as in ontological metaphors which give an
existence to abstract things.
Importantly, the literature reviewed here to explain metaphor does not support that we cannot
understand a concept as a result of lack of vocabulary to describe it, but that the linguistic choices
available to us through experience, language, and culture compel us to think about certain concepts
in particular ways: “[It] seems likely that language does affect how we construct our
conceptualizations and therefore the nature and use of conceptual metaphor” (Cameron, 2003, p. 2).
Further, if metaphor is not just a surface ornamentation of language but a phenomenon of human
thought processes, then metaphor in real-world language becomes an important investigative focus.
It now remains to be seen how such a focus can be brought to the context of music instruction.
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CHAPTER 3

Approaching metaphor in the music context
Metaphors don’t just represent something that you have already experienced,
but lead you to experience the music differently.
(Cook, 1998, p. 77)

3.0

Introduction

In the previous chapter, I demonstrated how attention has moved away from the traditional view of
metaphor as something special and poetic, with the implicit assumption that its use is attributed to
“special individuals with significant artistic talents” (Gibbs, 2008, p. 4.), to the view that it is
prominent in everyday language, and manifest in many different ways as well as contexts. In
Chapter 1, I also characterised metaphor as a bridge to learning (Cortazzi & Lin, 1999), not least in
a mediating role between teacher and learner, and between knowledge and understanding
(Cameron, 2003, pp. 225-226). Further, interdisciplinary research of metaphorical language, which
investigates specific contexts in particular, has brought the complexity of the nature and function of
metaphor to light, revealing “the simultaneous presence of neural, linguistic, psychological, and
cultural forces” at work when we use metaphor (Cameron, 2003, p. 5).

I now examine how this contemporary, complex view of metaphor applies to the perception of
musical sound, particularly in relation to its expressive qualities, the constituents of which are on
the one hand perceived as we perceive all sound, through aural and physiological processes in the
body, and on the other, necessarily evoked in a personal way in expressive playing (Guster 2012, p.
109). Does metaphor elucidate this complexity in the instructions of music teachers in a similar
mediatory role between teacher and learner? If so, which musical aspects does metaphor aim to
elucidate and through which “forces” in the nature and function of metaphor (such as those
classified by Kövesces, 2010) does this become apparent? This chapter aims to address these
questions with relevant literature. However, first, the music context needs introduction, and the part
that metaphor plays in this context given an historical perspective. This involves outlining the
attempts of scholars over centuries to define the meaning of music. Finally, if metaphor can be
understood in relation to musical sound in teaching expressive performance, there must be some
explication of this difficult area. As this study aims to elucidate the components and nature of
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metaphor in this context, and what compelling evidence there is of extramusical associations
(source domains) for expressive qualities of musical sound, it is also imperative to elucidate the
components and nature of the target domain itself, even though this is clearly a complex area. It
involves the tension between the objective and subjective nature of sound, and coming to bear on
this are perspectives of physics, psychoacoustics, psychophysics, and psychology. This study does
not address the interpretation of expressive qualities by musicians themselves (for a current
perspective on this, see Guster, 2012), but recognises that individuals will always bring greater
depth and complexity to processing meaning in real-life situations because they bring their own
imagination, experience, beliefs, and judgements to the event.

3.1

Music contexts

For centuries, theories have been put forward to explain our understanding of music. To understand
what music is in the first place, one might start with its physical properties, and beyond doubt these
universally include at least pitch, vibration, and frequency. But even from the physicist’s point of
view, explaining music is complex. Bell et al, writing for Grove Music Online, caution that at the
beginning of the twenty-first century “we are still a long way from being able to explain many of
the features of musical sound” (sec. 6, last para.).

Ethnomusicologist Philip Bohlman says, enigmatically, “Music may be what we think it is; it may
not be” (2001, p. 17). He adds that music may have something to do with emotions and physical
sensations or it may not; and that some cultures have complex categories for thinking about music
while others do not feel a need to contemplate it (or words to name it for that matter). What music
is, he says, “remains open to question at all times and in all places”.

One thing is certain: We can and do understand music without the aid of definitions, physics,
mathematics, or any other symbolic aids to making sense of it (Blacking, 1973); nonetheless, it is
possible that this is constrained by the peculiarities of our human brain in direct relation to the
cultural conventions we have been brought up with. Hence, both cognition and cultural practice
play a part. We can also understand music, transmit, teach, and learn it without much aid of verbal
language or notation, as, for example, anyone learning classical sitar in the traditional way would
know (Schippers, 2010). However, as soon as we want to share our understanding or our experience
of music, we enter into a discourse about it, which inevitably draws on verbal language, and which
for many centuries has been the work of western scholars.
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Here is the danger zone. Bohlman (2001) warns that any discourse about music tends to be drawn
into the realm of metaphysics, perhaps, as he suggests, in an attempt to make music our own. He
adds that in discussing the metaphysical conditions of music it is critical to be aware of the plural
ontologies for music that exist at both the individual and the local level and that these are hard to
pin down because they are continually enacted through (changing) human experience. For those of
us in the West, the metaphysical condition of music with which we are most familiar is of music as
object. He continues:
As an object, music is bounded, and names can be applied to affirm its objective status. As
an object, moreover, music can assume different forms, which may be inscribed on paper
or magnetic tape, and language systems can assign names to music and its objective
properties. By contrast, music exists in the conditions of a process. Because a process is
always in flux, it never achieves a fully objective status; it is always becoming something
else. As a process, music is unbounded and open. Whereas names can be applied to it, they
are necessarily incomplete. (2001, p. 18)

As a process, music across cultures is interpreted, taught, learnt, performed, and reinterpreted over
generations and for centuries. As an object, music is pushed and pulled up and down mountainous
terrain, carried and held; we see it moving and flowing; we hear it speaking; and we see its colour.
Describing music as an object is not confined to the musings of scholars, it is alive and well in the
music lesson. And for yet another reason, that music is expressive. Expressivity will be discussed
later in this chapter but for now, it is useful to visit what has shaped the extramusical associations so
familiar to us.

In whatever way we perceive or respond to music, be it a felt emotion that moves us to tears, or a
physical sensation that moves us to dance, we in the West are familiar with a music which has been
assigned specific names, names which also describe its properties as an object. Here, it is critical to
make a distinction between ‘music as an object’ and ‘objective properties’. Music as an object is a
way of conceptualising sound but it is the objective properties, in other words, the physical
properties, that define sound. Objective properties do not necessarily give rise to the phenomenon
of music as an object. It is the space between how the objective properties of musical sound are
heard and how they are conceptualised (for example, in making music an object) which must be
explored to gauge why we assign certain names, many highly descriptive and metaphorical, to what
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we hear in music. This space is complex: It incorporates the physical properties of sound and its
transmission as an auditory signal; it deals with the manifestation of sounds as composed,
performed, and heard musical passages; it deals with the elaborate mechanism of our neural
pathways through which we perceive and conceive music; and finally, with the interplay of
language and culture in our understanding and conceptualisation of what music means to us.

It was Marin Mersenne, in the seventeenth century, who famously and influentially conceptualised
sound as a physical object, noting it was “at home in the material universe of weight, length,
volume, color, and even taste”, according to Spitzer (2004, p. 153). Mersenne related the experience
of sound to a large sphere saying that the sphere would be as large as the sound was loud. He also
found ratios to explain harmonic intervals in the geometry of a cube and projected the idea of line,
plane, and solid onto musical categories. A sense of line is conveyed by monophonic music, a plane
by counterpoint, and a solid by pieces with several voices.

However, the notion of music as an object does not explain what music is. It explains from a
culturally-biased position how music is perceived—a subjective position. Lippman goes so far as to
say (of western art music): “Sonority itself is thus in great measure a social product” (1977, pp.
43-44). The extent to which sonority, or music is largely a social product, however, is debatable.
While Cook’s account of music as commodity (1998) is not dissimilar, there are those who endorse
the different ontologies of music approach like Bohlman (2001). However, it is pertinent in this
current study to further examine Lippman’s assertion, in order to see the interplay of objective
properties and subjective experience, and the fashioning of musical sound, at least from a western
perspective, as social product.

According to Goehr, music’s “‘object’ existence” (2007, p. 106), was the result of the invention of
notation in the tenth century, and this led to an understanding of music as a fixed score, “invariant
through repeated performance” and thus “susceptible to analytical interpretations” (Spitzer, 2004, p.
130). This ultimately defines music as a structure with a set of formal relations and is not
necessarily concomitant with music’s auditory experience. Indeed, the notion of music as object has
led to vast criticism by performance practitioners and scholars (notably Carl Dahlhaus and Walter
Wiora in the mid-twentieth century), for its influence not only on the way music is analysed, but
also, by default, played, and appreciated.
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3.1.1 Twentieth century developments
The music as object perspective was the focus of musical analysis in the twentieth century, with a
rejection of the nineteenth century aesthetic preoccupation with the emotional content of music.
Emotional content was (and still is) primarily an auditory concern, and is conveyed through melodic
structures (as in Plato’s modes), and also through harmonic structures. The new aesthetics was
primarily concerned with specific musical forms and principles as opposed to emotional content.
The fascination with form in the twentieth century was motivated by an interest in meaning. As
Lippman highlighted, a focus on meaning reduces the “problematic vagueness of emotional
content”, replacing a subjective notion with an objective one (1992, p. 352). Hermeneutics (the art
and science of text interpretation) then became an underlying foundational science of the study of
musical meaning with early twentieth century proponents being Wilhelm Dilthey and Theodor
Adorno. Alongside this rose the formidable and influential area of music analysis, bolstered by
Heinrich Schenker, which concerned itself with rules of musical organisation and coherence in the
composed score, as opposed to the auditory realisation of the music.

With the new aesthetics and music analysis came a metalanguage that moved between the formal
rules and terminology of musical composition and the descriptive evocation of meaning. By midcentury, semiotics, along with theories of symbolism, brought the notion of referring to music as a
symbolic representation of ‘something’ and the underlying concept that such symbolism evokes (see
also Langer, 1948). When semiotics became an established discipline, the question of whether
music was a language—resembling the systematic structure of language—was raised. Put simply,
this meant that form and meaning in the study of musical meaning were replaced with syntax and
semantics. This was taken up later by Lerdahl and Jackendoff in their 1983 publication, A
Generative Theory of Tonal Music.

During the 1970s and 1980s, another group of ideas bore down on the question of musical meaning
and the central concept became that of understanding. However, as Lippman suggests, the
predominance of linguistics and semiotics at the time seems to have been responsible for the more
specific way in which musical understanding was conceived and examined (Lippman, 1992, p.
381).

The rise of linguistics and semiotics led to an interest in the significance of the metalanguage of
music itself, and hence, to more specific study of metaphor in relation to our understanding of
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music. Thus, from a focus on music and meaning in the sense of what music is (on its journey from
having an objective existence as a physical phenomenon to its fashioning as “a social product”, or
product of society), the attention is turned to how an understanding of music is expressed in the
language of the discourse that surrounds it. This brings us closer to specific words and concepts in
relation to specific aspects of musical sound, not just form and content.

Over this period, many influential scholars from the perspective of semiology, musicology,
philosophy, and aesthetics have deliberated on music’s meaning and the metalanguage that
surrounds this, with particular reference to the part metaphor plays.

3.2

The study of music’s metalanguage

To semiologist Jean-Jacques Nattiez (1990), what seems undeniable through history is that the
thinking on music meaning oscillates between two extremes: one which says that music means
itself, refers to itself; the other where music refers to the non-musical, the extramusical. Nattiez
goes on to expound the principles of his semiological approach to the study of musical meaning,
saying that the two ways of referring are inextricably mixed. Charting the way music is interpreted
from a semiological perspective, Nattiez makes sense of music as an object with a ‘signifier’ and a
‘signified’ or in his terms, the ‘sign’ and its ‘interpretants’. The sign is something that stands for
something to somebody. In music the ‘sign’ refers to both the notation and the words used to
describe the musical phenomenon; both designate the sound-image. The process of referring is
infinite, he claims, leading one to conclude that the object of the sign is actually a “virtual object
that does not exist except within the infinite multiplicity of interpretants, by means of which the
person using the sign seeks to allude to the object” (1990, p. 7). Nattiez explains this further in the
example of happiness: For each reader, he says, the word will immediately ‘make sense’. But if you
try to explain its content, a series of new signs occur to us—bliss, satisfaction, contentment, and so
on, and these (word) signs “vary from one reader to the next, according to the personal experiences
of each” (1990. p. 7). Thus, according to Nattiez, verbal associations with music are drawn from our
experience of the world, unique to every individual but mediated by their “sociocultural
baggage” (1990, p. 7). Further, verbalising music’s meaning is essentially not an explanation of
music but a translation, allowing for different possibilities for interpretation and representation:
“Within a given cultural context, music will be allied to certain cultural practices, in ways defined
by certain articulations” (Nattiez, 1990, p. 54).
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For western music, Nattiez finds that its representational capacity covers three fields: the
spatiotemporal, the kinetic, and the affective. These hang on a kind of framework based on our
biological make-up—heart rhythm, contractions of muscles, depth of respiration, for example (not
unlike Lakoff & Johnson’s primary metaphors, and Kövesces’ biological grounds for metaphor). Go
from low to high and we create movement, and this low/high opposition constitutes the point of
departure for ‘connotative chains’ that refer to various aspects of an individual’s reality. In
movement we create space. And in movement and space we find a psychological and emotive
sensation. In seeming contradiction of himself, Nattiez goes on to say that these associations do not
have a natural (instinctive) basis, though we might believe them to be natural responses: “[W]e
never believe so strongly in the naturalness of things as when we have become totally conditioned
to them” (1990, p. 54). However, by returning to Deutscher (2010), it is possible to find the logic in
this contradiction: Embodied thinking, such as Nattiez seems to support in finding music’s
representational capacity bound to our biological make-up, can still be learned and culturally
shaped (another of Kövesces’ grounds for metaphor). Nattiez (1990) cites Francès’ claim that
“before getting any music education, children do not in any way situate high and low sounds in
space” (cited p. 122). Illustrating the point, he says that in Greek, Arab, and Jewish music, these
associations are reversed. Differences in other languages are also apparent, about which more will
be said shortly. Nattiez concludes that conditioning (cultural shaping, or as Schippers puts it,
“acculturation”, 2010, p. xvi) is likely to explain why western musicians, for example, may agree
on a whole series of connotations. For example:
High

shrill clear

happy joyous (and so forth)

Low

deep

sad

dark

tragic (and so forth)

In contrast to Nattiez, musicologist Leo Treitler (1997) maintains that in addressing the meaning of
music as a semiotic transaction of signifying, any act of interpreting is therefore an act of decoding
rather than translating. If we verbalise music in this way, we are saying that music is a system of
signs that signify something else and that what music signifies, being outside music, is not our
experience of the actual music. Alternatively, if we verbalise the experience of music with words
associated with “exemplification” (exemplifying) we show a different view of what music means.
He uses the following example:
If we think of Beethoven’s marking for the slow movement of his Piano Sonata Op.10.No.3,
Largo e mesto, both as an instruction for the performance and as an identification of its
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character, which the performer is asked to bring out, the music would be said to exemplify
mournfulness. (1997, p. 36)

From the perspective of exemplifying, the music here is “mournful” only in the sense that it is
borrowing the property of mournfulness; it is not literally mournful. Hence, it is a “metaphorical
exemplification” (a term and explanation he attributes to philosopher Nelson Goodman, cited in
Treitler, 1997, p. 36) and from this view, music can be “expressive” only in a metaphorical sense.
To speak of music as being mournful would then be a kind of “anthropomorphizing”. Disputing this
view, Treitler asserts that if we respond to a piece of music as being mournful, what we are
responding to are musical properties that the piece possesses, and that we can identify without
resort to the word “mournful” what those properties were:
When I experience Beethoven’s sonata movement as mournful I am not anthropomorphizing
any more than when I experience the day on which I write this text as gloomy. In neither
instance do I find it difficult to analyse the predicated property into its constituent causal
factors, in case I should find it necessary or desirable to do so: in the first instance the
tempo, the dark register, and the voicing, the tendency to move to the sub-dominant
harmony, the insistent reiteration of the chromatic dyad C-D within D-C#-D and F-C#-D; in
the second the gray sky, the mist and rain, the grotesque bare trees with only the lifeless
brown leaves of oaks hanging on. But I do not find it necessary, for I experience the
mournfulness and the gloom directly, as much so as the literally possessed properties into
which I can analyse them.

If we say, ‘What a gloomy day this is’ and someone says ‘but only in a metaphorical sense,’
that would mean ‘it is not literally a gloomy day because it cannot be; it is only a somehow
gloomy-like day.’ But that was not our intention. Our intention was to say, ‘What a gloomy
day this is.’ The interjection that it is metaphorical is nonsensical. … To insist that the labels
‘mournful’ and ‘gloomy’ can mean only that the music and the day have those properties by
metaphorical transfer is to make a point of it that the experience of the music as one and the
day as the other is mediated [my italics] by thoughts of objects that are literally mournful or
gloomy … and that is what I doubt. But when I hear someone speak of a mathematical
proof as a mousetrap, my thinking about the proof is mediated [my italics] by the image of a
mousetrap. That is what makes the metaphor work. (Treitler, 1997, p. 39-40)
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This view predicates that music inheres the emotion. It is endorsed by some studies in psychology
which will soon be discussed in more detail; however, it is not a view that is consistent with the one
discussed earlier in this chapter, the view that there are many ontologies of music and that these
ontologies are constructed—culturally shaped. In this thesis, the latter has been given preference,
supporting the supposition that such ascription of terms of emotion to music is metaphorical. Taking
the contemporary view of metaphor, this does not conflict with the perception that emotion is felt in
the music, rather, that this is learned, as opposed to being innate. That is to say, that such music
does not possess the emotion, we only perceive it that way, and this perception is culturally
determined, and biologically assimilated from an early age (a process of ontogenesis). This view is
consistent with the sentiments of philosopher and aesthetician Frank Sibley (1993), who
emphasises, like Nattiez, that music “is an art working within structures, conventions, and a history,
familiarity with all of which affects crucially the characteristics we hear it in” (p. 176). While our
perception/interpretation of music can be achieved outside of common cultural understandings that
underpin the makers of that music (e.g. a ‘westerner’ not acculturated in Indian culture listening to
classical Indian music), a more nuanced perception/interpretation is inevitably mediated through
metaphors, many of which are linguistically-culturally mediated.

Ethnomusicology is one discipline that has examined different cultural perceptions of the musical
experience, and accordingly, the different lexical expressions of them. Ethnomusicologist and
linguist Steven Feld (1981) proposes that language “codes” musical vocabulary in a lexicon which
allows speakers of that language (within specialised areas) to discuss matters of musical structure
and content in a socially meaningful way. He also proposes that there are systematic features at the
surface level of the lexicon which stem from semantic fields and embody “cognitive
arrangements” (1981, p. 23). Thus, when we articulate what we are thinking (a mental concept), we
must resort to what vocabulary there is available (cf. Deutscher, 2010; see also Chapter 2, pp.
48-49), and this results in a framework for classifying and categorising. Feld then suggests that the
semantic fields are not unique domains—they do overlap. What allows this to happen is polysemy,
the existence of many meanings of a word (Moore, 2004), as well as the creative inventions of
speech communities. In turn, this assortment of words and meanings (terms) may form sets based
on principles of systematic thought. Finally, the systematic links between one semantic field and
another make it possible to approach the understanding of music as metaphorical thought coded in a
metalanguage. And, importantly, this language is socially learnable and salient to its specialised
speech community.
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The philosophical views apparent thus far make a convincing argument that music’s capacity for
representation arises through centuries of culturally engineered, socially constructed conventions,
and learned associations. What we hear in music is then to a large extent bound by these
conventions and the resources of the accepted metalanguage used to share what we hear. Such
philosophical renderings, especially since the rise of notation, while highly influential on our
thinking and subjective experience, are essentially ‘armchair reflections’. They do not investigate
the practice of music, and hence they do not so much deal with the fact of music: The fact that it is
largely an auditory and physiological experience of sound, even if the sound has been internalised
and can be imagined. If the ‘sound’ elements that are the expression of music are treated
independently, are they conceptually and linguistically bound to cultural constructs? Pursuing
answers to this question helps to determine the basis of metaphorical percepts and the nature of
metaphor in relation to music’s expressive acoustic qualities, and consequently, how systematic
associations may be formed.

3.3

Metaphor in relation to the expressive properties of musical sound

Given that the performance of music takes place in real time, the properties of the temporal
dimension of music—the acoustic expressive properties for example—cannot be exclusively
attributable to a score. Nelson Goodman wrote extensively on the relationship between the score
and performance in his Languages of Art (1976), almost four decades ago. He aimed to provide a
theory of symbols where the symbol is conceived as notation in ‘allographic’ art (an art instantiated
in performance), a system which transcends the limitations of time and the individual, and
distinguishes between the constitutive and contingent properties of a work (Goehr, 2007, p. 21). For
Goodman, performances “may differ appreciably in such musical features as tempo, timbre,
phrasing and expressiveness” (1976, p. 117). Thus, Goodman claimed that markings on the score
that specify tempi, dynamic, and timbre are not constituent elements (part of the notational system)
of the score. These are auxiliary directions, he says, “whose observance or nonobservance affects
the quality of the performance but not the identity of the work” (1976, p. 185). While Goodman has
his critics, it is nonetheless reasonable to propose that certain temporal and acoustic properties in
performance vary to a great extent, more than what may be indicated in the score. Indeed, these less
tangible aspects are important, if not crucial ones, for music practitioners (both performer and
pedagogue) in their goal to express what is in the score.
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The study of metaphor in relation to these temporal, acoustic musical aspects has been pursued,
particularly through empirical investigations, from the perspectives of different disciplines. Many
studies intersect with psychology (the scientific study of psychological and biological processes and
behaviour), and together demonstrate plausible empirically based foundations for metaphorical
associations. These stand alongside the philosophical and musicological renderings that concentrate
more on perceived musical meaning and metalanguage. The fields include physiology (the scientific
study of function in living systems), psychoacoustics (the scientific study of the physical effects of
sound on biological systems), cognitive science/cognitive linguistics (the interdisciplinary scientific
investigation of the mind), and phenomenology, (the philosophical study of phenomena as
consciously, subjectively experienced)5. These studies investigate the interrelation of language,
cognition, perception, and performance with a focus on the auditory experience of music and the
notion of musical expressivity. In this way, their findings are relevant to the music instruction
context and, as previously mentioned (see Chapter 1, p. 12), a growing interest in performance
enhancement. A selection of studies are surveyed in the following pages.

3.3.1 Perspectives from psychology and expressive playing
Woody claims that while philosophers on the subject of music differ on what music is, means, or
signifies, “virtually all agree on one general idea: Music is expressive” (2000, p. 14), and theories
abound to explain its expressive nature (e.g. Langer, 1948; Meyer, 1956; Davies, 2011). Indeed, the
importance of expressivity in music is such that many psychologists are motivated to study it for its
potential to enhance performance (performance excellence). As Juslin suggests, “expression is
largely what makes music worthwhile” (2003, p. 274). He continues that expression is what makes
people go to the trouble to “hear human performances rather than the ‘deadpan’ renditions of
computers; it is expression that makes possible new and insightful interpretations of familiar works;
and it is on the basis of expressive features that we prefer one performer than [sic] another” (2003,
p. 274).

The work of psychologists in this area commenced in the first half of the twentieth century, with
Carl E. Seashore’s seminal volume, Psychology of Music (1967, first published in 1938). Seashore
identified components of musical expression that involve everyone from composer to performer to
listener as well as the composition itself. Well before Goodman, Seashore found that it is properties
Definitions of psychology, physiology, psychoacoustics, and phenomenology are sourced from Britannica Academic
Edition online. Retrieved July 7, 2013, from http://www.britannica.com.libraryproxy.griffith.edu.au/EBchecked/topic/
458848/physiology
5
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of sound—the acoustic properties of the music—that seem to carry expression. Specifically,
Seashore found that expressive performance consists of a ‘deviation from the regular’ in sound
properties such as loudness, tempo, articulation, and intonation and that such deviations are
achieved through “crescendos, diminuendos, various degrees of staccato and legato articulation, and
slight tempo changes at the beginning and ending of phrases” (as cited in Woody, 2000, p. 14).

Seashore’s view is not challenged so much as forms a springboard for further investigations;
however, systematic research on expressivity in music performance did not take off until the 1990s.
There are several reasons for this, as highlighted by many researchers attempting to explain the
delay: Firstly, the structuralist approach in musicology rendered expressive aspects of music offlimits for research until the rise of the ‘new’ musicology (Cook & Dibben, 2001). Secondly,
researchers may have sensed “a general aversion among musicians to scientific study of music,
especially when related to topics such as emotion, expression and aesthetics” (Woody, 2002, p.
214). Perhaps, suggests Juslin, in reaction to the fact that “matters of expression have largely been
reduced to tables or graphs of acoustic data” (2003, p. 275). Thirdly, expression in music
performance is generally studied in isolation from teaching expressivity (Juslin et al., 2004, p. 247).
And to add perspective to this, performers (including learners and teachers) may not always be able
to verbalise their implicit knowledge about expressive features of performance (Lindström et al.
(2003, p. 24). Nonetheless, the expressive properties of musical sound and expressive performance
are inextricably linked, and views from different relevant perspectives bring insight into that
‘hidden realm’, where, in teaching and learning music performance, metaphor may function.

Two studies, one conducted by Lindström et al. (2003) and another by Laukka (2004), questioned
musicians on key concepts concerning the entailment of musical expression (expressivity). In
Lindström’s study, students from England, Italy, and Sweden participated, and in Laukka’s, the
participants were instrumental teachers from Sweden and England. Both studies show an
overwhelming support for emotion being the main ingredient of expressive music performance.

The students in Lindström’s study (pp. 30-31) defined expression mainly in terms of
‘communicating emotions’ and ‘playing with feeling’, as indicated by their own free responses.
Also, when directly asked what music expresses, the most frequently selected item was emotion
(99%). However, emotion was not the only thing that music was found to express. Further
entailments of music were described as psychological tension/relaxation, personality characteristics,
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ineffable experiences, physical aspects, and beauty. Then came events and objects, and sound
patterns. The least likely items were religiosity, social conditions, and musical conventions. Because
all of the students were involved in music education at conservatories, they had experienced a
variety of teaching methods. Therefore, they were also asked to mark what they considered the most
effective strategy for teaching expressivity (use of metaphors, aural modelling or felt emotion). The
use of metaphors received the highest ranking, followed by felt emotion and least, aural modelling
(demonstration).

Teachers were given similar questionnaires and gave similar responses in Laukka’s study (2004, pp.
48-51). A majority of the teachers defined ‘playing expressively’ in terms of communicating
emotions (e.g. ‘express the emotions I feel that the piece conveys’). A second category defined
expressivity by referring to a focus on the music itself (e.g. ‘give the music a meaning’). A smaller
group of the teachers gave answers that stressed the importance of a unique, personal expression
(e.g. ‘to put in some personal colouring’).

To the question of what music can express, as with the student cohort, most teachers indicated a
large number of alternatives, reflecting expressivity as a multidimensional phenomenon (as did
Juslin, 2003), although agreement that music can express emotions was, like the student cohort,
close to unanimous. This was followed by beauty, sound patterns and physical aspects,
psychological tension and relaxation, ineffable experiences, personality characteristics, events and
objects and to a much lesser extent, religiosity, musical conventions, and social conditions.

The teachers were then asked to rate to what extent they thought that the ability to express emotions
in musical performance is a learned skill or an innate ability. Overall, teachers regarded expressive
skills as a combination of innate and learned abilities, but there were differing opinions on this
subject. However, most teachers did believe that it is possible to learn to play expressively and 98%
of the teachers indicated that extramusical experiences are important in this learning. One
interesting point of divergence was that whereas the teachers preferred modelling/demonstrating
and felt emotion as primary methods for teaching expressivity, the students in the study by
Lindström et al. preferred metaphor use.

While such convincing studies on emotion-specific cues in music have come to the fore in the last
twenty years (see Juslin & Sloboda, 2010, for an extensive coverage), much earlier theories are
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likely to have had some influence on the formation of these associations (culturally determined and
biologically assimilated). Theories evolved for the association of musical sound and human moods
and emotions in influential treatises such as Christian Schubart's Ideen zu einer Aesthetik der
Tonkunst (1806), and Helmholtz's Tonempfindungen (On the Sensations of Tone as a Physiological
Basis for the Theory of Music, 1862). A comprehensive overview of early accounts of the emotions
in key characteristics can be found in Rita Steblin’s A History of Key Characteristics in the 18th
and Early 19th Centuries (1996).

Nonetheless, Coutinho and Dibben (2012) comment that recent studies “provide evidence of the
existence of acoustic profiles common to the expression of emotion in both speech and music, with
particular acoustic codes consistently associated with particular emotions” (p. 2). They continue
that although researchers differ in their conceptions of musical emotions, they agree that listeners
construe emotional meaning through structural aspects of the acoustic signal. Coutinho and
Dibben’s own research highlights that emotional cues are encoded as psychoacoustic,
spatiotemporal patterns in the auditory domains of loudness, tempo, melodic contour, brightness,
sharpness, and timbre (2012, p. 21). Juslin and Lindström identified the features associated with
five commonly studied emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and tenderness) as: tempo, mode,
harmony, tonality, pitch, contour, interval, rhythm, sound level, timbre, timing, articulation, accents
on specific notes, attacks, decays and vibrato (2010, p. 335). However, as Gabrielsson and
Lindström qualify, such studies have limitations: “[T]here are still many gaps, uncertainties, and
ambiguities regarding the influence of various structural factors on emotional expression,” and most
obviously, there are “potential interactions between different factors” which cannot easily be
accounted for (2001, p. 243).
Clearly, however, musicians regard expressivity as an important aspect of music performance and
although expressivity may be, as Juslin (2003) holds, a multidimensional phenomenon, emotional
expression appears to be a crucial aspect of it. The studies reviewed suggest that musicians try
explicitly to express specific emotions through the performance of a piece, and that many students
also feel the emotions while actually playing. Also evident from the studies is the view that
expressivity is learned, which implies that expressive skills can be taught (Swanwick, 1979) and
that explicit instruction is beneficial to learning expressive skills (see Juslin & Laukka, 2000;
Woody, 1999; Juslin & Persson, 2002). Further, the use of metaphors is a popular teaching strategy
aimed at developing expressivity (Barten, 1998; Woody, 2002).
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Certainly, new approaches in musicology have brought with them a focus on interpretation and
expression (see Fink, 2001; Cook & Dibben, 2001). Along with the increased interest in music and
emotion, this change in emphasis has indeed increased interest in the ways expressivity is taught.
Explicit instruction is, however, only possible if it is known what to be explicit about. Influential
studies in the last two decades assert that expression in performance is intrinsically connected to
human emotion and that internal feelings are externally produced as deviations in sound—
essentially as what we hear in the performed music (Sloboda, 1996; see also the collected writings
in Juslin & Sloboda, 2010). With prominent studies such as these, it is possible to be persuaded in
the current study to go no further than look for how and whether this is made explicit in music
instruction. However, the last decade has also seen an emergence of empirical studies which show
that emotion is not the only entailment of musical expression—a perspective that Juslin (2003),
Lindström et al. (2003) and Laukka (2004) advanced and other research has shown more explicitly
(see Eitan & Rothschild, 2011; Eitan et al., 2008; and Eitan & Granot, 2006). This research is
examined further in the following pages. Other extramusical associations and nonauditory domains
are at work and these are also instantiated in the auditory information contained in musical
expression, and certainly interdisciplinary studies based on music cognition and perception, as well
as cognitive linguistic theories already discussed, inform how this may be so. Many of these studies
are commensurate with, in fact make explicit, our fundamental experience of the physical attributes
of musical sound.

Breaking sound down into its constituent physical properties, and seeing how they are perceived
and articulated—both in music and in words—goes some way towards unveiling the full experience
of expressivity, and why nonauditory or extramusical associations are immanent. It is on this
journey, from the physical measuring of sound to the appreciation of it that a greater understanding
of the mapping of extramusical associations to musical domains takes shape.

3.3.2 The objective and subjective states of musical sound
According to Roederer (2008), there are three primary sensations—subjective attributes—
associated with the acoustic properties of single tones: pitch, loudness, and timbre. Pitch (frequency
of vibrations) is normally associated with the sensation of ‘altitude’ or ‘height’, he explains;
loudness (amplitude) with the sensation of ‘strength’ or ‘intensity’; and timbre, which he also
describes as tone quality, is what enables us to distinguish among sounds from different kinds of
instruments even when their pitch and loudness are the same. He continues:
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The unambiguous association of these three qualities to a given sound is what distinguishes
a musical tone from “noise”: although we can definitely assign loudness to noise, it is far
more difficult to assign a unique pitch or timbre to it. (sec. 1.2)
Importantly, the assignment of “the sensations of pitch, loudness, and timbre to musical tone is the
result of complex physical mechanisms in the ear and information-processing operations in the
nervous system” and while these are subjective, they still connect to the original stimulus—the
sound wave—which can be measured and expressed numerically (Roederer, 2008, sec. 1.2).
Nevertheless, the fact that people’s descriptions of sound will vary points to influential factors of
culture, language, and personal experience.

Psychologists Edmonds and Smith conducted experiments in 1923 that arguably heralded a century
of scientific investigation into how people describe the experience of musical sound. These
researchers presented participants (some of whom were musically trained and others not) with
various intervals, from an octave to a second (note, only major and perfect intervals were tested)
and instructed them to find adjectives to characterise or describe them. Their results, summarised,
show two main categories of descriptions: taste-touch and touch fusions. The most common
descriptions were: an octave—smooth (taste and touch); a seventh—astringent (taste), and sharp or
rough (touch); a sixth—luscious, juicy, mellow (taste); a fifth—dilute (taste); a fourth—rich (taste)
and coarse (touch); a third—mellow, sweet (taste); and a second—gritty (taste and touch). The only
descriptive term used outside those categories was hollow and harsh for the fifth (Edmonds and
Smith believed the latter to refer to an auditory category) (1923, p. 290).

These initial investigations do not, however, give grounds for the association. The participants
themselves described the difficulty in making these observations—some saying that the experience
of the sound and the word to describe it came as a “whole”; others saying that the experience of the
sound came first and the musical association came next. This is inevitably the problem with tests
that rely on reflective behaviour to describe a phenomenological experience. Thus, a more reliable
approach is to consider the link between physical aspects and psychological attributes, or in other
words, what we hear as expressive properties of sound. To a large extent, it is the player’s often
subtle manipulation of physical properties of sound that contributes to differences in expressive
performances. Those expressive properties may be summarised as loudness (dynamic), timbre,
intonation (pitch), articulation, tone, tempo, and timing (duration), and phrasing. All of these play a
key role in identifying, understanding, and clarifying metaphor in relation to expressive qualities of
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sound, and hence how the metaphors may arise in teaching expressive performance. In the
remainder of this section, each of these aspects are introduced with brief explanations of the
physics, alongside studies that highlight perception. From the latter, an impression of prevalent
extramusical domains can be gained, and how they may be derived. The physics of sound is not a
highly controversial field, although explanations may differ in technicality. For this reason, the
aspects of musical sound are presented here more as a survey of relevant facts than a critical review.
The studies on perception (psychoacoustics) are problematic in that they generally do not deal with
real-world contexts. Nonetheless, their findings are useful for postulating grounds for metaphorical
transfer.

3.3.3

Loudness

Loudness conveniently brings together many of the properties of sound that are heard in a piece of
music. Loudness (referred to in musical expression as dynamic) depends on a number of factors
(entailments), amounting to a much more complex set of conditions than is defined in Grove Music
Online defines (see Dynamic, in Appendix A). When we hear a sound in the first instance, the
eardrum is set into a type of motion (vibration) and literally, this involves “change of position of a
given body with respect to some reference body”, as well as with respect to the dimensions of a
spatial domain (Roederer, 2008, sec. 2.1). The loudness of the sound also depends on the addition of
sounds, which in music contexts suggests that loudness changes with the number of instruments
playing. However, as Roederer explains, the addition of instruments does not actually change
loudness in the same way as, for example, the addition of oranges to a basket of oranges: If you add
the sound of ten violins to one violin, you do not hear ten times the loudness of the one instrument.
The entailment of loudness is complex. Put simply, in musical terms, we hear the result as harmony,
melody, and rhythm—a collective textural effect, as well as dynamic, timbre and tone, on the basis
of the individual sounds that comprise the texture.

Another entailment of loudness is duration. The loudness of a note lasts for a second or so, but if the
note is played for half a second or less, it will sound quieter whereas it is played for several seconds
it will appear to decrease as the brain begins to stop noticing it so much (Powell, 2010). This effect
of diminishing intensity also happens with our other senses, particularly smell, because the brain is
apparently primarily interested in sudden changes of sound (to protect our well-being).
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Of interest is the question of how we make sense of this complexity—even for just one auditory
parameter such as loudness. To some extent, the answer falls to extramusical associations—
perceived cross-domain correlations (more accurately called ‘cross-modal’ because they usually
involve different sensory modes)—which often manifest in verbal language as metaphor. According
to Eitan and Granot (2006), perceptual experiments, using simple auditory stimuli, have suggested
that auditory parameters of loudness and pitch height, and visuospatial features such as size, shape,
and height interact in perception (Marks, 2000, has a survey of this literature). This suggests that
sound almost inevitably activates visual and kinetic imagery. Eitan et al. (2008) highlight the
complex ways in which the musical parameter of loudness associates with vertical space, noting:
[T]he perceptual congruence between loudness change and vertical motion is particularly
intriguing since, unlike the relationships of loudness with distance or size, it has neither
evident physical source nor direct basis in experience. Sounds actually become louder as
their source approaches, and softer as it moves away; hence, a perceptual association
between loudness and apparent distance, even without a change in actual distance, would be
rather unsurprising. In contrast, spatial rise is not generally associated, acoustically or
experientially, with loudness increase, neither is spatial fall associated with decrease in
loudness. Yet, results indicate that we do relate loudness and verticality perceptually in
precisely this way. (sec. V, B).
Eitan et al. see no physical or “ecological” basis for this, such as in the relationship of pitch and
verticality. Nor does the association of loudness and verticality have longstanding cultural
foundations of the pitch-verticality relationship (expressed, for instance, in western music notation),
however, there is increasing support for such notions of cross-modal perception in converging
neurological evidence.

To explain what may underlie this perceptual metaphor they suggest that an abstract dimension may
be learnt through indirect mapping, based on the correlation of loudness with physical force and
size, or on the interaction of loudness and pitch. Through the mediating attribute of size, loudness
probably associates with size as, in our experience, larger objects and larger movements tend to
generate more energy, and thus louder sound. Further, spatial height also correlates with physical
size and quantity (‘up is more’, Lakoff & Johnson, 1980); thus, height and loudness are associated
since both are associated with physical size. More directly, it is suggested that a correlation between
height and loudness may be learnt through the production of percussive sounds in early childhood
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(tapping, clapping, hitting a toy drum, etc.). Thus, loudness is correlated through “self-motion” with
both physical height and width.

Further experiments in the area of pitch and loudness have generated a great range of associations
thought to be audio-tactile (Eitan & Rothschild, 2011). Tactile sensations such as softness,
smoothness, heat, and wetness are thought to be cross-modal metaphors that reflect sensory
processing in the ear (akin to the effect of associated synaesthesia, discussed below). Empirical
evidence suggests that when exploring surface textures with a probe, the same vibrations reach both
skin and ear (Lederman et al., 2002). Eitan and Rothschild claim: “Such analogies in sensory
processing may give rise, at higher processing levels, to perceptual and verbal correlations” (2011,
p. 460). This resonates with Kövesces’ grounds for metaphor, namely correlations in experience, or
alternatively, biological assimilation.

3.3.4 Timbre
The physical properties of frequency and amplitude that contribute to the perception of pitch and
loudness are also entailed in acoustic properties of timbre (see Appendix A for a definition of timbre
in the context of this study). The experiments also suggest that similar audio-tactile correlations
grounded in experience and biological assimilation could explain extramusical associations for
perceived differences in timbre, surfacing in linguistic expressions such as ‘rough’ and ‘smooth’.

When different instruments play exactly the same pitch most listeners can tell that it is not the same
sound for each. Different timbral qualities occur when different instruments play the same note
because many frequencies that are dependent on the physical attribute of the instrument are
involved in a note and these complicate the wave or ripple pattern. These frequencies are
harmonics, starting with the first harmonic known as the fundamental. The way the other layered
harmonics combine is called the spectrum—“the proportion in which other, higher frequencies
called upper harmonics appear mixed with each other” (Roederer, 2008, sec. 1.2). This is different
for different instruments and even across different registers of the same instrument, and it effects
the way the pitch of a single note is heard (in addition to the tonal ‘colours’ articulated by the
player). Interestingly, Powell (2010) explains the effect of timbre with an analogy: “Timbre adds
extra interest … in the same way that shading adds information to an outline drawing” (p. 40). The
analogy makes apparent another metaphorical association for timbre, surfacing in linguistic
expressions such a ‘dark’ register. Added to this is the way in which the player articulates the note
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with ‘attack’ and ‘decay’ (essentially effort and duration), resulting in different textural effects.
Somewhat confusingly, the effect of combinations of instruments (whether they are playing the
same note or notes in consonance or dissonance with each other) is also a textural effect. Hence, the
importance to distinguish between the two meanings of texture in this study (see Appendix A).

3.3.5

Intonation and Articulation

Change in intonation is effectively a change to the frequency (the ‘how often the sound wave
vibrates’ factor), or in other words, what we hear as pitch. Pitch has a verticality relationship which
is enacted by a player making intonation changes. Roederer (2008) explains that an effect of other
expressive changes, such as those caused by articulation, is a result of sound waves having another
attribute—elasticity, so-called elastic waves. When we cause a deformation in these waves, as in
when we hit a piano string with the hammer, or when we displace air by starting the motion of the
reed in a clarinet, “elastic forces will cause the points close to the initial deformation to start
moving. These points, in turn, will push or pull through elastic forces onto other neighboring points
passing on to them the order to start moving, and so on” (Roederer, 2008, sec. 3.1). Roederer
continues with an explanation of force, noting that our intuitive notion of it, “the pull or push we
have to apply to change a body's shape, to set an object in motion, to counteract gravity to hold a
body in our hand, to slow a motion down etc.” is not adequate to explain the physics. However, his
very explanation of the intuitive notion points to the same kind of grounded correlations,
experientially based, that underly other metaphoric associations discussed so far: “It is our daily
experience that, in order to change the form of a body, we have to do something quite specific to it:
we have to ‘apply a force’” (2008, sec. 3.1). Hence, force in relation to intonation and articulation
expressed in metaphoric terms, for example, ‘hitting’ (the right pitch), is feasibly a result of
correlations of experience or perceived structural similarity.

According to Brower (2000), force and motion are embodied concepts that correlate with more than
just articulation. We learn through the balancing acts of our own bodies how to make sense of such
diverse concepts as visual balance, emotional balance, balance of power, and balancing an equation;
and such bodily image schemas—especially those that involve force and motion—also underlie our
understanding of pitch, loudness, and duration. Evidence can be found, she argues, in the language
used to describe it: strong and weak beats, rising and falling lines for example (p. 332). Musical
patterns particularly lend themselves to this sort of metaphorical mapping, being marked by
changes of rate and intensity that translate easily into force and motion.
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3.3.6

Duration

The most immediate aspects of the temporal nature of music are the qualities of passage and
duration that happen from moment to moment in performance. However, within music, there are
measures of time (durations) as well as pace (tempo). The durations are encapsulated in beats and
rhythms and managed by the player through the process of timing. The music is then played
according to a given tempo measured in beats per minute. Each of these aspects, duration and
tempo, and the way they are handled (timing) are represented metaphorically to a considerable
degree. Studies abound to explain the strongly experiential correlation for motion and duration.
“Of the ideas associating music with nonauditory, or extramusical domains, the notion that music
depicts analogues of physical, particularly human, motion is probably the oldest and the most
influential” (Eitan & Granot, 2006, p. 222).

As with the connection between force/motion and articulation, the experience of motion in duration
has a transferable embodied connection, in this case, to other kinds of temporal phenomenon.
However, a complication exists in the psychological experience of the temporal phenomenon, and
hence musical time. Lakoff and Johnson (1999) claim that our understanding of time is a
metaphorical version of our understanding of motion in space—the passage of time. This is
experienced as, for example, the motion of objects past an observer; the motion of substance past an
observer; or the motion of an observer. As something in motion usually goes somewhere, there is
also a direct correlation with distance and space. Hence, the temporal-motion metaphor in music is
borrowed from a primary metaphor of time. Further to this, Johnson and Larson’s study (2003)
demonstrates how conceptual metaphors based on our experience of physical motion define
fundamental concepts of musical motion and space, showing how each metaphor is grounded in a
particular basic experience of physical motion and physical forces.

Research in psychology also shows reasons why movement and motion are constitutive of timing
and tempo, explaining further why these are sources of common metaphors. Feldman, Epstein, and
Richards (1992); Sundberg and Verrillo (1980); and Todd (1992) have all shown that the pattern of
timing that performers use follows the temporal curve of objects moving in a gravitational field,
“suggesting that performances that sound natural do so because they mimic the behaviour of
physical objects moving in the real world” (in Clarke, 1999, p. 494).
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Eitan and Granot (2006) show how musical parameters associate simultaneously with several
aspects of motion more so than the traditional associations such as a crescendo with accelerated
motion; a pitch fall with moving downward and so on. Musical parameters investigated included
dynamic, pitch interval, pitch contour, tempo, and articulation. They found that all musical
parameters significantly correlate with motion imagery (some more than others). Further,
intensifications in musical parameters, such as louder and faster, associate with intensifying motion,
while musical abatements, such as getting slower or getting softer, relate to abating or passive
motions.

3.3.7

Phrasing

Timing, and hence motion, are also found to be fundamental in our experience of the phrase in
music. However, the sense of the expressive melodic phrase takes its meaning from the organisation
of pitch as well as rhythm, and such organisation of sound into meaningful units is fundamental to
the psychological processing of auditory information in not only music, but also speech. That both
music and language share the auditory domain is certainly of consequence. Friberg et al. (2013) find
that in expressive music performance, structural units or phrases become particularly
distinguishable through subtle timing variations highlighting the boundaries of musical phrase. As
such, they say, expressive timing may support the “successful parsing [my italics] of otherwise
continuous musical material” (Abstract).

The adoption of the term ‘phrase’ itself, meaning “a small group of words standing together as a
conceptual unit”, is suggestive enough of close analogy. Lippman (1977) comments that the phrases
of instrumental melody are often articulated in varying degrees of interdependence, much like
clauses and sentences (p. 292). This, he says, can further be likened to the speech of an orator or
narrator in expository structures that are more than purely structural features; “often they have a
striking expressive aspect that literally merits the designation ‘rhetorical’ or ‘dramatic’” (p. 293).
The link between music and language is one of the most written about relationships, certainly since
music theorists Heinrich Koch and Joseph Riepel wrote their compositional treatises in the mideighteenth century. There are also major theories that link music to language in evolution by means
of the similarities by which both communicate through an organisational structure of acoustic
elements governed by a kind of grammar (see Mithen, 2006; Brown, 2000).
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In the entry on melody in Grove Music Online, the relationship between melody and language is
said to have evolved from verbal, in some instances pre-verbal, modes of social intercourse.
However, it is also noted that, “while the exact causal relationships between melody and language
remain to be established, the broad cultural bases of ‘logogenic melody’ [word-born] are no longer
in question. Nor are some of its widely shared characteristics” (Ringer, 2013).

3.3.8 Tone
Shared characteristics explain associations for another acoustic aspect of music—tone. These
characteristics, which in Kövesces’ terms amount to perceived structural correlations, can be traced
to a cause. But first, it is useful to consider a physical explanation of tone. It is known that different
mixes of vibrations linked by whole number relationships give a note different characters, but this is
the basis of noise as well as a musical note. What makes the difference is ‘quality’ and this is what
defines tone (see how tone is defined in Appendix A). Describing the qualities in terms of the
simple physics and how we hear sound, Powell states:
If you break a plate or rustle a paper bag, you hear noise which is made up of unrelated
frequencies with no repeating pattern—but all musical notes are made up of repeating
patterns. Our brains can rapidly identify a sound as being made up of either a repeating or
non-repeating ripple pattern and that is how we distinguish between notes and noises.
(2010, p. 37)
The various combinations and proportions of vibrations give different overall “ripple shapes”. The
proportions themselves depend on which instrument is playing (and the material it is made from,
defining the timbre), but even one instrument can produce variations in the quality or texture of that
sound depending on how it is articulated.

Powell (2010) uses the words ‘color’ and ‘shade’ to describe the combined effect of tone (also,
referred to as timbre in psychoacoustics, but the two are kept separate in this study) and loudness
when a sound is articulated in different ways. However, this is not an explanation of the physical
phenomenon. So what is the physical explanation of colour in association with tone?

Gunther briefly explains the relationship between music and colour in the Preface to his textbook,
The Physics of Music and Color (2012): “The basic underlying principles of the two subjects
overlap greatly because both music and color are manifestations of wave phenomena. In particular,
commonalities exist with respect to the production, transmission, and detection of sound and light”.
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Some wave phenomena are relatively easy to demonstrate for sound, he continues, but not for light;
the Doppler effect and diffraction, for example. In this case, sound helps us to understand light. On
the other side, some wave phenomena, common to both sound and light, are more easily observed
for light; for example, refraction of light and the refraction of sound waves. Thus, light helps to
explain sound. Some wave phenomena are easily observable for both sound and light; interference,
for example.

Consequently, the production of music and colour involves physical systems which have a common
set of principles: vibrating mechanical systems in instruments (moving columns of air across hair
follicles in the ear which become electrical impulses in the brain where it is interpreted), and
electromagnetic waves of light (moving waves of atoms across rods and cones in the eye which
become electrical impulses in the brain where it is interpreted).

Gunther shows an image of a musical note on a treble clef staff—A (A440 Hz)—and a colour patch
representing an element of colour—green. He compares the two images: With the colour patch,
there is a hue (green), saturation, (degrees of paleness), and brightness. On the other hand, the note
symbol on the staff has only the content of the frequency chosen—A440Hz. This component of the
information is the analogy for the hue of the colour patch. However, the actual sound produced by
the musician on an instrument has a huge range of timbres, vibratos, and dynamics that can each be
varied as a note is being played. Thus, while it is reasonable to compare these components of the
note with the range of degrees of saturation in colour, the latter has, comparatively, a much smaller
range. Not surprisingly then, it is relatively easier to remember the appearance of a colour patch
compared to the characteristics of a performed note

Philosophers opened the door to the source domain of colour for tone, and relationships between
tones, including consonance and dissonance, long before modern physics:
The ancient Greeks were the first to construct a scale of colours divided into seven parts, on
the analogy of the seven musical notes and the seven known planets. In this scale, all
colours derived from a mixture of black and white. Consonances of tonal intervals were
transferred to colours (Aristotle, De sensu et sensibilibus, 439b–442a). Aristotle's theory of
colour was considered valid into the 17th century, and different colours were associated with
various tonal intervals in the 16th and 17th centuries, although usually in connection with
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further analogies in such heterogeneous fields as levels of being, the planets, the elements,
the phases of human life and degrees of knowledge. (Jewanski, 2013)

The seventeenth century saw an escalation in debate as to the relationship between colour and
music, and this was based on the position of scientific as opposed to philosophical renderings of the
relationship. Spitzer explains that seventeenth century science favoured “models” of the world as
opposed to “figurative representations”, and the “intrinsically hybrid status of music—part liberal
art, part branch of mathematics”—made the distinction between metaphor and model tenuous
(2004, p. 150). As he points out, this is epitomized by Athanasius Kircher’s progressive awareness
of acoustics in Musurgia Universalis (1650). On the other hand, Robert Fludd and Johannes Kepler
concentrate on the modelling of Pythagorean ratios and planetary motions. Another seventeenth
century figure already encountered, Marin Mersenne, proposed colours for diatonic, chromatic, and
enharmonic intervals (see Cowart, 1989, p. 156), and Isaac Newton when investigating the
spectrum of light, also linked the intervals of a tone, minor third, fourth, fifth, major sixth, minor
seventh and octave to the colours red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.

The eighteenth century saw a burgeoning interest in the association of harmony and painting, and
visual artists as well as scientists, psychologists, and neurologists have pursued the connections into
the twenty-first century. Much of this research figures in the condition of synaesthesia and other
psychophysical investigations. According to Merriam, true synaesthesia is when sense transfers are
actually experienced by the individual, and associated synaesthesia happens when transfers are
made artificially. Merriam calls the latter inter-sense modality (1964, p. 86). It refers specifically to
the linguistic transfer of descriptive concepts from one sense area into another, simply illustrated by
the variety of terms used in western culture to describe musical sound. As previously mentioned (cf.
Chapter 2, p. 41), inter- or cross-sensory (Cacciari, 2008), or alternatively, cross-modal experiences
(Marks, 1996), are highly common in language. While the applied linguistic view is that such
synaesthetic metaphors are a phenomenon of language but not necessarily cognitive, Marks claims
that they reflect “natural correspondences” between experiences across different senses and seem to
be “nothing less than ‘hard-wired’” (1996, p. 61). However, as discussed in Chapter 2 (sec. 2.6), it
is also known that such natural correspondences, or hard-wiring, are likely to be, paradoxically,
culturally determined.
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3.4

Metaphor, musical sound, and the question of nature vs. nurture

The studies outlined above provide empirical evidence for many of the extramusical associations
experienced when we hear sound. They lend additional support for Kövesces’ correlations grounded
in experience, biological assimilations, and perceived structural similarities as prime motivators for
extramusical associations, and consequently the kinds of metaphors that surface in language. This
contrasts with the traditional philosophical and musicological views of seeing music as
representing, exemplifying, or even inhering. However, it is imperative to take into account the
seeming paradox in the human condition that not all cultures experience the body, or its relationship
to the external world, in the same way. In other words, proprioception factors differ across cultures,
and to some extent bodily experience is therefore partly determined by culture. While the
complexity of such conundrums in explaining relationships between physical and metaphysical
conditions, and between musical and nonmusical domains, is not easy to manage, it will remain
central to this study. It is clear that, like synaesthesia, the extramusical associations for musical
sound cannot be epitomised in one way or explained by one theory; however, the contemporary
view of metaphor goes some way towards elucidating their foundations.

By way of example of this complex view, our (western) concept of tonality situates sounds in space,
despite the fact that there is not a real (physical) space of sounds. This spatial framework has not
only height and depth, but structures, regions and surfaces. However, as already pointed out, when
we speak of high and low in relation to the pitch spectrum, and up and down too, these cannot be
literally true. While in western English speaking environments we express our experience of music
primarily in linguistic terms of space and motion, this vocabulary does not necessarily apply across
cultures. For example, in the African language of Bantu, the high/low opposition is described as
small/great (Tracey, 1948). Even in a language as closely related to English as French, the
equivalent of high is “aigu”, meaning sharp, pointed, piercing, keen, penetrating, screaming
(Dubois, 1981, p. 19), and low is “grave”, meaning sedate, solemn, important, weighty (Dubois,
1981, p. 300). Further, this concurs with the view expressed by Lakoff and Johnson that spatialrelations concepts are not simple or straightforward and “vary from language to language” (1999, p.
31), as was also shown by Deutscher (2010). Lakoff and Johnson propose that lexical differences
across languages may have to do with differences in conventional imagery across cultures, giving
rise to different linguistic expressions of those mappings. However, no firm evidence for linguistic
expressions giving rise to concepts (or for concepts giving rise to linguistic expressions) is present
in the literature.
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On this point, Shayan et al. (2011) bring to light some findings from recent cross-cultural studies,
suggesting that the mapping of pitch onto vertical space (high and low) could be related to the area
of the body that resonates with pitch range:
The resonance of the chest with low pitch is called a “chest voice” by vocalists and opposed
to the high-pitched head voice. The high-low metaphor can also be grounded in the
proprioception of our own larynx position (or the observation of the movement of others’,
particularly men’s, Adam’s apples), which produces higher pitch when raised and lower pitch
when lowered. (p.103)
This view, they explain, is in line with theories that focus on the importance of perceptual
experience in shaping our conceptual knowledge, such as Lakoff and Johnson (1999) suggest.

However, Shayan et al. demonstrate that there is more than one way to talk about pitch and this
depends on language. From findings of their study, they describe how speakers of unrelated
languages—Farsi and Zapotec—express their experiences of simple sounds, including pitch and
loudness. It appears that there is little dedicated vocabulary describing sound differences relating to
pitch and loudness across these languages, as in English. Rather, conventionalised metaphors are
drawn on, suggesting that there may be shared characteristics across different sensory domains, just
as in English, for example, pitch differences are aligned to differences in vertical space, as in highlow. This is also the case for loudness differences, as demonstrated in the research of Eitan et al.
(2008). However, Shayan et al. maintain that a different correlation is observed in Farsi and Zapotec
speakers. They show that in each of these languages, low-frequency sounds were described as
‘thick’ sounds and high-frequency sounds as ‘thin’. They note that vocabulary for pitch also crosses
over to the description of amplitude (loudness): ‘Thick’ could also refer to loud sounds and ‘thin’ to
quiet sounds. It can be seen how these correlations contrast with languages like English that
privilege a high-low verticality metaphor to talk about pitch. When pitch and loudness are described
through verticality metaphors, a term like high groups high pitch with loud, and low pitch with
quiet.

These findings, Shayan et al. suggest, show that “pitch perception is a dimension of our sense of
hearing that can be conceptualized in different ways” (2011, p. 104), giving more weight to the
argument that even associations in musical sound that appear biologically motivated, may be
culturally bound. In accord, Majid and Levinson warn:
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The different available mappings are a caution against quick generalizations of ‘natural’ or
primary crossmodal mappings on the basis of English and other Indo-European languages—
indeed retrospectively the Turkish-Farsi-Zapotec system may seem more ‘natural’ than our
own analogy, since small sound sources emit high pitches at low amplitude. (2011, p. 14)

The idea of ‘natural analogies’ that might be presumed to explain the primary, or root metaphors—
those that, according to cognitive linguistics, are grounded in bodily experience—may not work
universally and this brings the discussion back to the influence of culture. This may be so even in
terms of how we experience our bodies, how we physically (and psychologically) locate ourselves
in the world, and what intersensory experiences may present themselves to us, as Deutscher (2010)
advances.

What can be garnered from the survey of studies in this section is that a number of different
perspectives inform why there are so-called ‘extramusical’ associations for musical sound. The field
of study is rich, fast growing, and marked with innumerable crossings. The parlance is at times
difficult to interpret. The survey has offered insights into metaphor and the music context by
highlighting historical approaches to how we perceive music and its expressive qualities, as well as
empirical studies that bring a focus on the objective and subjective nature of musical sound. This
illuminates reasons and motivations for using metaphor, and the grounds on which metaphors in
relation to music are based. Such information may seem tangential to investigating the use of
metaphor in music instruction. On the contrary, an attempt to understand how and why metaphor is
used by music teachers to teach about the expressive qualities of sound—vital aspects of performance
—can convincingly be ascertained from this approach. Indeed, one must first know what the

components of the expressive qualities of music are in order to be able to determine what a
metaphor may refer to. There is little point in using a metaphor to teach, to change behaviour, or to
bridge a gap in understanding, if it is considered just a decorative, poetic figure of speech or
humorous interjection with no contextual meaning. In successful metaphor, meaning in some way
enhances the understanding of the sound, the goal of the musical instruction.

As shown in the preceding pages, many of the expressive qualities of sound are known: They have
objective properties and can be explained in physical and psychoacoustic terms; but these terms do
not go far enough to enhance the subjective experience. Metaphor mediates here. It brings together
the sound and the source like a jigsaw piece in a puzzle, completing a picture. Like a jigsaw, the
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picture is complex and many faceted, but not always unfathomable. In fathoming the reasons why
metaphorical associations are made, the literature shows that one size does not fit all, because
languages and cultures play a large part in shaping our perception. However, the closer one can
come to understanding the musical and nonmusical associations in our own culture, the more
effectively metaphor can be used. The understandings that have surfaced so far provide substantial
grounds for discussion in relation to the analysis of conceptual metaphors that underpin linguistic
expressions found in this study.

3.5

Studies of metaphor in music instruction

To return to a central premise of this thesis, an important role for metaphor arises in teaching
(Cameron, 2003). In the music lesson, metaphor surfaces in the verbal instructions of teachers, and
verbal instruction is itself a prominent teaching strategy in instrumental music lessons, particularly
at an advanced level (Young, Burwell, & Pickup, 2003). Metaphor forms part of what is called a
“social language, a unique teacher-student discourse” which also involves special professional
language (Kennell, 2002, p. 251). According to Kennell, descriptive studies of practical music
lessons reveal that, most commonly, teachers talk and students respond by playing; and further, that
the teacher’s comments tend to be spontaneous. In contrast, a masterclass is said to have a different
social context because an audience is involved, and the conductor’s interaction in a small or large
ensemble rehearsal is socially more complex. Studies show that verbal language in music
instruction is highly relevant, shaping students’ music performance as well as communicating
culture, power, social relationships, and musical knowledge (Dobbs, 2008). Other studies highlight
the importance of physical motion, body language, and facial expressions that accompany verbal
language (Meier, 2009).

As foregrounded in the preceding pages as well as in Chapter 1, metaphor’s role is complex, and
views are polarised as to its efficacy. Regardless of the view on efficacy, it does occur and the aim
of this study is to illuminate the dimensions and features of it, and then propose an explanation for
why systematic associations may be evident. While the survey of studies in the literature so far has
illuminated motivations and reasons for metaphorical associations in relation to musical sound, it
remains to be seen how these various rationales manifest in the real-world of music instruction.
Seeing how metaphor is used in this way can be better determined through studies that collect live
data from music teachers and practitioners in their practice, unconstrained by experimental
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conditions arising in psychological and psychoacoustic studies. Barten’s study (1992) paved the
way in this regard.

Barten argues that the characteristic of all metaphor is “to make the invisible become visible, active,
or alive” (1998, p. 91). In her 1992 study, she discusses the difference between teachers’
pedagogical approaches according to the degree to which language referring to extramusical images
was used to gain access into the musical experience. Through the study, which involved
observations of music instructors teaching advanced students, she finds that a particular use of
language is integral to all kinds of music instruction aiming for musically expressive performance.
This language is not technical but an extension of everyday language—language that draws on
moods and actions to shape the musical experience and guide performance. This is what Howard
Vernon, in his treatises on artistic practice, describes as the use of ‘heuristic imagination’, whereby
one does not just use an image but does ‘something’ with imagination. Barten explains:
When language functions heuristically, it can shape both the hearing and the performance of
the music. Probably, by suggesting a mode of experiencing, the linguistic figure can
influence the performance of those who are ready to profit from it in terms of the conceptual
and technical preparedness. (p. 55)

Barten’s participants frequently referred to the music's motor-affective properties and she found that
these references fell into three broad categories: Movement and Actions, Attitudes and Tendencies,
and Human and Nonhuman Acts (pp. 92-93). Contained in these categories are different kinds of
references which can be summarised as:
1. Movements and Actions:
Type of movement
Speed and velocity
Specific actions
Kinesthetic experience
2. Attitudes:
Bearing, demeanor
Emotion
Sense of tendency and direction (e.g. inevitable)
3. Human and Non-Human Actions. Here, Barten explains that instructors created novel motor
affective metaphors referring to actions of humans, animals, machines, and those occurring in
nature. She adds that these were more elaborate than most of the other expressions described above,
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and could be divided according to the subject or agent of the activity, such as human activities,
animal actions, mechanical actions, and movements in nature.

Barten’s study provides an analysis, perhaps the first, of real-life language usage in music
instruction settings. As discussed in Chapter 1 (p. 4), her results show how, in using heuristic
imagery, or in other words, by employing metaphorical language, teachers add an important
dimension to hearing the music beyond the single dimension of the physical sound, bringing it to
life. However, her view that metaphorical descriptions of music such as growing, sweeping, tense,
jaunty, or calm refer to qualities that are embodied in the music—not attributed to the composer or
to extramusical agents (1998, p. 90)—is contentious, and one which will be given further
assessment in this study.

The number of studies analysing live data in music instruction settings, at the time of writing, is
small. Others of note include the studies of Sheldon (2004), Burwell (2006), and Dobbs (2008).
Sheldon’s study focuses on listeners (as opposed to performers or teachers) and their ability to
identify nuances of musical expression using figurative language and specific music terminology.
Her findings indicate that listeners in the study perceived more ambiguity when presented with
figurative statements as compared to technical music terminology. She likens the use of such
language in the music rehearsal to using a thesaurus in writing a research paper: The thesaurus
provides the writer with an array of words, but while some are appropriate, others are more remote
from the central meaning and may obscure communication.

Burwell (2006) also studied language use. Within the context of the music-teaching studio in higher
education, she researched how singers approach teaching and learning in the context of
performance studies, comparing this to the approach taken by instrumentalists in the same context.
Her study focuses largely on verbal dialogue recorded in instrumental and vocal lessons, in the
music department of a UK university. It examines the approach taken by singing teachers to
technique and interpretation as areas of study, focusing on features that distinguish them from
instrumental teachers. The analysis of dialogue discusses how each area employs affective language
and metaphor but does not address these from a linguistic perspective. Dobbs’ study (2008) does
not focus on metaphor, but rather, looks at the role of talk in a middle, high school instrumental
classroom, and does not focus on teaching expressive performance. Of all, it is Barten’s study that
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interfaces most usefully with the current study; however, the methodology I employ brings an
alternative perspective and analysis to the linguistic dimension of metaphor.

3.6

Summary and conclusion

The literature and studies assembled in this chapter bring an extraordinary breadth of reasoning,
theory, judgement, introspection, deliberation, and analysis to what metaphor is in relation to
musical sound; how extramusical associations have come to be; and why they may have some
relevance in teaching about expressive aspects of music performance. From this survey, nothing can
be said to epitomise the subjective experience of all aspects of musical sound, although there seems
to be no disagreement about certain perceived entailments such as emotion, motion, size, shape,
colour, and rhetoric. Disagreement does lie, however, in whether the music inheres such attributes,
or whether the experience of musical sound—based as it is on biological and physiological
functioning of the body, learned association of experiences, and easily recalled cultural conventions
—plays a greater part in determining what music is perceived to inhere. One wonders whether this
is just a question of semantics; or a deep philosophical question on the matter of phenomena (e.g.
music) having an essence or existence as noumena independent of the perceiver. This study will
take as its preferred position the notion that perceptual attributes are to a large extent learned, as this
is more likely to be commensurate with contemporary metaphor theory and psychoacoustic studies.

Certainly, the studies surveyed in this chapter have shown that a rich and seemingly consistently
applied array of metaphors underlies the perception of auditory stimuli, and hence, musical sound,
in western music contexts. As Eitan and Rothschild (2011) confer, giving weight to the need for
more research:
The consistency of such cross-modal associations suggests that an account of music
cognition in purely auditory terms may be insufficient: aspects of the experienced ‘meaning’
of sound may inhere in the web of cross-modal connotations it imparts. To the practising
musician (performer and composer), such insights may both validate and enrich the palette
of expressive nuances. To the researcher, they call for further studies concerning the
manifold ways musical and auditory attributes touch us. (p. 465)
Juslin (2003) notes that in psychology, however, research on performance expression can only
develop general models, “simplified descriptions and explanations of a specific phenomenon” (p.
296), and that there is no way such models can fully capture the rich, personal ways of practising
musicians. He adds that the primary goal of a psychological approach to investigating music
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performance should be “to explain the nature of performance expression in order to provide a solid
foundation for the teaching of expressive skills in music education”. This is not only a goal of
psychology. As foregrounded in Chapter 1, across disciplines, there is a call for more qualitative
studies to supplement quantitative approaches to bring greater real-world understanding of musical
expression and the function of metaphor in teaching it. This is where an applied linguistic approach
can make a difference, bringing more linguistic and contextual information to the question of
perceived extramusical associations used in teaching about expressive qualities of musical sound.
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PART TWO
methodology
linguistic analysis and
dimensions of metaphor in a music instruction context
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CHAPTER 4

Developing an approach for identifying, coding, and analysing metaphor
in a music instruction context
Many contemporary scholars exhibit great enthusiasm for uncovering the messy reality of metaphor use and the
implication of such findings for comprehensive theories of metaphor.
(Gibbs, 2008, p. 4)

4.0

Introduction

As outlined in Chapter 2, the challenge in engaging an appropriate, discipline-specific methodology
for investigating metaphor is significant, given that a general type of description of metaphor seems
to be the only level at which theorists and researchers coming from different perspectives can agree.
Cameron concedes that researchers find themselves “reeling as they approach the published
literature in order to select an appropriate theoretical framework for a study” (1999, p. 3). While it
is well over a decade since these words were offered, there are still divisions. The divisions may be
matters of semantics and political positioning, but there is an underlying inherent problem in
studying the invisible workings of the mind through the lens of language: A degree of interpretive
intuition must play a part. While there is no longer any question of separating the operation of
language from cognition, the two fields of cognitive linguistics and applied linguistics have evolved
with different operational techniques for studying data. The former is built on theories of the mind
and cognition, (and gaining more empirical support from neurological research), while the latter is
based on observing language in everyday use.

It comes as no surprise that operationalising metaphor analysis on the basis of cognitive theories
necessitates “close cooperation with research in other cognitive disciplines” (Kertész et al., 2012, p.
724). However, the cognitive linguistic approach attracts criticism from various fields, including
psycholinguistics (Gentner & Bowdle, 2008), for its reliance on introspective-intuitive data
handling techniques. On its side, scholars in the humanities dealing with language usage expressly
like to “tackle the full richness and complexity of a phenomenon” (Steen et al., 2010, p. 2) and
categorising a particular linguistic expression as metaphorical is therefore a matter of interpretation.
Steen et al. make percipient commentary on the current situation, noting:
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By tradition, the act of identifying mini phenomena in the humanities does not raise the
methodological issues of measurement that are fundamental in the cognitive and social
sciences such as validity and reliability. (2010, p. 2)

With the call for more interaction between approaches to advance the study of metaphor, an
increasing number of linguists interact with cognitive and social scientists, working in
psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, or applied linguistics. As a result, traditional barriers are rapidly
breaking down. Further, real-world research contexts are where findings can make a real difference.
In the introduction to the recent comprehensive publication Researching and Applying Metaphor in
the Real World the editors write:
Real world metaphor researchers often select research questions or problems in order to
bring about positive change in contexts of use. They will try to collect naturally occurring
data in the context of use ... . Research reports will include justification for the choice of
data, methods of data collection, analysis and interpretation in terms of maintaining
connections with the context of use. Metaphor identification procedures will be designed or
chosen to cope rigorously with metaphor as it is actually used. (Low et al., 2010, p. viii)

Some frameworks have therefore evolved to address concerns of methodology and identification
across the metaphor research field, three of which are:
1.

Metaphor identification by vehicle terms (MIV), formalised in the Metaphor Analysis Project
(Cameron et al., 2006), and based on identifying a word or phrase that somehow contrasts with
(or is incongruous with) the topic of an on-going text or talk.

2.

The Metaphor Identification Procedure (Steen et al., 2010) which makes more transparent the
procedure of data collection and identification, combining the introspective-intuitive method with
linguistic procedures identifying surface features of metaphor at the word level.

3.

The corpus-linguistics method which similarly grounds the introspective-intuitive method of data
collection and identification with linguistic procedures (Deignan, 2008).

The significance of such frameworks is in the application of linguistic procedures for identifying
metaphor, however, it must be emphasised that this limits data collection to language and excludes
many cross-modal metaphors, for example, in gestures (see Cienki & Müller, 2008), and in pictures
(see Forceville, 2008).
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A further issue in the choice of framework for identifying and analysing metaphor is the extent of
data. As noted in Chapter 2 (p. 32), for reasonable generalisations to be made about systematic
meanings and semantic relations in metaphor research, large amounts of data need to be analysed.
Deignan notes, a corpus large enough for general linguistic research needs to number “tens of
millions of words” (2005, p. 6). Corpora smaller than this can only produce results based on
frequency of words, which means that generalisations about the behaviour of words are not reliable.

Corpus-linguistics receives criticism for using a methodology that limits the analysis to
decontextualised, somewhat ‘atomised’, bottom–up types of investigation of the data. Swales
(2002) suggests that this type of analysis lacks contextual information provided by process-based
analysis where the starting point is the macrostructure of the text. The focus here is on larger units
of text rather than sentence-level, lexico-grammatical patterning. This latter aspect may also be seen
as criticism of the other two procedures except that they can be operationalised within larger
contextual frameworks offered by, for example, applied linguistics. Given that the current study
aims to identify and analyse metaphor in the spoken language of a specific context, the procedures
of Cameron and Steen were selected for further evaluation for such a purpose. They also enable an
interdisciplinary, applied linguistic approach which balances, in principle and on the periphery, the
propositions of cognitive theory. These propositions hold that metaphor is concept-related, formed
in the mind, and results in linguistic expressions that are either deliberate or motivated
subconsciously at the time of speaking.

A central principle of an applied linguistic approach is the bringing together of the two realms of
thought and language on the basis that metaphor is best investigated in both language and the mind.
This, Cameron says, is particularly important when investigating its use in an educational setting,
where thinking, conceptualising, and understanding each other is crucial (2003, p. 2). Further,
applied linguistics views metaphor as contextual (dependent on a sociocultural context for
meaning), prosaic (in the sense of being familiar and habitually used), and dynamic (arising out of
the particular communicative needs of the discourse participants).

In applied metaphor research, Cameron (1999) describes three levels of analysis which, in principle
and practice, should be congruent with each other. Level 1 comprises theoretical analysis and
categorisation of metaphor, and the central concern is the identification of metaphor. At this stage,
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the demands placed on the users and receivers can be analysed. Level 2 relates to on-line processing
by individuals:
[H]ow concepts are activated when lexical items in metaphor are made sense of, how an
interpretation of metaphor is reached, how metaphor can organise conceptual structures in
long-term memory, how processing of metaphor can change conceptual structures and/or
provide new meanings for lexical items. (Cameron, 1999, p. 6)
The third level is analysis at the neurological level of metaphor formation, processing, and memory.

This study primarily engages in level 1 analysis, but also works between level 1 and 2 as identified
by Cameron (1999). While level 1 is an examination of how interpretations are shared across
speakers through linguistic means, and level 2 examines how they arrive at these interpretations,
this intermediate level, examines the results of people’s interpretations. This, in the music
instruction setting, is largely a musical response—the metaphor is instantiated musically
(Zbikowski, 2008). The interpretation can therefore be determined through observation of and
listening to the musical response. Here, cognitive linguistic methodology is drawn on to analyse the
basis of metaphors identified in the musical responses. In this way, the study acknowledges the
cognitive view that language reflects underlying conceptual structures and that this is one way that
systematicity in metaphor can be explained. At the same time, it acknowledges criticism of the
strong cognitive view which makes assumptions about the pre-existence of conceptual metaphors in
the minds of individuals. On this, Low et al. (2010) conclude that no single united view of
conceptual metaphor theory has yet emerged, and further, that real-world metaphor researchers deal
with issues raised by conceptual metaphor theory in different ways. Acknowledging and informed
by these perspectives, it is possible to address the central question of how to develop an approach
for identifying, analysing, and describing metaphor in the verbal language of music instruction
while keeping current concerns and constraints of metaphor research in mind.

The question of how metaphor can be identified and analysed in this context requires explanation of
the operationalising steps involved in stages 2 to 6 of the research design (see Chapter 1, p. 17). The
steps are outlined in the subsequent sections of this chapter. First, collecting and coding the data is
discussed along with associated issues highlighted in relevant literature; then the music instruction
context is illustrated with two observations and transcriptions: one of a piano lesson, and the other
of an orchestra rehearsal. Developing an approach for identifying and coding metaphor in such
contexts is then discussed. This involves describing the components and conditions of metaphor
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that enable identification and analysis of its linguistic expression. Here, critical issues in
determining contextual and basic meanings of the vehicle terms of metaphor are discussed, and
further, how source and target domains are derived. The next steps describe what is involved in
mapping conceptual metaphors and finally, in determining conventionality. Together these steps
show how metaphor can be studied in the new context.

4.1

Collecting and coding the data

The sample of teachers for this study was drawn from volunteers from two high-level educational
settings, Queensland Conservatorium and the Australian Youth Orchestra National Camp (2010), as
described in Chapter 1 (p. 16). The selection of twenty music teachers/conductors from this pool
was influenced by a desire to represent as wide a range of instruments and western art music
repertoire as possible. Of the twenty participants, three were L2 speakers of English (speakers of
English as an additional language), however, they had worked in English speaking environments for
many years and English was their primary language of instruction.

Data collection involved observing and audio-recording rehearsals for instrumental ensembles and
instrumental lessons where music instruction was taking place. As a non-participant observer in
these sessions, seated where possible outside the participants’ direct view and only equipped with a
discreet notebook and portable audio-recorder, my impact on the instruction context was minimal.
In this way, over two years, I made recordings of over 80 hours of instruction across the five major
instrument areas—strings, woodwinds, brass, percussion, and keyboard, with an average of about
four hours per teacher.

Students being taught in these sessions ranged between the ages of 16 and 25. They were musically
advanced, and the instruction was focused on practice and performance techniques, particularly in
association with achieving expressive playing. None of the sessions involved children or beginner
adult learners; hence, the instructional process did not yield data that explains musical concepts
associated with early music learning, such as notation and music literacy. The musical repertoire
was also not identified in the collection except to acknowledge that it fell within the framework of
western art music. World music, jazz, and popular music instruction fall outside the scope of this
study for reasons of time constraint and maximising focus and depth within a specific context.
Additionally, as previously mentioned, instrumental instruction was chosen over vocal instruction to
avoid confusing intentional or unintentional metaphorical associations arising through lyrics.
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The audio-recordings of sessions, which vary in length from 40 minutes to two hours, were
transcribed, and fragments of the transcriptions (called ‘remarks’) potentially containing
metaphorical content were harvested and added to Numbers, an Apple spreadsheet application.
Decisions regarding the size of fragment were based on providing sufficient context to be able to
observe salient features of metaphor, while remaining as concise as possible.

The remarks were then assembled on another spreadsheet, initially under the category of instrument
area and, in time, further sorting categories were applied. This was a complicated process involving
a number of iterations. However, as more research into metaphor identification and analysis became
available, particularly the 2010 publications of Steen et al. and Kövecses, the more clear my task
became, making the determining of source and target domains more objective and transparent, and
ultimately more reliable. This is not to say that the methodologies, which are fundamentally tied to
grammar and syntax, were easy to apply—grammatical accuracy was not a feature of the spoken
language in this data. Mostly, the teacher’s remarks were delivered in short utterances made
coherent by the student playing their response. Monologic, interspersed with music, often
imperative, imploring, mostly prosaic but at times poetic, the instructions of teachers in this context
bring some atypical features to educational discourse.

4.1.1 Issues concerning data collection and coding
The data for this study was collected from what is known as ‘teacher talk’—specifically, music
teacher talk. In applied linguistics, teacher talk is situated in the field of spoken educational
discourse. Returning to Cameron’s 2003 publication, Metaphor in Educational Discourse,
researchers are reminded of some of the features of metaphor that need to be taken into account in
an investigation of metaphor in specific contexts such as this. While classroom discourse is
specialised, with certain technical language employed within subject areas, everyday language is
often at the heart of teacher-student interaction. Cameron observes that in this kind of interaction,
“when experts are required to talk to non-experts as when teachers talk to students” (2008, p. 206),
there is greater use of metaphor. However, metaphor used in this way is often “in its ‘most
ordinary’ guises”, as Mikhail Bakhtin advises (cited in Cameron, 2003, p. 7). Hence the term
‘prosaic’, which, in applied linguistics, refers to the ordinary as opposed to poetic or artistic use of
language.
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Importantly, a prosaic approach does not treat metaphor as a “dilution of the poetic and
creative” (Cameron, 2003, p. 8); rather it views metaphor as an aspect of the richness, complexity,
and power of language in everyday situations. Brought into the context of educational discourse,
researchers look for how this power is harnessed in learning, as when, for example, metaphor plays
an ideational role “constructing spaces in which speakers can negotiate new
understandings” (Cameron, 2008, pp. 203, 206). Cameron describes how, in teacher-student
interactions in primary school, the language employed makes use of “sub-technical metaphor” to
mediate more difficult technical language and concepts (2003, p. 113).

According to Cameron, both technical and sub-technical metaphors generally arise in the language
of specialist groups concerning specialist subjects, but they draw on non-specialist, everyday words
and ideas to convey abstract concepts (2003, p. 112). Such concepts usually have scientific or
technical labels and explanations which are often alienating for learners. Sub-technical metaphor
can be distinguished from technical metaphor by examining how embedded it is in the language of
the discipline over a long period of time (having an etymological derivation, for example). The
latter may not generally be recognised as metaphorical, having gained such technical/professional
currency in the field that its metaphoric basis is obscured to experts/professionals. To a greater
extent, sub-technical metaphors are a way of negotiating “apprentice-specialist” language
(Cameron, 2003, p. 112), explaining technical language by simplifying and familiarising it. They
may also be seen as highly conventional for the community of speakers in the same way as other
conventional metaphor dealing with complex ideas (but not necessarily technical language).

Using classroom examples, Cameron illustrates how sub-technical metaphors, couched in everyday
language, are stepping stones to higher-order understanding. While conventionalised in the
community of speakers, they remain instructional (as opposed to conventionalised metaphor that
tends to be inactive, e.g. cliché). Sub-technical metaphor in mathematics might include words and
phrases like makes and carry the one for addition (Cameron, 2003, p. 113). This usage, Cameron
suggests, stems from children carrying out these operations with wooden blocks, and shows the
‘stepping stone’ effect of sub-technical metaphor from concrete learning experiences to more
abstract ones. In a music instruction context, the term ‘bringing out’ may be considered a subtechnical metaphor (the degree of embeddedness is not determined), for making the sound of a
passage more noticeable. The more concrete experience, in this case, may be through the
association of foreground/background.
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Such examples show why, in the prosaic discourse of a music lesson, the metaphor researcher is not
only looking for poetic, creative examples that stand out from the speech, marked by their novelty;
in many cases, metaphor is far more discreet than that, often embedded in the conventionalised
language of the subject area. What arises from this is the further distinction between technical/subtechnical metaphor and simply conventionalised metaphor in the language of music instruction.
This will be addressed again in the coming sections on basic and contextual meanings.

However, similarities between metaphor in music instruction and metaphor in general classroom
discourse end here. As mentioned, linguistic metaphors in the music lesson are largely contained in
feedback to a student, and concern not an abstract concept, but an intangible quality, the expressive
quality of a sound. The student responds, predominantly non-verbally, with a different musical
interpretation or manner of playing. Here, the incidence of more ‘poetic’ metaphor might be
expected, and to a non-musician, more obvious. However, as Cameron explains, linguistic
metaphors are expressions in language that simply have the potential to be understood
metaphorically (2008, p. 198) and in any specialised educational settings, metaphor may be highly
conventionalised and, consequently, not used consciously by the teacher. The “potential” for
something to be understood metaphorically remains the concern of the metaphor researcher for an
adequate account of metaphor in the music instruction context.

To address issues of clarification of what is and is not metaphor in this context, an intersubjectivity
check was conducted. What this entailed, as well as the outcome of it, is explained in Chapter 5.1.

4.2

The music instruction context illustrated

Teachers and conductors involved in the study were engaged in a form of music instruction
commonly referred to in western music contexts as the master-apprentice relationship (see Burwell,
2005, p. 201; Schippers, 2010, p. 98). Historically, the master is a role model for the student and
draws on advanced levels of instrumental expertise to guide the student musicians in practice and
performance techniques as well as expressive interpretation. The form of instruction in this context
can include verbal instruction, modelling (demonstration), and gesture. To a large degree, all three
were present and interrelated in the teaching sessions observed, although individual personalities
and preferences also played a part.
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The following two observations and partial transcriptions serve well to illustrate this instructional
context, along with specific teaching goals concerning expressive playing, certain interactional
features of music instruction, and kinds of remarks, all of which constitute the raw material of the
study. Teachers and students have been assigned pseudonyms to protect their identity. I have used
italics in the transcriptions to draw the reader’s attention to potentially metaphorical content that
relates specifically to musical sound and expression.

4.2.1 Observation 1

Bringing out a melody

Lynn (an L2 English speaker) is learning a Chopin Nocturne from her teacher, Alex (also an L2
English speaker). The lesson today concentrates on pedalling technique and the technique of what is
commonly called ‘bringing out’ (in classical repertoire instruction).

ʻBringing out’ a melody is an expressive goal where the performer needs to convey the melody—
make the melody heard more distinctly—so that it is distinguishable from the accompaniment. The
melody in this piece is taken by the right hand (RH). The accompaniment provided by the left hand
(LH) is divided between a sonorous bass given to the fifth finger, and arpeggiated notes delivered by
the remaining fingers of the LH. Bringing out enables the texture of the music to be heard better. It
conveys the structure of the music.

Alex identifies problems with how Lynn is conveying (bringing out) the melody in contrast to the
accompaniment. Three problems unfold in the lesson: The first is technical, a matter of mastering
the physical skill (fingering) of playing the notes—something that will take practice. The second is
also technical, a matter of using the pedal—the timing needs to be adjusted. This may be achieved
in the lesson. The third is a matter of interpretation of the passage—the student not understanding
the role of the melody. This may be achieved better once the technical issues are resolved.

Alex addresses the pedalling first. Lynn has something that he calls a “muddy” sound. He
demonstrates the pedalling and says: “No pedal here. The harmony has to be clean”. A number of
demonstrations and attempts to imitate the desired effect occur with very simple verbal instructions:
Alex remonstrates with “No” when the effect is not achieved and rewards with “Yes” each time it is
achieved.
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With the desired pedalling achieved, Alex turns to interpretation. First the tone is perfected in the
RH. Alex says: “When you pick up something small, you have to be delicate”. Further, he says:
“The melody is here, it’s close; the LH is somewhere else, out of the room”.

Several demonstrations and attempts occur again, this time with both hands, but Lynn is not
mastering the interpretation. Alex stops and turns to Lynn: “You know a painting? When you stand
back and look into it you can see the trees, the road and the space. When you look at it closely it
just looks like flat paper. How does the artist do it?”.
Lynn looks unsure. Alex says: “With perspective. You know perspective?” Lynn still looks unsure.
“Okay”, he says. “Here is a room” [points to the surrounding room]. “You have bought a lot of
furniture to go in it—chairs, a table, a book case. You put all the furniture along one wall [points].
It looks cluttered; it’s not good. You have to manipulate the furniture”.

Alex seems to recognise that the word ‘manipulate’ may not have been a good choice and says:
You have to rearrange [it] and put something here and there, and maybe a light next to the
chair, so it looks nice. Same with the music. You don’t want all the sound together. The
sounds fight. Separate the sound. Give the left hand its own space.

He models the passage again but when it is Lynn’s turn, she still does not achieve the desired
expression in the LH. So he adds:
You see, the bass is big; but hide the middle notes [in the LH]. Effectively you are creating
three spaces: the melody is here in the room, the bass is just over there [points to the corner]
and the middle notes are over in the city! You have to create the space. The notes are heard
in space.

The lesson finishes with Alex advising Lynn to learn the notes better, then she will be more able to
express the music. As Lynn leaves the room, she turns to Alex and says, clearly with respect and
gratitude: “I understand what you are saying. When you tell me these things—it makes the sound
more beautiful”.
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4.2.2 Observation 2

Polishing a performance

In a rehearsal, the conductor (a native English speaker) is taking an ensemble through a reasonably
well-known piece. It is time to ‘refine’ and ‘polish’ the piece. He wants attention paid to a particular
note that creates an important dissonance:
You’re going to hang on just a little bit longer than it is written. So put a fermata or
something on the last note. It’s an interrupted cadence so there’s all this dissonance … .
Don’t be scared of that E flat. The tierce de Picardy is the interrupted cadence so it doesn’t
go to C minor it goes to C major. But the oboe’s still playing E flat. … So don’t be afraid
of it. You should almost let tonal gravity take place.

The conductor demonstrates by singing the melody that contains the E flat and says: “So you
squash the flat against the natural”.

In another section where the E flat becomes a natural, he adds: “You’re playing the E natural flat.
Now a fifth harmonic is going to be flat anyway so you already have to think up”.

The orchestra plays the passage again but the conductor is still not satisfied. “That lacked sparkle
didn’t it? That was about as exciting as a fortnight with me sitting on a sandy beach”.

In another section, the conductor wants the ensemble to understand the sudden change of ‘mood’
created by a sudden key change. He says:
You know his [Bach’s] fugues have these countersubjects but he plays the subject over and
over and over and he doesn’t go into the other related keys. He just plays it over and over
and over and it doesn’t modulate. It just goes into another key. It’s like Acme instant
modulation; just add water. And it goes boom—it’s in another key!

Next, the conductor’s feedback is:
This is not melody and accompaniment. The lines in the choral part sometimes go through
each other and sometimes they don’t even go through each other, they clash. You have
semitones pushing against each other, almost like magnets, you know, pushing away. What I
want you to do is realise that that [clash] gives momentum to the part. So, when your part
comes through, let it come through. Don’t hold back and say ‘I am playing second so I have
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to be quiet’. You are the melody too. It’s wonderful writing the way it blends in and out. It’s
seamless.

Finally, returning to aspects of rhythm and phrasing, he adds: “I want you to elongate the notes,
stretch them. Like you are holding someone’s hand and you don’t want them to let go”. The
orchestra plays and the conductor responds with: “That’s a little bit better but you’re still not
hanging on to the end of the phrase enough”.

These observations show some obvious as well as more discreet instances of metaphor. With over
80 hours of observations and transcriptions, the task of adequately identifying, coding, and
classifying began.

4.3

Developing an approach for identifying and coding metaphor in the music
instruction context

At first, identifying and classifying metaphors was a process of exploring the data intuitively (an
introspective-intuitive approach as described by Kertész, 2012). Despite having a substantial
knowledge of the disciplinary language, making reliable and consistent decisions about what was
and was not metaphor was challenging. As more published research became available on
methodologies for metaphor identification, this task became more defined.

With no precursor, and with the constraints of working as a sole researcher, I needed to consider a
methodology for identification and analysis that was sound but with built-in flexibility to address
the research questions raised in this context. Three factors, in particular, would impact this
metaphor identification process: First, that my data is spoken discourse; second, that my data is
teacher talk as opposed to conversation, that is, it falls under educational discourse; and third, that
the discourse is specialised, that is, pertaining to music. Accordingly, I decided to employ aspects of
the methodologies described briefly in Chapter 1 (p. 21) and introduced again at the beginning of
this chapter, to guide the identifying and coding procedure:
1.

Cameron’s discourse dynamics approach or metaphor identification through vehicle terms (MIV)
(2003; Cameron et al., 2006; and Gibbs & Cameron, 2008);

2.

The Pragglejaz Group’s Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP) (2007); and Steen’s et al.
refined version of MIP, known as MIPVU (2010) (VU being an abbreviation for Vrije University
where the research was carried out).
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4.3.1 Metaphor identification through vehicle terms (MIV)
Historically, Cameron’s MIV (2003) comes first and was later developed by Cameron and colleagues
at The Centre for Research in Education and Educational Technology, UK (2006). A full account of
the approach can be found on the Centre’s website under the Metaphor Analysis Project. To begin
the metaphor identification process Cameron et al. (2006) counsel:
In spoken and written texts, we can usually only identify language that has the potential to
be metaphor, rather than language that a speaker or writer intended as metaphor or that a
hearer or reader interpreted as metaphor. To claim that some language was actively
processed as metaphor would require psycholinguistic evidence or explicit statements from
users. Neither of these types of evidence is usually available. Discourse-based studies
therefore need to clearly state what is included as ‘metaphor’ and what is left out, in a
process of operationalisation of a theoretical view of metaphor. What will be identified in
discourse is ‘linguistic metaphor’.

This proved to be a suitable concrete and workable definition for the study. The term ‘discourse’ is
taken here to mean language in use—including the conventional and creative uses of metaphor—
and occurs in specific contexts “where it is produced and made sense of by specific people” (2003,
p. 3). Cameron views language in use as a dynamic system, meaning that when people use language
to express their thoughts and ideas, they ‘assemble’ words and phrases, adjusting them as they go,
for grammar and for effective communication of meaning:
What we see in talk or textual data is the outcome of this process of ‘soft assembly’, a trace
of the mental activity that produced it. What we look for when identifying metaphor are
therefore the chunks or stretches of language that might be metaphorical, i.e. the Vehicle
terms, because they are somehow incongruous within the on-going discourse context, what
we might also call the contextual meaning. (Cameron et al., 2006)
Steen et al. further define the contextual meaning as:
The meaning it has in the situation in which it is used. It may be conventionalised and
attested, and will then be found in a general user’s dictionary; but it may also be novel,
specialized, or highly specific, in which case it cannot be found in a general user’s
dictionary. (2010, p. 35)

Commonly, the contextual meaning points to the topic, and the vehicle is a word or phrase that links
to a whole conceptual domain which may be ‘visualised’ or activated through the association of its
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more basic (what might otherwise be called literal6) meaning. The incongruity that Cameron
identifies can therefore be seen to arise between the contextual meaning and the basic meaning. It
should be noted, however, that an alternative view from psycholinguistics posits that metaphoric
meanings may be accessed directly without having to access a basic meaning (Kertész et al., 2012).
Cameron et al. (2006) point out the need to take into account that the vehicle term may have
become conventionalised in the language but that the basic meaning may still be alive for the
construction of metaphorical meaning. From the researcher’s perspective it is therefore useful to
compare the more basic meaning of the vehicle term with the particular contextual meaning to see
what the relationship between the two meanings is. The more basic meaning triggering the
metaphor, is very often related to the physical world (e.g. space, direction, movement).
Cameron et al. (2006) provide the example: “How do you put it?”. This is analysed as having a
target domain of “speaking about ideas”. The vehicle term “put” has a concrete meaning,
“physically place an object”, which contrasts with what is meant here, “How do you say it?”. We
can connect the more basic meaning of the vehicle with the contextual meaning or topic by ‘seeing’
“speaking about an idea” in terms of “physically placing an object”.

4.3.2 Metaphor identification procedures (MIP and MIPVU)
In some ways, MIP—the mapping of meaning that results in linguistic metaphor—is a less explored
area in Cameron’s seminal work in 2003. The procedure was developed by the Pragglejaz Group
subsequent to some deficiencies and problems noted by Cameron and others in Cameron’s earlier
work, and sits alongside MIV, but as a more prescriptive methodology. As such, MIP focuses the
linguistic analysis of metaphorically used words on ‘lexical units’ which are equivalent to, but more
specific than Cameron’s vehicle terms. MIP defines a lexical unit as a ‘word’ or lemma—the head
word of a set of words. For example under the lemma run, there is run, runs, ran, and running. This
application is based on the opinion that there is a relatively transparent relationship between words,
concepts, and referents. At a processing level, this approach assumes that most words activate
concepts in the memory through suggesting referents (the idea or thing which a word symbolises).
6

From a different perspective, scholars from the field of Pragmatics have considered the problematic issue of defining
the literal (basic) sense of a word. After Frege (1952), the literal meaning is traditionally thought to be its compositional
meaning (i.e., the combined meaning of the individual words apart from context), and further, it is coded, context
invariant, sentential, and truth conditional (Ariel, 2002). However, as Ariel notes, problems arise with this definition,
and as a result, various modifications have been proposed.
For example, some researchers now include context-dependent interpretations in their notions of literal/
minimal meaning, while others argue that literal meaning need not specify all the truth conditions of the
proposition expressed. Some have given up on word and/
or phrasal literality, others on sentential literality, etc. As a result of these modifications,
there are now many different concepts of ‘literal meaning’, rather than
one. (Ariel, 2002, p. 362)
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MIP

then received a fine-tuning by Steen et al. (2010) whose research centre is Vrije University,

Amsterdam. According to Steen et al., MIP is built on the assumption that metaphor in discourse can
only be identified in indirectly used words (the condition when a word is used in a context with a
meaning different from its literal one). Steen et al. find that there are other forms of metaphor
(direct metaphor) that operate not at the level of the word, rather at the level of the conceptual
structure of the discourse. They therefore proposed a revision of MIP, operationalised in the same
way, except that lexical units are word classes, not individual words. They claim that word classes
rather than lemmas have the closest connection to concepts and referents. This, then, reflects
Cameron’s earlier approach, but a more comprehensive definition of word class is assigned. Word
class is explained with the more basic sense being relevant to its particular grammatical category,
given that a word may have different meanings in its different grammatical forms. By way of
example, they take the word ‘dog’: The noun references an animal as opposed to the verb ‘to dog’
which references “some action that is typical of humans” (Steen et al., 2010, pp. 16-17). This, it is
argued, is important when looking for the basic sense against which a contextual sense of a word
can be identified as metaphorical. It is important that it is, in the end, the context that decides which
of a word’s senses is operative; a basic sense or a metaphorical one. Accordingly, MIPVU focuses on
word use in context, not on the results of word formation processes. This means that in defining
basic meanings, only contemporary senses are used (as opposed to MIP, which looks to historical
meanings as well). Steen et al. claim that general English users are commonly only aware of
contemporary meanings.

The rationale developed by Steen et al. underpins guidelines for the MIPVU approach for identifying
and coding metaphor which are adopted for this study (for the full guidelines, see Steen et al., 2010,
pp. 25-26). The procedure identifies metaphor-related words by examining a text (spoken or
written), and marking a metaphor when:

1. A word is used indirectly and its use explained by a form of cross-domain mapping from a
more basic meaning to the contextual meaning. In this case, the mapping is based on
similarity between the basic and contextual meaning. An example of an indirect metaphor is
‘He attacked my argument’. Here, the basic meaning of ‘attacked’ is only indirectly (not
literally) related to ‘argument’ but because of the similarities between ARGUMENT and WAR
a contextual meaning can be inferred. Indirect metaphor is commonly embedded in ongoing
discourse and not usually signalled by metaphor markers such as in analogy. Indirect
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metaphor can also have an implicit topic, such as ‘He’ll wipe you out’, where the meaning
can only be inferred from the context.

2. A word is used directly and its use may be explained by a form of cross-domain mapping
to a topic or referent in the text. In this case the mapping is based on finding a contrast
between the two, the word and the topic or referent, resulting in two distinct and contrasting
domains (Cameron, 2003, p. 74). Beger explains direct metaphors as explicitly containing “a
cross-domain mapping in language, as it is typically the case in analogies and similes like
‘the mind works like a computer’. In this example, the two domains, MIND and COMPUTER
are directly compared” (2011, p. 40). However, the two contrasting domains can be present
without the highlighting presence of an analogy or simile.

Word

by word analysis does not always reveal this kind of metaphorical content. In direct

language use, the metaphor may occur as a result of a topic shift (a shift in the frame of
reference) in the discourse. For example, when the concept of systems development is
explained in terms of how a doctor treats their patient: “Because we know how a doctor
treats a patient, we can understand how a systems developer deals with a user” (Steen et al.,
2010, p. 57). The comparison suggests a mapping between two contrasting domains,
indicating that this conceptualisation of systems—developer as doctor and user as
patient —is expressed directly over a longer stretch of text, and in analysing this, the entire
text containing the topic shift needs to be flagged.

3. A direct or indirect meaning is conveyed by substitution (for example personal pronouns)
or by ellipsis that can be explained by a form of cross-domain mapping from a more basic
meaning, a topic or referent. In the above example, the topic ‘argument’ may be substituted
by a pronoun, as in ‘He attacked me’.

4. A word is signalled by another word or words (e.g. like, as … as,) that may indicate that a
cross-domain mapping may be present. For example, ‘He approaches life like a bull at a
gate’.

5. A word is coined or used in a new formation and its use may be explained by crossdomain mappings according to guidelines 1-4. Coining may lead to the formation of
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sub-technical language of disciplines. An example given by Steen et al. (2010, p. 113) is the
word ‘charge’, as in electrical charge. It can be observed that cases (3), (4) and (5) are more
specific instances of (1) and (2). Overall, this means these five ways of identifying
metaphors are not mutually exclusive. However, this is not considered a weakness given the
purpose here is not to construct a typology, but rather a robust way of identifying (potential)
metaphors.

4.3.3 Limitations of metaphor identification procedures
Progress from the MIV model to MIPVU has resulted in overall attention to issues raised in earlier
studies. MIPVU specifically addresses the need to clarify when a lexical item is used metaphorically,
on what basis the metaphor may be novel or conventional, and whether it is used directly or
indirectly. Clarification of this kind is due mainly to the more rigorous analysis of contextual
meaning against basic meaning, and it is this aspect that gave my own analysis a real sense of the
limitations and rigor necessary for reliable outcomes in metaphor research. Nonetheless, these
procedures are applied to general English situations and the variations which occur when applied to
other more specialised situations are still considerable.

In adopting MIPVU guidelines it was necessary to consider specialist terminology in determining
contextual and basic meanings. Like Cameron, Steen et al. take the position that metaphor is
“metaphor to the general language user” (2010, p. 34). This means that if a general language user
cannot establish the meaning of a word with a contemporary dictionary alone, but the word may
have some metaphorical meaning on the basis of a projected meaning from a basic (non-technical)
meaning, then the word may be marked metaphorical-related.

4.4

Critical issues in determining contextual and basic meanings

To make progress with my own metaphor identification procedure, it was necessary to examine
further critical components of contextual and basic meanings, and issues relevant to the music
context of this study.

Discerning contextual meanings, and ultimately target domains, was a critical aspect in the analysis.
The contextual meaning of the majority of vehicle terms in my data could not be found in either
contemporary or specialised dictionaries, suggesting a high incidence of creative or novel metaphor
from a general language user’s perspective. However, to the speakers, as indeed to me the
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researcher, most of these words are readily used and understood, in other words, embedded and
conventionalised in the instructions of music teachers, including what Cameron calls “sub-technical
metaphors” (2003, p. 112). Despite such familiarity, when it came to defining the contextual
meaning, the vagaries of interpreting meaning from a spoken remark came into play. Metaphor in
this context usually occurred in response to a very specific quality of sound—the tone of a note, or
the passage of several notes—and was embedded in an instruction or feedback as opposed to being
part of an interplay of negotiation in a conversation. Despite the rich context, the task of finding
precise contextual meaning was not easy.

As for basic meanings, as previously mentioned, these are found in general user dictionaries. This
again called for careful interpretation. In instances where the contextual meaning is listed as a more
contemporary meaning in dictionaries, it must be distinct from a more basic meaning to allow for a
mapping of one concept onto another. This requires that the basic and contextual senses are listed as
“two separate, numbered sense descriptions”. Thus, “sense descriptions subsumed under one single
sense are regarded as manifestations of the same meaning” and are not metaphorically related
(Steen et al., 2010, p. 54).

It is useful to see this in operation with the example provided of the third sense description of the
word run (from the Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners, Rundell, 2001):
3. ‘If a machine or engine runs or you run it, it is working’;
3a. ‘to start or use a computer game’; and
3b. ‘to own and use a motor vehicle’.
The subsenses 3a and 3b may be seen as slightly more specific manifestations of the main sense,
thus any use of the word run in the sense of ‘running a computer game’ cannot be classed as
metaphorical, given this entry in the Macmillan.

Another example provided by Kövesces (2010, p. 5) helps to illustrate how to determine basic and
contextual meanings when the latter is not listed as a contemporary meaning in dictionaries: In an
imagined conversation about somebody’s life, the sentence “He’s without direction in life” occurs.
Knowing the context of the sentence, a researcher can examine each of the lexical units and their
contextual as opposed to their basic meanings. Doing so, one finds that direction and in are the only
two words in the sentence that are not used in a way congruent with their basic meaning. Direction
in this context could be said to indicate “the person’s general attitude or behaviour”, and in
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“expresses a state”. However, the more basic meaning for direction, is “the way an entity moves”,
and for in, the basic meaning is simply more concrete. As Kövesces highlights, “since the two
contextual meanings contrast with their non-contextual meanings but can be understood in
comparison with them”, the two words can be identified as metaphorically used.

Not all cases of establishing basic and contextual meanings are as straightforward as the ones
above, as will become evident in my own analysis of linguistic forms in the following chapter.
Modifications and allowances have to be made in these cases. For example, Steen et al. (2010)
make a number of modifications and allowances when the MIPVU approach is applied to specific
contexts.

In my own study, most contextual meanings had to be analysed from the context, but there were
some instances where the lexical unit identified as the vehicle of a metaphor was attributed a
separate and more contemporary musical sense in a general dictionary (but not in a specialist music
dictionary). These were considered examples of sub-technical metaphor (as described in this
chapter, p. 92). A precursory example is the noun form of run. In The Australian Oxford Dictionary
(AOD), it is attributed a contemporary musical sense (its sixteenth under the noun form), ‘a rapid
scale passage’. This is clearly a manifestation, or projection, of one of the more basic meanings ‘a
rapid motion’. The contextual meaning of the noun run may be seen as a projection of this. A run,
in the context of music instruction indicates a group of semiquavers or quavers in a musical
passage, not literally a physical act of running.

It has to be said that the use of sub-technical words like run in music instruction is largely culturally
embedded, often genre-specific, and embedded in the language of the community of speakers. In
some cases, sub-technical metaphors have been in use for some several hundred years—leading to
clichés, some of which may carry inappropriate or outdated meaning in the contemporary context;
for example, a masculine or feminine theme. (On the issue of gender and meaning in music, see
Cusick, 2001; and Taylor, 2008). While in the music context technical metaphors such as Dynamic,
and Articulation may have specialised meaning defined in formal music dictionaries, many subtechnical metaphors remain outside the purview of these dictionaries. Notably, Grove Music Online
does not reference sub-technical language at all, yet non-specialised dictionaries such as the AOD do
attribute musical meanings to some more cliched, sub-technical metaphors like run. In this study,
such usages are marked as potentially metaphorical.
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4.5

From basic and contextual meanings to source and target domains

The basic meaning and contextual meaning of the vehicle term in the linguistic metaphor are the
keys to determining the source and target domains respectively, which in turn reveal what
conceptual mapping may underly the association. The source domain is typically more human,
concrete, or physical and has more delineated concepts than a target domain, which tends to be
more abstract and less delineated.

The source domain of a metaphor was determined from the basic meaning of the vehicle term by
seeking a semantic association to a higher-order concept. It must be reiterated at this point that the
determining of both the source domain and resulting conceptual metaphor is done on the basis of
examining a number of examples of inter-related linguistic metaphors from the data whose vehicle
terms are semantically related. In the example, The rhythm needs to flow, the verb ‘flow’ can be
identified as the vehicle because it is incongruous with its subject ‘rhythm’, and when the basic
meaning is checked in a dictionary, it refers to movement of a liquid—such as water. Other
semantically related vehicle terms were identified in the data (e.g. waves washing around, and
splash) and thus, a source domain was educed from their basic meanings in association with the
concept of physical properties of water. This resulted in mapping the concept of WATER (source) on
to the musical aspect of RHYTHM (topic). At this level of analysis, conceptual domains may be
construed in interchangeable ways, such that WATER may be considered A LIQUID. The researcher’s
interpretation is largely dependent on evidence from discourse, as noted by Cameron (2008, p. 207).
Extrapolating on Kövesces’ notion of generality, the topic is seen as specific, while a more general
level of contextual meaning is MUSICAL SOUND. In the current study, this differentiation was made
to distinguish the general target domain—the highly complex phenomenon of musical sound, which
is comprised of both physical properties and perceived qualities—and the more specific musical
topic, which might otherwise be thought of as the goal of the teacher’s remark and which attempts
to more accurately reflect the contextual meaning. Thus, while conceptually the musical target
domain could be said to be the desired sound of the passage of music, on the level of the linguistic
metaphor it is more specific, entailing specific musical aspects and employing Cameron’s term
‘topic’ to distinguish the level of generality in the target domain.

The topics of metaphor, in other words musical aspects, that are the focus of this study include
specific acoustic and temporal properties of musical sound (see also Appendix A). As discussed in
Chapter 3 (sec. 3.3), the reasons for focusing on these are based on the aim to elucidate the
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entailments of expressive properties of musical sound. Also raised in the research design outlined in
Chapter 1, is the issue of determining relevant topics. In the analysis, it became clear that a remark
was directed towards an expressive goal when it sought to explain or clarify how the music should
sound. So a remark such as Bars are the boxes music lives in, was excluded from this study as it is
directed towards a structural element of the composition. On the other hand, The duplets need to be
pronounced—they’re speaking has a sense of the desired sound and so was retained.

Metaphors used in music instruction provide feedback or instruction on a complex range of things
and therefore capture the complexities of expressive performance. These include how the music
should sound (conveying perceptual attributes of sound such as pitch, loudness, and timbre), how it
should be played (conveying biophysical information such as pressure); as well as structural aspects
of the composition (aspects of coherency including metric grouping, melodic phrases and cadence
points). When the vehicle correlates with a combination of musical topics, this indicates the
‘mulitvalency’ aspect of the vehicle—the property of a vehicle which allows it to represent more
than one thing at once, in other words, to represent different topics (Cameron, 2008).

Illustrating this complexity from the data: Think of it as a bloom point, where your sound blooms a
little more. ‘Bloom’ is an adjective vehicle implicitly referring to a structural aspect of the
composition—the positioning of a note at the end of a phrase. ‘Bloom’ is a verb vehicle and the
sense of ‘blooming’ then is a source domain associating the image of a flower blooming with the
generic target domain, MUSICAL SOUND. On closer analysis of the contextual meaning, more
specific musical aspects are being referenced by the vehicle. These include, at the very least, the
Tone and Dynamic of a note at a particular point in a phrase. In other words, the teacher is looking
for an expressive sound (the target), which is comprised of specific acoustic properties, Tone and
Dynamic (topics). In this way, the specific components of the linguistic metaphor provide a kind of
“submapping” (Kövecses’ term), a stepping stone to the conceptual metaphor, MUSICAL SOUND IS
A FLOWER.

4.6

Mapping conceptual metaphors

Conceptual metaphors consist of a source domain, a target domain, and a set of mappings between
them. As a conceptual metaphor is an extrapolation of a source domain, for a conceptual metaphor
to be present, there must be some reasonable working out from contextual meaning to basic
meaning, from basic meaning to source domain, and from contextual meaning to target domain.
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This ‘working out’ is apparent through gathering together “semantically connected linguistic
metaphors into sets” (Cameron, 2008, p. 207).

The amount of data under analysis in this study provides a useful corpus for seeking trends in
source to target domain mapping in a relatively unexplored area of spoken discourse. However, the
degree to which conceptual metaphor can be distinguished from systematic metaphor is curtailed by
the lack of, in Cameron’s terms, “additional evidence of conventionalisation” (2008, p. 208) from a
larger range of similar contexts. Cameron adds a further reason for not generalising too far from the
spoken words, proposing that this “risks hiding the finding that talk contains large proportions of
verb metaphors”. The nominalised form, A IS B, generally used to describe a conceptual metaphor,
does not account for the high incidence of verb metaphors in speech. The incongruity occurs
because “labelling linguistic metaphors in cognitive metaphor theory is a nominalising
process” (2008, p. 208) and this means that verb metaphors are inevitably grouped under
nominalised headings in the A IS B form. Cameron suggests this can be avoided by adding extra
corpus evidence into the conceptual metaphor. For example, taking the verb erupt as a metaphor
relating to the spread of cancer in a patient, one might deduce as the underlying conceptual
metaphor, CANCER IS A VOLCANO. By deducing this instead as VIOLENT NEGATIVE ACTIVITY IS
OVERFLOW FROM A CONTAINER,

a more active sense is said to be permitted, which, while still

nominalising, is more in keeping with the sense of activity evoked in the expression, albeit in a
relatively clumsy way.

In the current study, the term conceptual metaphor is retained despite some clumsy configurations,
and mindful of Cameron’s advice, conveying as it does a sense of how we articulate our thinking
(often in concrete terms) about musical sound (something hard to define and complex), regardless
of whether it is a universally held notion or motivated in real-time. Also, as stated above, conceptual
metaphor in this study is determined based on the inter-relatedness of linguistic metaphors and
word family resemblance of vehicle terms found in the extensive collection of data.

4.7

Determining conventionality

Bearing in mind the conditions that determine the degree of conventionality of a metaphor
(introduced in Chapter 2, p. 42), it was then a matter of applying a method for determining the
spectrum of conventional and creative metaphors to the current study. Cameron shows the way in
her 2003 study. Contrasting deliberate metaphor and conventional metaphor, conventionalised
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metaphors are explained as “part of the participants’ shared language resources for talking about the
particular topic” (p. 101). Cameron continues that the minimal indication of the deliberate use of a
metaphor is that it must only occur once in the data. She also maintains that deliberate use is
marked in the discourse by hedging (e.g. ‘sort of’ and ‘like’, and vehicle modification) and finetuning (using the metaphor to shape the discussion). Further, and based on her knowledge and
experience of classroom discourse, Cameron was able to predict whether beyond the single use in
the data, a particular vehicle term was likely to be conventionally used with the particular topic.
Finally, she comments that, ideally, further triangulating evidence of the deliberate use of metaphor
could be provided by retrospective interviews with the teachers (though this was not possible to do
in her study).

Cameron’s frame of reference for determining conventionality is well suited to this study, given that
this data has also been collected from teacher talk in a specific context, and retrospective interviews
with the teachers on particular uses of metaphor were not pursued. While useful for some research
approaches, such reflection is not considered conducive to deducing the meaning intended at the
time and to which the student responded in playing (Low, 1999; also, see psychology studies on
intrusions and biases effecting accuracy in reflection and recall of events, e.g. Brewer & Williams,
2005).

As my own analysis progressed, some further refining became inevitable. I found the incidence of
exactly the same linguistic metaphor so infrequent that I needed to focus more on the vehicle term
and its correlation with different topics; in other words, its multivalency aspect. This yielded better
results for examining systematic relationships in the source to topic mapping. When a particular
vehicle term co-occurred with the same topic, and was expressed in semantically similar lexical
units, I counted this as an indication of conventionality. Thus, a topic often mapped to the same
conceptual source domain through a variety of vehicles occupying the same semantic field. For
example, in the remark “Hold the tempo at bar 45!”, the topic, Tempo can be mapped to a source
domain through other verb vehicles that occupy the semantic field of the verb hold e.g. carry and
drop. The semantic field stems from the basic meaning of hold which is to grasp, carry, or support
something with one's arms or hands. A logical conclusion is that Tempo is an object that can be
handled in these (and other) ways. As Tempo was referred to in this way repeatedly across the data
sets, I can argue that Tempo has a common source domain, Object from which derives a number of
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linguistic expressions that are conventionalised in the music teaching context. The resulting
conceptual metaphor on a more generic level is MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT.

Scanning the remarks for other vehicles that tether to Tempo as topic, other source domains are
revealed. I found, for example, that Tempo can be pushed, pulled back, and that it can get away or
alternatively drag, suggesting another conventional way of referring to Tempo is as some sort of
moving vehicle. The conventionality aspect was further confirmed by checking the remarks
containing the vehicle for signs of hedging or fine-tuning. An example of a more deliberate
application of the same sense is Really slam the brakes on here, followed in the same remark by
slow down. This may be classified as seemingly deliberate though not necessarily novel or creative,
as the source domain, MOVING VEHICLE, was identified as common for this topic.

Multivalency is also true of the topic and target domain, showing that these may also be represented
by a number of different source domains. This is otherwise known as ‘diversification’ (Goatly,
1997). Determining multivalency and diversification became critical to recognising and describing
the complex nature of metaphor in this context, verifying the importance of adopting the good
practice guidelines of Cameron et al. (2006). These advise that metaphoricity can be “complex,
indeterminate, and unstable” and analysis often requires that solutions be treated as comprises, that
the how and why of arriving at conclusions be explained, and that the limitation of those
conclusions be acknowledged (see section on Good Practice).

A critical part of the process of determining conventionality involved tallying topics and source
domains. To counter the challenging conditions for quantification, and to improve the reliability of
the findings, an inter-rater was brought in to check the tallies.

4.8

Summary and conclusion

Having identified issues concerning metaphor analysis as determined by key metaphor researchers,
and outlined methodological procedures for the problematic task of identifying, coding, and
classifying metaphor, the foundations for the next phase of this study are set. Both MIV and MIPVU
have been trialled and tested in different studies (e.g. Cameron et al. 2003; Steen et al., 2010) and
the refining of one, in a sense, leading to the other has steered this research towards a reliable and
reproducible approach to the linguistic analysis of metaphor in verbal language of music instruction
and to fulfilling the aims of this study.
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CHAPTER 5

Linguistic analysis of metaphor in music instruction
Scratch the simplest expression and you will find the metaphor.
(Samuel Butler, 1890, as cited in Crystal, 2001, §50:5)

5.0

Introduction

Applying the approach outlined in the previous chapter, I now focus on the linguistic analysis which
gives rise to commentary on aspects of metaphor in relation to the research questions posed,
providing insight into the nature of metaphor in music instruction. This will elucidate seven
dimensions and related features of metaphor usage in this context:
1. Metaphor usage according to linguistic features of the remark, i.e. word class, salient
grammatical constituents, and linguistic devices used to convey meaning;
2. Basic meanings and contextual meanings of metaphor vehicles;
3. Basic meanings and their source domains;
4. Contextual meanings and topics;
5. Mappings from source domain to target domain;
6. Potential conceptual metaphors;
7. Conventionality of metaphor in music instruction.
This chapter sets out the approach to elucidating the seven dimensions though the operationalising
steps: determining metaphoricity, defining the parameters, and describing the analytical framework
and processes. The first and second dimensions are then addressed. This dimension describes
linguistic features as well as basic and contextual meanings of metaphor that are salient in teacher
talk. Further dimensions are revealed through detailed analysis and discussion of each of the salient
linguistic forms of metaphor follows, with an extensive verb metaphor analysis presented in
Chapter 6, and an analysis of other linguistic forms in Chapter 7. These chapters illustrate in more
detail basic and contextual meanings, apparent mappings from source domains to the target domain
of musical sound, and the spectrum of conventional to more creative or novel forms of metaphor
found in the study. This leads to evidence of systematic usage of metaphor in music instruction.
Further analysis demonstrates the kinds of metaphor (cf. Kövesces’ features of metaphor, sec. 2.5,
pp. 42-48) that are apparent in music instruction specifically in relation to teaching about expressive
qualities of musical sound, as observed in this study. This is discussed in Chapter 8.
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5.1

Determining metaphoricity

The complexity of sound and what expressive performance entails, along with the fine line between
sub-technical and marked metaphorical language in teachers’ remarks, made analysing linguistic
metaphor complex. As explained in Chapter 4 (p. 92), sub-technical metaphor is highly
conventionalised and not easy to discern because its expression, often as an indirect metaphor, goes
unnoticed by the speaker, and perhaps even the student. A metaphor is marked when a word such as
‘like’ (as in an analogy) signals it, or when hedging, fine-tuning, or explicit vehicle development
take place in conjunction with the linguistic expression. Determining the musical aspect or topic of
the reference required a great deal of careful analysis of the audio-recordings and transcriptions.
The procedure prompted a long list of questions: Exactly what did the student change when they
played their response to the teacher’s instruction? Was the metaphor referencing some action in
relation to producing sound (thereby, a verb) or was the sound itself being referenced (thereby, a
noun)? What other linguistic forms of vehicles were apparent in the data and did the noun form of a
word mean the same when it was expressed as a verb? Further, although it was understood that the
teacher was referring to some musical aspect, did the musical aspect relate to music expression, the
surface features of how it is heard; or did it relate to the structural features of the composition? Was
this contextual meaning already listed in a dictionary or was it only apparent from my being there,
closely observing the interaction and revisiting the recordings? At the same time, what did the
teachers themselves recognise as metaphorical in their verbal instructions?

Introducing the intersubjectivity survey helped to clarify the latter question as well what was and
was not metaphor in an instruction from an analysis point of view. I predicted that musicians
generally would be less likely to identify a metaphor, based on the premise that conventional nontechnical or sub-technical language is embedded in the language of speakers in particular
sociocultural contexts, including in educational contexts (see Cameron, 2003), and that therefore
they were potentially less aware of the conditions for metaphor.

Forty examples from the transcriptions were tested in an online survey with respondents from the
participant pool. The results showed a majority of agreement on the presence of metaphor in 34 out
of the 40 examples (85%). As expected, examples which were contested contained clichés or,
arguably, metaphor usage that may be deemed conventional in the context. For example, in the
remark, You’re a little behind still in tempo the adverb ‘behind’ indicates that the ‘Tempo’ is not
sufficiently fast, but this was not considered metaphorical by the majority of respondents. Such
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conventional metaphors were contested only in that the potential for metaphorical interpretation
was not observed. In other words, metaphoricity was largely uncontested. On the strength of this
result, an application of the applied linguistic procedure was a good course of action for clarifying
the presence of metaphor, defining its constituents, determining the salient features, and confirming
the degree of conventionality of metaphor for the remarks collected and collated. The analysis
therefore proceeded within the analytical framework proposed by MIPVU, establishing the
contextual meaning of a vehicle term and comparing this meaning with the basic dictionary
meaning. The method for doing this was outlined in Chapter 4 (pp. 100-102).

5.1.1 Parameters of the analytical framework
From these beginnings, an extensive step-by-step analytical process was established. Figure 5.1
shows the process and the parameters of the analytical framework used to explain the conditions of
metaphor and describe the nature of metaphor usage in music instruction. Following the figure, I
explain the parameters by drawing from definitions provided by MIP, MIPVU, and the glossary of
Kövesces (2010), unless otherwise stated.

Remark containing linguistic metaphor

Vehicle

Linguistic form

LINGUISTIC METAPHOR
Basic meaning Contextual meaning MUSICAL TOPIC

SOURCE
DOMAIN

TARGET
DOMAIN

The linguistic form of the vehicle was analysed according to:
Word class

Discourse features

The basic and contextual meaning was further analysed to show the following conditions:
Conventional

Creative

The topic and source domains were further analysed for:
SYSTEMATIC PATTERNS OF
REFERENCING

And resulting systematic patterns of indicated the presence of:
CONCEPTUAL METAPHOR

Kinds of metaphor are deduced for the broader target domain, musical sound:
KINDS OF METAPHOR UNDERLYING MUSICAL SOUND

Figure 5.1.

Parameters for the analysis of metaphor-related remarks.
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The parameters explained:
Remark: The fragment of the transcribed spoken instruction that contains the linguistic
metaphor. The fragment may involve a sentence or two, or an utterance with some
connected ideas that were spoken in sequence, not necessarily with grammatical coherence.
I introduced this term as a pragmatic alternative to ‘chunk’ or ‘fragment’.

Vehicle: The lexical item identified as the metaphorical term in the remark. Sorting
according to vehicle terms showed the frequency of use for each term; an aspect of
conventionality. Cross-checking with source domains and specific topics revealed whether
there were systematic patterns in the referencing.

Linguistic metaphor: A linguistic expression that (potentially) occasions a mapping
between seemingly incongruent conceptual domains.

Linguistic form (also called word class, or lexical unit): The grammatical aspect or part of
speech (noun, verb etc.) of the lexical unit identified in the remark as the vehicle of the
metaphor. Sorting according to word classes revealed their prevalence across the data,
showing which parts of speech are more salient in metaphor-related remarks of music
teachers. Because linguistic forms of metaphor can involve longer stretches of language
beyond the level of a word, two other categories were determined, termed analogy and
narrative trail.

An analogy (see Glossary in Appendix A) was identified where a metaphor was marked by
another word such as ‘like’, or ‘as’. A narrative trail was identified where, in a sequence of
sentences, there was a direct topic shift (as in direct metaphor) or when the vehicle
comprised a cluster of lexical items that are thematically related e.g. It’s real Queensland
bush sound isn’t it? You could be, you know, west of the Gold Coast. There’s all these birds
there. I introduced the term ‘narrative trail’ to account for a sense of both “vehicle
development” (Cameron, 2033, p. 106)—a metaphor evolving and taking on new linguistic
forms in the discourse—and narrative development (my own attribute), where the
metaphorical content relating to a particular topic, whether directly or indirectly stated, is
extended into a story-like commentary (also comparable to Kövesces’ “extended metaphor”,
2010, p. 325).
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Discourse features relating to how the metaphor was expressed on the sentence level—
directly or indirectly, and explicitly or implicitly—were noted but not explored in depth. The
distinction between direct and indirect metaphor has been described in Chapter 4 (pp.
100-102). Explicit metaphors are those whose topic is explicit in the expressed language,
while implicit metaphors rely only on context for topic. Sorting and cross-checking
according to direct and indirect, explicit and implicit categories showed whether specific
linguistic forms were more salient in any category.

Finally, analysis according to this parameter included whether the topic was referred to
(either explicitly or implicitly) in the object or subject part of the sentence. The grammatical
position governs aspects of passivity and activity in the metaphorical reference to the topic.
In other words, this showed whether the topic (e.g. a particular tone quality) could ‘do’ the
same things as were ‘done to it’ through the various metaphorical references to it.

Basic meaning: A more concrete, human-oriented, or literal sense of the vehicle term, found
in general user dictionaries7. The semantic field of a basic meaning provides scaffolding for
the source domain of the metaphor. All individual vehicle terms were coded according to
whether the meaning was more historical (the basic, or first sense of the word, generally
known as the literal sense), or contemporary (a newer sense of the word, generally given a
separate sense description in a dictionary), or figurative (also given a separate sense
description). For analogies and narrative trails, where the metaphor could not be identified at
the word level, another mode for discerning meaning was introduced and termed ‘mental
representation’. It refers to imagery or experiences that cannot be connoted by a single word
or vehicle term.

Contextual meaning: The meaning of the vehicle term in the situation in which it is used. It
references the musical topic. Such a meaning is not necessarily propositional—not having
‘truth’ value (see Cruse, 1986)—and hence determined by and understood in the context.
When a vehicle term was found listed in a general user dictionary with a contemporary
meaning matching the contextual meaning, it was considered sub-technical (see Chapter 4,
p. 92). However, this condition did not preclude it from being metaphorical if the

7

The general user dictionaries consulted are listed in Chapter 1, p. 20 and specific dictionary references accompany the
analyses in Chapters 6 and 7.
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possibility of a metaphorical interpretation was apparent through incongruity between the
vehicle term and topic. A vehicle term whose contextual meaning was not listed in a general
user dictionary was also counted as sub-technical if there was evidence of common usage.
Alternatively, these vehicles could point to more novel metaphors.

For reasons that will become clearer in the findings under this parameter, I found the
condition introduced by Steen et al. that the basic and contextual meanings must be listed as
two separate, numbered sense descriptions in dictionaries, not always optimal in this
context. For example, sometimes the dictionary showed a ‘figurative’ sense of a word
subsumed under one entry. Steen et al. state that “descriptions subsumed under one single
sense are regarded as manifestations of the same meaning” (2010, p. 54) and therefore, do
not count as metaphorical. I generally found sufficient reason to retain the sense as
metaphorical relying more on Cameron’s condition of incongruity identifiable by context
than on dictionary definitions. Finally, a term listed in a specialist music dictionary was
considered technical and not included.

Musical topic: In general usage, the topic is the content of the on-going discourse which
may or may not be explicit in the remark. In this specialised context, it refers to the musical
aspect or aspects (listed in Appendix A) that were being taught in the lesson, to which the
metaphor refers, and which relate specifically to the nuances of musical sound. Sorting and
cross-checking according to this parameter provides some insight into which specific topics
(aspects of musical sound) are referenced metaphorically in teaching about the expressive
qualities of musical sound. Note that in the analysis and discussion, a musical aspect is
capitalised when it is being referred to as the metaphor topic.

Source domain: The conceptual domain arrived at via the semantic field of a basic meaning.
It is typically a more human-oriented or concrete domain of meaning arrived at by
generalising from the basic meanings of vehicle terms and gathering them together in
semantically connected sets. As noted in Chapter 4 (p. 105), educing source domains is
reliant on discourse evidence, which is why transcriptions of real-life data are important in
this analytical approach. Sorting and cross-checking according to the source domain shows
concepts along a spectrum that are more or less common in teachers’ references to musical
sound, and more specific musical topics. This establishes patterns of systematic usage, a
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finding which is central to this study, and leads to better understanding of metaphor as
strategy in teaching about the expressive qualities of musical sound.

Target domain: The more abstract or complex domain associated with the ongoing discourse
and, in this study, a higher-order concept than the topic, i.e. musical sound. It is
acknowledged that musical sound is a measurable physical and physiological phenomenon;
however, as already attested, our subjective experience of musical sound is not fully
understood. Hence, the reason it can identify as a target domain in metaphorical description.
It is not generally explicit in the linguistic expression, although it may be. Like the source
domain, it is a generalisation, in this case from the specific musical aspects identified in the
topic. These aspects are what we hear as acoustic and temporal properties of sound, as
explained in Chapter 3 (sec. 3.3), making the target domain of musical sound highly
complex.

Conventional, creative: Conventional metaphors are those that are common amongst the
community of speakers in the music instruction context and includes sub-technical
metaphor. They are identified through the frequent association of the vehicle and topic terms
and by their being embedded in the discourse. Creative (or novel) metaphors are those that
are often more deliberate and can be seen to shape the discourse rather than be embedded in
it. Sorting according to this parameter also informs patterns of systematic use of metaphor in
teaching about expressive qualities of sound.

Concept and conceptual domain: A general notion (AOD). In the context of this study, a
concept is umbrellaed by a conceptual domain. This is a domain of knowledge comprising a
coherent representation of experience. The representations are commonly called concepts
(see Kövesces, 2010, p. 324).

Conceptual metaphor: When one conceptual domain is understood by another. The
understanding is achieved by “seeing a set of systematic correspondences, or mappings,
between the two domains” (Kövesces, 2010, p. 324). Conceptual metaphors are shown in
this study as the formula A IS B. It is this level of analysis which receives critical
commentary from different perspectives of metaphor study, with the degree of certainty in a
generalising to this extent called into question. Cameron’s approach is to call the mappings
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“systematic metaphor” (2008, p. 208) until it can be established that enduring conceptual
mappings from source to target domains exist. As noted in Chapter 4 (p. 107), I employ the
term conceptual metaphor in this study cognisant of the need for further studies to verify the
condition.

Conventional, creative: Conventional metaphors are those that are common amongst the
community of speakers in the music instruction context. They are identified through the
frequent association of the vehicle and topic terms and by their being embedded in the
discourse. Creative (or novel) metaphors are those that are often more deliberate and can be
seen to shape the discourse rather than be embedded in it. Sorting according to this
parameter also informs patterns of systematic usage and the use of metaphor in teaching
expressivity.

Kinds of metaphor: From the source domain, some features of underlying systems for
metaphor used in music instruction are deduced. These include Kövesces’ propositions of
structural, ontological, and orientational correlations which may result in metaphors that
are grounded in: correlations in experience (often to do with orientational, or cause and
effect); correlations through perceived similarity across target and source domain (which
may work at a structural or ontological level); biological (physiological) characteristics
shared by the target and source domains; or long-standing culturally derived (etymological)
roots. This effectively helps to uncover systems at work underlying the extramusical
associations for musical sound, and explores whether principles of cognitive metaphor
theory, which hold that the way we think about complex things reflects our bodily
experience of the world around us (i.e. embodiment), apply to musical sound.

5.1.2 The mapping process
Essentially, in the linguistic analysis, I map the journey from the linguistic expression containing
the metaphor uttered by the speaker to the conceptual metaphor which, theoretically, is the source of
the association. One way of clarifying this mapping process is by representing it diagrammatically,
as shown in Figure 5.2 (p. 118). Note that this is not the way metaphor is operationalised in the
mind of the speaker.
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LINGUISTIC  EXPRESSION  CONTAINING  METAPHOR  

Make  a  very  shiny  sound

VEHICLE  TERM  =  SHINY  
(Word  class:  adjective)

A  PARTICULAR  TONE  QUALITY
Contextual  meaning  of  term
from  dictionary  or  deduced  from  context

TOPIC  (TONE)

REFLECTING  LIGHT    
Basic  meaning  of  term
from  dictionary

IS

VEHICLE  (SHINY)

TONE

IS

SEMANTIC  FIELD    
Shiny,  shimmery,  bright,    
dawn  light

TARGET  DOMAIN

IS

SOURCE  DOMAIN

MUSICAL  SOUND  IS  MATTER  WHICH  CAN  BE  ILLUMINATED

CONCEPTUAL  METAPHOR

Figure 5.2.

The mapping of linguistic expressions to conceptual metaphors.
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5.1.3 The conditions of metaphor found to be present
Using the parameters and mapping process explained above, conditions which support the presence
of metaphor (see Chapter 4, pp. 100-102) could be corroborated in the collection of metaphorrelated remarks. The result was that many metaphors could be identified at the word and sentence
level, and their linguistic forms as well as basic and contextual meanings explained with some
degree of certainty. As noted, Cameron’s approach for identifying metaphor was a useful starting
point when the vehicle term in a teacher’s remarks was incongruous with an explicit topic.
However, this condition was not always the case, as in examples of direct metaphor e.g. There’s
always a surge against the seascape (meaning that certain passages played by a section of the
orchestra should be louder against the rest of the orchestra). All basic and contextual meanings in
this study were derived in consultation with the New Oxford American Dictionary unless otherwise
stated, with further clarification when necessary from dictionaries listed in Chapter 1 (p. 20).

The following examples illustrate how the various conditions for metaphor described by MIPVU
were apparent in the study.

1. A word is used indirectly and its use explained by a form of cross-domain mapping from a more
basic meaning to the contextual meaning, such as in Just know what a C sharp tastes like.
The basic meaning of the verb ‘taste’ is “perceive or experience the flavour of”. The contextual
meaning is not listed in a dictionary, but from the context it was noted to mean sense the way the C
sharp is articulated and how, as a result, it sounds.

2. A word is used directly and its use may be explained by a form of cross-domain mapping to a
topic or referent in the text. In this case, the mapping is based on finding a contrast between the
two, the word and the topic or referent, resulting in two distinct and contrasting domains, such as in:
The combination of articulation, air and embouchure IS a combination of brush and paint. Here, a
number of topics ‘articulation’, ‘air’ and ‘embouchure’ are stated in the text and directly compared
to clearly contrasting domains, ‘brush’ and ‘paint’.

Other examples include direct topic shift such as the one given above: There’s always a surge
against the seascape.
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3. A direct or indirect meaning is conveyed by substitution (for example third person personal
pronouns) or by ellipsis that can be explained by a form of cross-domain mapping from a more
basic meaning, topic or referent, such as in Give it a hint of breadth at the top and flesh it out on the
way down. The third person singular pronoun ‘it’ is used to refer to some thing that is being made
wider, for example, an object being constructed. The substitution of ‘it’ for a thing which has shape
is another domain reference for duration (time).

4. A word is signalled by another word or words (e.g. like, as … as) that may indicate a crossdomain mapping may be present, such as in Your line emerges from the texture; it’s like the clouds
clear and the sun comes out. The basic meaning of ‘cloud’ is “a visible mass of condensed water
vapour in the atmosphere”. The contextual meaning apparent from the previous remark is that it is
the vertical aspects of the passage where individual parts come together (in other words, the
Textural Blend of the music). Sound and visible mass are two contrasting domains. In the same
way, the sun is likened to a Melody (the line).

5. A word is coined or used in a new formation and its use may be explained by cross-domain
mappings as above, such as in You have to bring out that semiquaver. Here, the phrasal verb ‘bring
out’ has been used in its more contemporary idiomatic sense to make a particular quality more
noticeable. In contrast, using the more basic sense of the two words separately would literally mean
to physically bring something out from somewhere.

In this way, I refined the initial 900 potentially metaphorical remarks harvested from the recordings
and transcriptions. By applying the conditions for identifying metaphor, 181 were discarded,
resulting in a remaining 719 remarks containing linguistic metaphors along the spectrum from
highly conventional to creative to obscure, as well as along a spectrum from weak to strong, with
the strongest occupying a zone of more deliberate, creative metaphor (usually showing vehicle
development through analogy or narrative trail). I have retained some instances that present
borderline cases, in line with the intention in this study to highlight the potential for metaphorical
interpretation. To determine the constituents of the metaphors, the 719 remarks were sorted by
category of word class and basic and contextual meanings with the result that 854 vehicle terms
were found. In other words, 136 of those 719 remarks, about 16%, contained more than one vehicle.
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5.2

Quantitative findings in relation to linguistic forms of metaphor

The first outcome of the analysis of linguistic forms is an account of distribution, based on
Silverman’s claim, as mentioned in Chapter 1 (p. 17), that frequency counts help “gain a sense of
the flavour of the data as a whole” (2006, p. 52). I have applied a frequency count to determine
datasets of grammatical forms in my analysis. This then describes one dimension of metaphors used
in the music instruction context.

5.2.1 Distribution of metaphors by linguistic form
The results of counting vehicle terms according to their linguistic form are shown in Table 5.1 (p.
122). Word classes described here include noun forms, whose vehicle term centres around a noun;
verb forms, whose vehicle centres around a verb, a verb with an auxiliary or an infinitive verb;
adjective forms with the vehicle an adjective; preposition forms, with the vehicle either a single
preposition or a prepositional phrase—where the preposition is the head or most important word;
adverb forms, with the vehicle an adverb; phrase forms, where the vehicle is a small group of words
representing one conceptual unit; narrative trails, where larger chunks of language represent one
conceptual unit; and analogies, where the vehicle is marked by the words ‘like’ or ‘as’.

It is evident from this that certain types of linguistic forms are much more prevalent in the data than
other types; for example, the noun and adjective word classes are most prevalent, followed by verb
forms. Note that delexicalised verbs such as make, get, do, have, and put, which can be said to have
“multiple uses but minimal meaning” (Sinclair, as cited in Cameron, 2003, p. 72) were not counted
as separate from the main verb in the sentence. With prepositions, most of the metaphoric uses
occurred in phrasal verbs where the collocation of verb plus preposition gave rise to the strongest
semantic meaning. Therefore, such instances of prepositions were not counted separately. However,
some delexicalised prepositions have specific meanings in the music instruction context and were
counted separately, whereas others appeared as part of a prepositional phrase.
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Table 5.1.

Number of linguistic forms represented in the vehicle terms

Linguistic form of the
vehicle term

Frequency

Percentage

Noun

228

27%

Adjective

212

25%

Verb

138

16%

Phrasal verb

117

13.5%

Analogy

101

12%

Preposition

21

2.5%

Narrative trail

23

2.5%

Phrase

10

1%

Adverb

4

0.5%

TOTAL

854

100%

By conflating the verb forms—Verb plus Phrasal Verb—where the contextual meaning is derived
from a basic meaning that references an action, this group exceeds the noun and adjective groups,
with a combined total of 255 making the verb group most common (30%). This is consistent with
Cameron’s finding that metaphors in English make particular use of verbs (2003, p. 101; 2008, p.
200). It is also consistent with the nature of instructions in music lessons, in that they require a
change of behaviour in terms of playing the instrument. Figure 5.3 shows this distribution
graphically, highlighting the difference in usage of linguistic forms.

NUMBER OF INSTANCES FOR EACH LINGUISTIC FORM

Verb group
Noun group
Adjective group
Analogy group
Preposition group
Narrative trail group
Phrase group
Adverb group
0

Figure 5.3.
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Distribution of linguistic forms across the 854 remarks.
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5.2.2 Distribution of metaphors by vehicle term, linguistic form, and semantic field
Looking for more patterns that emerge on the word level, another outcome shows prevalence of
individual vehicle terms in the verb, noun, adjective, and preposition groups (the adverb group was
negligible). Interesting in the findings here is that while some individual vehicle terms with the
same basic meaning were common across different remarks, the linguistic expression they were
couched in varied and, often, so did the topic. This is why they have been counted as separate
linguistic metaphors in the overall count. Table 5.2 shows the most common terms collected from
four or more remarks with the same basic meaning.

Table 5.2.

Salient vehicle terms according to linguistic form
Verbs

Adjective

Nouns

Prepositions

Arrive

Crisp

Colour

In

Bloom

Dark

Direction

Out

Bring out

Dry

Line

On

Breathe

Feminine

Shape

Colour

Heavy

Swell

Come back

Masculine

Come down (or back down)

Round

Come in

Thin

Come out
Cut through
Flow
Hold
Push
Speak
Stretch out

The highest recurrence of any one vehicle term was 20, for the noun ‘colour’. The next was the
noun ‘line’, with 14 recurrences; and next was the phrasal verb, ‘bring out’, with 12 recurrences,
and the noun, ‘shape’, with 11. The rest were significantly less. Given that the number of remarks
containing different expressions of metaphor totalled 854, this finding suggests diverse semantic
fields are drawn on at the linguistic level of metaphor in music instruction. At the same time,
looking closely at basic meanings, some patterns already emerge at the linguistic level. For
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example, ‘colour’ appears in both verb form and noun form; and the idea of dimension is suggested
by several other vehicle terms identified in the data from the same semantic field, for example, line,
shape, swell, stretching out, round, and thin. The analytical process found that vehicle terms could
feasibly be grouped according to higher-order source domains through having similar meanings.

5.3

Semantic fields of vehicle terms according to linguistic form

The analysis looked to basic meanings of vehicle terms to establish salient semantic fields that
would inevitably show, more transparently, how the source domain could be determined. As there
were very few recurring linguistic metaphors expressed exactly the same way and referencing
exactly the same topic, the use of semantic fields was a logical way to look for a systematic
application of source domains. For example, as shown above, the concept of ‘dimension’ can easily
umbrella words with similar semantic connections as ‘shape’ and ‘thin’. Table 5.3 (p. 125) gives an
indication of distribution of the semantic fields across the salient linguistic groups.

Tables 5.4 to 5.6 (pp. 126-128) show the vehicle terms identified for each semantic field according
to each of the linguistic forms. For matters of practicality, the less salient forms—phrases and
adverbs—have not been included, and prepositions are now given attention under phrasal verbs.
Analogies and narrative forms are illustrated in Table 5.7 (p. 129), showing that the semantic fields
in this case are conveyed not through basic meanings of vehicle terms but through complex
representations conveyed in a larger fragment of language. Discussion follows the tables.
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Table 5.4.

Vehicles across the semantic fields of the verb group

Movement in a
direction, journey,
& orientation

Arrive
Back away
Come away from
Come back
Come back down
Come down
Come in
Come out
Come up
Drive
Drop back
Explore
Go forward
Go towards
Going
Headed
Leads
Motor
Move forward
Move through
Moving away
Pulling up
Retreat
Rise
Roll forward
Send
Surge
Sway

Force & gravity

Dimension,
shape, & size

Manipulation
and actions

Movement &
motion

Physical
control

Breaks
Cave in
Crack
Crush
Drive sth
Driving forward
Drop
Dropping down
Explode
Fall
Fall apart
Fall in
Fall into
Hit
Hold back
Kick
Land
Plough through
Pops out
Pull sth back
Pull sth out
Pull sth up
Push
Push forward
Push through
Sag
Squeeze through

Broaden
Build up
Cut sth off
Elongate
Expand
Fill sth out
Fill sth up
Fit
Shape
Shrink sth down
Spread
Stick out
Stretch
Stretch sth out
Suck
Swell

Bring sth down
Cut through sth
Fold over
Hide
Lift
Open
Open sth up
Pass sth over
Smooth sth out
Snatch
Stroke
Swipe
Take sth back
Throw sth away
Tuck sth under

Bogged down
Dance
Float
Relaxing
Rushing
Scurrying
Sit
Sit back on
Stuck
Sweeping
Wobble

Carry
Direct
Hang onto
Hold
Hold sth over
Hold sth up
Let sth go
Lose
Pull sth back
Sit on sth

Language &

Illumination

Comment
Flesh sth out
Pronounce
Say
Speak
Talk
Tell

Disappearing
Fade
Glisten
Illuminated
Shimmer
Shine
Sparkle

Bubble
Dissolve
Dissolve
Evaporate
Melt
Overcooking

Structure &
construction

Physical state
& appearance

Food & taste

communication

Build
Shape

Clean sth up

Substance
changing state

Taste

Water

Bathing
Flow
Pouring
Ripples
Water

Processes
Carry sth
through

Picture making
& colouring

Life & living

Bring sth out
Colour
Colour in
Paint
Wash

Breathe
Dies
Live

Extramusical
sound
Crying

Place &
position
Sit underneath

Plant life

Blooms
Blossoms

Mass
Weigh sth
down
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Table 5.5.

Vehicles across the semantic fields of the noun group

Dimension,
shape & size

Arch
Area
Bottom
Breadth
Bulge
Depth
Drop off
Front
Height
Length
Line
Rise
Shape
Swell
Top

Human
emotion &
mood
Disappointment

Emotion
Joy
Surprise
Longing
Loving

Plant life

Bouquet
Leaves
Straw

Force & gravity

Force
Gravity

Language &

Structure

Comma
Conversation
Dialogue
Fluency
Language
Meaning
Paragraph
Question
Secret
Sentence
Statement

Block
Box
Container
Core
Cover
Gap
Hollowness
Middle
Pinnacle
Structure

communication

Human
character

Arrogance
Character
Dignity
Friend
Juliet
Knight

Picture &
colour

Colour

Colour change

Dark
Foreground
Hue
Light
Monochrome
Seascape
Shade
Shading

Place &
position

Neighbourhood

Clean
Make up
Untidiness

Attack
Cavalry

Constipation
Pain

Mass

Beef
Weight

Bitter sweetness

Chocolate
Icing
Ingredient
Soup
Spice

Movement &
motion

Blanket
Carpet
Cotton
Fabric
Silk

Human
condition

Flurry
Motion
Movement
Tread
Wings

Human body

Hips
Torso

Physical quality

Edge
Palette

Food & taste

Bite

Material &
fabric

Birth
Death
DNA
Exhalation
Life

Metaphysical
state

Soul
Spirit

War

Dark
Darkness
Daylight
Light
Reflection
Searchlight
Shadow
Shine

Life

Domain
Territory
Entry
Home
Neighbour

Physical state
& appearance

Illumination &
transparency

Human
gesture

Bow
Kiss

Substance

Fuel
Polish

Water

Clouds
Eddies
Flow
Splash
Wash
Waves

Movement in
a direction,
journey, &
orientation

Arrival point
Destination
Direction
Directionless

Environment

Dirt
Storm

Machine

Machine
Power saw
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Table 5.6.

Vehicles across the semantic fields of the adjective group

Human emotions
& moods

Aggressive
Agitated
Anxious
Enthusiastic
Excited
Exciting
Happy
Harangued
Heavy-hearted
Humorous
Passionate
Relieved
Suffering
Wistful

Mass

Fat
Flabby
Heavier
Heavy
Hefty
Light

Language &
communication

Articulate
Declamatory
Rhetorical

Dimensions,
shape, & size

Angular
Big
Bulge
Horizontal
Longer
Shaped
Slim
Spiked
Spiky
Square
Squashed
Steep
Straight

Human
conditions

Human
characters

Charm
Cheeky
Extrovert
Feminine
Fulsome
Masculine
Passive
Sensual
Shy
Stately
Suggestive

Picture & colour

Choked
Constipated
Healthier
Starved
Well fed

Background
Bambooish
Grey
Paler
Wishy washy

Texture

Substance

Furry
Hard
Rough

Fluid
Liquid

Food & taste

Creamier
Crisp
Crisper
Drier
Dry
Fizz
Fluid
Icy
Juicy
Liquid
Spicy

Structure &
construction

Loose
Open
Saggy
Seamless
Solid

Extramusical
sound

Sighing
Splashy

Illumination &
transparency

Dark
Darker
Darkish
Glassy
Shimmering
Shiny
Sparklier
Sparkly
Transparent

Water

Awash
Bubbly
Wetter

Movement &
motion

Ploddy
Soaring

Physical state &
appearance

Clean
Comfortable
Dirty
Earthy
Murky
Smoky

Movement in a
direction, journey
& orientation

Falling
Forward
Lost

Environment &
weather

Stormy
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Table 5.7.

Vehicles across the semantic fields of the analogy and narrative group

Extramusical sounds

Movement & motion

Like stomach problems
Like someone whistling
Like a sigh
Like a stream of bullets
Like a twig breaking
Like an entire forest
Like bamboo
Like something in a forest
Like pealing bells
Like the sound of a bell
Like birds in a Queensland bush
Like a screeching car race
Like a the bong of a clock
Like a foghorn/noise
Like a dog throwing up
Like blowflies
Like someone starting an engine on
a cold morning
Like a train/noise
Like a wave breaking
Like raindrops
Like when a huge wind in a bamboo
forest

Like a car in traffic
Like driving, lurching forward
Like entering a freeway, merging
Like a swooping like a bird
Like that bird
Birds flying
Like flying ... and landing
Like you’re on a horse, like a gallop
Like a space shuttle launch
Like walking
Like a river flowing
Like waves washing around
Like a swan drifting/ feet flat out
Like a cat moving
Like a hamster trying to get off the
wheel

Human relationships

Language & communication

Environment & weather

Speaking turns
Like semicolons
Like a question
Like saying I really mean it this time
Like speaking with emphasis/noise
Like a macabre story

Like an earthquake
Like a calm misty lake, no waves, no
ripples
Like sun coming out of clouds
Like the sun coming out from behind
clouds
Wind’s coming up, choppy

Like kids [needing discipline]
Like a sadistic person
Like a new date
Like deciding a top to wear
Like holding Mum’s hand and not
letting go
Like a relationship

Illumination &
transparency
Like a shadow
Like putting a spotlight on
something
Like you see a light
increasing
Like light fading in the
evening

Machine
Like a robot, like a
machine
Like a red light
Like ploughing

Manipulation & action

Like picking up something special
Like pointing
Like passing a ball
Like the technique of an acrobat
Like putting a crowbar in
Like punching
Turning the corner
Like turning around
Like a finger in the chest
Like eating a hot potato
Like bowing (gesture)
Like sitting back

Texture & consistency
Like bad dough
Like jam ...
Like spaghetti

Dimension, shape, & size
Like a big stomach
Like a fat tummy
Like hips, but not like
Claudia Schiffer’s
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5.3.1 Analysis and discussion of semantic fields
An overall result shows some semantic fields are represented much more than others and each
group shows a similar tapering from highly represented ones to several with only three or fewer
items. With most vehicles identified in the data falling into the verb group, it is interesting to see
that the strongest semantic senses are not only associations of movement (particularly movement in
a direction and going on journeys such as a human does) and action, but also of applying force to
things, manipulating them and seeing them respond to gravity. These groups of highly physical
actions are more salient than those that represent processes and changing states.

The noun group shows vehicles that refer most strongly to the field dimensions, structures, shapes,
and sizes of things, and also to language and communication. However, if various fields specifically
related to a human being are conflated—emotion, mood, character, condition, gesture, and body—
this overarching semantic field is also highly represented. Human being and the conditions and
characteristics associated with being human then becomes a separate category and, for pragmatic
reasons, other human-related categories such as language and communication and movement in a
direction, are not included in the category as they are strongly represented as categories in
themselves. This distinction remains in place throughout the analyses.

Concerning adjectives, most notable by far are the fields relating to being a human and to
dimensions of things, but additionally, foods and flavours.

The analogy and narrative group trend in a similar way, but the field of extramusical sounds
makes the largest subset, with motion, represented mainly by animals and vehicles, following next.
Again however, conflating the two groups that express actions and characteristics specifically
relating to being a human, draws attention back to how strong the association is between musical
sound and the corporeal world.

Through the semantic fields of vehicle terms, it is now possible to see that, generally speaking,
musical sound has human characteristics and behaves in human ways; but at the same time, it has
physical forms, shapes, and dimensions that are inanimate. Also apparent, particularly through the
verb group, is that while musical sound may behave like a human—especially in its capacity to go
in different directions and on journeys, and in the conditions and emotions attributed to it—it is also
clearly something that is fashioned, controlled, and manipulated by humans.
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The way in which these semantic fields lead to suggestions of systematic use of metaphor in music
instruction is addressed in subsequent chapters.

5.4

From basic to contextual meanings: Analysis and issues

Determining the semantic field of vehicle terms described above inevitably necessitated
interpretative decisions, and such decisions may differ for different analysts. However, as raised in
Chapter 4 (pp. 86-87), this issue is conceded in real-world metaphor research.

At the same time, determining the semantic fields required careful dictionary consultation. For
consistency, The New Oxford American Dictionary is the primary source, unless otherwise stated.
Words identified as being semantically related, making a semantic field, were sourced from The
Oxford American Writer’s Thesaurus. Contemporary meanings for phrasal verbs were sourced from
Cambridge Phrasal Verbs, and Macmillan Phrasal Verbs. Meanings for musical terms were sourced
from Grove Music Online, unless otherwise stated.

Utilising MIPVU procedures, it was of interest to see how meaning was conveyed from the basic
sense of the vehicle term to the music context. Steen et al. (2010) comment that the contemporary
meanings of words are more likely to be drawn on in everyday metaphor usage, as users in these
contexts are usually not aware of more historical meanings (see Chapter 4, p. 100). In the current
study, several ways of conveying contextual meaning from the basic sense became apparent. As
MIPVU

recognises, this was not always through a single vehicle; often a larger fragment of language

such as a cluster of vehicles or an analogy presented something incongruous with the context or
evoked an image not necessarily explainable by a dictionary meaning; or a direct metaphor resulted
in a complete topic shift. Meaning was therefore found to be conveyed through:
• the historically older meaning (the literal meaning) in a dictionary unrelated to a musical sense;
• images or other complex representations not derived from a single word sense, invoked especially
by direct metaphor and narrative trails;
• a more contemporary dictionary meaning (e.g. a second, or third etc. entry) related to a musical
sense (in other words, conventionalised);
• a more contemporary dictionary meaning not related to a musical sense;
• a dictionary meaning listed already as figurative but not related to a musical sense;
• a dictionary meaning listed as figurative related to a musical sense (in other words,
conventionalised and standardised).
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The graph in Figure 5.4 shows the occurrence and distribution of the different ways meaning was
conveyed in what I have termed the distribution of semantic modes. Discussion of each semantic
mode follows the table, with examples which are intended as both representative of the datasets as
well as indicative of analytical issues. These issues are discussed in more detail in subsequent
chapters.

SEMANTIC MODES

Historically older (literal) meanings
Complex representations
Contemporary meanings
Contemporary listed meanings
Figurative meanings
Figurative listed meanings
0
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Distribution of semantic modes.

5.4.1 Historically older (literal meanings)
As the graph shows, most contextual meanings were conveyed from the basic sense through the
historically older, and therefore the literal, meaning of the vehicle term. This is in contrast to the
findings of MIPVU which claim contemporary meanings are more often the basis of metaphor. As an
example, taking the verb ‘flow’, I found its literal meaning, “move along steadily and continuously
in a current or stream”, most helpful in deducing the contextual meaning. In such cases, the basic
meaning showed a clear incongruity with the contextual sense, either through the presence of an
explicit topic term in what the teacher said, or an implied one. An example of the explicit sense is:
This whole section with the semiquavers needs to flow forward a bit more (with ‘flow’ referring to
the temporal aspect—Tempo—of the semiquavers). An implicit sense is: It needs to flow more
(where ‘it’ refers to a temporal aspect—Tempo—of no explicit element of the musical sound).
While a word like ‘flow’ is commonly associated with Tempo and Rhythm in music contexts, no
dictionary meaning distinguishes this.

The literal meaning was sometimes used more creatively, such as for ‘caress’ in Maybe you could
just caress that [leap] just a little. Here, ‘caress’ refers to the way the passage between two notes
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should be articulated and the literal sense of ‘caress’ conveys this in the way one might touch or
stroke something lovingly.

Another point of interest for this mode is the strong, almost equal representation of each of the word
classes: adjectives, nouns, and verbs. Not surprisingly, phrasal verbs are much fewer in this mode
and restricted to those with meaning derived from the literal sense of the verb plus the particle as
separate units, rather than from the more contemporary sense derived from the verb plus particle as
combined units. The following examples are a selection across each of the main word classes
showing the historically older, literal sense, as the mode for conveying meaning in the new context.
Each word class is illustrated with a selection of teachers’ remarks analysed in detail. A list of
remarks which can be analysed similarly can be found in Appendix D.

ADJECTIVES

Crisp: You need to be a bit more crisp so we can hear the melody above the xylophone; That is a
crisper articulation.
Literal meaning: “(Of a substance) firm, dry, and brittle, esp. in a way considered pleasing or
attractive”.
Contextual meaning: The Articulation of each note needs to be clear and distinct, with the
connotation of the how ‘crisp’ things sound when they break being the expressive quality
here.

Heavy: The bass line is too heavy; The music is heavy but it must go forward; Not too heavy and not
too sluggish; That’s slower but it feels heavier. Let’s get it more magical.
Literal meaning: “Of great weight; difficult to lift or move”.
Contextual meaning: While mostly evocative of slow Tempo, there is also the sense of a
slow Articulation of individual notes, and this seems common across all instrument areas.

Heavy was also used to mean “mentally oppressive”, again referring to Tempo but also
Dynamic.

Masculine and feminine: A masculine theme is louder and more angular. A feminine theme is softer
and sweeter. [Regarding Haydn's music]; There are feminine endings and masculine
endings; The character needs to be stronger, more masculine, more extrovert.
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Literal meaning: Qualities stereotypically associated with men and with women,
respectively.
Contextual meaning: This is a clear legacy of eighteenth century Classical music
interpretation where Melodies and Phrases have perceived gender characteristics relating to
Dynamic, Phrasing, Tone, and Articulation. For example, as the remark notes, for a passage
to be masculine it is to be played louder with less connectedness between Phrases. For a
feminine effect, the passage is to be played softer, more smoothly and with a more mellow
tone. The example is one of the best in the data to raise the issue of culturally embedded
cultural meanings, and may be seen as cliché, especially if used inadvertently.

Glassy (adjective): I hear a lot of glassy sound. I don’t hear the bass line.
Literal meaning: “Of or resembling glass in some way”.
Contextual meaning: The Tone is too transparent in the sense that there is too much treble
and not enough bass to give depth and a sense of opaqueness.

NOUNS

Destination: Take each phrase along to its destination.
Literal meaning: “The place to which someone or something is going or being sent”.
Contextual meaning: This relates to the Dynamic changes that generate the placement of a
note at the end of a Phrase.

Direction: With your crescendos, be clear. He [the composer] is showing you the direction of the
phrase.
Literal meaning: “A course along which someone or something moves”.
Contextual meaning: Like destination, direction denotes Dynamic change which is generally
dictated by the arrangement of Pitches (the movement from one Pitch to another) in a
Phrase.

Front: Try to sit on the front of the beat.
Literal meaning: “The side or part of an object that presents itself to view or that is normally
seen or used first”.
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Contextual meaning: Play without delaying the beat in the sense that if timing were, for
example, an object like a box moving along a conveyor belt, you would hit the side that
passes you first.

Height: The height of the crescendo is the A.
Literal meaning: “The measurement from base to top”.
Contextual meaning: With the topic explicit, it is clear that Dynamic, which has previously
been associated with direction, is also associated with dimension. The measurement
denotes the degree of loudness.

Light (and shade) (noun): You need to get more light and shade. At the moment, it's a bit grey.
Literal meaning: Light meaning “the natural agent that stimulates sight and makes things
visible”; and shade meaning “comparative darkness and coolness caused by shelter from
direct sunlight”.
Contextual meaning: Such contrasts of physical and visual properties are useful for a sense
of Dynamic variations and this contrast is what is required in the context of this remark.

Length: Make a line. Play every note the full length.
Literal meaning: “The measurement or extent of something from end to end”.
Contextual meaning: In this context, the player is to sustain the sound of each note for its
full count value. It is no surprise to find that the contextual meaning of the length
metaphor concerns time. As previously noted, time as space is a deeply rooted concept
across cultures and entrenched in both thought and language in English speakers.

Paragraph (and line): You’ve got to control the line all the way. It’s kind of a big paragraph.
Literal meaning: “A distinct section of a piece of writing, usually dealing with a single
theme and indicated by a new line, indentation, or numbering”.
Contextual meaning: Musically, this is “A sequence of notes or tones forming an
instrumental or vocal melody”.

Both line and paragraph appear in this remark but while the former has a musical
sense listed in general user dictionaries, the latter does not. Under the conditions of Steen et
al., line may not be attributed metaphorical status, as its musical sense is not a separate
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entry. Rather, it is a manifestation of the literal meaning: “A long, narrow mark or band”.
Compare this to the separate entry for ‘line’ in its association with the written and spoken
word: “A horizontal row of written or printed words”. It seems unclear as to why ‘line’
achieves a separate entry for its reference to written and spoken language, and thus, in the
terms of Steen et al., could be construed as metaphorical. I believe the musical sense of
‘line’ derives more from the linguistic connotation in the more contemporary sense. This
aligns line with paragraph and both then draw on the sense of structural elements of
written language. What is specifically musical about line is that it is a sequence of notes that
has a particular arrangement of Pitches and Rhythms which are articulated in a particular
way with Dynamic gradations within the sequence. Further examples for line are provided
in section 5.4.4 (p. 150) which includes vehicle terms that have a musical sense listed as a
separate, contemporary entry. However, if line is a sequence of notes which connotes the
sense of a Phrase in a Melody, then paragraph must relate to a number of sequences forming
a meaningful musical unit or, from its literal sense, thematically connected.

Sentence, conversation: I want you to make the point of the sentence. This is a conversation.
Literal meaning: “A set of words that is complete in itself”.
Contextual meaning: This remark presents another connotation of Phrasing—language
structures. Language and music have a long historical association in western cultures. It is
easy to see the connection to the literal meaning when thinking of a Phrase as a sequence
of notes that, for various reasons associated with the genre of the music, sounds complete;
and a sentence as a sequence of words that is complete. Meaning in Classical music stems
from the Phrase—its composition—and importantly, its execution.

Shape: You’ve got room to play around with the shape of it. Explore some of the intervals.
Literal meaning: “The external form or appearance characteristic of someone or something;
the outline of an area or figure”.
Contextual meaning: In the example, the reference of shape concerns Melody. Melody, with
its various metaphorical vehicles derived from the connotation of Pitch being high and low,
ascending and descending, clearly identifies with visual lines and forms in notation. But to
achieve shape in a played Melody, it is not just a matter of the notes that are scored, it is a
matter of attending to the Phrasing of those notes: how the sequence of notes which the
Melody contains is begun and finished with certain attention to Dynamic changes to each
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note in the sequence, and Articulation of each note in the sequence. This complexity is
illustrated in the following examples:
Now think shape. That one [note] doesn’t have a crescendo but that one should.
So does it make more sense? It’s got a bigger shape, the whole thing.
It gives it more meaning. It’s not simply connected. It has more shape as well.
The elements of Phrase and Dynamic are also sometimes accompanied by an element of
Tempo and Timing in ‘shape’ as referent:
There’s no geographical signposts, you’ve just got to plough through these notes.
There’s no shape.
We didn’t have that nice even graduated shape.
Have a sense of the pacing of the rise and how long you should stay up there. [Otherwise]
you don’t get enough shape.
Pushing forward gives it more shape.
Torso: Fill out the sound; the torso is missing.
Literal meaning: “The trunk of the human body”. Interestingly, the word is given a
contextual figurative meaning for art and literature: “An unfinished or mutilated thing, esp. a
work of art or literature”, which is almost, but not quite, the sense used in this example. I
have determined the contextual meaning here to be a reference to the Timbre of the sound,
engaging the middle register (as opposed to the treble and bass register). This has a
much stronger relationship to the literal meaning than to a sense of something unfinished or
mutilated.

VERBS

Arrive (and retreat): We don’t arrive at bar 2, we retreat to bar 2.
Literal meaning for arrive: “Reach a place at the end of a journey or a stage in a journey”.
Contextual meaning: With the sense of place, end, and journey comes the ‘feeling’ of what
‘arriving’ is like: a sense of moving towards the destination, desire to get there. In
contrast, retreat means “withdrawing”—an opposite movement. The connotation of
movement here is in both Tempo and Dynamics: The musical passage is to slow and soften
towards bar 2.
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Blossoms: You can hear the sound blossoms a bit.
Literal meaning: “(Of a tree or bush) produce flowers or masses of flowers”; and under the
same entry, “Seem to grow or open like a flower”. The verb ‘bloom’ is similar: “Produce
flowers; be in flower”. Seeing the similarity, it is interesting to note that the noun ‘bloom’
has a musical sense already listed (and this will be treated again later) but not the verb: “A
full bright sound, esp. in a musical recording”. The semantic connection between blossom
and ‘bloom’ in both the verb and noun forms, is clear.
Contextual meaning: The sound referred to here is an individual one, not a sequence of
notes. Whether the connotation of ‘bright’, ‘bloom’ or ‘blossom’ derives from the visual
colour of the flowers, is not clear, but all of these, including ‘colour’, refer to the tonal
aspect of the sound. While, the remark above was directed to a violin player, the use of
‘bloom’ is noted elsewhere directed to woodwind and brass players.

Breathe: Every four bars, the music must breathe; Let the sound breathe and live more.
Literal meaning: “Take air into the lungs and then expel it, esp. as a regular physiological
process”.
Contextual meaning: End one Phrase distinctly before beginning the next so that the last and
first notes are not played legato. This may be accompanied by a gesture which can be
apparent in a whole body movement as well as more specifically, wrist, arm, and head.

Melt (verb): Melt the arpeggios again.
Literal meaning: “Become liquefied by heat”.
Contextual meaning: Make the individual sounds in the arpeggio less noticeable to resemble
a changed state from something more solid (which an arpeggio might be if each note is
heard distinctly) to something more liquid.

Hold: Hold the E for me.
Literal meaning: “Grasp, carry, or support with one's arms or hands”.
Contextual meaning: Sustain the sound of the E. The musical sense is strongly related to the
literal meaning and would seemingly come from the connotation from general use in that it
relates to time.
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Push: Relax into the tempo, don’t push it.
Literal meaning: “Exert force on (someone or something), typically with one's hand, in order
to move them away from oneself or the origin of the force”.
Contextual meaning: The topic Tempo is explicit in the remark—an Italian term which, in
English general user dictionaries, means ‘speed’ or ‘pace’ and in Grove Music Online,
means “The speed at which a piece of music is performed”. In western art music, Tempo is
the measurement of the rate of beats per minute and is quite often associated with ‘pulse’. In
the everyday sense, we know that the more the exertion, the faster the pulse.

Speak: That chord doesn’t quite speak well enough.
Literal meaning: “Say something in order to convey information, an opinion, or a feeling”.
Contextual meaning: In this piano trio, the players do not as a group convey the sound of the
chord precisely, through exact Articulation and Timing.

PHRASAL VERBS

Come back: Come back after the crescendo.
Literal meaning: Taken separately, come means “move or travel toward a place thought of
as near or familiar to the speaker”; and back as an adverb, means “in the opposite
direction from the one that one is facing or traveling”. As a phrasal verb, these senses are not
altered, with the Macmillan and Cambridge phrasal verb dictionaries listing the meaning as
“return to a place”. This is why it is included in this section with literal meanings
conveying the contextual sense. But what does it mean, musically?
Contextual meaning: The topic is explicitly crescendo, in other words, a gradual and greater
degree of loudness. The sense of ‘return’ suggests that degree of loudness (Dynamic) is
thought of as a place, and in this case, the soft Dynamic before the crescendo should be
returned to after it.

Other examples include: After the Cs, you can come back a bit. And with the sense of
direction (down and up) enhancing the association of both movement and Dynamic, an
example is Everybody crescendo, then come back down.
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Come in: Can you come in mezzo?
Literal meaning: From the above description, the meaning of come and in is made
apparent through the adverb sense of the latter, expressing “movement with the result that
someone or something becomes enclosed or surrounded by something else”. As a phrasal
verb, come in has the meaning “enter a room or building”.
Contextual meaning: With the sense that the music is a room, the player enters it—starts
playing—and here, this should be done quietly.

Come out: The cello and bass could come out a little more.
Literal meaning: Out carries the meaning “moving or appearing to move away from a
particular place, esp. one that is enclosed or hidden”. As a phrasal verb, there are more
contemporary, figurative meanings listed for ‘come out’, such as become known; be
removed from something such as a stain from clothing; appear, such as the sun from behind
a cloud. The Cambridge Phrasal Verbs Dictionary has ‘come out’ meaning “leave a room or
building or covered place”.
Contextual meaning: Using the latter meaning aligns with the association of Dynamic with
movement and direction, and the sense of music being a room, or a least a defined space.
While, on one level, the metaphor suggests that the cello and bass are personified to literally
come out and be more visible, it is actually the sense of the Dynamic that is referenced here
in another layer of the metaphor—the cellist and bassist need to play their parts more loudly.
Other examples include:
Play the C for longer and really let it come out.
I need the violins to come out more.
The cornet part has to come out more.
Cut through: It’s hard to play that far up the G string and cut through. It’s a very special colour.
Literal meaning: Cut means “make an opening, incision, or wound in (something) with a
sharp-edged tool or object”, and through means “moving in one side and out of the other
side … so as to make a hole or opening in (a physical object) ”. As a phrasal verb, cut
through carries more contemporary figurative meanings such as to go across an area instead
of around it, or to deal quickly with a problem. Again, it is the more basic, literal sense of
the phrasal verb that conveys the meaning in this context.
Contextual meaning: A full sense of player, instrument, and music is conveyed, in that the
Timbre is likened to a tool for cutting and the player uses it to cut through the Textural
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Blend of the music. In this case, the Timbre of the violin’s G string when played in the upper
register is not sufficient to be heard against the Timbres of the other instruments and the
Texture of the overall sound.
Other examples include:
Sometimes it’s quite hard to get that line to cut through.
This chromatic scale has to cut through.
Stretch out (phrasal verb): Know when you can stretch it out and when you can’t.
Literal meaning: Although stretch out is listed with a contemporary meaning as a phrasal
verb in phrasal verb dictionaries, it is not this sense that is the mode for conveying
meaning is the metaphor here. The phrasal verb entry defines this as “To hold a part of your
body straight out in front of you”. However, it is essentially a combination of the literal and
a more contemporary sense of the verb alone that has created a new sense for the phrasal
verb in this context. The historically older, literal meaning of ‘stretch’ is “(of something soft
or elastic) be made or be capable of being made longer or wider without tearing or
breaking”. A more contemporary meaning for ‘stretch’ is “Extend or spread over an area or
period of time”.
Contextual meaning: In the remark above, what is being stretched over a period of time is a
group of quavers (a Rhythm) and this is being compared to the sense of something elastic
being made longer. Because of this comparison, I assign this phrasal verb to the mode where
meaning is conveyed by a literal sense.
Other examples include:
The two Ds are really stretched out.
You can really stretch time out here.
Really stretch it [the Phrase] out.

5.4.2 Complex representations
As previously explained, the mode ‘complex representations’ came about through the more
complex constituents of metaphor present in some remarks. These were most apparent in analogies
and narrative trails where the vehicle terms extended beyond a single word. The musical
connotation is often complex as well. Complex representations could be highly pictorial, with visual
imagery being the main conveyor of meaning for the music context. Alternatively, meaning could
be conveyed more through the sense of an experience, often physical, an aural association, or some
communicative act. A list of remarks which can be analysed similarly can be found in Appendix C.
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PICTORIAL ASSOCIATIONS

It is like a swan drifting across the water with its feet going flat out below.
Contextual meaning: In an orchestral piece, the swan drifting represents the instrumental
part containing the Melody with longer note values in the Rhythm, and the feet going flat
out below represents the orchestral accompaniment with shorter note values in the Rhythm.

Your line emerges from the texture. It’s like the clouds clear and the sun comes out;
Contextual meaning: In a violin piece, the line is the Melody which should emerge
distinctly from the preceding section, which was more dense harmonically.

I need to hear the individual notes. At the moment it's more like jam than individual berries.
Contextual meaning: In an orchestral piece, the players are neither articulating the notes well
nor being accurate with Timing, making the Textural Blend of the overall sound messy,
rather than distinct.

You must wait and then explode so that there is blood and guts. Otherwise the music is dull.
Contextual meaning: In a marimba piece, the player must clearly contrast the soft Dynamic
of a calm passage, playing this in a physically restrained way, with the energy and loud
Dynamic of the passage that follows.

Notes have hips! But these notes are not like Claudia Schiffer's.
Contextual meaning: These notes should be held to their full value and not cut short.

It's like there's a shadow before the note.
Contextual meaning: Referring to a sequence of double notes where the accent falls on the
second, not on the first.
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EXPERIENTIAL ASSOCIATIONS

It’s like flying. If you want a good landing you have to make a good approach.
Contextual meaning: Referring to the Articulation of the Phrase ending.

It is like you are picking up something small. When you pick up something small, you have to be
delicate.
Contextual meaning: Referring to articulating the change from one note to another gently,
with a soft Dynamic.

It's like a sadistic person has attached a string to your wrist and every now and then they go
whoop!
Contextual meaning: The Articulation of this note must be such that it is marked, or
emphasised in a particular way before starting the next note.

Let’s explore some of these different sounds. They’re just different brushes to colour with.
Contextual meaning: Each note can be produced in different ways so as to have different
tonal variation.
It’s like someone walking away and turning around.
Contextual meaning: Each Phrase should have a Dynamic change from beginning to end.

AURAL ASSOCIATIONS

Cave in: Really let the roof cave in here.
Contemporary meaning: “If a ceiling, roof, or other structure caves in, it suddenly breaks up
and falls inward”.
Contextual meaning: Play as loudly as possible. The contextual meaning can be deduced
from the teaching context to have something to do with Dynamic level. This presents an
interesting case. Falling and dropping are normally associated with a Dynamic getting
softer whereas in this case, the teacher’s intent was clearly to demand a very loud dynamic
associated more with the sound of a roof caving in.
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Characterising musical sound through another kind of sound was generally conveyed

explicitly

in an analogy:
The way he’s scored this, it’s like a little music box and then that should sound like—bong—
like a clock.
Not so many accents, it sounds like a train.
It [the sound] is like a twig breaking.
That’s like a wave breaking but you’ve got to set it up better.
This is a whole new texture. You need about a thousand sounds, like an entire forest.
Find the pitch. You sound like blow flies in a jam jar.
It sounds like pealing bells—like Venice is on fire and everyone has to get out!
[It needs to sound] like raindrops—tiny cold drops, not big tropical ones.
You don’t want to hear [demonstrates arpeggios]. ... it sounds like somebody starting their
engine on a cold morning.
It should sound like someone walking down a garden path whistling.
Stay on the key [using escapement] ... Do you hear how it sounds like something in
the forest?
This always sounds a little like some huge animal has stomach problems.
Arpeggios fill the [the bars] like the waves washing around.
It’s real Queensland bush sound isn’t it? You could be, you know, west of the Gold Coast.
There’s all these birds there.
Fugues are like that. Voices coming in on top of each other, fighting to be heard over the din.
You’ve got your power saw out again. No power tools. It’s too loud.
[The Semiquavers] shouldn’t sound like an AK 47—not like a stream of bullets.

COMMUNICATIVE ASSOCIATIONS

Terms of language and communication generally conveyed the sense of Dynamic and Articulation
and often through the device of personifying the musical passages or instruments. In the first
example below, the players personify the musical passages which are to be articulated equally well
and with the same Dynamic.
He’s really talking to you and you need to talk back to him.
Dynamic and Articulation are also referenced in these:
Play [each note] super long but marked. As if you’re speaking with emphasis. You have to
listen to know how to interact in the conversation.
We have to have the sense of the other. When the other starts to speak let them speak.
Think before you start the movement: “What am I trying to say?”
On the other hand, the written structures of language convey Rhythm, Timing, and Tempo:
It’s literally in Tempo. Just with big punctuation marks like semicolons in between.
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5.4.3 Contemporary meanings not listed in general user dictionaries
The next group shows how a contemporary sense of a vehicle term, as opposed to its historically
older, literal sense, conveys the meaning in the current context. As none of the meanings listed
make reference to sound, the contextual meaning must be deduced in the same way as the first
group under literal meanings, compared with a more basic, but in this case not necessarily
historically older, meaning. Phrasal verbs form a large proportion of this group, and the analysis
shows a comparison in usage between instances where the literal compositional meaning is derived
from the literal meanings of the component parts, and instances where the idiomatic sense of the
verb plus particle configuration—formulaic meaning attached to the phrase as a single unit—
conveys the contextual meaning.

Drop off (phrasal noun): Really loud and then an enormous drop off. Make the drop off much more
precipitous.
Literal (compositional) meaning: Drop meaning “let or make (something) fall vertically”
along with off meaning “away from the place in question”.
Contemporary (idiomatic) meaning: As a phrasal verb meaning “a reduction in the amount
or level of something”.
Contextual meaning: Play much softer, as an echo would sound across a chasm.

Bring sth down: Winds can make a little more diminuendo. I’m waiting for you to bring it down.
Contemporary (idiomatic) meaning: “Reduce the amount, rate or level of something”.
Contextual meaning: The teacher, using you to personify the Wind instruments, requests a
decrescendo.
Bring out: Bring out the change between the B flat and the C.
Contemporary (idiomatic) meaning: There are three contemporary meanings for bring out
but the one that is clearly meant here is “make a particular quality more noticeable”. It has a
similarity to the literal compositional sense of the verb plus particle, “make (someone or
something) move in a particular direction or way”.
Contextual meaning: The quality to be made noticeable is an aspect of the sound—what is
heard in the Articulation between the two notes. A similar sense is employed in other
remarks (see p. 146) and such consistency suggests a sub-technical metaphor has evolved.
This may warrant clarification, or at least examples, in phrasal verb dictionaries.
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Other examples of bring out include:
Use the escapement to bring out certain colours.
Then bring it [the Melody] out a bit more.
Bring them out. Bring out the syncopations.
Bring out the F sharps.
You see the progression. Bring it out.
You need to bring out the melody.
You’ve got to play into the string to bring the melody out.
You have to bring out that semiquaver.
Trills bring out the chocolate ... or the spice.
Cut off: Just cut off the fourth beat.
Literal compositional meaning: Cut (second entry) is “remove (something) from something
larger by using a sharp implement”; and off (third entry) is “so as to be removed or
separated from”.
Contemporary (idiomatic) meaning (phrasal verb): “Stop providing something”; “Stop
supply of something”.
Contextual meaning: It would seem that the compositional meaning of cut and off
could qualify for the meaning in this context, where the duration of the beat is not to be
extended. The idiomatic sense may may equally apply, given that the remark was
directed to Brass players, who would literally need to stop the supply of air into the
instrument in order to make the fourth beat short.

Flesh sth out: Give it a hint of breadth at the top and flesh it out on the way down.
Contemporary (idiomatic) meaning: “Add more details to something in order to make it
easier to understand or imagine”.
Contextual meaning: The breadth at the top confirms that this instruction refers to tempo.
Thus, there is a pause before the player begins a fast rhythmic passage, which is to be played
gradually faster in descending from the top note to the bottom note. In this way, the musical
sense of the passage is conveyed better.

Hang on (phrasal verb): Really hang on to the semiquavers.
Historically older meaning relating to the verb hang: “Suspend or be suspended from
above with the lower part dangling free”.
Contemporary (idiomatic) meaning relating to the phrasal verb hang on: “Hold tightly”.
Contextual meaning: Sustain the sound of each semiquaver.
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Another example of hang on:
While you are hanging on to the note you're getting ready for the change.

Hold back: It's got to feel like it's holding back.
Contemporary (idiomatic) meaning: “Stop someone or something from moving forwards”.
Contextual meaning: The player should be more restrained with the Tempo.

Out of (preposition): You're out of time; You’re out of tune.
Literal meaning: The more basic meaning of this preposition pair is “moving or situated
away from (a place, typically one that is enclosed or hidden)”.
Contextual meaning: These expressions explicitly refer to the Timing (or stipulated beat) of
a piece of music and to the tuning (Pitch) of notes on an instrument, respectively, and could
readily be interpreted to mean that the player does not have the right time (time signature);
or alternatively, does not have the right tune (Melody), drawing on the contemporary
idiomatic meaning: “Not having (a particular thing)”. But this is not the case, and in fact the
contextual meaning draws more on the basic meaning, suggesting that time and tune are
spaces that you are either in (therefore correct) or out, (therefore incorrect).

Pull sth up: Look for the places where you can pull it up.
Contemporary meaning (phrasal verb): (Second entry in the Macmillan Phrasal Verb
Dictionary) “If a vehicle or driver pulls up they stop”.
Contextual meaning: I note that the remark makes use of the transitive sense while the
definition shows the intransitive, but I have disregarded the difference in determining the
contextual meaning: The player is asked to find suitable passages to slow the Tempo.

Sit on sth: Don’t sit on the crotchets. You have to sit on it [the Rhythm].
Contemporary meaning: (Second entry) “Subdue (someone), typically by saying something
intended to discomfit or embarrass them”. This sense was not listed in either of the phrasal
verb dictionaries consulted; it appeared as a phrasal verb (second entry) in the OED.
Contextual meaning: The player is asked not to restrain the Timing and Tempo of the
Rhythm so much in the first remark, and is required to restrain the Rhythm more in the
second.
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5.4.4 Contemporary meanings listed in general user dictionaries
Contemporary meanings already listed as a separate entry with a musical sense in a general user
dictionary were surprisingly less common, but have some marked characteristics that bring insight
into and commentary on dictionary definitions. First, to establish the metaphorical correlation, the
relationship between the contemporary meaning and the historically older one needed to be a matter
of contrast across the two domains. For example, brighter in We try to make the A string sound
brighter to match the E string. The literal meaning of bright is “Giving out or reflecting light”. The
more contemporary contextual sense is listed as “Clear, vibrant and typically high pitched”. I note
here that there is an additional connotation introduced by the word ‘vibrant’ that is not part of the
literal sense of bright. The contemporary meaning in this case gives some insight into the richer
meaning associated with the musical sense of the word, and in most cases, it is this expansion of the
semantic field of the literal meaning that feeds the metaphorical content in the contemporary
meaning.

Interesting to note in the examples below are the points of difference: where the contemporary
listed meaning matches the contextual meaning of the teacher’s remark; where the meaning has
been extended to a broader sense of the word; and where the meaning listed is not related to the one
intended in the remark. On the whole, the contextual meaning in the examples below points to
much more complexity in the topic than apparent in the dictionary meaning.

Bouncy (adjective): Try not to accent the notes, just make them bouncy.
Literal meaning: “Resilient, springy”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “Having jaunty rhythm”.
Contextual meaning: The listed contemporary meaning matches the contextual meaning.

Brassy (adjective): It's got to be bold and brassy, not pretty.
Literal meaning: “Bright yellowish colour”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “Harsh sound”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning and refers to Tone
quality.

Clean: Some of the notes crack a bit ... make them really clean.
Literal meaning: “Free from dirt, marks, or stains”.
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Contemporary meaning listed: “(Of a taste, sound, or smell) giving a clear and distinctive
impression to the senses; sharp and fresh”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning.
Other examples include:
You don’t want it to be muddy sounding, you want it to be clean.
No pedal here. The sound has to be clean.
Just be a bit cleaner and square [with bowing].
Crack: You think it [the low E] is going to crack. Think. How much into the bottom of the note can
I get?
Literal meaning: “Break or cause to break without a complete separation of the parts”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “Make or cause to make a sudden sharp or explosive sound”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning.

Edge: It’s a dark register. Just try it a few times to find the right amount of edge to the sound.
Literal meaning: “The outside limit of an object, area, or surface”. The musical meaning
extends from a more contemporary sense: “The sharpened side of the blade of a cutting
implement or weapon”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “An intense, sharp, or striking quality”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning.

Edgy (adjective): Now you’re kind of getting the edgy sound.
Literal meaning: “Tense, nervous or irritable”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “(Of a musical performance or a piece of writing) having an
intense or sharp quality”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning and refers to Tone
quality.
Other examples with a similar contextual meaning include the use of the noun form, edge:
Give me an edge to the sound.

Fruity (adjective): It’s got a whole lot of fruity stuff.
Literal meaning: “(Esp. of food or drink) of, resembling, or containing fruit”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “(Of a voice or sound) mellow, deep, and rich”.
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Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning and refers to Tone
quality.

Heavy (adjective): That’s slower but it feels heavier. Let’s get it more magical.
Literal meaning: “Of great weight; difficult to lift or move”.
Contemporary meaning: “(Of music, esp. rock) having a strong bass component and a
forceful rhythm)”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning.

Line (noun): You need an elongated solo line. The melodies get longer.
Literal meaning: “A long, narrow mark or band” (assuming ‘mark’ is not the monetary unit
for Germany and ‘band’ is not “A group of people who have a common interest or purpose)
Contemporary meaning listed: “A sequence of notes or tones forming an instrumental or
vocal melody”.
Contextual meaning: In the collection of teachers’ remarks represented here, the sense of
Rhythm and Timing is also apparent in the use of line, as in the example above as well as:
Make a line. Play every note the full length; You can stretch out the time there. Long bows
and really smooth changes so you don’t lose that line. The sense of a musical line also
identifies Melody with direction such as in Follow the line but you can still show intention
—a sense of where it leads to.

Rich (adjective): We need a rich dynamic.
Literal meaning: “Having a great deal of money or assets; wealthy”.
Contextual meaning: In this example, the musical meaning listed stems from a more
contemporary entry, “plentiful; abundant”. The listed meaning for sound (and also for
colour) is “pleasantly deep and strong” and the contextual meaning here matches this.
Other examples are:
Let’s think of making the sound rich and intense but without real volume.
Your low F sharp was really rich, really huge.
Scratchy: Make it scratchy, don’t smooth it out.
Literal meaning: “(Esp. of a fabric or garment) having a rough, uncomfortable texture and
tending to cause itching or discomfort”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “(Of a voice or sound) rough; grating”.
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Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning.

Woolly: As you go up in register it gets woolly.
Literal meaning: “Resembling wool in texture or appearance”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “(Of a sound) indistinct or distorted”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning.

Other vehicle terms were found to have a contemporary musical sense listed which did not
sufficiently match the meaning conveyed in the current context. Often the term was used with a
greater sense of its semantic field, rather than with the exactness of the listed meaning as shown in
the next set:

Comma (noun): Then before your end note, just a tiny comma.
Literal meaning: “A punctuation mark (,) indicating a pause between parts of a sentence”.
Contemporary meaning: “A minute interval, or difference of pitch”.
Contextual meaning: Pause briefly before playing the last note. This may be interpreted as a
play on the musical understanding of interval—being the frequency difference between two
Pitches. However, it is more likely to be a more direct reference to Timing, as the
association of Timing and punctuation is common.

Full-bodied (adjective): It is big and full-bodied.
Literal meaning: This adjective is worth comment as the literal meaning is given as: “Rich
and satisfying in flavor or sound”, suggesting that it is not metaphorical, but a relatively new
expression that has come about for a specific purpose. In sound, the term usually refers to
Tone quality, as it did in the above example.
Contemporary meaning: By looking at the constituents of the hyphenated word as separated
entities, it is possible to trace the evolution of this contemporary adjective form, and find the
metaphorical portent:
Full: “Containing or holding as much or as many as possible; having no empty space”.
Body: “The physical structure of a person or an animal, including the bones, flesh, and
organs”.
Contextual meaning: Thus, a full body would suggest that something has a complete
structure. Someone not familiar with the application of the adjective form in terms of
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flavour and sound might be tempted to think of it in a more literal sense, stemming from the
original constituents. And indeed, one remark shows this, although in this case it is not lack
of familiarity with the adjective form but a creative play on the original words, and the result
is a different contextual meaning: I would like [bar] 30 to be more child-like. Not fullbodied. As the discourse was on the topic of Timing, I have taken the contextual meaning of
full-bodied here to be child-like, not mature—thus, more in the sense of character of the
music than tonal quality of the sound.

Another example shows again more creative application of the musical sense: Give me a big,
full-bodied slur on the way up.

Muddy (adjective) and thick (adjective): It’s too thick and muddy here.
Literal meaning: First, the literal meaning of muddy is: “Covered in or full of mud”.
Contextual meaning: The contextual meaning matches the contemporary listed meaning.
This is: “(Of a sound, esp. in music) not clearly defined”. The contextual meaning comes
more directly from the image of ‘mud’, the matter resulting from mixing earth and water;
hence, not clear. The contextual meaning in this case connotes Texture, both in the sense of
how a combination of sounds is heard (Blend) and how a single sound is heard
.
Literal meaning: The literal meaning of thick is “With opposite sides or surfaces that are a
great or relatively great distance apart”.
Contemporary listed musical sense of the word thick is: “(Of a voice) not clear or
distinct; hoarse or husky”. This dictionary definition is simply too limited, being confined to
“voice”.
Contextual meaning: Here, the sound was made by a percussion instrument, a marimba,
which, on the measurement of timbral qualities of sound, is far from the sound of a human
voice. Consequently, it could be said that, the way the word is used in the above remark
introduces another layer of the metaphor—comparing an instrumental quality with a vocal
quality.

The sense of this timbral and textural quality of sound associated with thick can be
similarly gauged in the use of the adjective: When you’re in the lower range you need to
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spread the air, spread the fuel, make it a bit thicker. In this case, the instrument involved was
a Euphonium, where the sound produced is made by blowing.
Another example for muddy is:
You don’t want it to be muddy sounding, you want it to be clean.

Shape (verb): Can you shape that last quaver?
Literal meaning: “Give a particular shape or form to”
Contemporary listed meaning: “Form or produce (a sound or words)”.
Contextual meaning: While shape the noun has no listed meaning, the verb does. The
connotation is to give form to, in this case, a single note. Its literal meaning suggests that the
sound referred to is vocal, produced by the mouth physically changing shape to articulate
different vowels and consonants. The sound referred to here is instrumental (brass) and
while the mouth (embouchure) is needed to articulate the sound, there is more to the
contextual meaning than just making the sound. What is required in the context is attention
to the Dynamic and Textural tapering of the sound of the note, so that there is really a sense
of manipulating the physical form of the sound, as opposed to just forming the sound.

Swell (noun): The dotted crotchets have too much swell.
Literal meaning: “Full or gently rounded shape or form”.
Contemporary meaning: “A gradual increase in sound”.
The contextual sense clearly relates intensity (loudness) metaphorically with increase and
decrease of physical dimension; but in this case, the contextual meaning also draws on
aspects of shape, from the historically older meaning. It is possible that the fullness of
meaning brought about by metaphorical usage of words such as ‘swell’ is limited in general
user dictionaries as a result of insufficient lexicographic information from corpora.
Swell is a good example of a word that has become widely used in the music context but
its users tend to engage not just the more contemporary defined meaning but continue to
draw on the more historical, literal sense for rich connotation. This even extends to other
grammatical forms of the word. The verb form, for example, is not listed in the dictionary to
have a musical sense, but can be taken to have the same meaning in the active sense as the
noun as in: Can you swell slightly on that F?
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Other examples of swell with a consistent contextual meaning include:
Violas, do a swell to the middle of your notes.
It’s piano then there’s one little swell in it.
We’re going to do a swell through to [beat] 3 and a diminuendo through [beat] 4.
It’s a swell. It’s like a [gestures a fat tummy].
And as a verb: [The music] rumbles and swells here.
Thin (adjective): I want a thin sound.
Literal meaning: “Having opposite surfaces or sides close together; of little thickness or
depth”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “(of a sound) faint and high-pitched”. This example shows
again a contextual meaning that is more closely connected to the literal meaning than to the
listed musical sense. And it is again Timbre that is referenced in the remark; this time
concerning a passage for trumpet. The sound desired by the teacher was neither specifically
more high-pitched nor more faint in the Dynamic sense, although both Pitch and Dynamic
may be slightly influenced by the change in embouchure that was required to achieve the
desired sound.

Top: Let it dissolve from the top; Just kick the top [of the Phrase].
Literal meaning: “The highest or uppermost point, part, or surface of something”.
Contemporary meaning listed: “The high-frequency component of reproduced sound”.
Contextual meaning: There is no relationship in this context to the listed musical meaning,
although there is the sense of high-frequency. The top in both examples above refers to the
highest note in the Phrase, meaning the highest-frequency in Pitch, but not in terms of the
component of the note, and not in relation to ‘reproduced sound’. The first remark requires
the player to begin a decrescendo from the highest note in the Phrase. The second remark
requires the player to accent the highest note in the Phrase.

5.4.5 Meanings listed as figurative in general user dictionaries without reference to the
musical sense
Dry: They [the semiquavers] are a bit dry.
Figurative meaning: “Bare or lacking adornment”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning, in the sense of ‘bare’ seems adequate for the
context here, although it complexly involves changes to Duration, Tone, and Articulation to
rectify the sound.
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Other examples of dry:
The staccato is dry.
The last note is too dry.
That sounds very short and dry.
Electric: Make the quaver rest incredibly electric; It’s got to be electric, that silence.
Figurative meaning: “Having or producing a sudden sense of thrilling excitement”. Another
entry for this adjective refers specifically to amplification through a loudspeaker, however,
this is not the sense employed here.
Contextual meaning: These instructions complexly involve Articulation and the duration of
the rest, but also a clear gesture in the body that conveys excitement.

5.4.6 Meanings listed as figurative in general user dictionaries with reference to the
musical sense
Abrasive (adjective): There’s a rather abrasive minor 7th. It should not sound pleasing.
Literal meaning: “(Of a substance or material) capable of polishing or cleaning a hard
surface by rubbing or grinding”.
Figurative meaning listed: “(Of sounds or music) rough to the ear; harsh”.
Contextual meaning: The listed meaning matches the contextual meaning and refers to the
textural quality of sounds heard together in the Harmony.

Colour (noun): I’m putting a bit more edge [on the bow]. It’s not a pastel colour, it’s something
richer.
Literal meaning: “The property possessed by an object of producing different sensations on
the eye as a result of the way the object reflects or emits light”.
Figurative meaning: “Variety of musical tone or expression”.
Contextual meaning: Colour is one vehicle term that has the broadest topic connotations
and certainly incorporates many musical aspects of “expression”. References to Tone often
involve the Pitch or tuning of the note, and in this way have a sense of the variations of
frequencies and Timbres, such as colour has tones.
Other examples are:
The colour of the sound is much better now.
It’s hard to play that far up the G string and cut through. It’s a very special colour.
It’s not just about being in tune. It’s a bouquet, a colour.
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Entire keys and harmonic combinations (in other words not just single notes but
combinations of notes) also convey different ‘sensations’:
Whenever there is a weird chord change give it colour.
[Playing sharp in a minor key] affects the whole colour. A minor [key] is a darker colour.
More frequently than not, Dynamic is an important aspect of the tonal variation:
It’s not just about playing louder. There’s more colour and complexity.
You can give the illusion of colour. You need a variety of different colours. With the piano
you can get it with dynamics.
It means that your general colour is in the fortissimo range. The crescendo intensifies the
colour.
Can we do that diminuendo, in triple p (pianissimo)? It's just a colour change.
Think of it first and foremost as a colour change. It’s not just a matter of decibels.
The verb form of this vehicle term was also employed in the same sense.
Literal meaning: “Change the color of (something) by painting or dyeing it with crayons,
paints, or dyes”. Examples are:
The cellos only colour what the harpsichord is doing.
Colour the first chords in a slightly different way. Don’t accent each one.
Dark: Just a bit more dark colour.
Literal meaning: “With little or no light”.
Figurative meaning: “(Of a sound or taste) having richness or depth”.

Palette: The sound is a changing palette.
Literal meaning: “A thin board or slab on which an artist lays and mixes colors”.
Figurative meaning: “The range or variety of tonal or instrumental color in a musical piece”.

Round (adjective): I’m looking for a nice, round sound—nice and fat and solid sounding.
Literal meaning: 1. “Shaped like or approximately like a circle”; 2. “Shaped like or
approximately like a sphere”.
Figurative meaning: The musical sense is listed under the second entry (above) as figurative
“(of a voice) rich and mellow; not harsh”.
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Other examples of round:
You have such a wide, round sound.
See if you can produce a real Mozart staccato ... you know, round.
Really round. Emulate the French Horn.
It has to be your biggest, loudest and roundest.

Issues arising in the examples given in section 5.4 suggest that while dictionary entries are useful
guides for analysing metaphors, ultimately it is the character of some kind of ‘incongruity’ that may
set off a metaphoric interpretation, even from the perspective of the researcher.

5.5

Other syntactical features of discourse made apparent in the analysis

5.5.1 Grammatical features of the topic
In addition to examining the collection of remarks for ways in which metaphorical meaning is
conveyed, features of syntax and grammar can also be examined for patterns in the way metaphor
occurs in in teachers’ instructions. Further analysis of the position of the topic, as object or subject
of a sentence, shows whether musical sound is referenced metaphorically as an active agent or
passive recipient, or both. Alongside this is the feature of substitution—how the topic is explicitly
or implicitly referred to by the substitution of pronouns and what these pronouns are.

Across the sentence types, the topic could be explicit but stated in a number of different ways: in
more general terms as in ‘the Music’ or ‘the Sound’; as a structural aspect of the composition such
as ‘the Note’, ‘the Phrase’ the ‘Rhythm’, the ‘Melody’, or ‘the Harmony’ (although these were
excluded in the second round of the analysis if they did not also pertain to an acoustic or temporal
property); or as an acoustic or temporal property of sound such as ‘the Dynamic’, ‘the Accent’, ‘the
Vibrato’, ‘the Staccato’, ‘the Pitch’, or ‘the Tempo’. The topic was most frequently expressed in the
subject position, in about 40% of the total number of remarks.

Many analogies and narrative trails could not be explained through a simple topic vehicle
relationship. These are noted as more complex examples of topic vehicle relationship (discussed in
sec. 5.4.2). A further group comprises those that were too fragmented to analyse from a grammatical
perspective. There were also other less salient sentence structures which were not analysed. The
representation of grammatical features of the topic is illustrated in Figure 5.5:
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Diversity in topic position.

Overall, aspects of musical sound in the subject of the sentence demonstrate that sound has different
animate and inanimate attributes and can do different things. In the following examples, these
aspects are not italicised while the rest of the sentence containing the vehicle of the metaphor is
italicised:
This chromatic scale has to cut through [the Texture].
The music is heading across a field. It's augmenting.
The music arrives at a climax.
These notes are a bit stuck in the mud.
Accent is like a splash of colour.
Articulations can make things fuzzy or they can make things clear.
The beat is your friend.
The crescendo intensifies the colour.
The dotted crotchets have too much swell.
Remarks also often contained the pronoun ‘it’ as substitution for the topic; and in many cases, this
left the definition of the topic somewhat wanting. The following examples show implicit topics in
subject position:
It backs away and then gradually ... it starts to go towards it [top of Phrase].
It’s a gentle surge.
It’s got a bigger shape, the whole thing.
It’s really sweeping, like a space shuttle launch.
It’s too thick and muddy here.
It is earthy and rough.
It is in your face but it's not aggressive.
It got lost.
In many cases, ‘you’ (the player) are instructed to ‘do’ something to the topic, either with, for
example, modal or declarative sentences, or directly in the imperative sense. Sometimes, the agent
was ‘we’ or ‘I’. In all of these cases, the topic was carried in the object part of the sentence and was
either explicit or implicit (substituted by the pronoun ‘it’). Combined, sentences which expressed
the topic in the object accounted for about 25% of sentence types. In other words, a significant
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proportion of instructions containing metaphor illustrate how musical sounds, in a metaphorical
sense, are manipulated. Examples are:
‘You’ acting as agent:
You can either sit back on the beat or you can push it.
You colour the melody.
Maybe you could just caress that [leap] just a little.
What’s great is that you are not overcooking it.
You have to drive it.
You have to bring out that semiquaver.
You can see that this is where you have to melt the sound.
‘I’ as agent:
I want the last note to have hips.
I want a bit more shine to this note.
‘We’ as agent:
We don’t arrive at bar 2, we retreat to bar 2.
We should have a space in the sound.
Imperative:
Play short accents and slim accents.
Do a swell to the middle of your notes.
Make it scratchy, don’t smooth it out.
Come back after the crescendo.
Don’t weigh it down, it can be light.
Colour the first chords in a slightly different way.
Hold the sound up.

5.5.2 Substitution and personification
Personification is another feature of metaphor which is analysed on the sentence level, as it pertains
to pronoun usage. It deals with the idea of non-human entities being given human qualities—
anthropomorphising—and is evident in different ways:
Where the player substitutes (personifies) the musical sound:
You [string players] are the fabric between the wind and the brass.
It’s like one moment you [players] are very languid and beautiful and the next you’re this
machine.
Where the music is personified other than by the player:
He [the Melody] is really talking to you and you need to talk back to him.
Where the instrument is personified other than by the player:
The cello and bass could come out a little more.
You don’t have contact with your string so it doesn’t speak right away.
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5.5.3 Direct and indirect, explicit and implicit metaphor
The terms explicit and implicit pertain to the referent (i.e. topic or target domain) of the metaphor,
while the terms direct and indirect pertain to the source of the metaphor being incongruous either
between the respective domains or between different levels of linguistic meaning.
Mostly, direct metaphor involves a topic shift in the discourse and this cannot be identified by
contrasting basic and contextual meaning. Rather, it can be identified through Cameron’s notion of
incongruity: In the ongoing discourse (in this case, of the music lesson), the topic has shifted from a
musical aspect to something else that is on the surface unrelated, but on examination, can be
compared through cross-domain mapping. Such instances were not frequent in the study but can be
analysed in the following way:
(a) I want a bigger crescendo. There’s always a surge against the seascape.
(b) Where is the music going? This is ridiculous. You've got the road map in front of you.
You need to head somewhere!
In (a) after explicitly calling for a crescendo in the passage, the teacher makes a direct shift in topic,
to the idea of a surge of water. The previous comment regarding the Dynamic, and the image of a
surge of water are not connected by a referring pronoun or through an analogy structure such as It is
like a surge against a seascape. This is an instance of direct metaphor. A similar analysis can be
made of (b).

Implicit, direct metaphors that depended entirely on context to recognise the topic shift were also
not common. For example:
(c) When someone is doing the acrobatics, you want to stand and watch.
Your part is just to comment.
(d) No acrobat who throws themselves off a trapeze thinks ‘oh that was alright’.
It has to be perfect.
(e) The wind's coming up and it's getting choppy. But I'm not hearing it in the music.
In (e) the pronoun ‘it’, referring to the weather and sea conditions, connects the two comments
implicitly; thus, the pronoun continues the idea of the source domain of weather and sea conditions
into the subsequent remark. Arguably, this may still be called direct metaphor, depending on how
critical the pronoun is to how the metaphor is received and understood in real time.
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Instances of explicit and implicit metaphor in indirect metaphor were common. Explicit, indirect
metaphors are evident when the musical aspect is explicit in the remark and the vehicle of the
metaphor is used indirectly. For example:
The composer makes washes on the canvas. The horns are purple etc. Through these
colours, he cuts the melody. [e.g. the vehicles ‘washes’ and ‘cuts’ are used indirectly. In
each case, the basic meaning contrasts with the contextual meaning; the explicit topic is
the composer making Melody]
Semitones are your friends. [e.g. the vehicle ‘friends’ is used indirectly; the explicit topic is
Semitones]
This note has to be well-fed. [e.g. the vehicle ‘well-fed’ is used indirectly; the explicit topic
is this Note]
The ‘dna’ of the diminuendo is locked into breath. [e.g. the vehicle ‘dna’ is used indirectly;
the explicit topic is Diminuendo]
Explicit, indirect metaphor sometimes referenced the overarching target domain ‘sound’ rather than
a specific musical topic. For example:
I want a wall of sound. [Sound]
Some implicit metaphors referenced the topic through the use of third person pronouns (mainly
‘it’), and second person pronoun (‘you’). These were very common. For example:
It’s too thick and muddy here. [Texture]
It's got to feel like it's holding back. [Tempo]
You have to drive it. [Tempo]
You have to sit on it. [Timing]
Let it dissolve from the top. [Dynamic]

5.6

Summary and conclusion

The linguistic analysis described in this chapter has demonstrated the process of how new
contemporary meanings are created from the original (basic) dictionary meaning. These meanings
may have new contextual senses as well as different linguistic features not apparent in the general
user dictionaries consulted in this study.

Reviewing these findings, there are some points of interest. Looking at the modes by which
meaning was conveyed, this analysis shows that of the 815 vehicle terms identified, only 27 were
found to be listed with a separate, more contemporary and specifically musical sense in the general
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user dictionaries consulted in this study. They include: abrasive, bloom (verb), bouncy, brassy,
bright, colour (noun), crack (noun), dark, dry, edge, entry, fruity, full-bodied, fullness, line, muddy,
palette, rich, round, scratchy, shape (verb), sweet, swell (noun), thick, thin, top, and woolly. Of
these, only abrasive, colour, dark, palette, and round are further qualified as figurative (in other
words, metaphorical). Yet, the analysis shows that for all of these terms, there is evidence of crossdomain mapping indicative of metaphorical use found as a result of either comparing basic and
contextual meanings, or identifying incongruity between the vehicle term and the ongoing
discourse. Further, other terms were found to be salient, that is, commonly used by teachers in this
study, but not listed with a musical sense in general user dictionaries. These include: breathe, bring
out, colour (the verb), come back, come in, come out, cut through, direction, feminine, flow, heavy,
hold, in, masculine, on, out, push, shape, speak, and stretch out. Many of these are verbs and
phrasal verbs.

Hence, while MIPVU finds that most contextual senses for vehicle terms in everyday usage are listed
in dictionaries (Steen et al., 2010, p. 17), many contextual meanings in this study were not, and so
new meanings had to be educed. Overall, discerning contextual meanings from basic meanings did
not always provide clarity. Meaning is ultimately dependent on how the participants in a discourse
construe it; thus, more about meaning might be learned from studies that incorporate the
participant's understandings more explicitly. Nonetheless, the procedure was a valid starting point
for this study—the findings of the linguistic analysis have lexicographical interest, particularly in
view of the aim of this study to gather information for a taxonomy that describes metaphor in
relation to musical sound, and provide insight into issues concerning the representation of meaning
of figurative language in dictionaries. A general observation is that the apparent musical sense of
some words was often not available in dictionaries consulted in this study, and the breadth of a
figurative musical sense, when provided, was also often limited. This is conceivably related to the
intended audience for the dictionary, however, it also illustrates a key problem in the way figurative
language is exemplified in dictionaries, in that the extension of meaning cannot always be predicted
(see Holme, 2004; Philip, 2006).
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CHAPTER 6

Metaphors of action
As the prelude opens, the left-hand melody sweeps up through arpeggiatting sixteenth notes to hover on D,
drawn out by its lower neighbor in languorous quarter-dotted eighth-sixteenth. A lingering three-eighth note fall
through the same arpeggio closes in sedate steps. The sheer registral span makes an arch of the melody’s
contour; and the progressive lengthening of sweep, hover, and lingering fall make it graceful.
Dynamics, too, swell and shrink as the line rises and falls.
(Guck, 1997, p. 204)

6.0

Introduction

In the above quote from Guck is a striking attribute of musical sound: It can perform formidable
acrobatic tasks of human and non-human dimensions. What can be further shown through a
linguistic analysis of verb forms is that musical sound not only performs actions of its own accord,
but materialises in different ways and forms, as a result of actions and forces upon it: It is a puppet
of the mind’s provocation.

In this and the following chapter, I take examples from the main linguistic forms illustrated in the
previous chapter, and flesh out the process of mapping the specific topic and source domains from
their basic and contextual meanings. From there, I show the degree of conventionality for
metaphors identified in this study, present evidence of systematic usage across each linguistic group
in the source to topic correlations, and propose potential conceptual mappings from the source
domain to the higher-order target domain, MUSICAL SOUND. However, it should be noted that by
extrapolating to the category of MUSICAL SOUND, specific associative detail is lost in the
correlations. It is at the level of source and topic that evidence for metaphoric associations is more
accountable. The motive for moving from more specific details of source and topic relations to the
more generic target domain of musical sound is that a bigger picture can be gleaned of how musical
sound in western music is generally described metaphorically. A baseline of associations can then
provide a starting point for cross-cultural comparisons in the future.

The salient linguistic forms receiving this level of analysis are the verb group, noun group, adjective
group, and the analogy and narrative trail groups. These groups are where most metaphorical
activity took place and are therefore the focus of detailed analysis and discussion. I include
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observations about the findings of each group and identify issues encountered in the analysis. The
reason for keeping the groups separate at this stage is to demonstrate idiosyncrasies of metaphor
usage in music instruction from a linguistic perspective. The means employed by teachers to
express their thoughts verbally and engage learners is important to this study, and grammatical
structures as well as features of the lexicon are tools for showing how meaning is conveyed.

Beginning with the verb group, the analytical procedure is explained and findings discussed to
illustrate typical examples and issues encountered. A more detailed discussion of overall findings is
provided in Chapter 8.

6.1

Description of verb metaphors

Green (2003) suggests, “We don’t just play notes: music is a live current, and we navigate it”; It
has a flow that can be “shaped” and “guided” and a power that must be managed (Green, 2003, p.
31). In Green’s words it is possible to find a key reason for why verb metaphors are used in music
instruction—they convey the need to act; whether in the sense of action, or indeed, taking on the
role of actor. Verb metaphors that convey this sense of action, or in other words, physical control
exerted by the player over the music, certainly appear in the data. In these cases, the agent of action
is the player. However, there are other cases where the music itself is the agent of action; in other
words, the music itself acts, or behaves—sometimes like water, but also like an object, an animal,
or even a human. Verb metaphors also reference how a player physically plays an instrument with
other kinds of action and movement, like fingers ‘dancing’ on a keyboard for example. Even
expressive properties of performance such as Tempo are dealt with by referencing other kinds of
action or movement, like ‘sitting back in the saddle’ for example. Thus, a player is instructed not
only on ways to take command of the music—the musical passages which in turn have their own
character—but also on ways of commanding the instrument and the expressive qualities (nuances)
of performance that a player produces with it. These qualities—acoustic properties such as
Dynamic, temporal properties such as Tempo, and expressive devices such as Phrasing—all have
attributes beyond a description of their physical properties, and these may be explained to a large
extent by Kövesces’ structural, ontological, or orientational correlations with the extramusical
world. Verb metaphors make a significant contribution to how we ‘see’ musical sound in these
ways.
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The analysis of verb metaphors demonstrates the broad spectrum of contextual meanings, specific
topics (such as acoustic and temporal properties), and source domains, as well as potential
systematic correlations in this context.

To analyse verb metaphors, I started with the basic premise that a verb used in syntax indicates
action, states that arise through actions, or occurrences. For verbs that I interpreted as metaphorical,
I first checked for Cameron’s incongruity factor, where some conflict in meaning between the verb
vehicle and subject and/or object flags the potential presence of a metaphor. I then looked up basic
meanings of the verb (the historically older, literal meaning) and determined contextual meanings in
order to check for cross-domain mapping. I found that sometimes the same verb vehicle targeted
more than one topic in the one remark, making the contextual meaning quite complex; and
sometimes the same verb vehicle was used in different remarks with different contextual meanings
(and therefore different topics). In the total count of verb metaphors, I included single repeats of
vehicle terms where the topic differed, as this resulted in different cross-domain mapping.

The 255 different remarks in the collection containing verb metaphors (including phrasal verbs)
make up well over one quarter of the whole collection. This in itself reflects an important finding:
Verb metaphors are pervasive in the remarks of teachers to the extent that many instructions on
playing an instrument or interpreting a piece of music that might otherwise be literal were expressed
metaphorically. For example, where it could be said literally Press the bow on the string harder, or
simply, Play louder, it might be said metaphorically Push the sound up there. The function of the
verb push in the example does not change, but the object and the situation of the action must be
understood metaphorically. Here, the object (sound) is not literally being pushed by the agent (the
player, which in this imperative sentence, is understood), nor is the action directly associated with
action of playing the instrument. It is a clear example of incongruity.

Describing one action or movement by referencing another action brings an interesting perspective
to the analysis of verb metaphors. The conceptual basis of metaphors is conventionally nominalised
as A IS B (originating with Lakoff & Johnson, 1980), where the vehicle of the metaphor references
something more concrete; indeed the previous example exemplifies this: Sound (something
abstract) is referred to as an object (something concrete). This nominalisation naturally accentuates
an entity or situation (designated by a noun); however, verbs accentuate some action or movement
undertaken by the entity or in the situation. Retaining the sense of the action or movement is
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important in view of the fact that motor skills are of course a primary concern in learning to play an
instrument and, more importantly for this study, in expressing the nuances of performance—
information which is encoded in a player’s movements (see Juslin et al., 2004; Davidson & Correia,
2002). It is feasible, therefore, to consider the importance of verb metaphors in terms of how they
contribute to stimulating the motor cortex of the brain to engage learning and enhance expressive
performance (see Cacciari et al., 2011; Pulvermüller, 2005). In all, this points to a need for motor
representation to be adequately demonstrated in any analysis of metaphor in teaching and learning
contexts.

Metaphors that represent action need to be represented this way—they need to be grounded in
action structures (Johnson, 2008), hence the use of event-based metaphor types in the analysis of
verb metaphors.

6.2

Discussion of findings for verb metaphors

Of the 255 different remarks containing verb vehicles, 159 (62%) actually contain different verb
vehicles. The rest are repeats where the same basic meaning is employed in different remarks but
with different contextual meanings. Of the different verb vehicles, 90 are single verbs, or verbs with
an auxiliary such as the verb be, make, or let, and 69 are phrasal verbs (see Figure 6.1). This shows
a marked use of phrasal verbs which yields interesting findings. While various tenses were
employed across this data set I have focused my analysis on the infinitive form of the verb in order
to arrive at a relatively uncomplicated account of source domains realistic for a preliminary study
such as this.
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Distribution of verb forms.

Arriving at these two subsets of the data was not a simple task. Identifying verb metaphors poses
some difficulties for researchers parsing manually as opposed to using computational methods such
as the Stanford University Parser (2012). However, manual parsing has its benefits for a mindful
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researcher, especially in providing a deeper understanding of the ambiguities of the language, even
when contextual knowledge is readily available. As mentioned above, while it is known that verb
metaphors refer to action as opposed to ideas, verb metaphors are dealt with less in metaphor
research, and there are limited resources to turn to for clarification.

The following Table 6.1 provides an alphabetical list of single verb vehicles identified in the
collection.

Table 6.1

Single verb and verb plus auxiliary vehicles identified in the data
Single verbs and verbs with auxiliaries

Arrive
Bathing
Blooms
Blossoms
Breaks
Breathe
Broaden
Bubble
Build
Caress
Carry
Colour
Comment
Crack
Crush
Cry
Cut
Dance
Dies
Direct
Disappear
Drive
Drop
Elongate

Evaporate
Expand
Explode
Explore
Fall
Fight
Fit
Flow
Glisten
Go
Head
Hide
Hit
Hold
Illuminate
Keep sth moving
Kick
Land
Lead
Let it dissolve
Let sth go
Lift
Live
Lose

Make it shimmer
Melt
Motor
Murmur
Open
Overcook
Paint
Plough
Pouring
Pronounce
Push
Relaxing
Retreat
Ripples
Rise
Rush
Sag
Say
Send
Shape
Shine

Sit
Snatch
Sparkle
Speak
Spin
Spread
Stretch
Stuck
Suck
Surge
Sway
Sweep
Swell
Swim
Swipe
Talk
Tastes
Tell
Wander
Wash
Wobble

In most instances of single verb or verb plus auxiliary metaphors, the topic is stated explicitly or
implicitly, for example as substitution in the form of a pronoun, most commonly it. Commonly, the
subject of the sentence and topic of the metaphor is the generic term music (or sound), or a more
specific substitution such as Phrase, Rhythm, Chord, Harmony, Melody, Note; acoustic properties
of sound such as Dynamic and Tone; temporal properties such as Tempo and Timing; or expressive
devices such as different Articulations and Phrasing. The action of the verb requires that a change is
made to the topic. Typically the metaphor in these cases can be identified by the action or behaviour
being incongruent with the subject.
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In the subsequent discussion, examples of typical remarks illustrating verb metaphors are given to
demonstrate how the analytical process progressed beyond determining the contextual meaning
from a basic sense of the verb vehicle (as described in Chapter 5, sec. 5.4), to determining the
conceptual basis of the metaphor.

Recalling the process from Chapter 5, the contextual meaning may have been conveyed through:
• the historically older meaning (the literal meaning) in a dictionary unrelated to a musical sense;
• a more contemporary dictionary meaning (e.g. a second, or third etc. entry) related to a musical
sense (in other words, conventionalised);
• a more contemporary dictionary meaning not related to a musical sense;
• a dictionary meaning listed already as figurative but not related to a musical sense;
• a dictionary meaning listed as figurative related to a musical sense (in other words,
conventionalised and standardised).

As the examples illustrate single word vehicle terms, the semantic mode, where images or other
complex representations are drawn on as a result of more complex constituents in the linguistic
expression, will not be demonstrated here.

Once meaning was clarified on the linguistic level, a conceptual source of the metaphor could then
be determined from the semantic field of the vehicle’s basic sense. If synonyms could be found
across vehicle terms in other remarks, some degree of conventionality, and therefore systematic
correlations, could be flagged. The next step was to seek the possible motivation for the metaphor,
not in terms of the real-time event, but rather, in terms of the grounds for the correlation between
the source domain and the topic. This part of the analysis draws on Kövesces’ conditions described
previously as correlations in experience (often to do with orientational, or cause and effect);
correlations through perceived similarity across target and source domain (which may work at a
structural or ontological level); biological (physiological) characteristics shared by the target and
source domains; or long-standing culturally derived (etymological) roots.

Seven examples typical of the process follow, highlighting basic and contextual meaning, as well as
an evaluation of conventionality. Basic meanings were sourced from The New Oxford American
Dictionary unless otherwise stated:
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(i) To dissolve: The sound dissolves.
Basic meaning: From the historically older meaning of dissolve as an intransitive verb, “(of a solid)
become incorporated into a liquid so as to form a solution”, the remark requires that the subject of
the sentence, the topic sound, breaks down and goes into a solution. Sound does not have a visible
mass so it cannot achieve physical transformation. This suggests that the basic meaning is
semantically incongruous with the subject of the sentence (i.e. it does not make sense according to
our real-world knowledge if the noun sound is interpreted literally). This semantic inconsistency
with real-world truth conditions (in this case, non-propositional knowledge) triggers a metaphorical
interpretation, making the verb dissolve a vehicle for a linguistic metaphor.

Contextual meaning: The resulting linguistic metaphor conveys the contextual meaning that the
sound becomes less loud (but is still heard), and changes character in the sense of a solid breaking
up into a solution—the physical elements are still there, only structured differently (Kövesces’
perceived structural similarity). From this, elements of the source domain become evident, a soluble
substance with a visible mass, mapping onto the target domain, generically sound, specifically,
Dynamic, resulting in an event-based metaphor, CHANGING DYNAMIC IS A SUBSTANCE CHANGING
STATE,

and leading to a higher-order mapping—potentially a conceptual metaphor:

DYNAMIC IS A SOLUBLE SUBSTANCE.

Conventionality: Across the cases studies, the verb dissolve was used only twice and by the same
teacher with the same sense of Dynamic change. As will become clear in Chapter 8, Dynamic is a
commonly treated topic in the instructions of teachers, so the isolated use of dissolve in relation to it
would suggest the metaphor is novel. From the conceptual domain, a semantic field becomes
apparent and from the thesaurus (Lindberg, 2004), a rich network of synonyms is evident:
1. Sugar dissolves in water: go into solution, break down; liquefy, deliquesce, disintegrate.
2. His hopes dissolved: disappear, vanish, melt away, evaporate, disperse, dissipate,
disintegrate; dwindle, fade (away), wither; evanesce [literary].

Cross-checking the data, some of the words from the second sense meaning are indeed employed in
other remarks and these include disappear, melt, evaporate, and fade.
To disappear: Things are disappearing, going under, flicking out.
To melt: Melt the arpeggios; Melt this into that; You can see that this is where you have to
melt the sound.
To evaporate: Play a little bit longer and let the sound evaporate.
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To fade: So you’re playing this E natural and somehow it kind of fades but then it pops, this
D sharp and then it pops out over here, this E flat.

Of note in the above examples is that while a common basic meaning or conceptual source is in use,
the topic differs somewhat. For disappear, evaporate, and fade, the topic is Dynamic, however, for
melt, the topic is more complex, incorporating a sense of both Dynamic and Phrasing. Thus, the
potential conceptual metaphor PHRASING AND CHANGING DYNAMIC IS A SUBSTANCE OR MATERIAL
CHANGING STATE, reoccurs

across the collection but with different linguistic realisations, making

the concept an established one for this community of speakers.

(ii) To rumble and to swell: The music rumbles and swells here.
Basic meanings: The historically older meaning of rumble relates to sound: “make a continuous
deep, resonant sound”, a comparison that does not flag a metaphor. However, it is the AOD’s
annotation “as of distant thunder” that suggests a potential metaphor at work here. Used in the same
sentence as swells, which has a contemporary meaning of growing or causing to grow bigger or
louder or more intense, with the additional entry, “of a body of water, as a river, or a tide”, the two
evoke an image that supports a metaphorical interpretation.

Contextual meaning: The contextual meaning is thus important and here it is evident that rumble
may apply to Tone and that swell may apply to Dynamic. Interesting to note is that swell in its noun
form has a third sense meaning (therefore not a basic meaning) of crescendo in the AOD. Neither
words in any form have entries in music dictionaries consulted.

Conventionality: There is evidence of only one use of rumble and two separate uses of swell as a
verb (it does occur again in noun form). Interestingly, the example provided here with the two
words in the one instruction, arose in a percussion lesson, where the rise of the beaters, necessary to
make a louder sound, might also add gestural imagery and reinforce meaning. The other use of
swell, in a string ensemble instruction, demonstrates that the meaning is not just a matter of gestural
connotation and, in addition to Dynamic, the word conveys a sense of Phrasing in this context.
Swelling requires the player to not only make a crescendo but also deliver it in a legato or smoothsounding passage. It is possible therefore that Dynamic and Phrasing are inseparable in achieving
the desired expressive effect and that a particular Tone (the rumble) will complete that effect,
making a multi-faceted, complex topic.
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What is apparent in the example of rumble and swell is a complex image-schema metaphor where
the gesture of beaters rising corresponds to the image of, for example, a wave rising, and the
continuous rising action of the wave corresponds to continuous playing of the phrase (Kövesces’
correlation in experience). Here, it is possible to see not only that descriptive words in instructions
are potentially metaphors, but also that acknowledging a metaphor at work is acknowledging the
complexity of imbuing sound with expressive nuances. As further examples will show, sound—the
broad sense of the target domain of all the metaphors in this analysis—is a complex phenomenon
for which single technical words like crescendo and legato are often inadequate to convey the
intended message and meaning in the instruction.

While the two vehicles, rumble and swell were not prevalent in the data, other vehicles related to
the semantic field of water were. Therefore, swell is linked to a common semantic field leading to a
possible conceptual metaphor: CHANGING DYNAMICS and PHRASING ARE FORCES ACTING ON
WATER; A PHRASE IS A BODY OF WATER.

(iii) To pronounce; To speak: The duplets need to be pronounced. They’re speaking.
Basic meaning: When we pronounce something we literally utter or speak it in a correct or
particular way. When we speak we articulate verbal utterances in an ordinary way. While the
correlation between speech and music in both these instances can be said to be based on a
preexisting similarity between the two activities that is based on shared characteristics of sound (see
Chapter 3, p. 72), this does not preclude a metaphor in this context.

Contextual meaning: The passive sentence in this example implies that the Rhythm needs to be
pronounced by someone, which, in context, implies a special way of articulating the duplets; not
speaking them, but bowing them ‘in a particular way’. The metaphor arising from mapping
‘speaking’ onto ‘bowing’ is not particularly marked in the use of pronounce, but the follow-up
comment poses a potential metaphor with the vehicle speaking. The duplets are
‘anthropomorphised’ through this verb vehicle (attributed with human characteristics)—a case of
personification. The juxtaposition of verbs and subjects resulting in personification was a frequent
occurrence in the examples collected for this study.

In the example (iii) above, the topic implied by the contextual meaning is complex—it requires an
action of correctly articulating and accenting the notes in the duplet Rhythm as well as correct
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timing (the execution of Rhythm), possibly more. However, there are clearly shared characteristics
between articulating a sound on an instrument (whether by bow or breath) and the source domain of
speaking. In Kövesces’ terms, this would denote a correlation in experience; gestures of bowing are
often accompanied by associated breathing. At the same time, the fact that pronounce and speak
have not been attributed with a figurative musical sense in general user dictionaries suggests that
such an interpretation has not been considered. Pronounce, in particular, may therefore be discarded
because it unambiguously relates to making a sound in a correct way. Speak, on the other hand, was
used in a variety of ways across the data sets and concerned not just the complex topic described
above, but different topics and different combinations of the musical aspects mentioned. For
example, in the direct metaphor We have to have the sense of the other. In When the other starts to
speak let them speak, the topic has shifted from a preceding discussion about Dynamic to the sense
of turn-taking in conversation; or, in Connecting the down bow into the up bow, it should speak
immediately, the topic is more simple: The personification results in the music speaking through
bowing—the instrument is the source of the sound and the bow articulates the sound.

Conventionality: It is not easy to make a case for metaphor, however, the fact that speak and
pronounce also connect to a semantic field encompassing vehicles identified in the data such as
comment, conversation, declamatory, dialogue, question, rhetorical, statement, talk, and tell,
suggests that the language and communication source domain motivates metaphors for various
musical topics. The most common topics were particular Articulations (such as bowing), and
combinations of Phrasing and Dynamic. The prevalence of vehicles for this source domain suggests
systematic correlations are present for underlying conceptual metaphors such as BOWING IS
PRONOUNCING,

and RHYTHM IS SPEECH may be present.

In the following examples (iv) to (vi) below, generic and specific topics are used with the same
vehicle term, the verb breathe.
(iv) Every four bars, the music must breathe;
(v) Make the phrases breathe;
(vi) Let the sound breathe and live more.

Basic meaning: The remark in each case requires that the subject of the sentence, respectively,
music, phrases, and sound, needs to breathe. Checking the basic meaning for the intransitive verb
breathe reveals several senses. The historically older meaning relates to inhaling and exhaling; and
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more contemporary meanings relate to being alive; being exposed to air (wine); and, in the AOD,
sounding or speaking quietly; and blowing softly. Music, phrases, and sound can only fulfill one of
those senses literally, but it is not the sense employed in any of the above examples. This makes
breathe a vehicle for a linguistic metaphor.

Contextual meaning: Breathe conveys the contextual meaning that this part of the music needs to be
momentarily detached from the next, with the sense of breathing in and out. The correlation may be
explained as either biological or correlated in experience. The source domain of respiration maps
onto the topic Phrasing, with possible conceptual metaphors PHRASING IS BREATHING; and
PHRASES ARE LIVING ORGANISMS.

Conventionality: Breathe along with its noun breath were found to be salient vehicle terms (see
Chapter 5, Table 5.2) and both systematically correlate with the topic aspect of Phrasing.

The next example illustrates an infinitive verb form as well as a case of substitution in the topic:

(vii) The line has to bloom.
This linguistic metaphor is activated through different levels of incongruity and substitution. First,
the noun vehicle term line is substituted in place of phrase. Technically, line has a contemporary
meaning with a musical sense: “sequence of notes forming an instrumental or vocal melody” (OED),
alternatively called a phrase. If the basic meaning of line is considered to be “a long narrow mark or
band” (OED), its properties are visible. This contrasts with the sense of a heard Melody, evident by
the context. Further, line according to either its basic or the contextual meaning, causes incongruity
with the infinitive verb to bloom.

Use of the verb to bloom is another interesting case. As a noun, bloom has a contemporary subtechnical meaning in music, “a full, bright sound esp. in a recording” (OED). This is not listed as a
figurative application of the sense. However, bloom is used in this instruction to mean produce
vibrato on the string (as indicated by the speaker later in the lesson). Another example, from an
oboe teacher, I gave a bit of vibrato to the G ... so it had the sense of blooming a little bit, confirms
this novel contextual meaning which contrasts to the basic meaning, “produce flowers” (OED) as
well as to the contemporary meaning in the musical sense (full, bright sound). Two possible
conceptual metaphors arise from the remark used in this sense: PHRASES ARE FLOWERS and
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VIBRATO IS A FLOWER OPENING,

but no systematic correlations are forthcoming from the semantic

field of the vehicle term.

Conventionality: Two further instances illustrate the more conventionalised, standardised contextual
meaning (full, bright sound): one making use of a synonym, blossom: You can hear the sound
blossoms a bit; and another making use of the adjective bloom: With the sforzandos, think of them
as a bloom point. However, the potential for novel usage correlating with a different topic (for
example, vibrato) is noted.

6.3

The case for phrasal verbs

Phrasal verbs are generally considered an attribute of informal speech or writing in English. They
are idiomatic and well entrenched in the language of native speakers. They are also common in the
instructions of music teachers, with some taking on specific meaning in relation to expressive
playing.

The definition of a phrasal verb varies in the literature and distinguishing one from a verb plus
preposition or verb plus adverb in the analysis was problematic. Moon, an experienced contributor
to phrasal verb dictionaries, describes a phrasal verb as follows: “A phrasal verb consists of a verb
(like dig, shoot, or break) and a particle (an adverb like down or up, or a preposition like
into)” (2005). McArthur, editor of the Concise Oxford Companion to the English Dictionary (2003),
explains that the base (root) verb derives mainly from verbs of movement and action, and that the
particles often define a direction or location. He adds that grammarians have adopted two main
positions regarding the nature of a phrasal verb. One is that the literal use of a form like go up is not
a phrasal verb as such but a verb operating with a particle. “Here, it is the holistic and semantic
aspect of go up which is considered to identify the type, not syntax or morphology”. The other
position holds that the term covers both literal and figurative or idiomatic uses and therefore
includes syntax, morphology, and semantics in the identification.

Along these lines, another approach to the analysis of phrasal verbs sees two broad types: the literal
compositional form, where the particle adds an aspectual element to the base verb, and the
idiomatic form, where the base verb has a different meaning when paired with the particle (e.g.,
break up the audience, meaning ‘cause the audience to laugh’; see Machonis, 2009). Regarding
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compositional forms, it is noted that although this meaning is difficult to characterise precisely, it
generally indicates direction, completion, intensity, or combinations of these (Machonis, 2009).

It was also useful to identify where a particle was used to intensify the meaning of the base verb
rather than change the meaning altogether. Rossiter (2011), provides a simple means to analyse this,
by distinguishing between phrasal verbs and prepositional verbs. This is explained according to
their three constituent parts:

(i) Phrasal verbs consist of the verb plus a particle or sometimes two particles. These parts together
have a single meaning, and may even be synonymous with a single word verb. They may be
transitive or intransitive. Transitive particle verbs are the most common, Rossiter (2011) adds, and
are usually separable, meaning that the direct object may, or in the case of pronouns, must, come
between the verb and the particle. Intransitive particle verbs, he explains, have no direct object and,
like any intransitive verb, cannot be put into the passive. The particle cannot be separated from the
verb (they are inseparable) and the particle either serves to narrow the sense of the verb, or create an
idiomatic meaning which is different from that of the root verb.

(ii) Prepositional verbs are transitive and the object is generally stated, though may be implied.
Most prepositional verbs consist of an intransitive root verb and a particle (a preposition) which
transforms the intransitive verb into a transitive one. Rossiter explains that rather than being part of
the verb, the particle is an essential link between the verb and its stated or implied object. Further,
these verbs are usually inseparable so the verb and particle normally occur together.

Rossiter explains a third group which he calls phrasal-prepositional verbs:
(iii) Phrasal-prepositional verbs appear as root verb + particle + particle. In most cases, these
involve an adverb as a component of the phrasal verb and a preposition which usually attaches to
the object rather than defines the verb.

Taking into consideration the different aspects of phrasal verb analysis, to identify phrasal verbs in
the data collection, I used both syntactic and semantic characteristics. In other words, I considered
the grammatical form as well as the basic meaning of the base verb and particle, and contextual
meaning of the base verb and particle composition. For basic meanings of phrasal verbs I consulted
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the Cambridge Phrasal Verbs Dictionary (Walter, 2006) and Macmillan Phrasal Verbs Plus
(Rundell, 2005), in addition to sources already cited (see Chapter 1, p. 20), as necessary.

On a compositional basis, the basic or literal meanings of adverb and preposition particles often
referred to direction, position in space, distance, or extent. For example, the literal meaning of up,
in take it up, is movement towards a higher position. In relation to musical sound, it was analysed to
mean increase in size, number or strength, as is the case with its metaphorical use in general English
(e.g. prices went up). Certainly, semantic information is transferred from the particle to the verb of
which it is a component, but in many cases the meaning is changed entirely, making an idiomatic
sense (usually these were intransitive phrasal verbs). Moon (2005) makes the case that this
idiomatic sense, where phrasal verbs have meanings that have no relation to the words they consist
of, can be explained in terms of conceptual metaphors (see also Rundell, 2005).

6.3.1 Findings for phrasal verbs
The fact that almost half, close to 40%, of all the verb metaphors identified in this study derive from
phrasal verbs is an interesting finding in itself, suggesting that the spoken discourse of music
instruction is somewhat spontaneous, and therefore informal and idiomatic. Qualitative analysis
also reveals other interesting impressions concerning how the properties of musical sound are
conceptualised and articulated in phrasal verbs.

Different patterns of usage are apparent, resulting from the constituent parts of phrasal verbs and
how they are utilised. Most phrasal verbs (42) were employed with a literal compositional sense,
with the base verb meaning unchanged (e.g. Don’t back away from the B flat). Such cases involve a
verb with a particle or particles (adverbs or prepositions) intensifying the meaning of the verb, or
indicating direction.

A much smaller number (10) were used figuratively, with an idiomatic meaning, where the verb
plus particle combination created a new and figurative meaning (e.g. set off). However, in these
cases, it is not a new figurative sense but one used in everyday contexts that is borrowed (e.g. set off
is used in a music instruction in relation to a journey). Here, the idiomatic meaning as opposed to
the basic meaning of the verb plus particle, conveyed the source for the metaphorical mapping.
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In slightly more cases (17), the meaning could derive from either the literal compositional or the
figurative idiomatic sense (e.g., bring out in the literal sense refers to an object being taken from
somewhere and put somewhere more obvious for example; and in the figurative sense, it refers to
making someone or something show a quality).

These patterns of usage led to a different set of semantic modes for understanding the contextual
meaning in relation to the basic meaning. The modes are simply designated as literal, figurative,
and literal or figurative, as shown in Table 6.2:

Table 6.2.

Phrasal verbs according to the semantic mode for conveying contextual meaning
Phrasal verbsLiteral mode

Back away
Back away from
Bogged down in
Bring sth down
Colour in
Come away from
Come back
Come back down
Come down
Come in
Come out
Come up
Cut through
Drive forward
Drop down
Fall into
Fill out sth
Float around
Flow forward
Fold over
Go across
Go forward
Go towards
Hang onto sth
Hold sth up
Hold sth over
Move forward
Move through sth
Move away from
Pass sth over to
Pull sth out
Push up
Push through
Push forward
Roll forward
Scurry along
Shrink sth down
Sit on
Sit underneath
Squeeze through
Stretch sth out
Tuck sth under

Phrasal verbsFigurative mode
Cave in
Clean up
Fall in
Flesh sth out
Hold back
Pull sth up
Set off
Sit on sth
Stick out
Tune up

Phrasal verbsLiteral or figurative mode
Bring sth out
Build sth up
Carry sth through
Cut sth off
Cut sth short
Drop back
Fall apart
Open sth up
Plough through sth
Pull sth back
Put sth in
Sit back in
Sit back on
Smooth sth out
Take sth back
Throw sth away
Weigh sth down
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Several single verb constituents were clearly salient in phrasal verb constructions and some of them
occur as single verbs in the data as well (see Table 6.1, this chapter). Table 6.3 shows the commonly
occurring forms, their particles, basic and contextual meanings, as well as the semantic field
(source) and topic arrived at through the linguistic analysis.
Table 6.3.

A taxonomy of common phrasal verbs identified in the music instruction data

Base verb

Particle

Back

Basic meaning

Contextual meaning

Source

Topic

Move or cause (a vehicle
etc) to move backwards.
away from

Bring

Away adv. and From prep.
adding information about
direction and location.

Play softer

Movement in a
direction,
backwards

Dynamic

Come to a place with
someone or something.
down

adv. adding information
about direction and
position i.e. bring
something down to a
lower position.

Play softer

Movement in a
direction, down

Dynamic

out

adv. away from, not in.
Also indicating coming
into the open.

Make a particular
element (e.g. melody,
rhythm, harmony) more
noticeable by making it
louder or more marked
or articulated in a
different manner.

Picture-quality

Articulation/
Dynamic

Construct something by
putting parts or materials
together.

Increase the loudness or
speed of a passage

Force

Dynamic/
Tempo

adv. or prep. from a lower
to a higher point.
fig. increase in amount,
size or strength.

Increase the loudness
and/or speed of the
passage.

Size
Force

Dynamic/
Tempo

Support or hold up
especially while moving.

Sustain the sound of the
note at the same
dynamic from one beat
to the next.

Physical control
Movement

Articulation
Dynamic

adv. or prep. Moving in
one side and out of the
other side of something.

Sustain the sound of the
note at the same
dynamic to the end of
the bar.

Physical control
Movement

Articulation
Dynamic

Change the colour of
something by painting or
dyeing it.

Play with a particular
quality of tone.

Colouring

Articulation

Colour

Tone

Colouring

Articulation

Colour
Container

Tone

Build

up

Carry

through

Colour

in

prep. expressing inclusion
or position within a space,
time, circumstance i.e. to
be enclosed.

Play with a particular
quality of tone.
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Base verb

Particle

Come

Basic meaning

Contextual meaning

Source

Topic

Move, be brought towards,
or reach a place near or
familiar to the speaker.
away from

Away adv. to or at a
distance from the place,
person, or thing in
question; and From prep.
indicating a point in space
at which a journey, motion
or action starts.

Play softer

Movement in a
direction, away

Dynamic

back

adv. expressing return to
an earlier or normal
position.

Play softer

Movement in a
direction, return

Dynamic

back down

Back adv. expressing
return to an earlier or
normal position and
Down adv. toward a lower
position.

Play as softly as you
were playing
previously.

Movement in a
direction, down

Dynamic

down

adv. toward a lower
position.

Play softer

Movement in a
direction, down

Dynamic

in

adv. expressing movement
with the result that
someone or something
becomes enclosed or
surrounded by something
else i.e. enter a room.

Commence playing on a
particular beat.

Movement in a
direction

Timing

Container

Rhythm

adv. away from, not in.
Also, indicating coming
into the open.

Make a particular
element (e.g. melody,
rhythm, harmony) more
noticeable by making it
louder or more marked
or articulated in a
different manner.

Movement in a
direction

Articulation/
Dynamic

Play the note for a
shorter length of time.

Manipulation

Articulation/
Timing

Material

Rhythm

out

Cut

Make an opening, incision.
off

through

short

Drop
back to

prep. Be removed or
separated from.

adv. or prep. Moving in
one side and out of the
other side of something i.e
to make a hole or opening
in something.

Make a particular
element (e.g. melody,
rhythm, harmony) more
noticeable by making it
louder or more marked
or articulated in a
different manner.

Manipulation

Articulation/
Dynamic

Material

Textural blend

adv. Not as far as the point
aimed at.

Do not play the note for
the full length of time.

Manipulation

Articulation/
Timing

Dimension

Rhythm

Let or make something fall
vertically.

Play softer

Movement in a
direction/Gravity

Dynamic

Back adv. expressing
return to an earlier or
normal position and
To prep. expressing
motion in a direction

Play as softly as the
previous passage.

Movement in a
direction

Dynamic
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Base verb

Particle
down

Basic meaning

Contextual meaning

Source

Topic

adv. toward a lower
position.

Get softer

Movement in a
direction

Dynamic

Move downward, typically
rapidly without control.

Get softer too quickly.

Movement/
Gravity

Dynamic

in

adv. expressing movement
with the result that
someone or something
becomes enclosed or
surrounded by something
else.

Get softer too quickly.

Movement in
direction/Gravity

Dynamic

apart

adv. two or more things
separated by a distance i.e.
so as to be shattered into
pieces.

Players are not playing
together or in correct
time.

Physical state

Timing

Physical state
(fragile or brittle)

Rhythm

prep expressing movement
with the result that
someone or something
becomes enclosed or
surrounded by something
else.

Playing too softly

Movement in a
direction

Dynamic

Play the note with a
quality of fullness.

Container—
Action of filling

Articulation

Fall

into

Fill

Put something into a
container
out

adv. at or to an end.

Tone
Container
Go

Move from one place or
point to another, travel.
forward

Play at little faster pace.

Movement

Tempo

Object moving

Musical sound

across

prep. from one side to the
other of something

Join the notes.

Movement

Phrasing
Timing

towards

prep. in the direction of.

Play louder and faster.

Movement in a
direction

Phrasing
Dynamic
Tempo

prep. moving to a location
on the surface of
something.
fig. keep something and
not lose it.

A. Sustain the sound of
the note for the
duration of the beat.
B. Play the rhythm
evenly.

Physical control
(grasp)

Articulation/
Timing

Grasp, carry or support
with one’s arms or hands.

A. Sustain the sound of
the note for the
duration of the beat.
B. Maintain the pitch.

Support (grasp)

Articulation/
Timing

back

adv. prevent from moving
forwards.

Keep the dynamic
constant. Don’t increase
it.

Force
Movement in a
direction

Articulation/
Dynamic

over

adv. expressing passage or
trajectory across an area.

Sustain the sound of the
E across the bar line.

Physical control
(grasp)

Articulation/
Timing

Hang

Attach or be attached to
e.g. a wall.
onto

Hold

Hold

adv. in the direction that
one is facing or travelling.
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Base verb

Particle
up

Move

Basic meaning
adv. or prep. from a lower
to a higher point.

Contextual meaning

Source

Topic

Sustain the loudness
and the pitch of the
note.

Physical control
(grasp)
Movement in a
direction, up

Intonation
Dynamic

Change position
through

prep. and adv. moving in
one side and out of the
other side of something.

Play fast without
hesitation.

Movement,
motion

Tempo

forward

adv. in the direction that
one is facing or travelling.

Play faster.

Movement in a
direction

Tempo

away from

Away adv. to or at a
distance from the place,
person, or thing in
question; and From prep.
indicating a point in space
at which a journey, motion
or action starts.

Establish the sense of
the change of key.

Movement in a
direction

Modulation

Remove a cover or
wrapping from sth.

Play with a particular
quality of tone.

Manipulationaction of opening

Articulation

Container

Tone

Action of opening

Articulation

Dimension

Dynamic

Container

Tone

Open

up

Pull

adv. or prep. from a lower
to a higher point.

Play louder and with a
particular quality of
tone.

Exert force, particularly by
taking hold of sth in order
to move it.
out

adv. away from, not in.
Also indicating coming
into the open.

Play some passages so
that they sound
sufficiently different
from other passages.

Force
Movement in a
direction

Articulation

back

adv. prevent from moving
forwards; movement
towards oneself.

A. Play slower.
B. Play softer.

Force
Movement in a
direction

Tempo/Dynamic

up

fig. derived from phrasal
verb meaning: to stop.

Play slower.

Force
Movement in a
direction

Tempo

Exert force on sth
particularly in order to
move it away from
oneself.

Play faster.

Force

Tempo

through

prep. and adv. moving in
one side and out of the
other side of something.

Play the melody louder
so it can be heard in
contrast to the
accompaniment.

Force

Dynamic

forward

adv. in the direction that
one is facing or travelling.

Play faster.

Force
Movement

Tempo

up

adv. or prep. from a lower
to a higher point.

Play louder.

Force
Movement in a
direction

Dynamic

Push
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Base verb

Particle

Sit

Basic meaning

Contextual meaning

Source

Topic

Be or remain in a
particular position or state.

Keep the tempo
constant.

Position in space

Tempo

back in

Back adv. towards the
rear; In prep. expressing
inclusion or position
within a space, time,
circumstance.
fig. derived from phrasal
verb sit back meaning: to
relax one’s efforts.

Play slower.

Position in space

Tempo

back on

Back adv. towards the
rear; On prep. physically
in contact with and
supported by (a surface).

Play less hurried.

Position in space

Timing

Physical structure
(a seat)

Rhythm

prep. physically in contact
with and supported by (a
surface)
fig. derived from phrasal
verb sit on: subdue,
repress or rebuke
someone.

Control the timing.

Force

Articulation/
Timing

Action

Rhythm

prep. Be directly below
something else.

Play the melody softer
than the
accompaniment.

Position in space

Dynamic

Physical structure

Textural blend

(Of something soft or
elastic) be made or be
capable of being made
longer or wider without
tearing or breaking.

Play the last note of the
phrase for longer.

Dimension—
change

Timing

Material—
elasticity

Rhythm

adv. away from a
particular place. Derived
from phrasal verb,
indicating dispersal away
from a centre; extend.

Make the beats last
longer.

Dimension—
change

Timing

Material—
elasticity

Rhythm

Orientation

Intonation

Dimension—
vertical

Pitch

on

underneath

Stretch

out

Tune

Adjust (a musical
instrument) to the correct
or uniform pitch.
up

adv. from a lower to a
higher point.

Bring the musical
instrument to the correct
pitch.

6.3.2 Observations about phrasal verbs in the study
My findings concur with those of phrasal verb scholars (see McArthur, 2003) in that the base verbs
in this collection are predominantly verbs of movement or action and the particles add information
regarding direction, location, and position. Most of the phrasal verbs are indeed phrasal as opposed
to prepositional in that the particles are, or behave, as adverbs describing or intensifying the verb
semantic of movement. Interestingly, too, the movement semantic mostly associates with Dynamic,
not Tempo; and also, not so surprisingly, with Timing.
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Of further interest is that only one of the common phrasal verb vehicles found (and listed in Table
6.2) has a dedicated musical sense in the phrasal verb dictionaries consulted—tune up. Yet several,
for example bring out, fill out, hang on to, and stretch out have quite specific uses in the music
instruction context, correlating with specific topics (respectively, Dynamic, Tone, Articulation/
Timing, and Tempo/Timing).

Examples of various conditions and issues relating to the analysis of phrasal verb metaphors are
provided next. These are discussed according to a number of features that became apparent, in
terms of how the meaning is conveyed, aspects of multivalency, substitution and personification,
imperative structures, and diversity in the verb constituents.

1. Conveying meaning from the literal sense
The contextual meanings of phrasal verbs found to be well represented in the data collection were
often conveyed by their literal usage in everyday speech, but the specific context of music afforded
some different perspectives.

The most commonly used verb in this study was in fact a phrasal verb, whose meaning is conveyed
primarily through the literal sense of its constituent parts. Bring out was used in the transitive form
with the object appearing both before and after the particle. The OED lists the collocation as a
phrasal verb and gives the contemporary meaning “make something more evident; emphasize
something”. The Cambridge Phrasal Verbs has virtually the same:“to make a particular quality
more noticeable”. It is interesting to see how this meaning plays out in the examples collected here,
and how the result differs depending upon which analytical procedure is followed. Using MIPVU,
arguably no metaphor results as the more contemporary meaning is used literally. Using MIV, the
metaphor largely results from an incongruous relationship between verb and object, or verb and
subject activated by the verb vehicle. For example:
(i) Bring out the F sharps.
(ii) Then bring it [the melody] out a bit more.
(iii) You’ve got to play into the string to bring the melody out.

In examples (i) to (iii), the topic is DYNAMIC (in the sense of playing louder) and the basic meaning
of bring out is to make something more noticeable. It is literally possible to make sound more
noticeable, usually by playing louder or giving more emphasis, so arguably, no metaphor is
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apparent. However, I include bring out for a particular reason. In testing the metaphoricity of
examples anonymously, bring out was identified in one response as meaning “to play sharp”. This
interpretation is not incompatible with the contemporary meaning—playing sharp is a way of
making a quality more noticeable—the wrong quality in this case. While it may be a one-off
misunderstanding (and the possibility that the response was from an L2 speaker is not ruled out),
the interpretation highlights the need for vigilance in the metaphor identification procedure as well
as awareness on the part of users.

I suggest that the vehicle bring out works as an ontological metaphor in relation to sound. There is a
strong correlation between making something visible (by moving it, lighting it, or adding colour to
it, for example), and making a sound louder. The same correlation is not strongly evident for Pitch
(sharpness and flatness). What results is an event-based metaphor for the acoustic property:
PLAYING LOUDER IS MAKING SOMETHING MORE VISIBLE. This

sets up an ontological metaphor

working at the composition level: RHYTHM IS A VISIBLE OBJECT. Further examples are:
(iv) Bring them out. Bring out the syncopations.
(v) You have to bring out that semiquaver.

Another example demonstrates a different and stronger metaphorical association:
(vi) Trills bring out the chocolate ... or the spice.
Here, the metaphor is clear. It results from the incongruity between the subject (the explicit topic)
trills and the vehicles chocolate and spice via the phrasal verb vehicle. The mapping across the
source domains of chocolate and spice (substance, food, flavour) generates the event-based
metaphor: TRILLING IS ENHANCING FLAVOUR. There are insufficient examples of the chocolate and
spice association to determine the possibility of a conceptual metaphor.
Examples (vii) and (viii) show the literal sense used in seemingly highly conventional expressions
in relation to music:

(vii) Come in, literally means enter. In context, it means to start playing (or singing) at a particular
place in the music, or to join the others who are playing or singing. There is a perceived structural
alignment for entering a bar of music by imagining music as a space to come in to. For example:
Can you come in mezzo? Here, the implied object of the sentence, the music, is the key to the
incongruity and come in the vehicle for the metaphor. Come in is used with the common meaning,
enter; however, the result of the action, is for “you” to enter the music, not too loudly.
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Come in was used in this way many times by different teachers, suggesting conventional usage for
this community of speakers. A possible conceptual metaphor on an ontological level is MUSIC IS A
CONTAINER.

(viii) Hang on to: Really hang on to the semiquavers, so it [the Rhythm] really bubbles.
The basic sense of this phrasal verb is given, “to hold something or someone tightly”, and “to keep
something” (Cambridge Phrasal Verbs). In the example above, the incongruity of meaning derives
from the relationship between the literal meaning and both the (implied) subject, you, and the object
“the semiquavers”, resulting in a linguistic metaphor conveying the idea that a person is to hold
time—the time value denoted by the Rhythm. The expression was commonly used in this way
across the data sets. This leads to a common vehicle-topic correlation in the event-based metaphor:
TIMING IS GRASPING, and

the possibility of an ontological one at the conceptual level: RHYTHM IS

AN OBJECT.

One phrasal verb from the collection was attributed with a musical meaning in the sources
consulted:

(ix) Tune up appears in the phrasal verb dictionaries (but not in Grove Music Online) with the
meaning “to make small changes to a musical instrument to make sure that the basic notes it plays
are accurate” (Macmillan Phrasal Verbs). Semantically, the adverb contributes to the meaning of
tune by adding a sense of direction to the notion of tuning (an adjustment of Pitch), irrespective of
whether the adjustment is up or down in Pitch. Up and down are adverbs entrenched in the
metalanguage as indicators of Pitch direction. As to why up is used (and never down), may be
explained by the fact that instruments, particularly string instruments, tend to drop in Pitch when
left unattended as a result of the impact of physical ambient conditions on instrument parts.

The dilemma posed by trying to explain Pitch without reference to verticality raises Kövesces’ point
that while some linguistic expressions appear to result from preexisting similarities (2010, p. 9),
they are, in fact, examples of highly conventionalised correspondences. Conclusively, Pitch did not
have the elements of verticality before it was structured that way by the domain of height; this is a
cultural precept. As Shayan et al. (2011) show, verticality is not a universal way of expressing Pitch
(see also Chapter 3, pp. 76-77). Such awareness underlines the importance of flagging expressions
like tune up as metaphorical. While tune up is listed with a musical sense, it is not listed as
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figurative in the musical sense. The analysis I have made presents a case that it should be: literally,
Pitch is neither up nor down.

2. Multivalency
The following examples (i) and (ii) show the multivalency aspect of the source domain in tethering
to more than one topic, as well as different ways of determining conceptual mapping:

(i) Pull back was a common expression, used as a transitive phrasal verb (pull something back or
pull back something) with the sense of moving backwards away from something (Cambridge
Phrasal Verbs). Interestingly, this meaning is not as relevant as the meaning of the single verb ‘to
pull’, which emphasises force: “exert force on (someone or something) so as to cause a movement
towards oneself” (OED) with the adverbial particle ‘back’ intensifying the sense of direction of the
force. The result is the notion of literally pulling something back. The expression appears in a
number of remarks and is commonly associated with Tempo being something in motion such as in:
Pull it [the Tempo] back and make sure you get it together. It is also used in this way in relation to
Dynamic: Strings. Letter C. It’s just one f (forte). Pull it back a bit.

Again, in the above examples, the metaphors work on different levels. As an event-based metaphor
correlated in real-world experience, the mapping may be construed: CONTROLLING TEMPO
(SLOWING IT) IS PHYSICALLY GRASPING AND PULLING. At the higher-order

conceptual level, the

mapping may be construed: TEMPO IS A VEHICLE OR ANIMAL IN MOTION. Because there are realworld structural similarities between motion and Loudness (intensifications in musical parameters
have been found to be associated with “intensifying motion” while musical abatements are related
to “abating or passive motions”, Eitan & Granot, 2006, p. 237), a metaphor grounded in structural
correlation is possible. Thus, as an event, the mapping may be construed: CONTROLLING DYNAMIC
(MAKING IT SOFTER) IS PHYSICALLY GRASPING AND PULLING. And

at the higher-order conceptually:

DYNAMIC IS A VEHICLE OR AN ANIMAL IN MOTION.

(ii) Stretched out: The two Ds are really stretched out.
The OED provides several meanings for the verb component (‘stretched’, without the adverb) and
one involves the sense of something elastic being pulled to make it longer. Another more
contemporary meaning is “extend or spread over an area or period of time”. However, as this
example makes use of the adverb particle “out”, a phrasal verb dictionary is the best source to
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consult to verify the metaphorical use. The Cambridge Phrasal Verbs has three meanings for the
collocation, the closest of which is “if an area of land stretches out, it continues over a long
distance”. It does not, however, attribute the notion of time to this phrasal verb. Stretch out (as well
as stretch) was used frequently across the lessons observed, in both the transitive and intransitive
forms, suggesting that there is, arguably, a conventional meaning in the music context derived from
the verb’s contemporary meaning, where the “Ds” represent note values and note values may be
extended over a period of time.

Adopting Lakoff and Johnson’s principle (see Chapter 3, p. 71) that time itself is constructed
metaphorically, connotations of time, even where they appear to be literal, should be considered
carefully. Stretch out in relation to a period of time is best clarified by two possible source domains.
First, on the basis of the constituent verb stretch, this suggests that there is a cross-domain mapping
from an area of land—what Lakoff and Johnson call “Time’s landscape” metaphor (1999, p. 145).
A conceptual metaphor may be deduced as TIME IS DISTANCE TRAVELLED. Another, stemming from
the historically older meaning of stretch, suggests that in the music context, time may also be
thought of as a material that can be manipulated by the player: TIME IS AN ELASTIC MATERIAL. This
derives from the action of a player controlling time: TIMING IS PULLING ELASTIC.

3. Substitution and personification
Instances where human qualities were attributed to either the instrument or the music were common
across all the data sets, but particularly marked in phrasal verbs, such as in the following examples
(i) to (vi):

(i) Come out: Take it back to just one forte and let the second violins come out.
There are seventeen entries for come out in the Cambridge Phrasal Verbs and two of them convey
the sense of the metaphor in the above example: first, “if the sun or moon or a star comes out, it
appears in the sky”; and second, “if flowers or plants come out, the flowers grow and open”. There
is a general sense of something or someone appearing or becoming apparent. The example makes
use of become apparent in the contextual sense, be heard more. The topic is then Dynamic. While
this seems unlikely as a metaphor, the “second violins” (subject) do not literally appear or become
apparent, rather it is the Melody they play that does.
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The following four examples confirm an apparent syntactic pattern in the music instruction context
where an instrument substitutes the topic (in this case, Melody), resulting in a perceived structural
similarity between Dynamic and movement that makes something more visible: The instrument
substitutes the Melody and is personified as something that moves outward to appear. Such cases
may also be analysed as metonymic, where the instrument replaces both the melody and the player:

(ii) I need the violins to come out more.
(iii) The cello and bass could come out a little more.
(iv) The cornet part has to come out more.
(v) It [the Melody] has to come out over top.
A possible event-based metaphor is DYNAMIC CHANGE IS MOVEMENT IN A DIRECTION (UPWARDS/
DOWNWARDS).

(vi) Come up: You shouldn’t be afraid to come up and stay up because that’s where the fulfillment
lies musically. Here the subject “you” is congruous with the verb plus adverb particle in a literal
sense, but not in relation to the topic, Dynamic (degree of loudness). Come up in this context is an
example of a phrasal verb whose collocation results in a new meaning. The understanding here is to
increase the Dynamic level. Up therefore connotes louder, as studies by Eitan et al. (2008) show
(see also Chapter 3, p. 68).

Two possible conceptual metaphors arise from this usage. The first, an orientational one: DYNAMIC
IS HEIGHT. Alternatively,

the pronoun “you” substituting for the topic, Dynamic, personifies the

topic as someone climbing, making the event-based conceptual metaphor DYNAMIC CHANGE IS
CLIMBING UP (OR DOWN).

4. Imperative structures
In imperative structures, phrasal verbs occurred almost equally commonly with direct objects
following the particle (e.g. back away from something), and direct objects preceding the particle
(e.g. carry something through) such as in the following examples (i) and (ii):

(i) Back away from: Don’t back away from the B flat.
The Oxford American Writer’s Thesaurus gives the literal meaning of the verb back plus the
adverbial particle away as: “walk or drive backward”. Two examples are provided:“she tried to
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back away”; and a figurative example: “the administration backed away from the plan”. The
Cambridge Phrasal Verbs also has both meanings for back away, explaining the second meaning as
“show that you do not support a plan or idea any more”. In the music instruction context, the
negative structure, don’t back away, is used to convey an idea about Articulation and Dynamic—to
approach playing the note with a firm resolve or sense of purpose. There is also a sense of
maintaining the Dynamic level. Given that studies show a correlation of Loudness and movement
(Eitan & Granot, 2006), the stronger association would be the historically older and literal meaning
of moving backwards. While back away from was not a common vehicle, other semantically related
linguistic expressions conveying the sense of movement for Dynamic change were—many of them
phrasal verbs. This is stronger evidence for the conceptual metaphor already described and based on
learned correlations between Dynamic and motion: DYNAMIC CHANGE IS MOVEMENT IN A
DIRECTION.

(ii) Carry something through: Carry it through to the end of the bar.
To carry through something or carry something through has a contemporary meaning in the
Cambridge Phrasal Verbs: “to complete something successfully”. The OED has an entry for carry
with no object e.g. “his voice carried clearly across the room”, meaning it reached a specified point.
In the example above, the object pronoun “it” substitutes for the topic, the sound of the note, so via
the vehicle of carry plus the complement through to the end, a novel meaning is apparent, related
more to the sense of the historically older, literal meaning for the single verb component carry:
“support and move (someone or something) from one place to another” (OED). The result is an
ontological metaphor: SOUND IS AN OBJECT.

5. Verb constituent diversity
Other instances of phrasal verbs show how the verb constituent collates with a variety of adverbial
particles, with some rich domain transfer resulting. For example, Come pairs with in, out, up, back,
and down. Come + in has already been illustrated (see p. 181) and three further instances confirm
that this use refers to entering the music and leads to an metaphor: MUSIC IS A CONTAINER.
Other examples are shown in (i) to (iv):

(i) Come + out has also been illustrated (see p. 184) with the resulting conceptual metaphor A
MELODY IS A VISIBLE OBJECT.
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(ii) Come + up has been illustrated (see p. 185) with the resulting conceptual metaphor DYNAMIC IS
HEIGHT.

(iii) Come + back. With the adverbial particle back, a clear antonym emerges to come up, in the
sense of a lowering of Dynamic level. The basic meaning of come back has the sense of return
(Macmillan Phrasal Verbs) and this sense may be employed here to mean return to a particular
Dynamic. However, the examples shown below are better correlated with the vertical aspect in the
concept of Dynamic. The meaning is intensified with the addition of the adverbial particle down, for
example, come back down. However, the salient point is that the sense of lowering comes across
with back independently of down, and as come back was used a number of times by different
teachers, it seems likely to be a conventional metaphor. It is worth noting that it is not used with this
meaning in everyday English. Below are examples with back:
After the Cs, you can come back a bit.
Come back after the crescendo.
I’d come back a little.
And with the two adverbial particles back down:
Everybody crescendo, then [come] back down.
When you get to bar x come back down to mezzo piano.
(iv) Come + down was also used in relation to the vertical aspect of Dynamic. For example:
Come down more here.

6.4

The conventional-creative spectrum for verb metaphors

There were many one-off instances of vehicle terms in the verb metaphor group, some that were not
compatible with other verb vehicles in forming a semantic field, resulting in no reliable claim to a
systematic association. Mostly, however, verb vehicles could be tethered together in semantic fields.
On a conceptual level, some systematic relationships could then be deduced between source
domains and topics. There were also some significant instances of re-use, confirming a degree of
conventional usage for specific vehicle terms. Particular examples are the phrasal verbs bring out;
come out, and come back; sit on and sit back on; and other single and phrasal verbs including
stretch and stretch out; hold and hold back; colour and colour in; drop, push, and shape. Phrasal
verbs make up a majority of re-use cases—an important finding for a study that has the potential to
contribute to the field of corpora research showing vocabulary trends in specific contexts (such as
Deignan, 2008).
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On the creative end of the spectrum, the choice of vehicle term in the one-off instances could often
be understood in relation to a source domain. As noted in Chapter 5 (p. 143) cave in, in Really let
the roof cave in here, is an interesting example. This, when spoken as a direct metaphor where only
the context could suggest what the referent was, can nonetheless be semantically linked to other
verbs in the collection suggesting that Dynamic responds to gravity—it drops and falls. Conversely
though, this metaphor asks for an extremely loud Dynamic, an aural image of a roof caving in.
Another example is caress, in Maybe you could just caress that [interval] just a little. Don’t be in a
rush to get there. This could be interpreted as an expression of human emotion, or alternatively, it
could express a tactile association, or an association of degrees of physical force. For the first, the
only other verb vehicle expressing emotion was crying; for the second, a possible connection could
be made to other tactile associations such as shaping or smoothing out; for the third, there is a more
likely association of physical force (in this case, gentle pressure), as degrees of force associated
strongly with Articulation.

6.4.1 Verb metaphors and the spectrum of source domains
Verb vehicles whose subjects were either explicitly or implicitly an acoustic or temporal aspect (in
the topic) convey that the target domain of MUSICAL SOUND has some conventional behaviours: It
does the following things, made apparent by vehicle terms from the data. See examples (i) to (xii):
(i) Responds to forces and gravity: it breaks, cracks, falls, sags, drops, falls apart, and falls in.
(ii) Behaves like a traveller on a journey: It comes out, sets off, goes, heads, leads, goes forward,
moves forward, goes toward, wanders, backs away, holds back, gets stuck and arrives.
(iii) Behaves like a vehicle: It goes, goes forward, moves forward, backs away, gets stuck, ploughs,
pulls up, rolls forward, sweeps.
(iv) Behaves like a plant: It blooms, blossoms and sways.
(v) Behaves like a human: It lives, breathes; talks, speaks, comments and murmurs; cries, tastes;
relaxes, sits; dances, swims, rushes, wobbles; pushes, fights; and dies.
(vi) Behaves like water: It flows, flows forward, bubbles, evaporates, pours, ripples; comes up and
down, swells, drops, drops down, falls and rises.
(vii) Behaves like a substance: It dissolves, evaporates.
(viii) Behaves like an object: It pops out, sticks out, disappears, falls into.
(ix) Behaves like a structure: It cracks, caves in, falls in, falls apart, crushes and sags.
(x) Behaves like an illuminated object: It shines, sparkles, and fades.
(xi) Behaves like a tool: It cuts through.
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(xii) Behaves like an animal: It scurries along.
In the passive sense, MUSICAL SOUND is seen to be affected by forces: it can be held back, pulled
back, pulled up, pushed, squeezed, crushed, and stretched out.

By examining the basic meanings according to semantic fields of vehicle terms in the verb group,
and grouping semantically related vehicle terms into sets, I was able to educe common source
domains across them (as shown in Chapter 5, Table 5.4), such that a spectrum of conventional and
less conventional source domains could be shown for verb metaphors. The result makes apparent 20
source domains for verb metaphors across the spectrum, as shown in shown in Figure 6.2 (p. 193):
OCCURRENCE OF SOURCE DOMAINS FOR VERB METAPHORS

Force and Gravity
Movement in a direction
Changing dimension
Manipulation and action
Movement and mobility
Physical control
Journey
Language and communication
Illumination
Substance changing state
Water
Picture making and colouring
Life and living
Plant life
Structure and construction
Physical appearance and state
Food and taste
Non-musical sound
Place and position
Changing mass
0
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The spectrum of source domains for verb vehicles.

6.4.2 Verb metaphors and the spectrum of musical topics
The source domains listed in Figure 6.2 were found to correlate with specific musical topics,
including: Dynamic, Timing, Articulation, Phrasing, Tempo, Tone, Affect, and Intonation, in order
of prevalence. This finding is complicated by the fact that, frequently, more than one topic tethers to
the verb vehicle, and more than one vehicle may be operating in the sentence. Commonly, this was
a result of an acoustic or temporal aspect of sound teaming up with a structural aspect of the
composition. For example, The way it’s flowing, it could be a little quicker. Here, the sense of
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flowing references both Tempo (a temporal aspect), and Rhythm (a structural aspect). To explain,
flowing suggests a rate (Tempo), but conceptually the metaphor suggests water (Rhythm) moving at
a rate. The water therefore correlates with the structural aspect, the Rhythm, while the action of the
water correlates with the Tempo.

In other cases, an acoustic aspect teamed up with an expressive device, as well as a structural
aspect: Dynamic with Phrasing and Rhythm. An example is: Shape the quavers. Shaping suggests
loudness (Dynamic) and a manner of playing a group of notes (Phrasing), as well as something
structural to be shaped, (Rhythm). Another configuration shows an acoustic aspect pairing with an
expressive device, most commonly Articulation: Texture with Articulation. For example: You think
the low E is going to crack. Cracking is associated with a brittle quality of sound (Texture) and it
also suggests a manner of playing (Articulation). In some cases, the focus of the metaphor is simply
a single aspect (either Dynamic, Tone, Articulation, or Intonation). An example is: Just know what a
C sharp tastes like. Tasting suggests a flavour which equates best to Pitch in the context of this
remark (Intonation).

Figure 6.3 shows the predominance of topics for verb vehicles overall. As shown, Dynamic is the
most common topic for a verb metaphor. It occurs as a single focus; paired with a temporal aspect
(Tempo); with an expressive device (Phrasing or Timing); with an expressive device as well as a
structural aspect (Phrasing and Melody); or just with a structural aspect (Textural Blend).
OCCURENCE OF TOPICS FOR VERB METAPHORS
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Spectrum of topics for verb metaphors.
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6.4.3 Correlations and mappings for verb metaphors
The analysis of linguistic metaphor and accompanying examples in section 6. 3 provided
preliminary ‘working out’ as to the educing of conceptual metaphor for the verb group. Tethering
topics to their vehicle terms illustrates linguistic metaphors (largely event-based), source to target
domain correlations, and reveals systematic associations, potentially at a deeper level. Where a
number of semantically related vehicle terms, or repeats of the same vehicle term, were found
tethered to the topic, a potential conceptual metaphor, A IS B, was formulated. Predominant
examples from the data follow, arranged according to topic. As noted in Chapters 4 and 5, educing
source domains from sets of linguistic examples is reliant on discourse evidence. This is why
examples collected from transcriptions of real-life data are important in this analytical approach.
The objective is to preserve the active sense of the verb at the linguistic level by using ‘verb to be’ +
-ing. Examples of vehicles that support the linguistic metaphor are also provided, and this is
followed by potential conceptual mappings. In this way, the metaphor is expressed at the specific
level, which retains the integrity of the action of the verb (e.g. Articulating is illuminating an
object), while the generic level, MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT THAT CAN BE ILLUMINATED,
expresses the metaphorical objectification of the sound (for specific and generic levels, cf.
Kövesces, 2010; and in this dissertation, Chapter 2, p. 44):

Affect is expressing emotion e.g. crying. MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING.
Affect is living e.g. breathing. MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING OR AN ANIMAL.
Articulating is illuminating an object e.g. making it glisten, shine, sparkle.
MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT THAT CAN BE ILLUMINATED.

Articulating is speaking e.g. speaking, murmuring. MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING;
MUSICAL SOUND IS A LANGUAGE.

Articulating is the movement of water in rippling and bubbling. MUSICAL SOUND IS WATER.
Articulating is an action of grasping, pulling, squeezing, releasing, cutting, striking.
MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT.

Articulating is entering a space, opening and closing something. MUSICAL SOUND IS A CONTAINER.
Articulating is bringing something out, making it more visible. MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT.
Dynamic change (softness) is movement back e.g. backing away, dropping back.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN ACTION; MUSICAL SOUND IS A MOVING VEHICLE.

Dynamic change (softness) is movement down e.g. falling, dropping, dropping down.
MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT THAT MOVES.
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Dynamic change (loudness) is applying pressure on a structure e.g. caving in, breaking.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A STRUCTURE.

Dynamic change is making object more or less visible e.g. making it pop out, stick out, come out,
disappear, fade. MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT THAT CHANGES STATE.
Dynamic change (softness) is a substance changing state e.g. dissolving, evaporating.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A SUBSTANCE.

Dynamic change (loudness) is a cutting action e.g. cutting through.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A MATERIAL.

Dynamic change (loudness) is a mass becoming larger and rounder e.g. swelling.
MUSICAL SOUND IS MASS.

Dynamic change (loudness) is a body of water flowing e.g. pouring in. MUSICAL SOUND IS WATER.
Dynamic change (softness) is dying e.g. dying. MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING OR AN ANIMAL.
Dynamic change is fighting e.g. fighting. MUSICAL SOUND IS WAR.
Harmonic change is someone going on a journey e.g. heading, wandering.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A JOURNEY.

Harmonic change is a state of being e.g. relaxing.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING OR AN ANIMAL.

Intonation is a substance that has a taste e.g. tastes like. MUSICAL SOUND IS A SUBSTANCE.
Phrasing is living e.g. breathing. MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING, OR AN ANIMAL.
Phrasing is someone going on a journey e.g. setting off, arriving, going.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A JOURNEY; MUSICAL SOUND IS A ROAD.

Phrasing is movement up and down e.g. coming up and down, rising. MUSICAL SOUND IS MASS.
Phrasing is water flowing e.g. flowing. MUSICAL SOUND IS WATER.
Phrasing is conversing e.g. talking. MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING;
MUSICAL SOUND IS A LANGUAGE.

Tempo change (faster) is increasing intensity e.g. building up. MUSICAL SOUND IS MASS.
Tempo change (faster) is motion e.g. going forward, moving forward, rolling forward, sitting.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A VEHICLE, AN ANIMAL, A HUMAN BEING.

Tempo change (slower) is restraining something or applying force e.g. holding back, pulling up.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A VEHICLE, AN ANIMAL, A MOVING OBJECT.

Tempo is water flowing e.g. flowing forward, flowing. MUSICAL SOUND IS WATER.
Tempo is a type of movement e.g. rushing, scurrying, wandering.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING.
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Texture (of a single note) is a structure cracking or sagging. MUSICAL SOUND IS A STRUCTURE.
Textural Blend is conversation e.g. comment. MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING;
MUSICAL SOUND IS A LANGUAGE.

Timing is types of movement e.g. dancing, swaying, sitting, wobbling, falling.
MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING, SOMETHING THAT CAN BE MADE TO MOVE.

Timing is immobility e.g. sitting, being stuck. MUSICAL SOUND IS A VEHICLE.
Timing is applying force e.g crushing. MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT.
Timing is a structure under pressure e.g. falling apart, falling in. MUSICAL SOUND IS A STRUCTURE.
Tonal change is a flower blooming e.g. blooming, blossoming. MUSICAL SOUND IS A FLOWER.
Tonal change is an act of colouring e.g. painting, colouring in. MUSICAL SOUND IS A PICTURE.

6.5

Conclusions for verb metaphors

The correlations above show a rich and diverse spectrum of associations for the acoustic and
temporal properties of sound, as well as for expressive devices used to achieve expressive playing.
It was important to adequately represent these properties and meanings in the mapping of the source
domain and the musical topic because the action of playing and producing sound is as much a
phenomenon of the imagination, at least in teacher talk, as the experience of hearing the sound.

Verb metaphors convey a sense of action and movement for specific temporal and acoustic aspects
of musical sound that have, on the whole, strong correlations in nonmusical, real-world experience.
As event-based metaphors on a linguistic level, associations relate to action and movement. While
changes in Tempo and Tone have no surprises in this regard, Dynamic has a much more diverse
field of associations than might be expected from the literature surveyed in Chapter 3. Dynamic has
conceptual associations other than those indicative of changing dimensions (in particular height),
movement (up and down), and force (louder is stronger). Dynamic change, in the sense of being
more or less visible, is also a substance changing state, a structure responding to changes, or an
organism living and dying.

Verb metaphors also convey an important sense of action particularly important to playing and to
teaching about the expressive properties of sound. It is, after all, the player’s altering of acoustic
and temporal properties that is fundamental to expressive playing (see Seashore, 1967; Goodman,
1976; Juslin et al., 2008; see also Chapter 3, p. 61). In the verb form, Phrasing has conventional
associations, mainly correlated in real-world experience (breathing), or perceived as structurally
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similar in their domains (speaking), but it also goes to the Journey domain (e.g. arrivals and
departures), not so readily realised except through cultural conventions associating the contours of
melodies and the sense of harmonic progression. Articulation has more diverse associations (e.g.
Articulation is illumination), than might be expected from its more ‘natural’ ones (e.g. speaking);
and Timing extends to the idea of structures holding together or falling apart, beyond more realworld correlations of movement.
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CHAPTER 7

Metaphors that name, describe, compare, and tell a story
Images are nice to store as the yolk of interpretation.
They nourish your point of view.
(Schick, 2010)

7.0

Introduction

Following the main linguistic group of verb metaphors are the remaining noun, adjective, analogy
and narrative groups. Each of these presents particular issues concerning the analytical process,
idiosyncrasies of metaphor usage, and some different perspectives concerning systematic
associations. The findings for each are presented separately to address these issues, enable an
assessment of conventionality, and highlight specific source domains and musical topics that are
relevant, and in some cases unique, to each linguistic form. As the scope of analysis was provided
in detail in the previous chapter on verb metaphors, findings for the remaining linguistic groups will
be kept concise, hence their inclusion in one chapter.

7.1

Discussion of findings for noun metaphors

The noun group was analysed in the same way as the verb group, with incongruity between verb
and subject, or verb and object, flagging the potential presence of a vehicle term. The basic meaning
of the vehicle was then compared to the contextual meaning before a topic was determined and
source domain mapped.

Two hundred and twenty-eight remarks from the collection were found to contain noun metaphors
along the spectrum from highly conventional to highly creative. This makes up just over one quarter
of the whole collection, second to verb metaphors. Table 7.1 (p. 199) lists, alphabetically, the noun
vehicles identified:
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Table 7.1

Noun vehicles identified in the music instruction data
Noun vehicles

Area
Arrogance
Atmosphere
Attack
Background
Beef
Birth
Bite
Blanket
Block
Bottom
Bouquet
Bow
Breadth
Breath
Brush
Bulge
Carpet
Cavalry
Character
Chocolate
Clouds
Colour
Comma
Constipation
Container/box
Conversation
Core
Cotton
Cover
Dark
Darkness
Daylight
Death
Depth
Destination
Dialogue
Dignity
Direction
Dirt
Disappointment
Domain
Drop off

Eddies
Edge
Emotion
Entry
Exhalation
Fabric
Flow
Fluency
Flurry
Foreground
Friend
Front
Fuel
Fullness
Gap
Gravity
Height
Hips
Hollowness
Home
Hue
Icing
Ingredient
Joy
Kiss
Knight
Landing
Language
Length
Life
Light
Line
Longing
Loving
Machine
Make up
Meaning
Middle
Monochrome
Motion
Movement
Neighbour
Neighbourhood

Pain
Palette
Paragraph
Pinnacle
Polish
Question
Reflection
Rhetorical thread
Rise
Searchlight
Seascape
Secret
Sense
Sentence
Shade
Shading
Shadow
Shape
Shine
Silk
Soul
Soup
Space
Sparks
Spice
Spirit
Splash
Statement
Storm
Surge
Surprise
Swell
Tension
Territory
Top
Torso
Tread
Untidiness
Wall
Wash
Waves
Weight
Wings

I have already noted that the noun-noun configuration of A is B is typical of how conceptual
metaphors are demonstrated. This explicit marking of the metaphor can also occur in spoken
discourse, and Cameron notes examples from her study where the syntactic structure of the sentence
is as follows: topic is/is like/looks like the vehicle (2003, p. 90). I also note instances where the
noun vehicle links to the topic through some form of the verb to be or a comparison with like;
however, I deal with the latter separately under the analogy group. First, I treat the common
syntactic structures found in the remarks for noun metaphors.
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Instances of the more explicit form A IS B are far less common than the analogy form A is like B.
The former type is shown in The beat is your friend; and Articulation, air and embouchure is a
combination of brush and paint. The latter type is shown in Tonguing is a kind of timbral brush
(‘tonguing’ is the topic and brush, the noun vehicle, hence TONGUING IS USING A PAINT BRUSH TO
PAINT).

The A IS B type also occurs in structures commencing with a pronoun, where the pronoun is in fact
a a substitute for the topic and another noun is the vehicle, such as in You are the fabric between the
wind and the brass, ‘you’ substitutes the topic—the harmony of the string section—and fabric is the
vehicle (hence THE STRING SECTION IS A FABRIC). Similarly, this type is shown in You are the silk
carpet that the woodwinds are walking on, where ‘you’ substitutes the topic—the violin melody—
and (silk) carpet is the vehicle. This may also be analysed as metonymic, where “you” replaces
both the instrument and the melody.

There are other more common instances where the topic is the focus of the sentence as opposed to
the subject of the verb, and it is hidden because an empty subject (such as in this sentence ‘there’, or
‘this’ or ‘it’) commences the sentence. For example, in This is a strange area and it’s easy to lose
your pitch, the noun vehicle area makes reference to the implicit topic Intonation (hence, the
potential conceptual mapping INTONATION IS AN AREA or INTONATION IS A LOCATION); in This is
one of the unique colours in this piece, colour makes reference to the topic Tone; and in It is a
gentle surge, surge makes reference to the topic Crescendo (Dynamic change).

Another syntactic group for nouns involves the vehicle referencing the topic in the object of the
sentence, such as in At the end of the diminuendo, you can create a question, where the vehicle
‘question’ references the topic, a crescendo (hence, A CRESCENDO IS A QUESTION); and You’ve got
to control the line, where the vehicle line references the topic Dynamics within a Phrase; and We
didn’t have that nice even, graduated shape, where the vehicle shape references the topic Dynamic
variation.

Noun vehicles were also common in imperatives with the topic either explicit or implicit. For
example, in Put some polish on this, the vehicle polish references the topic Tonal variation; in Give
me space between the notes, the vehicle space references the topic Articulation between two notes;
and in Make a blanket of sound, the vehicle blanket references the topic Dynamic.
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A further group consists of structures containing the quantifiers ‘a little more’, as in A little more
silk, where silk is the Articulation of legato; ‘a bit more’ as in I want a bit more shine to this note,
where shine is Dynamic and Tone; and ‘it’s a bit’ as in It’s a bit directionless here, where
directionless is lack of Phrasing.

A final group shows a V of T formation where the first noun is the vehicle and the second, the topic:
- the torso of the ensemble
- the arrogance of a fanfare
- a wash of sound
- the top of the phrase
- the height of the crescendo
- the pacing of the rise
- the DNA of the diminuendo
- a wall of sound
- the front of the note
- the middle of your note

7.1.1 The conventional-creative spectrum for noun metaphors
Of the 228 remarks, 129, more than half, contained different noun vehicles, indicating a relatively
high degree of repetition of particular vehicles. This points to some conventional terms appearing in
the noun group, a finding which is supported by some of them appearing in general user dictionaries
with contemporary musical senses. The total of dictionary entries from the noun group is eight. This
is compared to none in the verb group, and 21 in the adjective group.

The group of eight includes: attack, colour, edge, fullness, line, palette, swell, and top. Of these, I
discarded the first after discovering its definition as a technical word in The Oxford Companion to
Music (Latham, 2011):
The prompt and decisive beginning of a note or passage by either vocal or instrumental
performers. Good ‘attack’ is a vital element in rhythm. The principal first violin in an
orchestra (leader; Amer.: concertmaster) is in French called the chef d’attaque, ‘leader of the
attack’.

The analysis of noun vehicles also raised some queries regarding how words attain technical
definitions in specialist dictionaries: how words attain the ‘figurative’ sense in general user
dictionary definitions; and why some words that appear to be used with a conventionalised
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metaphorical sense in this specific context are allocated a separate contemporary sense rather than a
figurative sense in general user dictionaries. The issues are best shown by illustrating the analysis
process with some of the previously mentioned common noun vehicles, as well as several others
which appeared in common use. I also note in this discussion the issues raised in the analysis of
verb metaphors, where the prescribed musical sense in the dictionary meaning is not always
consonant with the contextual meaning. The discussion begins with examples from the conventional
end of the spectrum and then moves to more creative instances of noun metaphors. Meanings in
these examples are sourced exclusively from The New Oxford American Dictionary, unless
otherwise stated.

The most commonly used noun vehicle by far was colour (also the most commonly used vehicle
term across all the linguistic groups), and the next most commonly used was line, followed by
shape and swell. The analysis of these vehicle terms was demonstrated in Chapter 5 (p. 153) with
the result that colour, whose basic literal meaning is “The property possessed by an object of
producing different sensations on the eye as a result of the way the object reflects or emits light”, is
found to have a figurative musical sense, subsumed under the third entry, “Vividness of visual
appearance resulting from the presence of brightly colored things”. The figurative meaning is
“Variety of musical tone or expression”.

On the other hand, line and swell are subsumed under the basic literal meaning with a musical
sense. Line, (as described on p, 147) is literally, “A long, narrow mark or band” and musically, “A
sequence of notes or tones forming an instrumental or vocal melody”. But in context, this was
found to have a more complex musical sense, often involving Rhythm and Timing (as noted in
Chapter 5, sec. 5.4). The dictionary definition of line only refers to the scored sense of melody and
not the acoustic and temporal property, which would not be heard as a “narrow band” but as a
sequence of notes which, by dint of the player’s input, acquires some sort of connectedness and
therefore meaning. This would seem closer to “A series of related things”, which is subsumed under
the third entry, “A row of people or things”.

In the noun sense, swell is defined as “A full or gently rounded shape or form” and subsumed under
this is its musical sense of “A gradual increase in sound, amount, or intensity” (as explained in
Chapter 5, p. 153). Again, in context, something more is happening than suggested by the
definition. Acoustically, in terms of the physics of sound, a swell involves, at least, amplitude
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(Loudness or Dynamic) and frequency (Pitch) and Timbre (the attack-decay envelope of the sound).
Visualising from the basic meaning which refers to ‘shape’, a player may achieve a better result
(something that would need to be tested), for otherwise why does the teacher not say simply,
gradually increase the sound, or, alternatively, get louder? As the metaphoric meaning cannot be
reduced without loss to either the literal or even the figurative sense, I suggest the metaphorical
sense is worth keeping.

The next most common noun vehicle, shape, receives no musical sense in general user dictionaries
despite its prosaic use here. Its basic literal meaning is “the external form or appearance
characteristic of someone or something” (as explained in Chapter 5, p. 153). Across the data, shape
appears numerous times as a noun as well as a verb. Contextually, it is complex. It generally refers
to the treatment of both Dynamic and Phrasing of a melody, and for a single note, it is the treatment
of both the Dynamic and Texture of the Tone (which, in a physical sense, is Timbre). Its usage
suggests that there is some semantic sense which links shape to musical meaning, just as for line.
Its usage also points to a term known amongst the community of speakers, and its musical sense—
complex though this may be—might therefore be noted in general user dictionaries.

Other noun vehicles that appeared to be in common use by different teachers, although less frequent
occurrences are noted in the collection, include: direction, front, length, space, surge, and tension.
None of these have contemporary or figurative musical senses in general user dictionaries.

I draw attention to these noun vehicles to illustrate the potential inadequacies of dictionary
meanings and the potential for words to change in meaning, even those commonly known to a
community of speakers in particular contexts. This is not to suggest that dictionary meanings are
not helpful, just that there may be ways to better address the dynamic nature of language in use,
especially to assist cross-cultural communication.

Addressing some of the more creative uses of noun vehicles:
Wings: If you’re not going too fast, you can get the feeling of the wings.
Wings references the beat in the right hand passage played by a pianist, representing a clear
association of the beating of a bird’s wings with the Timing and Tempo of the passage.
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Reflection and shadow: So you’ve got this E flat and this D sharp. Are they related? Is this one a
reflection of this one? Is it a shadow?
Reflection and shadow refer to the desired sound of the D sharp, which theoretically is the same
note as E flat. However, according to their respective keys, and the sequence of notes each belongs
to, the Tone may be articulated differently. Reflection references a sense of ‘sameness’ in the sound
of the two notes, while shadow suggests one is less obvious (softer) than the other.

Chocolate and spice: Trills bring out the chocolate ... or the spice.
A trill is a rapid alternation of notes commonly referred to as an ornament or decoration. The choice
of chocolate and spice is a more novel solution to substitute the conventional descriptive terms,
which probably no longer evoke their metaphoric sense. (A trill is an example of an ornament in
general user dictionaries.) The ornamental, or in this case, flavoursome effect of the trill references
the textural quality of this rhythmic device as it binds with the rest of the musical passage.

Pastures: We’ve had all this heroic bashing at us. Now it’s green pastures.
In contrast to the connotation of the bloody fields of battle (the music in this case was composed by
Beethoven after the Napoleonic wars), pasture brings the sense of calm and therefore references
Dynamic as well as the harmonic Blend of the music at that point: A novel and creative approach to
bring the sense of contrast.

7.1.2 Noun metaphors and the spectrum of source domains
By examining the basic meanings and semantic fields of vehicle terms in the noun group, I was able
to determine specific correlations between vehicles and source domains (see Chapter 5, Table 5.5)
such that a spectrum of conventional and less conventional source domains could be shown for
noun metaphors. The result makes apparent 28 source domains for noun metaphors across a
spectrum of conventional to less conventional (compared to 20 in the verb group, see Chapter 6,
Figure 6.2). This spectrum is illustrated in Figure 7.1 (p. 205):
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OCCURRENCE OF SOURCE DOMAINS FOR NOUN VEHICLES

Dimension, shape, and size
Language and communication
Physical structure
Picture and colour
Illumination
Food and flavour
Human character
Human emotion
Water
Place and position
Life
Material and fabric
Motion and movement
Journey and direction
Plant life
Physical state and appearance
Metaphysical state
Human condition
Human body
Human gesture
Environment
Force
War
Mass
Physical quality
Substance
Machine
Mood
0

Figure 7.1
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Spectrum of source domains for noun vehicles.

Compared to the spectrum of verb metaphor source domains—which showed, not surprisingly, a
predominance of forces, movements, and actions—there is more of a predominance of human
related domains for nouns. However, dimension as a source domain is significant for both.

7.1.3 Noun metaphors and the spectrum of musical topics
Figure 7.1 shows the associations deduced for the generic target domain of MUSICAL SOUND.
However, as for verb metaphors, by analysing the contextual meanings of noun vehicles, an overall
spectrum of specific topics was determined along with correlating source domains.

Overall, musical aspects identified as the topic of noun vehicles include Dynamic, Tone, Phrasing,
Articulation, Timing, Affect, Tempo, Timbre, Intonation, and Blend. As for verb metaphors, this
finding is complicated by the fact that frequently more than one musical aspect tethers to the noun
vehicle, and more than one vehicle may be operating in the sentence. The most common pairing
was Phrasing with Dynamic; however, Dynamic commonly accompanied other musical aspects
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such as Articulation and Tone. Further, as for verb metaphors, the most commonly treated topic was
Dynamic. Second to this was Tone (compared to Timing for verbs).

Figure 7.2 gives an indication of the distribution of topics for noun metaphors, showing that 10 out
of the 11 proposed topics surface in the noun metaphor analysis, compared to 8 out of the 11 in the
verb analysis. The two additional topics are Timbre and Textural Blend. Their overall omission in
verb metaphors may have something to do with the fact that these properties of sound are more
bound by physical properties of the instrument (in the case of Timbre) and the scored harmony (in
the case of Textural Blend), and are therefore not so easily changed in performance. Thus, they
appear in noun metaphor associations more commonly than in verb metaphor associations.
OCCURRENCE OF TOPICS FOR NOUN METAPHORS

Dynamic
Tone
Phrasing
Articulation
Timing
Affect
Tempo
Timbre
Intonation
Textural Blend
0

Figure 7.2
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Spectrum of topics for noun metaphors.

These findings are consistent with the functional roles of linguistic forms, that is that verbs express
changing states and nouns identify characteristics of states. For example, effecting change in
Dynamic, Timing, and Articulation was found to be a function of verb metaphors whereas
identifying characteristics of Dynamic, Tone, and Phrasing (also a Phrase) was found to be a
function of noun metaphors.

7.1.4 Correlations and mappings for noun metaphors
As for verb metaphors, tethering topics to noun vehicle terms illustrates linguistic metaphors,
source to target domain correlations, and reveals systematic associations, potentially at a deeper
level. In describing this level of the analysis for noun metaphors, I provide the linguistic metaphor
according to topic, and related vehicle terms from the data in italics. The resulting mapping of the
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topic and source domain is formulated as a conceptual metaphor, A IS B, where a number of vehicle
terms, or repeats of the same vehicle term, were found to comprise a semantic field tethered to the
topic. As noun metaphors yielded strong evidence at the linguistic level for systematic associations,
I retain the specific topic aspect in the conceptual mapping.

Affect is, not surprisingly, human emotion (joy, disappointment), but also character (arrogance).
MUSICAL AFFECT IS HUMAN EMOTION.

Articulation is variously, a searchlight, a palette and brush, light, and darkness, a silk (fabric), the
relationship between neighbours, a mass like a bulge, or a weight, a brittle material, or icing
on a cake. It is not a clearly defined area in noun metaphors and commonly it pairs with
other musical aspects such as Tone, Texture (of a note) and Timbre when being referenced in
a metaphor (e.g. You get a darker colour [Tone] [by bowing] that way).
Dynamic, the most commonly treated musical aspect for noun metaphors, has common attributes of
water (a tidal surge, a wave, a cloud). DYNAMIC IS A BODY OF WATER; dimensions and
shapes (a shape, a swell, a rise, a fat tummy). DYNAMIC IS THE DIMENSION OR SHAPE OF
SOMETHING; light and
LIGHT; and

dark (shading, a shadow, a reflection). DYNAMIC IS QUALITY OF

variously an echo, a power tool, fuel, an army, foreground and background, a

wall, a secret, and a storm. These attributes identify various degrees of soft and loud or the
act of getting softer or louder.
Dynamic level and Phrasing together have attributes of dimension and shape that specifically relate
to the perception of a phrase: (a rise, a shape, the top of something, the pinnacle). A
PHRASE IS FORM, DIMENSION AND SHAPE; and

direction. A PHRASE IS A JOURNEY. The pair

also identifies with light and dark (monochrome); and language and communication (a
conversation).
Intonation has various attributes of shape, colour, and place.
Phrasing alone has common significant attributes of language and communication (a paragraph, a
rhetorical thread, a statement). PHRASING IS A WAY OF WRITING AND SPEAKING; as well as
dimension and shape (line). PHRASING IS GIVING FORM, DIMENSION, AND SHAPE.
Tempo has mainly the attributes of movement and motion. TEMPO IS MOVEMENT AND MOTION.
Textural Blend has various attributes of a body, an area or region, and a fabric.
Timbre mainly paired with Tone and was not easily identified but has significant attributes of light,
dark, and colour, like Tone. TIMBRE IS ILLUMINATION/QUALITY OF LIGHT; and
TIMBRE IS COLOUR.
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Timing has common attributes of physical structure and dimension (front, back, length, middle,
space). TIMING IS A PHYSICAL STRUCTURE; and language and communication (a comma).
TIMING IS PUNCTUATING; as

well as tidiness.

Tone has common attributes of a structure such as a container (fullness, hollowness, bottom, depth,
space, and edge). TONE IS A CONTAINER; light and dark (shine, polish, illumination,
darkness), TONE IS ILLUMINATION/QUALITY OF LIGHT; and, significantly, colour (a palette,
pastel colour, hue). TONE IS COLOUR.

7.1.5 Conclusions for noun metaphors
The characteristics of identity with which noun metaphors reference musical aspects—especially
the acoustic aspects of Dynamic and Tone, and the temporal aspect of Timing—lead to salient
source domains of dimension, shape, and colour; and for the expression of a phrase, the source
domain of language and communication.

Overall, the noun group shows overarching conceptual domains for the acoustic properties of
musical sound at a more generic level: MUSICAL SOUND IS A PHYSICAL STRUCTURE (it has attributes
of form—shape and size, material, and colour); and MUSICAL SOUND IS A LANGUAGE (it has
attributes of both spoken and written forms of communication). The temporal aspect of sound yields
the conceptual metaphor: MUSICAL SOUND IS A MOVING VEHICLE. And Tone and Articulation yield
the object, MUSICAL SOUND IS AN OBJECT WHICH CAN BE COLOURED AND ILLUMINATED.

The surprise in this group is the relative lack of reference to the commonly associated domain of
human emotion. There were single references to joy, disappointment, surprise, longing, and loving,
and the word emotion itself was used once. As to the proposition that sound is experienced as
feelings and emotions, at least in the sense of associations made explicit by verbalising, there is not
overwhelming evidence here. This will be raised again later in this chapter and in Chapter 8.

Unlike Cameron (2003), I did not specifically investigate the real-time processing of metaphors but
it is fitting to raise an aspect of her findings. She found that noun and verb metaphors show
different patterns of comprehension and interpretation and that the noun metaphors in her particular
classroom study were explicitly evaluated, “indicating that they were noticed”, whereas the vehicle
terms of verb metaphors were not explicitly evaluated. Thus, verb metaphors are often not marked,
in other words, go unnoticed (p. 176). Although no protocol was used to investigate this in the
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current study, a conclusion that contrasts with Cameron’s may be argued. From observation notes
and revisiting recordings, noun and verb metaphors for the greater part appeared to go unnoticed; in
other words, not explicitly evaluated. One significant departure from this was the piano lesson
presented in Chapter 4. Here, there was considerable evaluation of the vehicles as well as vehicle
development. I will show further less-extended examples of apparently deliberate vehicle
development in the section on narrative trails (sec. 7.4).

7.2

Discussion of findings for adjective metaphors

Two hundred and twelve remarks from the collection were found to contain adjective metaphors
along the spectrum from highly conventional to more creative. This is one quarter of the whole
collection, after verb and noun metaphors.

Table 7.2 (p. 210) lists adjective vehicles identified in the data:
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Table 7.2

Adjective vehicles identified in the music instruction data
Adjective vehicles

Abrasive
Aggressive
Agitated
Angular
Anxious
Aristocratic
Articulate
Awash
Background
Bambooish (colour)
Big
Black and white
Bloom
Bold
Bouncy
Brassy
Bright
Bubbly
Bulge
Charm
Cheeky
Choked
Cholesterol
Clean
Clear
Cold
Comfortable
Constipated
Creamier
Crisp
Dark
Declamatory
Dirty
Dry
Earthy
Edgy
Electric
Elongated
Enthusiastic
Excited
Expansive
Falling
Fat
Feminine
Filagree
Fizz
Flabby

Fluid
Forward
Fruity stuff
Full-bodied
Fulsome
Furry
Fuzzy
Geographical signposts
Glassy
Gluey
Grand
Grey
Happy
Harangued
Hard
Healthier
Heavy
Heavy-hearted
Hefty
Heroic
Horizontal
Huge
Humorous
Icy
Innocent
Introverted
Juicy
Light
Light
Liquid
Longer
Loose
Lost
Magical
Masculine
Militaristic
Muddy
Murky
Open
Paler
Passionate
Passive
Pastel
Ploddy
Pure
Relieved
Rhetorical

Rich
Rocky
Rough
Round
Saggy
Scratchy
Seamless
Sensual
Shaped
Shimmering
Shiny
Shy
Sighing
Sinister
Slim
Smoky
Soaring
Solid
Sparkly
Spicy
Spiky
Splashy
Square
Squashed
Starved
Stately
Steep
Stodgy
Stormy
Straight
Subservient
Suffering
Suggestive
Sweeter
Swell
Tender
Thick
Thin
Transparent
Ugly
Warm
Well-fed
Wetter
Wide
Wishy-washy
Wistful
Woolly

In terms of syntax, a large proportion of adjectives described a topic substituted by the pronoun ‘it’
in PRONOUN IS ADJECTIVE structures. These remarks, containing implicit topics, made deducing the
contextual meaning difficult. The analysis relied on revisiting the recording and reviewing notes
taken during the observation for contextual information. Explicit topics were useful for crosschecking when the same vehicle was used by a different teacher. Below, I list four syntactic types
showing different treatment of topics:
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(i) Implicit topic
It's not aggressive.
It’s agitated.
It’s anxious.
It’s dark.
It is big and full-bodied.
It is earthy and rough.
It’s got to be bold and brassy.
It’s got to be cheeky.
It’s got to be seamless.
It should be humorous.
It doesn’t want to be too quiet otherwise it sounds a bit shy.
It can be like that, wistful.
You don’t want it to be muddy.
I want it to be black and white.
I’m putting a bit more edge [on the bow]. It’s not a pastel colour. It’s richer.
Make it scratchy, don’t smooth it out.
Keep it very wide.
That’s slower but it feels heavier. Let’s get it more magical.
This is bubbly, bubbly, bubbly; but not bubbly in a fluffy way.
(ii) Comparatives with an implicit topic
It becomes a little drier.
It needs to be a bit lighter.
It needs to be more fluid.
It’s still a bit stodgy.
It’s really quite declamatory.
It could be more smoky.
It could be more smoky.
It’s too thick and muddy here.
It needs to be more fluid.
It needs to be quite square and triumphant.
(iii) Explicit topic
An expansive crescendo ...
An enthusiastic crescendo ...
A falling interval ...
Do a little accent first, a spiky one.
Articulations can make things fuzzy or they can make things clear. It’s a dark register.
The duplet is grand.
A masculine theme is louder and more angular. A feminine them is softer and sweeter.
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Is it happy or is it depressed . It’s anxious. That’s what chromaticism is.
The bass is big.
It’s a cholesterol cadence.
I like that sort of cold vibrato.
That’s a crisper articulation.
That’s a dog of a register and a darkish key.
I still want … a creamier texture.
You’re in the dark area of the instrument.
The staccato is dry.
It’s got to be electric, that silence.
Theres’ a couple of furry notes.
The harmony wants to be happy but he can’t.
Your low F sharp was really rich, really huge.
Whenever it’s slurred, make it sostenuto … really liquid.
Longer notes please.
The articulation can be a bit sparklier.
It needs to be less spiked. More diminuendo.
(iv) Undefined topic (sound as a noun, or verb)
It’s a dry sound. It should begin with a gluey, sticky sound.
It sounds a bit flabby.
The music is heavy.
A glassy sound please.
The sound is muddy.
You have such a wide, round sound. I want a thin sound.
Make a very shiny sound.

7.2.1 The conventional-creative spectrum for adjective metaphors
Many vehicle terms in the adjective group were clearly common for this community of speakers. Of
the 212 remarks, 141, more than two-thirds, contained different adjective vehicles, indicating a
relatively high degree of one-off instances but also significant re-use of particular vehicle terms.
This points to some conventional terms appearing in the adjective group, a finding which is
supported by the fact that many are already listed in general user dictionaries with contemporary
musical senses. Those listed from the adjective group include: bouncy, brassy, bright, clean, edgy,
fruity, full-bodied, muddy, rich, scratchy, sweet, thick, thin, and woolly. Abrasive, dark, dry, and
round are listed as figurative in the musical sense.

Not all of these were commonly used by teachers in this study. Those that were include: clean, dark,
dry, muddy, rich, and round. The linguistic analysis of these in Chapter 5 (sec. 5.4) has already
revealed the contextual and listed meanings. As with noun vehicle terms, the question arises as to
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why some are listed with figurative meanings and others are not. Why, for example, is there not a
cross-domain relationship indicating a figurative sense for fruity when “resembling, or containing
fruit” can hardly be directly similar to a sound being “mellow, deep, and rich”. Similarly, Brassy, “a
bright, yellowish colour”, is “a harsh sound” and is not listed as figurative in relation to sound
(although the noun colour is). This finding points to differences in the way dictionary meanings are
formulated.

Although the exact contextual meanings were not easy to deduce, it was relatively easy to identify
the vehicles themselves because of incongruity with the broader context relating to musical sound.
As with both noun and verb metaphors, many vehicles went unmarked, were not evaluated in the
ongoing instruction. In addition, there is an apparent assumption of shared experience and
embedded knowledge in how ‘musical’ sounds sound (across the western art music genre), and this
is likely to be reflected in instances of unmarked metaphor use, such as in the examples of subtechnical metaphor above. The extent to which a student actually grasps what the metaphor refers to
in the musical context can only be understood in relation to the musical response. However, this is a
question that remains outside the scope of the current study, albeit an interesting area for future
research, as noted in the final chapter.

On the more creative side is the example, It’s a cholesterol cadence! Creative as this may seem,
cholesterol could still derive from an association of ‘rich’ with harmony. While, in its evolution,
‘rich’ may have lost its strong metaphorical associations, and earned a contemporary musical sense
in the dictionary, its strong sensory association with food makes a good starting point for vehicle
development.

7.2.2 Adjective metaphors and the spectrum of source domains
Overall, 18 source domains become apparent—fewer than in the verb and noun metaphor groups,
but interestingly they bring out a strong preponderance for the concept QUALITIES OF SOUND ARE
HUMAN. Variously,

this attribute has appeared at the level of the linguistic metaphor in both verb

and noun metaphors. Certainly, the affective domain in the noun group made some reference to
human emotion and condition, though not as significantly as expected. In the adjective group,
however, we find a different perspective.
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Figure 7.3 shows the spectrum of adjective vehicles according to source domains from more
conventional to less so:
OCCURRENCE OF SOURCE DOMAINS FOR ADJECTIVE VEHICLES

Human moods and emotions
Dimension, shape and size
Human character
Food and flavour
Illumination and transparency
Physical appearance and state
Mass
Human condition
Picture and colour
Physical structure
Water
Journey and movement in a direction
Language and communication
Physical texture
Substance
Extramusical sound
Movement quality
Environment and weather
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Spectrum of source domains for adjective vehicles.

7.2.3 Adjective metaphors and the spectrum of musical topics
It is not surprising to see that Articulation is a commonly treated aspect in teaching a musical
instrument. It has appeared in the top four topics for each of verb and noun metaphors. In the graph
showing the predominance of topics for adjective metaphors in Figure 7.4, Articulation is at the
head of the list:
OCCURRENCE OF TOPICS FOR ADJECTIVE METAPHORS

Articulation
Tone
Dynamic
Affect
Timing
Texture
Phrasing
Tempo
0
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Spectrum of topics for adjective vehicles.
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What is apparent with Articulation is its common pairing with the acoustic properties of Texture (of
a single note) and Dynamic. Tone is also prominent here, and a relatively large number of adjective
metaphors make reference to Tone as a separate acoustic aspect (remembering that the physics of a
single sound is always more complex than this would suggest). Dynamic was at the top of the list
for both verb and noun metaphors, and while it appears third here, it sometimes pairs with Tone as
well as with the expressive devices Phrasing and the aforementioned Articulation. Texture (of a
single note) appears for the first time with some significance in adjective metaphors, both separately
and in various pairs.

7.2.4 Correlations and mappings for adjective metaphors
As for verb and noun metaphors, tethering topics to their vehicle terms illustrates linguistic
metaphors, source to target domain correlations, and reveals systematic associations, potentially at a
deeper level. In describing this level of the analysis for adjective metaphors, I provide the linguistic
metaphor according to topic, and related vehicle terms from the data in italic. The resulting
mapping of the topic and source domain is formulated as a conceptual metaphor, A IS B, where a
number of vehicle terms, or repeats of the same vehicle term, were found to comprise a semantic
field tethered to the topic. The conceptual mapping is formulated at either the specific (topic) or
generic (musical sound) level according to the predominant sense:

Articulation changes the physical state of substances or materials making them liquid, cold, wet,
creamy, full-bodied, bubbly, gluey, sticky, muddy, dry, and crisp. MUSICAL SOUND IS A
VISCOUS SUBSTANCE.

Articulation changes the appearance of objects making them furry, fuzzy, clear, sparkly, clean and
dirty; and changes the shape, size, and mass of objects making them square, spiky, heavy,
light, and slim. MUSICAL SOUND IS A SHAPE.
Articulation changes human moods; it is cheeky, excited, humorous, light (hearted). MUSICAL
SOUND IS HUMAN PERSONALITY.

Tone is a degree of illumination and transparency; it is bright, glassy, shimmering, shiny, smoky,
murky, dark. TONE IS ILLUMINATION.
Tone is shape, size, and mass; it is round, fat, huge, fulsome, thin, wide, solid, and hard. TONE IS
THE DIMENSION OF AN OBJECT.

Tone is colour; it is brassy, grey, pastel. MUSICAL TONE IS COLOUR TONE (CHROMATIC).
Tone is a substance; it is fruity, full-bodied, rich. TONE IS A FLAVOURSOME SUBSTANCE.
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Tone is a human being; it is healthy, tender, bold, starved, and well-fed. TONE IS A HEALTHY
HUMAN BEING.

Tone is degree of heat; it is warm and icy. TONE IS TEMPERATURE.
Dynamic level is size; it is wide, big, and expansive (loud). DYNAMIC IS DIMENSION (SIZE).
Dynamic level and Affect together are human: they are heroic, enthusiastic, introverted, shy,
aggressive, and extrovert. DYNAMIC IS HUMAN PERSONALITY.
Affect (harmony) is human; it is happy, innocent, relieved, sinister, and suffering. Affect (melody)
is anxious, feminine, masculine, passionate, sweet. MUSICAL SOUND IS HUMAN EMOTION.
Timing is changing the physical state of a substance; it is fluid, solid, stodgy, splashy. MUSICAL
SOUND IS A VISCOUS SUBSTANCE.

Timing is changing the shape, size, and mass of something; it is straight, long, square, squashed,
loose, fat, hefty. MUSICAL SOUND IS A MASS (OF AN OBJECT).
Texture is the physical state of a substance; it is dry, earthy, muddy; Texture is also the physical
texture of something; it is thick, scratchy, woolly, glassy. MUSICAL TEXTURE IS MATERIAL
TEXTURE.

Phrasing is a way of speaking communicating; it is sighing, rhetorical and declamatory. MUSICAL
PHRASES ARE A VERBAL PHRASES.

Tempo is movement in a direction; it goes forward; and Tempo is a type of movement; it is ploddy.
TEMPO IS MOVEMENT AND MOTION; MUSICAL SOUND IS A MOVING VEHICLE.

Tempo is mass, it is heavy (slow). MUSICAL SOUND IS A MASS (OF AN OBJECT).

7.2.5 Conclusions for adjective metaphors
While there is, as expected, a rich breadth of vehicle terms in the adjective group, many are
conventional and derived from well established source domains, especially domains that assign
human characteristics of mood, character, gender, emotion and language to musical sound. The
adjective group also highlights inconsistencies in the way in which words are attributed ‘figurative’
meanings in dictionaries.

Had there been strong evidence of noun metaphors referencing sound as emotion—with the
conceptual metaphor, MUSICAL SOUND IS HUMAN EMOTION—this may have supported the view
that it is emotion cues which predominantly inspire expressive performance (see Juslin & Sloboda,
2010). However, it seems that teachers do not, at least by dint of what they say, ascribe to this view.
Instead, through the adjective vehicle, we get a strong sense of the conceptual metaphor, MUSICAL
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SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING.

In this way, musical sound has human characteristics such as expressing

emotion, but not uniquely emotion.
A particular way of construing the role of metaphor is made apparent with metaphors that map
human attributes onto the topic, in other words, that personify. Personification may simply be a way
of using “knowledge about ourselves to comprehend other aspects of the world, such as time, death,
natural forces, inanimate objects” (Kövesces, 2010, p. 56), in much the same way as other
metaphorical cross-domain mapping does. I propose ‘sound’ is then a justifiable addition to that list.
However, personification may operate differently, not in the manner of conceptual “stepping
stones” for understanding more abstract concepts (as are animating or verb metaphors), but as
“affective stepping stones to greater intimacy or empathy” (Cameron, 2003, p. 246).

Another finding for the adjective group brings some supportive evidence for the systematic use of at
least one source domain common to the verb, noun, and adjective groups. This is the domain of
dimension, shape and size.

7.3

Discussion of findings for analogies

Gentner and Bowdle (2008), as well as others whom they reference, claim there are similarities
between the processing of metaphor and the processing of analogy, and that this rests on the theory
of “structure-mapping” (p. 109). According to this theory, analogical mapping establishes a
structural alignment between two represented situations and the alignment is based on a one-to-one
correspondence between the representational elements of the two situations. Further, the alignment
is driven by a “systematicity principle”, and “ people implicitly prefer analogies that share, deep
relational structures” (p. 110). Some commentary on this is relevant even though this study did not
investigate on-line processing.

Nowhere could this theory be more apparent than in the finding here that shows various speakers
comparing musical sounds with extramusical sounds. However, the corresponding relationships
between the broad source domain of extramusical sounds and topic are often equally broad, so that
the one-to-one correspondence Gentner and Bowdle describe is apparent in the higher-order
conceptual domain, but not always so explicit at the level of the topic. The commonly used
syntactic structure, ‘It’s like …’ or ‘It sounds like’, often obscures the specific corresponding
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musical aspect (topic). Examples with these structures or where the topic is broadly ‘sound’
demonstrate this:
Extramusical sound corresponding to an implicit topic:
Otherwise it doesn’t have any charm. It sounds like a robot ... It sounds like a machine.
It sounds like a dog throwing up.
It sounds like pealing bells—like Venice is on fire and everyone has to get out!
It’s like a twig breaking.
It should sound like someone walking down a garden path whistling.
This always sounds a little like some huge animal has stomach problems.
[It needs to sound] like raindrops—tiny cold drops, not big tropical ones.
Like Big Ben. It’s like an enormous bell ... like the tolling of a bell. ... It’s a very bell-like sound.
You have to pull things around from a point of stability. Like when a huge wind comes through a
bamboo grove. The roots are still in the ground.
That’s like a wave breaking, but you’ve got to set it up better.
It shouldn’t be like Jamie Lee with a machete ... hacking through the jungle.

Various other examples show similar obscure referencing where the topic has not been explicitly
mentioned prior to or in the instruction and it is only contextual information—importantly, hearing
the player before and after the remark was made—that identifies the topic. These also demonstrate a
dimension of direct metaphor where there is an implicit topic but an explicit topic shift (Steen et al.,
2010, p. 39):
It’s like someone walking away and turning around.
It’s trying to get off the wheel, like a hamster. Like a cat moving not like a bird.
It’s really sweeping, like a space shuttle launch.
It’s really like football. You’ve got to know who to pass the ball to, where you are taking the
ball ...whether you run fast or slow ... you know put it in a sort of teamwork spirit as opposed to the
solo of a tennis player.
It's like a sadistic person has attached a string to your wrist, and every now and then they go
whoop!
Like when you held Mum's hand in Grade 1 on the first day of school and didn’t want to let go.
With more explicit references to musical aspects, the one-to-one correspondence is more evident,
either through direct mention or through an explicit demonstration by the teacher:

(i) Extramusical sound, explicit topic:
The first string sound sounds like a foghorn.
Not so many accents, it sounds like a train.
Accent is like a splash of colour.
Find the pitch. You sound like blow flies in a jam jar.
It’s a falling interval. Like a sigh.
This is a whole new Texture. You need about a thousand sounds, like an entire forest.
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(ii) Motion, explicit topic:
Push the tempo a bit, like push the pedal.
Like walking with a short leg and then a long leg. [Teacher demonstrates the rhythm]
Don’t stop there [at the end of the Phrase]. It’s almost like a river flowing. It never stops its flow.
(iii) And various other examples with an explicit topic:
Play these quavers like you are pulling an elastic band.
The whole texture changes and you’re left there like the sun comes out from behind a cloud.
Accent is like a splash of colour.
The cadenza just grows out like a flower coming out of the ground.

7.3.1 Analogies and the spectrum of source domains
Figure 7.5 shows the spectrum of source domains for analogies, with extramusical sound the most
common source domain, showing the deep relational elements between musical sound in general
and extramusical sound, as previously mentioned. Analysis of analogies at this level highlights that
this one domain is almost absent from metaphorical associations across the other linguistic form:
Only two other references to extramusical sound were observed, and these can be found in the
adjective group.

The number of source domains apparent in the analogy group is less than for the other linguistic
forms. This may correspond with the number of analogies identified.
OCCURRENCE OF SOURCE DOMAINS FOR ANALOGIES
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Spectrum of source domains for analogies.
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7.3.2 Analogies and the spectrum of musical topics
Figure 7.6 shows that Dynamic is once again a significant topic and—as in the other linguistic
groups—it makes numerous appearances in pairings, which accounts for its strong presence in
linguistic metaphors as a topic. On the whole, many pairings arose in the analogy subset, in
particular Articulation (with Dynamic) and Phrasing (with Dynamic).
OCCURENCE OF TOPICS FOR ANALOGIES
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Spectrum of topics for analogies.

7.3.3 Correlations and mappings for analogies
Predominant ways in which the different topics were referenced, with resulting conceptual
metaphors, are shown as for the other linguistic groups. Noticeably, in the examples that follow, the
metaphor is expressed primarily at the linguistic level of the analogy and conceptual mapping at the
generic level is less prominent. An explanation for this is provided in the next section concerning
conventionality.

Articulation (control of accent) and Dynamic control is variously like flying and landing, like
punching, like pointing, like a finger in the chest, like picking up something special, like a
train, like speaking with emphasis, like a splash of colour.
Dynamic level is also like a light increasing, like background, like a painting technique (not
standing out), like the sun coming out of the clouds, like Venice on fire, like a calm misty
lake—no waves, no ripples, like watching acrobatics, like the UN peacekeeping force—there
but not involved.
Dynamic level is various extramusical sounds, like pealing bells, like a screeching car race, like
someone whistling, like tiny cold raindrops, like an earthquake.
Intonation sounds like blowflies, is like a swooping bird.
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Phrasing (paired with various musical aspects) is like a statement, like a sigh, like calling, like a
question. PHRASING IS A WAY OF SPEAKING; MUSICAL SOUND IS A LANGUAGE.
Phrasing is variously like a wave breaking, like a relationship, like turning around, like a river
flowing.
Tempo control is like being on a horse, like pushing the pedal, like driving. TEMPO IS A MOVING
ANIMAL OR VEHICLE.

Texture (of a single sound) is like an entire forest, is like bamboo.
Timing is like the technique of an acrobat, like a dog that runs away, like walking, like a cat
moving, like a swan drifting with feet flat out, like holding Mum’s hand and not letting go,
like passing a ball, like pulling elastic, like pulling an elastic band, like a car in traffic, like
entering a freeway. TIMING IS TYPES OF MOVEMENT OR ACTION.
Timing is variously extramusical sounds, like a huge wind, like a stream of bullets, like an
engine on a cold morning, like waves washing around.
Timing is also variously like pillars under a freeway, like spaghetti, like semicolons.
Tonal quality is like burning embers, like a flower opening, like a body, like something under a
spotlight.
Tonal quality is also various extramusical sounds, like the sound of a bell, like the bong of a clock,
like a foghorn.

7.3.4 The conventional-creative spectrum for analogies
Notable findings here are the new appearance of extramusical sound as a prominent—although
highly generic—source domain, and the absence of dimension, shape, and size (a domain which is
prominent across the other linguistic forms). I propose that this significantly differentiates analogy
and metaphor in this context even though both illustrate X-Y cross-domain mapping by means of
relational commonalities (how things work) or attributional commonalities (appearance, form etc.).
Ostensibly, analogy is based on more deliberate means of drawing a comparison, which generally
makes explicit relational commonalities between two things otherwise not connected. By choosing
analogy, the speaker may be aware of the representational elements being compared. While this
does not point to a creative or novel way of referencing the topic, it does point to the functional
vitality of the reference and the seemingly deliberate intention of the speaker to “tune” or try to
reach a shared understanding (Cameron, 2003, p.109). Ultimately, this leads to fewer metaphors at
the conventional end of the spectrum and more constructively creative ones. There is also evidence
of more obscure references (e.g. like the UN peacekeeping force—there but not involved). Further,
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at this level of analysis, there is less representation at the conceptual level because of the diversity
of the linguistic expressions.

7.3.5 Conclusions for analogies
This group, small though it is, illustrates an important issue in metaphor use: The speaker’s
awareness in the delivery of something metaphorical, which, in the case of analogies, seems to be
more marked, and shows a trend towards metaphor development and further qualification. The
appearance of the source domain—extramusical sounds—exemplifies that sounds from the world
around us are a frequent source of reference for many musical topic areas, including acoustic
aspects (Dynamic, Tone and Texture), temporal aspects (Timing) and the effect of expressive
devices (Articulation, Intonation). The timbres, pitches, and rhythms of these environmental sounds
are evidently sought in musical expression as engaging and expressive qualities of sound.

7.4

Discussion of findings for narrative metaphors

In Chapter 5 (p. 113), narrative trails were described as longer fragments of talk, containing
metaphorical content. However, music instruction is, of course, concerned mainly with playing
music, and teacher talk is often accompanied by demonstration and gesture, with some teachers
intentionally refraining from using verbal communication as part of their teaching strategy. At times
though, and with particular teachers, metaphors were protracted, and clearly more deliberate. An
excellent example of this can be seen in the piano lesson observation in Chapter 4.

Cameron (2003) discusses this kind of protracted metaphor use with reference to her own classroom
studies. Various linguistic devices are used by the teacher in the mediation of perceived difficult
concepts and in support of leaners’ learning. In these cases, the teacher is aware of using
metaphorical information, uses it deliberately, and strategises how to use it to greatest effect. The
aim is to maximise the probability of reaching a shared understanding by reducing ‘alterity’, a
construct of Bakhtin (1981, 1986) which accepts that one person can never fully understand
another. Cameron suggests, “there is never a perfect convergence of understanding by participants
in discourse”; the focus is on “the inevitability of difference” (2003, p. 31). Cameron further
proposes that this is a key construct for analysing metaphor usage in educational discourse. As
described in Chapter 4 (p. 108), the devices at a teacher’s disposal, including hedging, tuning, and
pausing, often relate to metaphor development. This involves various strategies: evaluation of
metaphor (the speaker expresses an opinion as to the value of using a metaphor); restatement of the
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metaphor; vehicle development by explication, repetition, or relexicalisation (some synonym or
near equivalent of the vehicle is used; vehicle contextualisation (the vehicle term is related to
something in the participants’ knowledge or experience); topic development (additional information
about the topic domain is stated); metaphor construction (the topic is again juxtaposed with the
vehicle term to reformulate the metaphor; and metaphor reference (a reference back to a metaphor
used before) (Cameron, 2003, p. 109; p. 165).

These teaching/learning strategies that build and develop metaphorical content purposefully,
prompted a closer examination of the data for instances that demonstrated similar strategies.
Interestingly, the features of vehicle development were not particularly salient. On the whole, a
reason for the apparent absence of this kind of strategising may be that in one-to-one music lessons
and in ensemble rehearsals, a teacher/conductor is not necessarily initiating a lesson with particular
goals in mind; rather, they are responding with feedback to a student’s issues with interpretation and
expression of the music, as well as technical errors made in the playing of it. Thus, metaphor may
not be part of the teaching plan, rather a creative response to a situation that arises. Further, at
advanced levels, musical goals may not need a great deal of explication. However, there were
occasions when vehicle development occurred, in a clearly more deliberate way. The case of the
piano lesson in Chapter 4 is one good example where the strategies described by Cameron were
apparent, and the convergence of understanding more purposefully pursued. Notably, this involved
two L2 speakers (of an advanced level). However, this factor does not explain all the cases. By
taking some examples of several smaller instruction episodes, I illustrate the kind of vehicle
development that surfaced in narrative trails. To what degree this vehicle development had an
impact on a student’s learning is not something that can be commented on beyond that the student
responded at the point indicated by […] in the example, with apparent success, as the lesson
continued along a different path.

Example 1, from a piano masterclass (while the piece of music under instruction is compared to a
real narrative, this is not necessarily typical of metaphor protraction):
It’s like Edgar Allan Poe’s story The Pit and the Pendulum. There’s a slight feeling of
that there. [...]
It’s not as macabre as that but it’s just in the way you use your left hand. […]
There’s something quite relentless. That stretto […]
[Later] The pendulum has slowed down. If you’re thinking of Edgar Allan Poe it means the
pendulum has got a bit longer. […] Now there’s that slow tread through it.
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The music under instruction was a Prelude by Chopin, one of the 24 published in 1839. Poe was a
contemporary of Chopin, acquainted with his music but not the man, and he was apparently popular
in France during Chopin’s time there. This short story, ‘The Pit and the Pendulum’, was written in
1842 just three years after Chopin’s Preludes. In the story, which is based on the torments endured
by a prisoner of the Spanish Inquisition, the narrator describes his experience of being tortured. The
story is especially evocative through Poe’s description of sound. However, the story and the music
are otherwise unrelated. Clearly though, the teacher has built a narrative of their own around this
piece, drawing on that narrative, developing metaphorical associations for Timing and Tempo. The
“pendulum” idea develops into something “relentless”, and the idea of the “longer” swing and a
slow “tread” are all linked to the idea of torture in the story. The evoked sense of “macabre”
references the affective domain in the music.

In this example, the following vehicle development emerges: The mention of “pendulum” already
references rhythm but with the adjective “macabre”, the affective domain is brought into the topic
and linked directly to what the left hand is playing. The teacher assumes the student has knowledge
of this story, perhaps from a previous lesson. Knowing that the story is based on torture certainly
enhances the imagery. The vehicle is repeated and then relexicalised in the noun “tread”, which
itself is onomatopoeically related to a sense of dread surely felt by the prisoner and to be conveyed
in the playing.

Topic development is also noticeable, conveying throughout the passage a sense of Tempo: At first
the topic is implicitly something (a rhythmic motif) played in a particular way in the left hand. This
becomes specifically a stretto (successive introductions of the theme which follow at shorter and
shorter intervals, increasing the sense of excitement); then this slows down and the beats become
longer. Ultimately, Mood (Affect), Timing, and Tempo are all explicitly and thoughtfully referenced
in this narrative trail. However, with the strong and influential association of the story, this makes a
difficult case for verifying underlying conceptual metaphor.

Example 2, from a flute lesson:
A lot of new music calls for this kind of electronic sound of hard steely flute and bambooish
colours. [The lesson continues]
Let’s explore some of these different sounds. They’re just different brushes to colour with.
[…] Let’s just play that same phrase. Think of yourself as colouring in. […]
Now think about that your flute is made of straw or maybe made out of leaves, or maybe out
of clouds or out of dust. […]
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Articulations can make things fuzzy and ambiguous or they can make things very clear. It’s
just a matter of how you want to paint your picture. […]
Tonguing is a kind of timbral brush. Articulation, air, embouchure—a combination of
brush and paint.
Example 2 illustrates again the protraction of an idea in both vehicle and topic development in the
ongoing discourse. At first the topic is explicitly “sound”, and from the introduction of the vehicles
of “hard”, “steel”, and “bamboo” associating the physical world of material and colour with the
instrument, it becomes apparent that the topic is specifically Timbre. The vehicle association of
colour introduces the topic of Tone and this association is contextualised to “brushes” and “ Think
of yourself as colouring in”. The topic is made explicit and develops beyond single Tones to the
Tones of a particular “Phrase”. Next, the material association for Timbre is repeated and
relexicalised as “straw”, “leaves”, “clouds”, and “dust” in a conscious effort by the teacher to get
the student to experiment with (“explore”) the sounds by thinking of these different associations.
Finally, both the topic and vehicle are reconstructed in a kind of ‘bigger picture’, redefining what
the student has been doing mentally to create the different Timbres and Tones, to what the student
has been doing physically—or articulating—(specifically, making changes to tonguing, air input
and the embouchure). A dynamic and creative development of the conceptual metaphors MUSICAL
SOUND IS A PICTURE YOU PAINT and ARTICULATION IS A PAINT BRUSH is

the result.

Example 3, from a small ensemble lesson, shows protraction of the PHRASING IS LANGUAGE;
MUSICAL SOUND IS A HUMAN BEING metaphor:

You’ve got to control the line all the way. It’s kind of a big paragraph. […]
It’s opera time. It’s recitativo type material. […]
There’s been a big paragraph of contrapuntal voices coming in on top of each other, fighting
over the top of each other. Fugues are like that. Voices coming in on top of each other,
fighting to be heard over the din. […]
All these sequences, they need to get more and more insistent. […]
In Baroque music when you repeat something, it’s really soft, like an echo.
In German Romanticism when it’s repeated, it’s like saying I really mean it this time … and
saying it louder.
The vehicle term “line” is relexicalised as “paragraph” (suggesting that there is more than one line).
This is then restated and developed further with “recitativo”, followed by an even stronger
relexicalisation with “voices” (which seems to be a deliberate word play on the technical term
“voice”—a constituent part in a fugue). Then with “insistent” and “saying I really mean it” and
“saying it louder”, the association of language and rhetoric is really being explicated, and the
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metaphorical content is almost subsumed into the technical explanation. But then the metaphor
reappears with seemingly deliberate acknowledgment, being prefaced by “it’s like”. The topic is
also developed. Based on the understanding that “line” refers to melody, this is refined to the
explicit topics,“sequences”, “voices” and “fugue”—all aspects of melody.

Example 4, from a piano trio lesson, is another protraction of the MUSICAL SOUND IS A PICTURE
YOU PAINT metaphor,

only this time the references to topic in the linguistic expression suggest the

association works not just for Tone and Articulation but for Timbre and Dynamic as well, making
this source domain a good example of mulitvalency (see Chapter 4, p. 106):
It’s a dark register. Just try it a few times to find the right amount of edge to the sound. […]
Just think of it as mixing colour. It’s probably a dark brown. Your bow is your painter’s
palette. […] It’s in a dull register.
[Later] It’s very bright there. […] You’ve got to get the same kind of bright hue as we are
getting out of the piano right hand. It’s not just about playing louder. There’s more colour
and complexity.
After the vehicle “dark” references the explicit topic “register” (thus Timbre and Tone), comes a
sub-technical vehicle term “edge” (indirectly related through a contemporary meaning of edge
defining it as an intense, sharp, or striking quality). Returning to the initial vehicle “dark” it is
relexicalised as “dark brown” and contextualised with “think of it as mixing colour”. Here, an
additional topic is inferred, suggesting that to achieve the desired sound, a certain Articulation is
needed and this is confirmed with the “bow” being the articulating tool. A previous example
illustrated the juxtaposition of tonguing (a way of articulating) with a paint brush. Here, “bow” is
juxtaposed with “a painter’s palette” and thus bowing does the act of painting with the result being
a particular tonal colouring. The vehicle is developed further with “dull”, but the ongoing discourse
brings about a change to the topic—it is no longer the “dark register” but a “bright” one. This
continues with “bright hue” and again the topic is developed with additional information (it needs to
be the same as the piano).

7.4.1 Conclusions for narrative metaphors
The examples in the narrative group have shown, in particular, the attributes and devices of
seemingly deliberate metaphor that are beneficial in mediating interpretation of metaphor, helping
activate metaphorical interpretation in on-line talk, and reducing the risk of ambiguity (Cameron,
2008, p. 203). This may have real benefits in music instruction where the player is learning about
the active engagement of metaphor in eliciting expressive performance.
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7.5

Summary

The analysis of noun and adjective metaphors raised some queries regarding how words attain
technical definitions in specialist dictionaries; how words attain the ‘figurative’ sense in general
user dictionary definitions; and why some words identified as conventional metaphor vehicle terms
in this study are listed in general user dictionaries with a musical sense that is not marked
‘figurative’.

I showed that adjective metaphor vehicles are more likely to be found in general user dictionaries
with a musical sense than noun or verb vehicles. I found that the association of Emotion with music,
one which has received much attention in psychology studies is not markedly explicit in music
teachers’ spoken instructions in music lessons, making an interesting proposition for more far
reaching studies of verbal language in music instruction.

I also found that metaphors arising in analogies and clustered in narrative trails are the most
noticeable types of apparently deliberate metaphor in this study. I propose that these types may well
show examples of good practice in using metaphor to help direct a player’s interpretative processes
in achieving expressive playing.
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CHAPTER 8

Meanings and mappings of metaphor in music instruction
Music reveals itself in a number of fundamental aspects: in the character of its objectivity, in the nature of its
temporal and spatial constitution, in its style, and in the varied conceptions that
are ingredient in it or that bear on it.
(Lippman, 1977, p. 42)

8.0

Introduction

In Part Two of this thesis, I described dimensions, features and resulting patterns of metaphor in
music instruction revealed through an analysis of its linguistic forms and usage. What is left to
explore is the bigger picture showing how metaphors in the verbal instructions of music teachers
observed in this study are used to elucidate the expressive qualities of musical sound. These final
sections discuss the basis for determining and reasoning this: The findings are drawn together to
establish the predominance of topics and source domains overall, and the way in which their
correlations demonstrate the expressive aspects of sound that teachers focus on in their students’
playing. The source domains show how these aspects are construed and articulated in ways that
trigger an interpretation of the music. Examining the correlations between source domains and
topics shows that there is a tendency towards multivalency—a single source domain can refer to
different aspects of musical sound, and an aspect of musical sound can have several attributes
through different source domains. Examining the spectrum of conventional to more creative
metaphors for each topic reveals more about the nature and use of metaphor in this context. Such an
overview provides answers to the central questions of this study concerning how metaphor can be
identified, analysed, and described in terms of its dimensions and ways it elucidates the expressive
properties of musical sound. But firstly, I assess whether there is systematicity in relation to the
source and target domains (including the more specific aspects of topics) of metaphor in advanced
music instruction, and if so, how this can be explained.

8.1

Systematicity: Surveying the landscape

What the study shows about overall systematicity in the context of advanced music instruction is
best demonstrated through a series of graphic representations. This section is organised around
discussing these representations in the following figures. Figure 8.1 shows the occurrence of topics
overall in the metaphors identified in this study. This gives an indication of which musical aspects
were given most attention through metaphor, and further, which were given more frequent attention
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(i.e. relative frequency). Figure 8.2 shows the predominance of source domains overall for
metaphors identified in this study. This gives an indication of the scope of extramusical associations
for metaphors in this context as well as an indication of their salience. Figure 8.3 then highlights
the correlations found between topic and source domains as well as patterns of multivalency,
showing how multifaceted the lens is through which aspects of musical sound are ‘seen’. Figure 8.4
focuses more closely on the topics—the musical aspects. The analysis of metaphor reveals that
some appear to be more engaged by the player in expressive playing than others. Figure 8.5 enables
a view of multivalency according to each topic. This is an indication of the diversity, or conversely,
the singularity, of extramusical associations for specific acoustic and temporal aspects of musical
sound, as well as the expressive means by which changes are made to them in performance. Finally,
an impression of what is conventional and what can be considered more creative for metaphor in
music instruction emerges, along with other dimensions of metaphor made apparent in this study.
This will be shown from various perspectives. Figure 8.6 shows the most common topic to source
associations, an important dimension of metaphor in the music instruction context. Figure 8.7
illustrates the ‘tethering’ dimension of source to topic domains (exemplified by the topic Dynamic,
and further, how it may connect with another topic—the multivalency aspect of source domains). In
a series of continua, Figure 8.8 shows the most and least predominant aspects of topic and source
domain parameters that have come under the purview of this study.

8.1.1 Predominance of topics overall
In line with the methodology used in the analysis, the topics shown in Figure 8.1 each derive from
the contextual or propositional meaning of a vehicle term identified in a remark. On the other hand,
the source domains are derived from the basic meaning of a vehicle term (Figure 8.2). What must
be taken into account in the findings of predominance for topics and source domains is that they
represent only what was metaphorically treated in lessons at the time of observation. This should
not be taken to represent the predominance of topics and metaphorical associations across all music
lessons. Clearly, different musical aspects of performance are treated according to needs arising: a
highly dynamic process. Nonetheless, 80 hours of observations represents a substantial impression
of metaphor activity in prominent Australian music education settings, and therefore can be
considered reasonably reliable. The overall predominance of topics was calculated by establishing
the frequency with which each appeared either uniquely or paired with another topic, in the analysis
across all of the linguistic forms.
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OCCURENCE OF TOPICS THROUGHOUT DATA

Dynamic
Articulation
Timing
Tone
Phrasing
Tempo
Texture
Textural Blend
Affect
Timbre
Intonation
0

Figure 8.1
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Predominance of topics overall.

There is a general trend for the predominance of topics overall that was also apparent for each of
the linguistic forms of metaphor, with Dynamic being most commonly referred to, and Articulation,
Timing, and Tone also well-represented. It is consistent that Timbre should receive less attention in
the instructions of teachers because it is largely predetermined by the instrument and the
composer’s decisions concerning register. Textural Blend is related to structural components of the
composition, the instrumentation in particular. That Intonation is weakly represented as a topic may
be explained by Pitch being more prescribed by the score, by students at an advanced level being
expected to play in tune, and perhaps by prepositions going unnoticed in the coding stage—for
example, where ‘in’ and ‘on’ were used in association with Pitch (being in tune and on pitch). The
apparent scarcity of reference to Affect will be given fuller attention later in this chapter.

8.1.2 Predominance of source domains overall
Figure 8.2 illustrates the spectrum of source domains overall with an indication of their
predominance. Source domains, like topics, sometimes paired together, often contingent on both an
action as well as a physical state, condition, quality, or effect. Their nature in this regard led to less
than optimum quantifying conditions. From the findings for each of the linguistic forms discussed
in the previous two chapters, I have conflated some source domains to account for both active and
passive attributes of the association. For example, I conflated the source domain CHANGING
DIMENSION identified

in verb metaphors, with the source domain DIMENSION, SHAPE, AND SIZE

identified in noun and adjective metaphors. Thus, while the source domain term is nominal, its
semantic field may accommodate vehicles of action, naming, and describing, as well as vehicles
that arise through comparison in analogies. In other words, conceptually, the source domains should
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not be thought of as static domains: Each represents states, conditions, qualities, and events that
interact within the domain.
OCCURENCE OF SOURCE DOMAINS THROUGHOUT THE DATA

Movement, direction
Dimension, size, shape, form
Picture, colour
Force, gravity, physical control
Human emotion, mood, character, gender, feeling
Language, communication
Substance
Illumination
Extramusical sound
Container
Journey
Material, physical state
Mass
Manipulation, action
Animal
Position, place
Life, death, breathing
Flavour
Plant
0

Figure 8.2
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Spectrum of source domains overall.

Unequivocally, the expressive constituents of musical sound are perceived to have attributes of
motion, dimension, and a strong physical presence. However, the representation of source domains
shown here should not be seen as a demonstration of either systematicity or conventionality of the
association. Systematicity and conventionality can only be treated in the light of source to topic
correlations and, as already noted, the methodology must take into account that some very specific
and conventional correlations may not have surfaced in the teaching sessions observed due to the
particular musical aspects not requiring attention. This is most evident with the source domain
encompassing life, death, and breathing. Vehicle terms from this domain were not numerous,
nonetheless they are known to be conventional metaphorical associations in western art music.
They simply associate more specifically with one topic—Phrasing. Breath, in particular, is an
immanent quality of this particular expressive device. The term is even used with reference to the
playing of a ‘phrase’, including on stringed instruments and keyboards, in Grove Music Online:
Phrases are “groups of notes to be performed in a single breath” (Chew, 2013).
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At the same time, the source domains represented can be considered conventional to an extent
because they represent a collection of vehicle terms that tether to the domain. This is in line with
analytical methodology for determining systematicity (see Cameron, 2008). Single vehicle terms for
which no domain could be determined through the presence of semantically similar vehicles are not
represented in these figures. Thus, the representation of source domains shown in Figure 8.2 is
more striking for what is not present; this will be given fuller attention in section 8.3.

8.1.3 The case for multivalency
The next two figures focus on questions of systematicity: What source to topic mappings were
revealed through the analysis, and what overall systematic associations are apparent? I addressed
these by collating all the source domains that correlate with one topic, as shown in Figure 8.3. In
this visual representation, the source domains have been abbreviated for ease of displaying them:

SOURCE TO TOPIC CORRELATIONS AND OVERALL SOURCE AND TOPIC PREDOMINANCE COLOUR-CODED BY TOPIC
Dynamic

Articulation

Timing

Tone

Phrasing

Tempo

Intonation

Texture

Textural Blend

Timbre

Affect

Dimension
Force
Motion
Language
Human Being
Picture
Illumination
Substance
Position
Taste
Manipulation
Journey
Ext. sound
Life
Material
Container
Mass
Animal
Plant

Figure 8.3

Source to topic correlations and overall source and topic predominance.
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Immediately apparent in these correlations is the number of source domains associated with a topic.
This is a clear indication of the multivalency aspect of both source domains and, conversely, topics.
The multivalency of a source domain (number of topics it correlates with) is shown in the top down
succession of rows in Figure 8.3, indicating, for example, that the dimension domain at the top is
highly multivalent, while the plant domain at the bottom has a single association. The multivalency
of a topic (the number of sources it correlates with) is indicated by the left to right succession of
columns, indicating, for example, that Dynamic on the left is highly multivalent, while Affect and
Timbre are not.

It is interesting to see multivalency from the different perspectives of the source and topic domains.
Multivalency is particularly noticeable for the dimension domain, which correlates with all topics
except Timbre and Affect. Multivalency is also noticeable for motion, force, and language. All of
these domains are also highly prevalent (see Figure 8.2)—they are sources of many linguistic
metaphors which describe many aspects of musical sound and its expression. In particular, they
have strong similar associations with Dynamic, Articulation, Timing, and Phrasing. The next block
of colour shows a lesser degree of multivalency for human being, picture, illumination, and
substance. Interestingly, the topics they correlate with strongly still include Dynamic and
Articulation, and notably, the additional aspect of Tone also correlates with all four domains.

Looking to the remaining source domains which have a lesser degree of multivalency and
predominance (such as taste, journey, life, extramusical sound), there are still relatively numerous
correlations with the prevalent topics—Dynamic, Articulation, Timing, Tone, and Phrasing.
Ostensibly, there is a broad spectrum of source domains correlating in various ways with these
particular topics, less so with the remaining topics, suggesting that the former (Dynamic,
Articulation, Timing, Tone, and Phrasing) are the primary focus of metaphors in this study.

These frequent associations suggest a degree of systematicity, notwithstanding the limits of this
study. However, the degree of systematicity is complicated by the multivalency aspect taken from
the perspective of individual topics. This multivalency aspect is conspicuous enough to weaken
systematicity, but not eliminate it. In other words, a topic that presents with many associations may
have more than one underlying conceptual source, or alternatively, one may be a primary
conceptual source and others further down the spectrum may be less robust conceptual sources.
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This then leads to a question of conventionality, about which more will be said shortly. There is,
however, another projection of systematicity evident here.

Looking left to right in the representation of topics in Figure 8.3, there is a striking shift of
multivalency from high to low. On analysis of these topics, the shift also reflects a progression from
less score-bound to more score-bound aspects of musical sound. In other words, the further away
the topics are from structural attributes of the instrument which delineate Timbres and Textures, and
structural attributes of the composition which delineate the Affective domain for Melody and
Harmony, the more diverse the metaphorical associations become, hence, the more multivalent
those topics are. Consequently, the free agents of expression in the player’s control, like Dynamic
and Articulation, are also more open to imagination and interpretation through a broad spectrum of
metaphorical associations.

On a continuum (Figure 8.4), the topics which are more open to expressive interpretation by the
player and which are less bound by the score sit towards the left, and the topics which are less
variable by the player and more bound by the score and its specified instrumentation sit toward the
right:

Aspects of expressive interpretation

Dynamic

Articulation

Timing

Aspects that are more score or instrument bound

Tone

Phrasing

Tempo

Intonation

Texture

Textural Blend

Timbre

Affect

Figure 8.4 Continuum of aspects of expressive interpretation from least to more score-instrument
bound (left to right).

A rearrangement of Figure 8.3 in Figure 8.5 (p. 237) makes the multivalency aspect for each topic
more visible with apparent appreciable differences in number of associations, the highest
multivalency showing at the left of the figure. The figure also makes more apparent the
conventionality aspect for source domains in relation to each topic. The more conventional
association for the topic is located in the top row, remembering that all of the source domains
represented here are conventional to an extent because they represent a collection of semantically
related vehicle terms that tether to the domain.
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MULTIVALENCY OF TOPICS AND CONVENTIONALITY OF SOURCE DOMAINS COLOUR-CODED BY TOPIC
Dynamic

Articulation
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Intonation
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Textural Blend

Timbre

Affect

Motion

Picture/colour Motion

Picture/colour Dimension
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Position

Material
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Picture

Human Being

Dimension

Language

Dimension
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Force

Force

Ext. sound

Dimension

Illumination

Journey

Picture

Force

Material

Dimension

Journey

Animal

Container

Substance

Force
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Position

Dimension

Dimension

Dimension

Journey

Illumination

Manipulation Human

Motion

Mass

Flavour/taste

Language

Human

Position

Ext. sound

Life

Manipulation Motion

Container

Flavour/taste Force

Position, placeDimension

Mass

Plant/bloom

Human

Manipulation Language

Substance

Mass

Ext. sound

Life

Illumination

Flavour/taste

Substance

Flavour/taste

Animal
Life

Figure 8.5 Multivalency of topics and conventionality of source domains colour-coded by topic.

I have suggested one explanation for the apparent gradation of multivalencies for topics, this being
the difference between musical aspects that are more in the player’s control and those determined
more by the score. It explains why Dynamic is strongly multivalent—it has many associations and
is surely one of the must variable expressive acoustic properties under a player’s interpretation and
control. Next, Articulation and Timing are also strongly multivalent and obvious means by which a
player can interpret and make changes. Then Tone is another multivalent acoustic property which is
open to the player’s interpretation. Coming to Phrasing, this is less multivalent and also more bound
to the score—one cannot change the melodic contour notated by the composer, but one can make
perceptible changes to it.

However, this reasoning does not explain the next item, Tempo. Why is Tempo not an aspect
entirely in control of the player? In fact, it is; but the anomaly raised by its location on the
continuum can be explained by a second factor influencing multivalency and degree of
conventionality: causal relationships, in other words, felt, or psychophysical sensations. While
Tempo is certainly something that can be altered, its association with motion is a strong physical
reality—the tempo of a piece of music is, palpably, its pulse rate. Such a strong physical
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association, indeed a causal relationship or felt sensation, clearly reduces the need for other
associations although, as shown, does not exclude them.

To the right of the figure are much less multivalent aspects, Texture, Timbre, and Affect, and
accordingly, these should present as more score-bound, instrument-bound aspects. That Texture and
Timbre are at this end of the spectrum is logical given their expression is largely concerned with
material aspects of the instrument, less in the player’s control; but this same explanation would then
suggest that a player does not have command of the Affect, because it is score-bound, inherent in
the composition. This is not likely. While Affect is inextricably linked to structural components of
the composition such as Melody, Harmony, and Rhythm, Grove Music Online contends that the
feelings, emotions, and moods which are the principal categories of Affect come about as a result of
relationships between the components of musical structure and some event or agent carrying
emotional ‘tone’, such as Dynamic and Tempo. Certainly, the notion of immanent emotional content
inhering in the tones, intervals, and tempos of music has been a western conception (even evident in
the nomenclature itself) passed down through generations since Greek antiquity. What is more, as
was discussed at length in Chapter 3, experiments in psychology demonstrate causal relationships
between emotion and music through the interaction of both composed and performed features, the
latter including more specific acoustic and temporal aspects like Dynamic and Tempo (see Juslin &
Lindström, 2010). An anomaly therefore arises in this study because these aspects have been
identified separately, hence their entailment in the musical aspect of Affect is not entirely accounted
for, and the result for Affect is therefore skewed.

The low multivalency of Affect may also be a result of a strong causal relationship, as with Tempo;
in this case, between emotion and Affect. However, the linguistic analysis shows another
discrepancy: The findings suggest that this relationship is not entirely contingent upon emotion in
the human domain. Human character and gender, as well as the journey domain, also underwrite the
linguistic expressions that I have tethered to Affect in this study because they also describe the
interaction of composed and performed features, especially in cases where no more specific topic
was identified in the remark. An example is: The character needs to be stronger, more masculine,
more extrovert. It may be possible, then, to identify more than emotion, feelings, and mood as
source constituents of the Affect of a piece of music.
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The appearance of the journey domain as another source constituent for Affect is also an interesting
finding. It is potentially explained by prevailing notions of Melody and Harmony built upon the
concept of tonal space (arising out of baroque counterpoint). This notion has Harmony (the
arrangement of tones and intervals which inhere emotional content), entailing line and space—
specifically, linear movement through space. I have previously discussed the metaphorical basis of
‘line’ (see Chapter 5, p. 150). According to Spitzer (2004, p. 173), it also denotes “the harmonic
progression from one consonance to another”, where consonances are typically thought of as stable
places of rest. Taking into account the emotional impacts of journeys in this sense, such as relief on
arriving, excitement starting out, the journey domain may in fact derive from a correlation in the
experience of a journey construed through the more dominant domain of human emotion.

The findings on Affect point to a degree of complexity in the relationship between music and
emotion and further point to potential issues in psychologists’ experiments exploring the
relationship. In all, the anomalies found in this study regarding the source constituents of Affect
support and extend conclusions of Juslin and Lindström (2010, p. 356):
Some effects associated with composer features (e.g. consonance vs. dissonance) may
originate in psychophysical relations between acoustic properties and basic perceptual
mechanisms, but most probably they reflect cultural conventions developed over the long
course of music’s history and are in that restricted sense arbitrary.

The multivalency of one more topic needs explanation—Intonation. Intonation is linked
inextricably to Pitch perception. In the explanation of perceptual attributes of Pitch (frequency of
vibrations), it is normally associated with the sensation of altitude or height. In this way, the source
domains can be seen to be logical extrapolations (except flavour/taste, which in any case, sits at the
less conventional end of associations for this topic). They show deep structural alignment with how
the original source stimulus is perceived through position and dimension, in particular, and through
vehicle terms like ‘up’ and ‘down’, ‘in’ and ‘on’. This relationship suggests a further factor that
influences multivalency and conventionality: The degree of structural alignment; in other words,
and in this context, how strongly the association models the perceptual attribute of the topic.

8.1.4

The spectrum of conventionality

Quantifying the frequency of individual source domains correlating with each topic provides the
key to how conventional the association is for the musical aspect. Figure 8.6 shows this trend based
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on comparative figures for vehicle terms in the semantic field of each source domain correlating
with a topic. This includes instances of the topic where it tethers with another topic. It gives a more
clear impression of the high end of conventionality—which musical aspects are talked about more
commonly in metaphorical terms, and which source domains are more salient.
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Spectrum of conventionality—Most common topic to source correlations.

The spectrum in Figure 8.6 shows convincing evidence that mappings from source to topics are
sufficiently salient to suggest systematic relationships exist, and they may have conceptual bases.
However, the complexity of this picture should not be underrated. Clearly, mapping from different
source domains constructs the conceptualisation of several particular aspects. For example, the
dimension and motion domains map strongly onto Dynamic, but so do the picture/colour and
physical force domains, to a lesser extent. Mapping of this nature may be represented visually as a
network of inter-relationships between topics and source domains. Figure 8.7 (p. 241) demonstrates
the web effect of this: At the centre, is a topic—in this case, the musical aspect Dynamic. Tethering
to it are source domains. Some source domains for Dynamic also tether to other musical aspects,
linking the topics. For example, Dynamic can pair with Phrasing and they share some source
domains.
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Figure 8.7

Web effect of topic and source domain relationships.
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Other highly multivalent topics are evident: Articulation, Timing, Tone, and Phrasing. Clearly, some
topics are evidently structured across a number of source domains. This finding is also supported by
Kövesces’ claim concerning partial mapping of metaphors, in which he states “we often need
several source domains to understand aspects of target domains” (2010, p. 96; see also this
dissertation, Chapter 2, p. 47).

At the same time, some topics appear with apparent low multivalency. Timbre, Intonation, and
Textural Blend all have low multivalency suggesting strong inherent conventional associations
(through cultural acculturation, strong correlation in experience, or perceived structural correlation)
across a more narrow semantic field, such as Timbre correlating with the picture/colour and
illumination domains; Intonation with height in the dimension domain; and Textural Blend—the
vertical alignment of different pitches—with dimension. While literature supports that these
particular associations are common (see Chapter 3, p. 70), their absence from the conventionality
spectrum may be explained by factors already mentioned: Timbre is an acoustic property governed
more by the instrument properties and instrumentation than by the player; and Textural Blend is
determined more by the composer, although some degree of interpretation and adjustment is
required in the balance of pitches. As already pointed out, Intonation, on the other hand, is plausibly
less frequently an issue for advanced players. I propose that for these reasons, Timbre, Textural
Blend, and Intonation were not necessarily prominent in the lessons observed for this study.

The analysis thus far reveals what is salient in the parameters of metaphor identified in the data, as
well as what is not. This underpins findings for systematicity and provides the following impression
of usage patterns of metaphor in music instruction:
1. Predominant topics—the most common acoustic and temporal aspects as well as expressive
devices treated in lessons—to the least predominant topics.
2. Predominant source domains—the most common extramusical associations for those topics—to
the least predominant source domains.
3. The most and least multivalent topics.
4. The most and least multivalent source domains.
5. The most conventional correlations between a topic and a source domain as well as the least
conventional, potentially more creative linguistic metaphors which have no apparent systematic
relationship.
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Looking at the entailments of each along a continuum, the antitheses are revealed in Figure 8.8:

1. Most predominant topic

Least predominant topic

Dynamic

2. Most predominant source domain

Motion/Dimension

Intonation

Least predominant source domain

Plant

3. Most multivalent topic

Least multivalent topic

Dynamic

4. Most multivalent source domain

Dimension

5. Most conventional correlation

Dynamic with Dimension
Dynamic with Motion

Figure 8.8

Affect Timbre

Least multivalent source domain

Plant

Least conventional correlation

See ‘least conventional correlations’ below

Most and least predominant aspects of topic and source domain parameters.

To determine the least conventional associations it was necessary to consider examples where the
semantic field was not strong for the source domain, nor the correlation common with the topic. In
this way, more creative metaphors were evident, some of which have already been discussed. Least
conventional correlations include:
Affect/Phrasing//Melody: The cadenza just grows out like a flower coming out of the ground.
Affect/Phrasing/Melody: It’s trying to get off the wheel, like a hamster.
Articulation (Accent): Because otherwise these little joints in the piece have a searchlight put
on them ... like putting a crow bar into the piece and going ***!
Articulation (Bowing): Strings, you need to suck on it [the string] instead of blowing into it.
Articulation (Pedal): [You used] so much pedal that it was swimming. The whole piece
sounded like it was hosed.
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Articulation (Pedal): Play a very quiet bass and hold the pedal down and fold the harmonies
over it. It will sound disgusting.
Dynamic: When someone is doing the acrobatics, you want to stand and watch. [The
orchestra] part is just to comment [on the soloist].
Dynamic: It is like burning embers here.
Dynamic+Articulation: It shouldn’t be like Jamie Lee with a machete hacking through
the jungle.
Timbre: So think that your flute is made of straw or ... maybe made out of leaves ...
Timing: Fit the ornament like you decide what top to wear today.
Timing (a pause): It’s that moment when you twist the knife.
Timing (beat, rhythm): Like the freeway you see across the river there ... you can see the
beautiful line … underneath that beautiful line are the pillars that hold the thing up. We need
more of the pillars.
Timing: Like when you held Mum's hand in Grade 1 on the first day of school and didn’t
want to let go.
Timing (difference between the rhythmic effect of the melody and that of the
accompaniment): It’s like a swan drifting across the water [the melody] with its feet going
flat out below [the accompaniment].

8.2

Metaphor and expressive aspects of musical sound: Meanings, mappings, and the
message

These findings provide a basis for a discussion about systematicity for metaphor in music
instruction in relation to the literature discussed in Chapter 3. Lippman (1977) makes two debatable
diametric points from which the findings on systematicity can be discussed: Music is an objective
physical phenomenon, and conversely, it is a “social product”. In the first sense, it is a mechanical
vibration of a source, followed by a conversion of vibrations into air waves and their conversion
into vibrations in the ear, which are in turn transmitted by nerve impulses to the brain and other
nerve centres. Lippman further points out that vibrations can also be felt, through the floor, for
example. However, he adds, this complex series of physical events does not account for the
perceived quality [my italic] of sound (p. 42). This leads to the second sense, that musical sound is a
subjective “fabrication” of human understanding of the world, an understanding that has been
shaped by centuries of cultural practices, making sonority (essentially, the quality of musical sound)
a “social product”.
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The findings for metaphor in this study support to some extent Lippman’s explanation, but
Kövesces’ (2010) basis of metaphor explains the relationship between the objective reality and
subjective experience more comprehensively (see Chapter 2, pp. 45-47). From this perspective,
metaphor structures the world around us in meaningful ways. For example, it structures the science
of sound with familiar associations learnt through correlations in experience, through perceived
structural similarities, and through psychophysical sensations. At the same time, and importantly,
not mutually exclusive, it is also likely that correlations of this nature have been fashioned and
‘tuned’ by centuries of cultural tradition. For example, some associations may have arisen through
the western tradition of visualising musical sound—the score—through notation first, and then, as
the twentieth century progresses, through more explicit diagrams from science and technology
showing vivid representations of the behaviour of sound waves in musical passages. Even the
associations that appear to be logical extensions of correlations in experience—psychophysical
sensations—can be learned, as demonstrated by studies on cultural differences in the way music is
perceived and described. Further investigations of the grounds and motivations for metaphor which
underly the objective nature of musical sound, the subjective way it is perceived, and which further
surface in linguistic expressions comprise a fascinating area of future research, especially across
cultures.

That said, there are still impressions that can be gained from this study that suggest particular
extramusical associations do underly the way musical sound is described in the context of western
art music, at least as suggested by my analysis. These associations largely make musical sound
visible, felt, touched, tasted, and otherwise able to be physically interacted with. The degree of
consistency in my findings suggests that systematicity is apparent in these ways. Notably, this is not
by way of explicit reference to emotion, as might be expected from some research in psychology
(Lindström et al., 2003; and Laukka, 2004, for example), and not entirely by way of a ‘social
product’, which, in the case of ‘classical’ music, is the consequence of conceptual frameworks that
go back as far as the Greeks and Romans (Cook, 1998, pp. 30-31). Evidently, the systematicity
manifests more through these culturally ‘tuned’ correlations in experience and perceived structural
similarities between the sound domain and the source domain. At the highly conventional end of the
continuum then, metaphors may be seen to closely align with scientific modelling and
psychophysical explanations of the perception of musical sound, as might be expected from
research in cognition and perception.
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As a result, I am inclined to disagree with Lippman, who cautions as to the difficult task of
describing musical sound (in the western art music context) by its constituent features, because
whatever the physical, biological, or sociocultural explanations may be, the qualitative properties of
musical sound are “so various that they elude systematic classification” (1977, p. 43). I would not
hesitate to agree but for examining more closely the metaphors of speakers whose business it is to
teach about musical sound. As the analysis has shown, the objective phenomenon and the
‘fabricated’ or subjective phenomenon can be seen to have some strong links. These links lend
support to the findings of recent studies concerned with music perception—how the brain decodes
and analyses music, at least music that is familiar to us.

The literature review in Chapter 3 outlined historical works in this area (Seashore, 1967; Sloboda,
1985; and the volume edited by Deutsch, 1999, for example), as well as emerging empirical studies.
The latter account for how auditory parameters, essentially the acoustic and temporal aspects of
musical sound, interact with other sensory modalities such as vision and touch and can activate
visual and kinetic imagery. Support for such notions of cross-modal perception is mounting with
converging neurological evidence, suggesting that specific subcortical areas in the brain combine
visual, auditory, and touch information into a kind of spatial representation (see Spence & Driver,
1998). Recent psychophysical and neurophysiological research confers that inter-modal
relationships exist. The studies of Eitan and Granot (2006) show that auditory parameters (Pitch,
Loudness, and Timbre) interact with visual or spatial dimensions such as brightness, size, and
elevation. The studies of Eitan and Rothschild (2011) show that the relationship of Tone and touch
may be deeply rooted in human behaviour and its related cortical processes. All of these imply that
intermodal relationships are often expressed in the terminology used to describe sound, suggesting a
connection more than associative and external between tone and tactile values (see Eitan &
Rothschild, 2011, p. 450).

In particular, sub-technical metaphors collectively represent a nascent ‘proto-theory’ of how music
is experienced—perceived and conceived—which is consistent with the recent neurological and
cognitive work on the perception of music. Ostensibly, such findings support claims that there is “a
connection more than associative” for aspects of musical sound and sensory perceptions, making a
strong basis for systematicity in this musical context. This can now be shown through a topic by
topic exposé.
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8.2.1 Meanings and mappings for Dynamic
From the analysis of data, DYNAMIC was overwhelmingly the most referred to topic on the level of
the linguistic expression as well as in the higher-order conceptual source domain. It was also the
most multivalent. The explanation of physical aspects of musical sound in Chapter 3 described
Dynamic as a musical expression of Loudness. How the physics of this and the other perceptual
attributes of sound (Pitch and Timbre) is explained figures strongly in the associations of musical
sound represented in the source domains.

The model of how sound is produced, transmitted, and perceived has been the basis of much of
western musical thought since philosophers as early as Pythagorus in the sixth century BC first
began their summation of what musical sound means to us. Chronologically, this may be described
as Pythagorus’ expression of numerical ratios, followed by, for example, Aristotle's expression of
the nature of wave motion, and continuing this idea in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
Galileo’s explanation of waves for the vibration of strings. Later Newton, Helmholtz, and Rayleigh
advanced these concepts, culminating in modern day physics explanations. Given this history, it is
not surprising that there is a predominance in my findings of the source domain DIMENSION, SIZE,
and SHAPE for the description of how we perceive Dynamics of sound; FORCE and GRAVITY for how
we perceive we make changes to it; and MOTION and MOVEMENT to explain how we perceive it
behaves.

Making the above explanation more complex, previously mentioned investigations by psychologists
(see Chapter 3, sec. 3.3) show evidence of psychophysical behaviour in the way humans perceive
physical stimuli, some explicitly dealing with associations for Loudness. According to
investigations by Eitan et al. (2008), and Lipscomb and Kim (2004), Loudness change correlates
cognitively and perceptually with vertical motion and is probably experientially acquired through
the mediating attribute of size. The experience of larger objects and larger movements tends to
generate more energy and therefore louder sound. In addition, spatial height is correlated with
physical size and with quantity, as illustrated in the “up is more” metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson,
1980). Thus, an indirect loudness-height association may be generated since both are associated
with physical size. This association is supported in the findings, with the dimension-size domain
figuring most prominently for Dynamic.
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It is possible that many metaphorical associations derive from these psychophysical relations, and
in conveying ideas about Dynamics to students, music teachers may consciously and/or
subconsciously draw from these sensations, along with the subtle embedded language that describes
and illustrates sound in terms of dimensions and ratios. From physical and psychological
explanations of sound it is possible to see how technical vocabulary—pressure, waves, intensity—
might evolve into descriptive language—hold back, swell, build up—describing musical goals in
playing. How this may compare with other cultures would make interesting further research.
Does this change the perspective of metaphoricity in relation to these source domains and the topic,
Dynamic? It certainly supports the finding that such common usage situates these mappings at the
highly conventional end of a conventionality continuum. Further, that this is evidence of systematic
mappings for these source domains to this topic. However, my findings have also shown that
mapping is not limited to these source domains, so that while underlying conceptual metaphors are
apparent according to each of the source domains mentioned above, there is a broader semantic
field at work with evidence of other conceptual metaphors, as well as more novel vehicle terms that
have no apparent systematic basis.

For the conceptual metaphor DYNAMIC IS DIMENSION, SIZE, AND SHAPE, the following semantically
related vehicles were found:
DYNAMIC is

wide, big, steep, horizontal; it is a line, it has a top, it has shape, it is a swell, it

is a wall, it is a block; and on the more obscure side, it is like a fat tummy, or a big stomach.
For making changes to Dynamic there is evidence of DYNAMIC CHANGE IS AN ACTION, TYPICALLY
OF FORCE:
MAKING A DYNAMIC CHANGE is

building something up, making something disappear,

pushing something up, pushing something through, pushing through something, taking
something back, dropping something down, dropping something back, opening something
up, shrinking something down, holding something up, and lifting something up.

To explain Dynamic’s own reaction to force and gravity—DYNAMIC CHANGE IS A RESPONSE TO
FORCE AND GRAVITY:
DYNAMIC CHANGES by

falling into, caving in, popping out, expanding, dropping,

falling, and swelling.
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Further, DYNAMIC CHANGE IS MOTION AND MOVEMENT IN A DIRECTION explains how Dynamic is
in control of its own destiny:
DYNAMIC rises,

swells, surges, ripples, pours, soars, is like a bird, is like the sea going up, is

water flowing, comes up, comes out, comes back, comes back down, comes away from, and
backs away from. And a more novel, poetic instance, which is nonetheless related to this
domain is, Dynamic is a calm misty lake—no waves, no ripples.

These terms and their source domains demonstrate a feasible progression from the physical to
psychophysical. However, there are more source domains for Dynamic, some still quite commonly
used although seemingly not directly connected psychophysically. These may present as perceived
structural similarities or biological (phylogenetic and ontogenetic) assimilations.

In the middle of the continuum of conventionality are:
DYNAMIC IS A SUBSTANCE CHANGING STATE: It evaporates,

dissolves and melts; it fizzes, it

is effervescent, it can be cooked, and it can combust.
DYNAMIC IS A PICTURE: It has

colour, and shade, and can be pale or light (but not dark) in

colour and it fades.
DYNAMIC LEVEL IS DEGREE OF ILLUMINATION: It is

a shadow, is like a light increasing and

like light fading.
DYNAMIC HAS HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS: It is

enthusiastic, aggressive, subservient, shy; it

inhales, exhales, and dies.

There is also systematic referencing more broadly to extramusical sounds which are likely to be
deep structural similarities that vary according to the instance:
DYNAMIC HAS THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EXTRAMUSICAL SOUNDS: it is

like pealing bells,

like a screeching car race, like an animal with stomach problems, like a power saw, like
someone whistling, like a splash, and like raindrops.

Linguistic metaphors which are more creative, with no apparent underlying conceptual metaphor,
and which lie at the more obscure, ‘far-fetched’ end of the continuum are:
So when he [Chopin] says crescendo, you have to fill your wallet first with the stuff to spend.
We need to be a little like the UN peacekeeping force—we’re there but not involved.
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In all respects, while the source domains for Dynamic can be shown to be largely psychophysical,
and the metaphors evidently conventionalised in the community of speakers observed in this study,
they are nonetheless springboards for a range of vehicles that collide with other semantic fields
from which other references are drawn and newer conceptual mapping may be evolving. Some of
these—substances changing states, illumination, and the multifarious references to extramusical
sounds for example—are more likely evidence of the kind of spontaneity of motivating teacher talk
that aims to encourage expressive playing.

Overall, musical Dynamic has form and structure, is made of various materials and has colour; it is
a substance that changes state; it moves sometimes like a human, like an animal, like a vehicle, or
like water. It has properties of light (but not dark), it is an object that can be manipulated; it has
human attributes and it has similarities to the sounds (noises) we hear around us. Based on this, it
seems the further away from the “original stimulus”—the physical properties of sound that involve
dimension and motion—the more creative (without being far-fetched) the references become and
the closer they connect with the moment—the instance that elicits the interaction.

8.2.2 Meanings and mappings for Tone, Timbre, and Texture
Turning to TONE, this is an aspect which depends on pitch, (frequency), strength (intensity), source,
and importantly, quality. Tone shares properties of Timbre and Texture (see Appendix A) and for
that reason I discuss the three together. Together with Dynamic, they make up acoustic properties of
musical sound that a player can modify.

Different mixes of vibrations linked by whole number relationships give a note different characters;
however, this is the basis of noise as well as a musical note. What makes the difference is ‘quality’.
Powell’s explanations for how various combinations and proportions of vibrations give different
overall “ripple shapes” which the brain uses to distinguish noise from musical sound (2010, p. 37)
lend support for my own finding that Tone often paired with Articulation, because in practice it is
being altered often in combination with Dynamic, Texture, and Timbre. However, the explanations
do not account for the predominant source domain for Tone, which was COLOUR. Powell uses the
words ‘color’ and ‘shade’ to describe the combined effect of Tone (Timbre) and Loudness when a
sound is articulated in different ways, but this does not explain the physical phenomenon or the link
with metaphors in music instruction.
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In Chapter 3 (p. 73), I explained that the association of Tone and colour goes back to the ancient
Greeks, but that since then, modern physics has ‘shed more light’ on the subject. The physical
explanation of colour in association with Tone, expounded by Gunther (2012), shows how both
musical sound and colour are manifestations of wave phenomena, with commonalities in the way
sound and light are produced, transmitted and detected. Consequently, the production of musical
sound and colour involves physical systems which have a common set of principles (see Chapter 3,
pp. 73-74), although whether such a connection is perceived across cultures is a matter for further
research.

In the analysis of metaphor, I am faced again with the question of metaphoricity. To explore the
pervasiveness of COLOUR in the vehicle terms tethered to the topic, TONE, the following becomes
apparent:
TONE is

pastel, grey, bambooish, wishy washy, dark, bright and has hue (shade), and

it is a palette.
But these are scant references. More pervasive was the word ‘colour’ itself. Further, it was often
used as a noun substituting the topic Tone in the linguistic expression. For example:
The colour of the sound is much better now.
Use the escapement to bring out certain colours.
The crescendo intensifies the colour.
[Play] very transparent so you can hear all the different colours.
I’ve gained colour variability—what I’ve lost is that they [two percussion
instruments] don’t really talk to each other any more.
I propose that at this highly conventional end of the spectrum, colour models the acoustic
phenomenon of Tone, drawing on the commonalities pointed out by physicists and imbedded in
thinking about western music since antiquity. This is supported by the notion of relational
commonalities and structural alignment in the aptness of metaphors and analogies, described by
Gentner (2008, p. 110), which relies on similarities across domains as opposed to a strictly crossdomain mapping. My conclusion is that the commonalities in this case are so closely aligned that
there is no real sense of separate domains except on the surface level—one being visual and one
being aural. Thus, mapping between colour and Tone is more a manifestation of modelling than
figurative representation, at least according to analysis in this study and for this musical context.
This is also evident in explanations of the neurological condition of synesthesia in relation to colour
and sound in which there is automatic involuntary transfer between the one sensory experience and
the other (see Cacciari, 2008, for example). On another level, this also supports Merriam’s
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explanation for linguistic choices made as a result of transfer of descriptive concepts from one sense
area to another (1964, p. 94).

In relation to this study, this proposition does not explain why there is so little deviation from the
lexicon—the word ‘colour’—in the linguistic expressions that contain the association. While it
seems likely that the vastness of colour in the world around us might bring about a predilection
toward colour imagery, the association seems to have been consigned sub-technical language status
amongst this community of speakers, and this causes me to wonder about its categorisation in
general user dictionaries as ‘figurative’ in relation to musical Tone.

Relative to colour, ILLUMINATION also occupies a significant place in linguistic expressions
concerning Tone and is clearly manifest in the physical explanation of the connection between
sound and colour. Here, TONE is bright, dark (the predominant reference), it shimmers, shines, and,
more creatively, is like dawn light. Again, however, it is not a significant variation in vehicle terms.

Indirectly related, but less conventional there is:
TONE IS AN OBJECT WITH DEGREES OF TRANSPARENCY: It is

glassy and smoky.

More striking about the references for TONE is the great diversity of source domains, rather than the
diversity of vehicles umbrellaed by one source domain. This is a finding not uncommon across all
the topic to source domain mappings at the expressive end of the spectrum (see Figure 8.4).

To explore more about source domains in relation to Tone, I preface my findings with Spitzer’s
comment that it was Marin Mersenne, in the seventeenth century, who famously and influentially
conceptualised sound as a physical object “at home in the material universe of weight, length,
volume, color, and even taste” (2004, p. 153).

As for my findings, DIMENSION figures prominently again with Tone: TONE is broad, wide, huge,
round, thin, fat, has an edge, has depth; and, in the more obscure sense, it has hips. In relation to
this:
TONE IS A CONTAINER. This

is expressed in it being hollow or solid, having fulness, an

inside, a core, a bottom, and a sense of being open.
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Indirectly related:
TONE IS A PHYSICAL STATE: It is

clean or dirty, rough or smooth, hard or silky; and in a more

creative usage, it is like burning embers.

Mersenne extended his worldly references to taste, comparing an octave to sweetness, a perfect fifth
to the flavour of fat, a perfect fourth to salt, a major third to astringency, a minor third to insipidity,
a major sixth to bitterness, and a minor sixth to sourness (Spitzer, 2004, p. 155). While none of
these are specifically mentioned in this collection, the TONE IS SUBSTANCE WITH A TASTE metaphor
is nonetheless manifest in these vehicles: It is an ingredient, fruity stuff, full-bodied, rich, and
has a bite.

When it comes to the association of human characteristics with musical sound, another long term
relationship emerges. In Chapter 3, I showed that this relationship again originated in Greek
antiquity based on the association of key areas with the Greek concept of ethos, but that it is in
contemporary studies that emotion-specific cues in sound have been confirmed (see Patel, Peretz,
Tramo, & Labreque, 1998; Juslin & Laukka, 2003; Balkwill, Thompson, & Matsunaga, 2004; Ilie &
Thompson, 2006; Gabrielsson & Lindström, 2010; Juslin & Sloboda, 2010).

Recapping, Coutinho and Dibben (2012) claim that these studies “provide evidence of the existence
of acoustic profiles common to the expression of emotion in both speech and music, with particular
acoustic codes consistently associated with particular emotions” (p. 2). Further, the findings of
Coutinho and Dibben show that emotional cues are encoded as psychoacoustic spatiotemporal
patterns in the auditory domains of loudness, tempo, melodic contour, brightness, sharpness, and
timbre (p. 21). Juslin and Lindström previously identified the features associated with five
commonly studied emotions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and tenderness) as, tempo, mode,
harmony, tonality, pitch, contour, interval, rhythm, sound level, timbre, timing, articulation, accents
on specific notes, attacks, decays and vibrato (2010, p. 335).

Regardless of which emotions and what particular aspects of musical sound cue them, it is
reasonable to expect from the studies done, and from the influence of our western forbears, some
reference to emotion in the verbal discourse of a music lesson. In this study, it is apparent in the
vehicles for Tone in the following way:
TONE IS HUMAN EMOTION: It is

loving, longing, tender, warm (and it is also well-fed and starved).
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As previously highlighted, this is not a particularly plentiful number of cases, given the assertion of
causal relations and long cultural history already discussed, and I shall explore the reasons for this
under Affect.

As for other source domains for Tone, there was a surprising lack of reference to Tone’s
extramusical associations in sound. Singular references were made to a bell, a clock and a foghorn.

While Tone has a close approximation to light and colour, in both physics and semantics, TIMBRE is
observed slightly differently. Tonal variation is to some extent under the charge of the player while
Timbre is to some extent fixed as the characteristic of an instrument type and register. This sense of
it being more fixed may explain the little reference to it metaphorically. To explain how both
Timbre and Texture were referenced, I return to the physics: Different timbral qualities occur when
different instruments play the same note because the many frequencies (harmonics) that are
dependent on the physical attribute of the instrument and that are involved in a note complicate the
wave or ripple pattern. The Chapter 3 discussion showed that this is different for different
instruments and even across different registers of the same instrument, and that it effects the way
humans hear the pitch of a single note in addition to the tonal ‘colours’ articulated by the player.
Returning to Powell, he explains, “timbre adds extra interest … in the same way that shading adds
information to an outline drawing” (2010, p. 40). Additionally, the way in which the player
articulates the note with ‘attack’ and ‘decay’ (technical metaphors for, essentially, effort and
duration), results in different textural effects. Somewhat confusingly, the effect of combinations of
instruments (whether they are playing the same note or notes in consonance or dissonance with each
other) is also a textural effect. Hence, the importance of distinguishing between the two, with the
latter effect defined in this study as Textural Blend and the former as Texture.

In all, as for Tone, the physical explanation for Timbre and Texture suggests that the kind of
modelling function of the metaphor is subsumed by the sub-technical language used in association
with these acoustic characteristics. Again, the analysis points to sub-technical metaphors
representing a kind of ‘proto-theory’ of how music may be experienced—perceived and conceived
—at least in the context of western art music, as suggested by this study.

If TONE is primarily a quality—TONE IS COLOUR, Timbre is essentially the “shading”—the lightness
or darkness—before the player modifies it.
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TIMBRE IS ILLUMINATION: The sound

is dark not bright; It’s a dark register; You’re in the

dark area of the instrument.
Regarding TEXTURE (of individual sounds), another quality—the sense of the physical thing,
becomes apparent. This results in the conceptual metaphor, TEXTURE IS THE PHYSICAL QUALITY/
STATE OF A MATERIAL: It is

cotton, silk, earthy, dry, muddy, woolly, scratchy, thick, thin, it can

crack, and is like soup, or a forest.

Where Texture refers to the combination of sounds (emanating from the structural component of
Harmony or instrumentation), there is far greater range of references, although spatial dimension
and movement are strongly represented. Remembering that these references associate a change in
the Texture of the musical sound, not in the written score, the following conceptual mappings are
plausible:
TEXTURAL BLEND IS A SPATIAL DIMENSION OR A PHYSICAL MATERIAL and CHANGING THE
TEXTURAL BLEND IS A MOVEMENT, A REPOSITIONING, OR AN ACTION.

Although the references to this topic alone were relatively small in number, where it paired with
Dynamic, the references were noticeably more deliberate, and at times creative. From the
collection, changes to the Textural Blend is likened to a bird soaring, the sun coming out from
behind the clouds, a little earthquake; movement in and out, is cutting through something, fighting,
being transparent (or opaque), lost or found, underneath or on top, foreground or background, and
subservient or dominant. The Textural Blend itself is a blanket, a fabric, a block, a picture, a
paragraph, or like a pasture. The following examples show potentially deliberate instances
(keeping in mind that examples are always selected from different teachers):
Fugues are like that: voices coming in on top of each other, fighting to be heard over the din.
There’s been a big paragraph of contrapuntal voices coming in on top of each other, fighting
over the top of each other.
And some show the level of creativity:
Effectively you are creating three spaces: The melody is here in the room, the bass is just
over there [points to the corner] and the middle notes are over in the city! You have to create
the space. The notes are heard in space.
The composer makes washes on the canvas. The horns are purple [etc]. Through these
colours, he cuts the melody.
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8.2.3 Meanings and mappings for Tempo and Timing
Although frequency (and therefore Pitch and tonal sensation) is fundamentally a vibration, in other
words a type of motion, as far as acoustic characteristics are concerned, references to motion are
restricted to forces and movement only in the directions up and down, especially in relation to Pitch
and Dynamic. Of course, music is not only sounds going up and down in Pitch and Loudness, it is
also ‘a stream’ of sounds spread over time. As discussed in Chapter 3 (p. 71), music unfolds and is
comprehended through time.

The most immediate aspects of the temporal nature of music are the qualities of passage and
Duration that happen from moment to moment in performance. This temporal aspect specifically
relates to the structural component of Rhythm, which is then delivered at different speeds (Tempo)
and managed by Timing. Returning to Powell’s explanation that Rhythm is the organisation of
sounds (the pattern of long and short notes): Tempo is the pulse rate—how often you would tap
your foot to them; and meter is how often you would emphasise one of those taps (2010, p. 182).
On this basis, it is not surprising to find temporal aspects referenced by motion and types of
movements. However, this is in some ways different from the way global Time, explained by
Lakoff and Johnson (1999), is represented by motion. It is the research by psychologists that shows
reasons why movement and motion are constitutive of Timing and Tempo. In particular, coming to
bear on my findings are the studies of Feldman, Epstein, and Richards (1992), Sundberg and
Verrillo (1980), and Todd (1992). These show that the pattern of Timing used by performers follows
the temporal curve of objects moving in a gravitational field, “suggesting that performances that
sound natural do so because they mimic the behaviour of physical objects moving in the real
world” (Clarke, 1999, p. 494).

Metaphors for Tempo in this study show how it ‘mimics’ things moving in the real world: It
behaves like an object or vehicle, or like an animal, or a human being, or like water, all
demonstrating some consequence of gravity, force, or motion. Tempo is also mainly referenced by
verb metaphors that imply Tempo’s inherent connection to movement and motion of things in the
real world, or that imply that it must be controlled in some way so as to prevent its movement or
motion. For example, Tempo can go forward, move forward, roll forward, flow forward, drive
forward, lurch forward, and go towards; it can be pushed, pushed forward, built up, and kept
moving; it also flows, gallops, and rushes. Alternatively, Tempo can be pulled up, pulled back, held
back; it can sit, plod, be heavy, be bogged down, and be like a pendulum slowing down.
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Tempo can be compared to Lakoff and Johnson’s “passage of time” (1999). The difference is that in
the music context, the motion is not referencing past, present, and future time, but the pace of its
passage. Tempo is like a traveller in time. The player is either a passenger or a driver on the journey.

Tempo refers to pace and the passage of Time, and in the conceptualisation of musical Time, there
is also Duration (see Chapter 3, p. 71). Timing is how the durational aspects are managed. In this
study, I have treated Timing and Tempo as interdependent, but not the same. Some references were
made specifically to Tempo (as in the above examples), some specifically to Timing, and sometimes
with the two paired. While Tempo is referenced in metaphorical terms as something that acts and
reacts as well as can be acted on, Timing is very much the former. Timing is often referenced as an
extramusical action which is relative to the action of the player in manipulating individual
Durations of notes in a Rhythm. As Timing is inherently linked to Rhythm, musical Rhythm has
also been compared to “the beating of the heart; the intake and exhalation of breath; the body in
motion, gesturing, walking, and dancing; metrical patterns of poetry and speech”; and further, by
virtue of its intrinsic order, Rhythm is linked not only to physical motion but also to “the geometry
of the world in general” (Spitzer, 2004, p. 212).

The examples of metaphor that refer to Timing in this study demonstrate this connection to Rhythm
to some degree, but capture less the human side, and more of the physical side—suggesting
Spitzer’s link to geometry. There is a range of associations and, as for Tempo, many stem from verb
vehicles: With TIMING there is the sense of changing dimensions, particularly stretching, stretching
something out, and cutting something off. There is also a strong sense of force, in crushing, falling
apart, pulling something back, pulling elastic. And a strong sense of physical control in holding,
holding something over, letting something go, sitting on something, and loosening something.

For TIMING, there is also a strong sense of motion (particularly with flow), but with more deliberate
application of analogies that reference the sense of the underlying rhythm: Like a stream of bullets,
a cat moving, a car in traffic, entering a freeway, like waves washing around.

Beat is referenced as an object with a back (being on the back), a middle (being in the middle) and a
front (being on the front). You can also be on the beat. However, seemingly, beat has no side or
bottom.
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As for references to the word ‘time’ itself, by far the most common is being in time, (not on time,
except for the lesson). One of the most significant novel linguistic metaphors that arose in this study
was in reference to Timing (beat):
Like the freeway you see across the river there, you can see the beautiful line. Underneath that
beautiful line are the pillars that hold the thing up. We need more of the pillars.

It is in the references to Duration in particular that parities and disparities with Johnson and
Lakoff’s schemata can be found. Certainly, with Duration there is the sense of an amount, which
Lakoff and Johnson describe as an amount of substance (the TIME-SUBSTANCE metaphor). And size
is similarly the extent of the duration. But distance as a measure of Time, which Lakoff and Johnson
have in association with the motion of an observer, is shown more in material dimensions than in
motion. The player is engaged either as Time’s impresario, or otherwise observing, or engaging
with its material form or physical space.
TIME IS AN OBJECT

Crush the note.
Don't push. Don't crush the sound.
Let the flat crush against the natural.
Don't snatch! Your mother taught you, don't snatch.
Don’t sit on the crotchets. Throw them away, just let them go.
Try to sit on the front of the beat.
Hold the rhythm [steady].
Hold the E for me.
You have to hold it [the note].
Play it again ... the first four bars ... think about hitting the notes right at the front.
It needs to be on the front of the beat.
They [the group of semiquavers] always have to be on the front of the beat.
You can either sit back on the beat or you can push it ... you need to sit back.
You need to be quite pedantic, particularly with the triplets, sitting back on the beat.
It’s getting too heavy and hefty.
Don’t push them [the quavers].
TIME IS MATERIAL THAT HAS ALTERABLE DIMENSIONS

Just cut off the fourth beat.
Elongate beat 3.
The two Ds are really stretched out.
Stretch the last note.
Let things stretch more at the end of phrases.
You can stretch out the time there.
Longer notes please.
Can we give a little more length to every E.
Play every note the full length.
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Play these quavers like you are pulling an elastic band.
I want you to play this like you are attached to a piece of elastic and you're
pulling against it.
The rhythm is too loose.
TIME IS A DEFINED SPACE OR A CONTAINER

Give me more space between the notes.
Can you be in a little earlier? [To violins]
You're out of time.
It's in two.
Try not to float around too much in the rest.
See if you can go straight through [to the next variation].
It's like entering the freeway. You're merging.
Arpeggios fill the [the bars] like the waves washing around.
Come in earlier on the semiquavers.
Violas, do a swell to the middle of your notes.
You need to have a bigger gap between [beats] 1 and 2.
Really move through those first two crotchets.
TIME IS A VEHICLE

It has to be just that little bit more stately so that it doesn’t roll forward.
Push the tempo a bit, like push the pedal.
Look for the places where you can pull it up.
You have to drive it.
There’s a little bit of movement forward here.
Don’t lose tempo. Keep the tempo moving.
We’re bathing in the sound but [keep the] forward motion.
This whole section with the semiquavers needs to flow forward a bit more.
TIME IS WATER

Try not to float around too much in the rest.
It [the rhythm] needs to be more fluid.
Anyway, with all the notes, they’re a bit splashy.
In two, it will have a much better flow.
TIME IS A STRUCTURE

It's still falling apart here.
Don’t let it [the silence] fall in.
Give it a hint of breadth at the top and flesh it out on the way down.
TIME IS PUNCTUATION (IN THE COHERENT MEASURES OF SPEECH)

It’s literally in tempo. Just with big punctuation marks like semicolons in between.
Don’t make such a big comma.
Then before your end note, just a tiny comma.
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With the strong representation of highly conventional metaphors for the temporal aspects, felt
(psychophysical) sensations figure prominently in the source to topic mapping, as well as structural
alignments with the conception of global Time, although that this is metaphorically represented
itself brings a complexity to metaphor in the music context that would be interesting to explore
across cultures.

8.2.4 Meanings and mappings for Intonation, Articulation, and Phrasing
All the expressive devices discussed in this section relate in particular to the physical activity of the
player treating an acoustic aspect of the sound. Intonation is one, and its effect is heard on Pitch and
Tone. As shown in the definition (see Appendix A), Intonation is usually thought of as “the
acoustical and artistic accuracy of pitch in singing or playing, but it has an indispensable role in
musical expression through the deliberate inflection of pitch to shade and colour melody” (Grove
Music Online). Thus, while the effects may be described mainly in the metaphorical associations
found for Tone and Timbre, there were still associations apparent for the action of the player. These
were negligible and no consistent application of a source or vehicle term was apparent, but some
references reinforced associations for the other two topics, Tone in particular, and the psychological
aspect relative to them, Pitch.
For Tone being a container INTONATION IS BEING IN AND OUT.
Make sure you are playing that note perfectly in tune.
You’re out of tune.
I’m on the E but I’m not at the bottom of the E.
Being in tune or out of tune are unquestionably sub-technical expressions.

For Tone having a spatial dimension, INTONATION IS SEARCHING/EXPLORING.
You’re starting to hit the target.
The G was good that time. It was in the right domain, the right territory.
Find the pitch.
Can you find that high D again?
Be careful. This is a strange area [and it’s easy] to lose your pitch.

For Tone having a physical state, INTONATION IS FORCE.
If we don’t support the note it’s going to sag a little.
For Tone having flavour, INTONATION IS TASTE.
That’s the only added ingredient. Just know what a C sharp tastes like.
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The effect of Intonation is effectively a change to the frequency (the ‘how often the sound wave
vibrates’ factor), or in other words, what humans hear as Pitch. An effect of other expressive
changes is a result of sound waves having another attribute, elasticity, or so-called elastic waves, as
described in Chapter 3 (p. 70). It is Roederer’s explanation of the notion of the effect of elastic
forces that explains metaphorical associations: “the pull or push” of elastic forces changes a body's
shape, sets an object in motion, counteracts gravity to hold a body in our hand, or slows a motion
down (sec. 3.1). His explanation points to the kind of structural alignment of the mapping from
source to topic surfacing again in the vehicle terms of metaphors associated with Articulation.

It was not surprising to find that Articulation paired with an acoustic aspect (such as Tone) or a
temporal aspect (such as Time), being an action that directly effects the expressive properties of the
sound. What is interesting to note is that physical actions immanent in the act of articulating are
also referenced metaphorically. This seems consistent with Lippman’s explanation that the physical
explanation of sound transmission amounts to the “substratum of musical material” only: It is “the
possibility of sound, not its actuality” (Lippman, 1977, p. 50). Further:
If we explain our experience solely as a response to physical stimuli we overlook the
process through which our knowledge of the stimuli came into being. The scientific
description is constructed from an external point of view and after the fact the
phenomenological one is constructed from the vantage point of consciousness itself.
(1977, p. 47)
The purpose of the metaphor then would be to make this process more intimate—to enact
Cameron’s affective stepping stone (2003, p. 246). In this way, it is possible to see a strong
representation of highly contrastive domains, personalising the experience. My observation though
is that there are both diverse source to topic mappings that are deliberate attempts to personalise, as
well as those built on similarities (structural alignment). The latter seem to correspond with the
structural alignments already shown for acoustic and temporal aspects.

For example, the common vehicle term ‘colour’ was apparent for Tone. For Articulation, this
becomes apparent again but as a different tool in the painting trade—that of highlighting. By far the
most common vehicle term for Articulation was the phrasal verb which conveys this, bring out:
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ARTICULATING IS PAINTING A PICTURE

You see the progression. Bring it out.
You need to bring out the melody.
You’ve got to play into the string to bring the melody out.
You have to bring out that semiquaver.
Bring out the change between the B flat and the C.
Bring out the F sharps.

Another painting tool is referenced in the association of the ‘brush’:
Articulations can make things fuzzy or they can make things clear. It’s just a matter of how
you want to paint your picture.
Tonguing is a kind of timbral brush.
The sense of Tone as an illuminated object was reinforced through such references for Articulation.
ARTICULATING IS ILLUMINATING AND POLISHING

Choose the parts you can nail and make them glisten.
There needs to be a tiny bit of daylight between the notes.
Because otherwise these little joints in the piece have a searchlight put on them.
That’s the thing with passage work [if you practise properly] it will sparkle and if you don’t,
it will be a bit dirty sounding.
The articulation can be a bit sparklier.
Make it shimmer!
And it [the new fingering] will help it [the sound] shine a bit more.
I want a bit more shine to this note. Again it’s your air through the phrase that’s stopping the
sound from being illuminated.
The sense of Tone and Texture as the physical state of a material appeared in the following ways:
ARTICULATION IS A PHYSICAL STATE

The staccato is dry.
The last note is too dry.
They [the semiquavers] are a bit dry.
If you take it off [the pedal] it becomes a little drier.
Crisp. Do it more crisply.
You need to be a bit more crisp so we can hear the melody above the xylophone.
Crisp. Do it more crisply.
That is a crisper articulation.
No pedal here. The sound has to be clean.
Some of the notes crack a bit, make them really clean.
There’re a couple of furry notes—a lack of consistency in attack.
The sense of Dynamic change as a change in size and shape appeared through the following
examples:
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ARTICULATING IS RESHAPING AND RESIZING

Which notes do you want to stick out?
It [the Articulation of the note] needs to be less spiked. More diminuendo.
Do a little accent first, a spiky one.
Play short accents and slim accents.
Just here, there’s just those moments, those bulge moments.
There’s a bit of bulge.
The sense of Time (in the duration of a sound) as an object with the notion of it being carried and
held is apparent in the following examples:
ARTICULATION IS GRASP

Carry it through [to the end of the bar].
Really hang on to the semiquavers.
While you are hanging on to the note you're getting ready for the change.
Hang on to beat 3.
Carry the note all the way to the next beat.
Finally, the following examples show the sense of Time as an object with mass and weight, and
Timing a way of making changes to it:
ARTICULATING IS MODIFYING MASS

The bass line is too heavy.
[The semiquavers] need more weight. Put a bit more beef on the notes. A bit more weight.
Don’t weigh it down, it can be light.
Notwithstanding this seemingly systematic trend, there is also some novelty, and the re-emergence
of another well-represented source domain, language and speech.
ARTICULATING IS A WAY OF SPEAKING AND WRITING

This one has no impact, no colour, no sense of saying anything.
Play [the notes] super long but marked. As if you’re speaking with emphasis.
Connecting the down bow into the up bow, it should speak immediately.
You don’t have contact with your string so it doesn’t speak right away.
The duplets need to be pronounced. They’re speaking.
At the end of the diminuendo you could actually create a question.
That chord doesn’t quite speak well enough.
I’ve gained colour variability. What I’ve lost is that they don’t really talk to each
other any more.
It seems you are asking us to hear a real language; you know the two [Timbres] are
really talking to each other.
The link between music and language was shown in Chapter 3 (p. 72) to be one of the most written
about relationships. There are major theories that link music to language in evolution by way of the
similarities by which both communicate through an organisational structure of acoustic elements
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governed by a kind of grammar (see Mithen, 2006; Brown, 2000). While the diversity of source
domains for Articulation may be seen as a means of personalising, the similarities between the
articulation of language and the articulation of sound through an instrument make structural
alignment for this source to topic mapping so strong that metaphoricity weakens.

The association of language and speech surfaces again with PHRASING, where it was one of the
most highly represented domains. With Phrasing comes the sense of an expressed structural
component—melody—which takes meaning from its organisation of Pitch as well as Rhythm. As
noted in Chapter 3, this phrase structure is particularly salient in research on expressive properties
of acoustic elements of musical sound (see Brown, 2000; Clarke, 1988; Shaffer & Todd, 1987;
Sundberg, 1988). Mithen (2006) adds further explanation for the relationship between language and
Melody, highlighting emotion: “Both music and language have the quality of expressive phrasing.
This refers to how the acoustic properties of both spoken utterances and musical phrases can be
modulated to convey emphasis and emotion” (p. 24). He continues that although the content of
language can be used to express emotion, it is subservient to prosody—the melodic and rhythmical
nature of spoken utterances which, when intense, are highly musical.

In this way, the mapping of the language domain eschews the same structural alignment as for
Articulation and its predominance here is to be expected:
PHRASING IS MAKING STATEMENTS and SPEAKING IN TURNS

We have to have the sense of the other. When the other starts to speak let them speak.
We’re talking about the rhetorical thread.
Think before you start the movement: “What am I trying to say?”
[The first bar] is like the first statement ... this is what I’m talking about.
What’s good is that you have that opening statement ... and then when you reiterate the
statement you do something slightly different.
You have to listen to know how to interact in the conversation. You need to join in
the right place.
I want you to make the point of the sentence. This is a conversation.
He’s really talking to you and you need to talk back to him. And then you need to talk more.
It's like a question. Then you give the answer.
When it comes back to here, it’s really quite declamatory.
Take your musical idea and expand on it. Be even more declamatory.
You’re actually stopping the musical line in your effort to be declamatory.
It somehow seemed more cohesive just relating those two things as part of a sentence, as
part of the same idea.
You’ve got to control the line all the way. It’s kind of a big paragraph.
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The literature discussed here, and reviewed in Chapter 3, suggests that for many aspects of
expressiveness in musical performance, there is a fundamental correlation between expressive
musical sound and emotion. As already suggested, this brings an expectation of how it is
communicated verbally; yet I continue to note its relative scarcity. Even in the metaphors listed
above, the references are more concerned with the syntax of language and meaning conveyed by its
cohesive units, rather than its emotive powers.

In what is a closely aligned association, another source domain was well represented, but quite
specifically in its vehicle term, ‘breathing’. PHRASING IS BREATHING was represented by:
If you stop breathing it sounds constipated.
Make the phrases breathe.
Every four bars, the music must breathe.
It’s like a sighing gesture.
There is an explicit explanation given for the reference of breathing in instrumental music in the
two remarks below. The association is again one of structural alignment:
A tune entering after a period of accompaniment needs a breath in before it, to give the entry
its natural dignity and weight.
The ‘dna’ of the diminuendo [at the end of the phrase] is locked into breath. It comes out of
bel canto singing, out of taking an enormous inhalation and then singing it out.
While Phrase may be tethered to language structures, other structures are immediately more
apparent in the vehicles for Phrasing. Once again form, shape, and changing dimensions dominate
the field. The word ‘shape’ itself made many appearances in the linguistic expressions collected
here:
PHRASING IS CHANGING THE DIMENSION OF SOMETHING
SHAPE

You’ve got room to play around with the shape of it. Explore some of the intervals.
I want real shape here and real release of tension here.
We didn’t have that nice even graduated shape.
I think you’ve worked out the shape [of the phrase].
So does it make more sense? It’s got a bigger shape, the whole thing.
It gives it more meaning. It’s not simply connected. It has more shape as well.
Try showing the shape. One swish up with a whole lot of little eddies around.
There’s not enough of an arch.
A masculine theme is louder and more angular.
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LENGTH

So there doesn’t seem to be any melodic line
We start to get a line and a bit of fluency.
Make a line. Play every note the full length.
If you go [demonstrates] it breaks it up and there is a beautiful line there.
You need an elongated solo line. The melodies get longer.

HEIGHT

We’re waiting to hear, where’s the top of it, where’s the shiny part?
The height of the crescendo is the A.
How does it rise, how long does it maintain? That’s the pinnacle.
Give it a hint of breadth at the top and flesh it out on the way down.
In these, Pitch and Dynamic have height; and Phrase, by way of its temporal aspects and its
arrangement of successive pitches, has length and shape. Phrasing, in the control of the player,
sculpts those forms and shapes, and changes their dimensions.

Motion is a source domain that also becomes apparent with the sense of a Phrase and Phrasing.
Here, there is another widely-known metaphor from general usage, LIFE IS A JOURNEY. Lakoff and
Johnson propose: “A journey takes an extended period of time, covers a lot of ground, and usually
involves stopping at a number of destinations along the way before one finally reaches a final
destination, if there is one” (1999, p. 193). Applied to a Phrase in the music context, there is
unquestionably a destination, at least in classical music genres. Encapsulated in this is a sense of
movement towards a destination. Lippman (1977) accounts for the latter saying that when the pitch
of successive tones varies, or when there are continuous changes in pitch of a “gliding nature”, a
feeling of motion arises. Then, when a series of tones is perceived as a configuration, “the sizes of
the intervals in conjunction with rhythmic patterns of loudness and duration can produce a
compelling and highly differentiated motional structure” (p. 85) and this may feel to be contiguous
steps or leaps with a perceptible speed.

PHRASING brings

these notions of journey and motion but also an inherent sense of direction,

presumably because Phrasing implies an action of ‘steering’ the Phrase:
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A PHRASE IS JOURNEY; PHRASING IS NAVIGATING A JOURNEY

As soon as you go [pom pom] it’s like setting off.
Where is it [the phrase] going?
You’re going to the F.
That’s a huge arrival point.
It’s like oh wow. It’s wonderful to arrive there.
Isn't that amazing arriving at that place.
The music arrives at a climax.
Give it enough weight to make us feel we’ve arrived at sth.
We don’t arrive at bar 2, we retreat to bar 2.
Take each phrase along to its destination.
Give us the sense of arriving.
You’ve got the humming bird problem, it’s changing direction but you don’t know
where it’s going.
Where is the music going? This is ridiculous! You've got the road map in front of you.
You need to head somewhere!
Always phrase. I always talk about phrasing because you've got to play with direction.
You are playing without direction.
With your crescendos, be clear. He [the composer] is showing you the direction of
the phrase.
It’s a bit directionless there.
Clearly show where you think the phrase is headed.
The melody got lost.
When it’s really pulling up and you’re turning the corner from one phrase into another, you
can take more time.
Follow the line but you can still show intention—a sense of where it leads to.

8.2.5 Metaphor and Affect
As foregrounded in the previous sections, Affect presents a complex situation. Inferences can only
be made from the way in which teachers verbally expressed the topic in relation to musical goals.
The vehicles I found to explicitly reference Affect were tethered semantically to the human domain.
The salient associations were emotion, although, as already raised, this association was less salient
than expected; character, especially in association with the perception of harmonic progressions and
correlations with Tempo and Dynamic; and gender, in relation to the perception of melodic
progressions, especially in correlation with Dynamic.

Given that the instructions of teachers observed in this study were generally feedback, it is likely
that if a student were not conveying the inherent ‘emotional tone’ of the piece adequately, the
teacher would then refer to something that helped the student attain it. This happened so rarely that
I have considered another explanation for the scarcity of references to emotion.
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The examples below contain some reference to emotion, and I have ordered them in what I propose
is least to most effective for conveying felt emotion. Note that the examples in set A., what I
consider least effective, do little more than express the word. In set B., however, they paint a picture
or tell a story.
A. These chords—are they happy? No, they are more relieved.
It can be like that, wistful, but it can also have some other emotions. For example here, it
gets a bit passionate.
A cycle of fifths contains a lot of emotion whereas what you’re doing is sweeping up the
hallway at the moment.
B. What do you think the feeling of the excerpt is? Think about it as a serenade; you know,
under the window, the light is fading in the evening, singing a love song.
This one's heavy-hearted. Like, I'm out here and it's cold. Yes, and I think that shouldn't be
so short because he's so cold. [Demonstrates]
Set B. would appear to convey the felt emotion of which Guck speaks in saying that metaphor
offers “a physical-emotional experience” (1981, p. 42). This seems consistent with narrative
theories that explain emotion in storytelling, something which is even obvious in the way children
apparently structure narratives which relate emotional content. According to studies by Hudson et
al. (1992), narrating emotionally happy experiences often involves recreating the mood with rich
description, and stories about anger and fear relate dynamic actions which rise to a climax and are
followed by falling action and resolution. Consequently, I may have overlooked, in my analysis, the
effect of direct metaphorical referencing where there is a complete topic shift, such as in set B. In
this example, the speaker draws attention away from the music to a scene outside a window,
evoking a particular mood. The felt emotion may feasibly be conveyed through the ‘show don’t
tell’ adage of creative writers. The “physical-emotional” experience thus stirred may motivate
muscular memories or gestures in playing triggered by the felt emotion. This reinstates Woody’s
claim that verbal descriptions of emotion, mood, and motion are cues in the acquisition of
performance skill (2002), and Waterman’s assertion that in using imagery and metaphor teachers
may be “applying principles of mood congruency, which state that material learned while
experiencing a particular mood is best recalled and conveyed later while in the same mood” (as
cited in Woody, 2002, p. 222). Further empirical research and analysis of the way emotional content
is verbally conveyed in music instruction is needed in real-world contexts to further elucidate this
dimension.
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8.3

Systematicity and the nature if metaphor in music instruction

Having surveyed each topic, it is possible to show the breadth and strength of associations (sources)
for each according to conventionality continua, as shown in Figures 8.9a-c:

ACOUSTIC TOPIC
CONVENTIONAL SOURCE

CREATIVE SOURCE

OBSCURE SOURCE

DYNAMIC

Dimension Motion/movement Substance changing state
Force/gravity Picture/Painting Illumination Position

Manipulation

Extramusical sound

TONE

Colour

Illumination

Dimension

Container

Flavour

Physical state Human being

Extramusical sound

TIMBRE

Illumination

Picture

Material

TEXTURE

Physical qualities and states of material things

Extramusical sound

TEXTURAL BLEND

Dimension Material Movement Position

Figure 8.9a

Conversation

Picture

Conventionality continua for extramusical associations and acoustic topics.
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TEMPORAL TOPIC
CONVENTIONAL SOURCE

CREATIVE SOURCE

OBSCURE SOURCE

TEMPO

Movement and direction

Moving object/Animal/Vehicle Type of movement

TIME (DURATION)

Object Material
Vehicle/Moving object or animal Water Structure
Container Space

Sentence

Flavour/Taste

TIMING

Physical control
Force
Positioning
Changing dimension
Container

Figure 8.9b

Punctuating
Manipulation

Adding flavour

Conventionality continua for extramusical associations and temporal topics.
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EXPRESSIVE DEVICES
CONVENTIONAL SOURCE

CREATIVE SOURCE

OBSCURE SOURCE

ARTICULATION

Painting a picture
Physical state
Grasping
Speaking and writing
Illuminating and polishing
Reshaping and resizing/Dimension and Mass

Flavour/Taste

INTONATION

In and out of a container

Searching/Exploring Position

Force

Flavour/Taste

PHRASING

Breathing Speaking and writing
Water flowing
Changing dimension
Navigating/Journey
AFFECT

Gender Emotional state Character

Figure 8.9c

Conventionality continua for extramusical associations and expressive devices.

A picture emerges: Acoustic topics commonly associate with dimension, motion, force/gravity,
picture/colour, illumination, physical and material qualities. Temporal topics are on the move—
objects, people, cars, animals, water—and they are physically controlled and respond to force.
Expressive devices associate with painting a picture, illuminating an object, grasping something,
navigating, reshaping and resizing something, and additionally, they associate strongly with
breathing and speaking. Noticeably, extramusical sound is at the more creative end of the
continuum, while flavour/taste tends toward the more obscure.

Having some insight into systematic and conventional associations for metaphors in relation to
specific musical aspects raises the question of what falls outside those associations (the common
source domains)—what is missing from the extramusical experience of musical sound? Looking to
what is fundamentally systematic across the source domains, I have noted the persistence of
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dimension, motion, and force. These spatiotemporal and kinetic domains are already well
established in the literature. However, a further criterion for classifying metaphors became
apparent, one which could eventually show what was missing from the spectrum of associations—
the criterion of sensory reception.
Taking the major sensory reception domains, most are found to be immanent in the source domains
identified in this study. To recall what the possibilities are, human sensory reception includes:
Basic human senses
Ophthalmoception (Eyes) Sight
Audioception (Ears) Hearing
Gustaoception (Tongue) Taste
Olfacoception (Nose) Smell
Tactioception (Skin)
Internal human senses
Thermoception (Skin) Sense of lack or increase of heat (temperature)
Proprioception (Body Parts) Awareness of body parts without visual input
Nociception (Whole Body) Sensation of pain in the body
Equilibrioception (Whole Body) Sense of balance (determined by ear fluid)
Additional human senses
Kinesthetic Sense (Whole Body) Sense of acceleration
Tactility (Mostly the Skin) Perception of pressure
Chemoreception (Blood and Brain) Sensation of hunger and thirst
Stretch Reception (Muscles, Joints, and Skin) Including sense of gagging reflex, excretion

(For a full reference to sense organs and sensory receptors, see Sense Organs and
associated pages in Blakemore & Jennett, 2001)
The more obvious sensory-source domain associations are shown in Figure 8.10 (p. 273). Of these,
there is one primary sensory domain that is notably not represented at all—the sense of smell:
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It is not surprising to find that the senses are vehicles for the perception and conceptualisation of
musical sound. Certainly, Edmonds and Smith (1923) were amongst those to pave the way for
scientific investigation in this respect (see Chapter 3, p. 66). That the sense of smell is absent may
be explained by Williams’ model of metaphorical transfer (1976), which demonstrates that “a
systematic sequence exists in the application of sensory terms from a modality to another based on
a hierarchy among the senses relative to the order in which they give or receive a semantic sense
from other modalities” (as cited in Cacciari, 2008, p. 417). According to Williams’ corpus (based on
an analysis of synesthetic adjectives), olfactory words are not transferable to other senses, (although
it is interesting to note that Shakespeare’s If music be the food of love … stealing and giving odour
… from Act I, Twelfth Night, makes an exception). Williams’ model of the transferability of senses
(1976, cited in Cacciari, 2008, p. 417) shows that touch transfers to taste and smell; touch also
transfers to colour and sound; taste transfers to sound; colour and sound are inter-transferable; but
smell does not transfer to the other sensory modes.
Such analysis is the province of psychophysics which “embraces the study of the subjective aspects
of sensation in terms of objective stimulus energies” (Human Sensory Perception, ), and
synaesthesia is one aspect of this. However, a detailed analysis of the data on the basis of transfer
across sensory modes would advance explanations for the motivation and function of metaphor in
teaching about the expressive qualities of musical sound.

Further analysis of the metaphor collection on the basis of Kövesces’ (2010) framework of
cognitive functions is an area for future investigation, and one that would benefit from a crossdisciplinary approach. This would reveal in more depth how correlations identified in this study
may be categorised according to structural, ontological, and orientational motivations. For example:

1. Structural metaphors—those whose source domains enable a speaker to understand target A by
means of the structure of source B, as in Tone-colour and Phrasing-language/speaking
correlations.
2. Ontological metaphors which give an existence to abstract things such as conceiving experiences
in terms of objects, substances, and containers, and which are also illustrated by personification,
where human qualities are given to nonhuman entities, as in Tempo-vehicle, Affect-human,
Dynamic-substance, and Tone-container correlations.
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3. Orientational metaphors concerning body awareness and cause-effect (experiential) conditions
e.g. MORE IS UP and LESS IS DOWN, in correlations such as Dynamic-force/gravity; Intonationdimension/height; Tempo-Motion.

Kövesces proposes that the entailments of these are typically interchangeable, with the possibility
of target to source domain correlations belonging to more than one category. Metaphors concerning
musical sound would constitute rich data for such an analysis, contributing to a growing
understanding of the interaction between how the physical properties of sound are heard and how
they are perceived and experienced in music.

8.4

Conclusions and implications for metaphor research and cross-cultural studies in
music contexts

The applied linguistic approach employed in this study to identify and analyse metaphor in relation
to musical sound has been eminently useful for highlighting aspects of metaphor that may go
unnoticed in studies from, for example, psychological, philosophical, or pedagogical perspectives.
The complexity of metaphor as it surfaces in speech and as it functions in the minds of speakers,
has not been underestimated in this study, nor has the complexity of musical sound in its objective
and subjective states been overlooked. In the end, a fairly detailed description of the nature of
metaphor in relation to musical sound has resulted, providing a realistic view of its real-world
usage. The findings bring an appreciable insight to several dimensions of metaphor in relation to
advanced music instruction.

Until the vehicle terms are assembled into semantic fields that may feasibly derive from conceptual
source domains, verbal instructions in this context appear to be, on the surface, ‘colourful’. There is
little doubt that the range of vehicle terms, on the whole, appears to represent a great diversity of
associations—too many to draw conclusions about the systematic application of particular
associations with particular musical aspects, as Lippman (1977) maintained. However, on closer
analysis, systematic associations become apparent for metaphor in relation to acoustic and temporal
aspects of musical sound, as well as for the expressive devices—the means by which expressive
playing is facilitated.

In contrast to Lippman’s assertion that whatever the physical, biological, or sociocultural
explanations of musical sound may be, its qualitative properties are “so various that they elude
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systematic classification” (1977, p. 43), the findings on systematicity are striking. The research
demonstrates plausible systematic associations for sound, with many similarities to what are
generally considered the common source domains in everyday English, as outlined by Kövesces
(2010; see also this dissertation, Chapter 2, p. 40). Many of our sensory experiences are
fundamental to these associations and ostensibly explained by real bodily experience (e.g Loudness
is referenced by strength and physical dimensions), or perceived structural similarities (e.g. Tone is
referenced by colour).

These strong indications of systematic associations are consistent with research on psychophysical
functions, which show that neural patterns in the brain connect with acoustic differences in musical
sound, showing, in particular, neural links between physical stimuli including Loudness, Tempo,
Texture, and Pitch, and the sensations and perceptions such stimuli affect (see Coutinho & Dibben,
2012; Bhatara et al., 2011; Eitan & Rothschild, 2011; Coutinho & Cangelosi, 2008; Juslin &
Sloboda, 2001).
Arguably, metaphor is a direct expression of these sensations and perceptions. However, the
complexity and diversity revealed in the source domains of metaphor also shows that perceiving is
accompanied by diverse personal and culturally shaped ways of feeling, sensing, and imagining
musical sound. This is particularly apparent for Dynamic. On the face of it, Dynamic is concerned
with the “intensity of volume with which notes and sounds are expressed” (Grove Music Online).
However, in reality, as noted in the description of its physical properties in Chapter 3 (pp. 67-68),
Dynamic brings together many of the properties of sound that are heard in a piece of music.
Fittingly, Dynamic received much attention in the metaphorical expressions of teachers observed in
this study, elucidating to a considerable extent the relationship between the intricate nature of its
physical properties and the intimate nature of its expression, perception, and conception. Even in
this one topic, there is ostensibly good reason for why a teacher may choose metaphor to visualise,
clarify, and encapsulate the anticipated sound over a complex description of its objective state.
The analysis has suggested that structural and experiential relationships exist between the sound
stimulus and the perception of it, and that this is at least one explanation for the conventional end of
the spectrum of metaphors used in music instruction where connections seem “more than
associative” (Eitan & Rothschild, 2011). This has bearing on the predominance of dimension and
motion as source domains (as well as associated domains, such as force and mass). This may even
explain the predominance of colour in the picture domain, given the close kinship of colour
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perception and tone perception. The domains found to be highly conventional, those that appear
correlated in experience and that “share deep relational structures” (Gentner, 2008, p. 110) with
specific musical topics, possibly function as models rather than deep imaginings. However, this
does not explain metaphors that project away from the highly conventional sources. These generally
reach out and seemingly personalise the experience more, bringing to the objective state of
perceived sound, more subjective qualities. They are seemingly more deliberate and creatively
applied to adjust a player’s interpretation, and work as “affective stepping stones” (Cameron, 2003,
p. 246). They also rely more on additional visual imagery and sensory information (including taste
and extramusical sound). This affective function is more apparent in direct metaphors, including
analogies, than in indirect metaphors.
While emotion is shown in this study to correlate with particular acoustic and temporal properties
(slow, descending minor intervals, for example), there is research that suggests that similar acoustic
properties in the music of other cultures are not articulated verbally as emotion (Feld, 1981).
Therefore, a more credible explanation may be that learned emotional responses are passed from
one generation to the next, from parent to child, from teacher to student, as part of enculturation and
acculturation processes. In this way, this study also supports conclusions of Juslin and Lindström
(2010), particularly in relation to Affect, that psychophysical relations between acoustic properties
and composed features most probably reflect cultural conventions developed over the long course
of music’s history. More focused cross-cultural investigations on live language collections which
examine metaphor in relation to expressive aspects of musical sound are likely to enhance
understanding of perceived emotional content in music across cultures.

That specific musical topics found in this study have strong conventional metaphorical associations
but also a significant degree of diversity in their source domains supports Kövecses’ claim that a
target domain may have several sources in order to adequately structure it (2010, p. 23). That many
of the linguistic metaphors identified in this study were shown to be linguistic expressions of
seemingly conventional concepts of musical sound supports cognitive linguistic theory on the one
hand, however, I remain mindful of criticism of cognitive linguistic approaches in regard to
determining the veracity of conceptual domains (Cameron, 2003, 2008; and Kövesces, 2010). This
study makes no claim as to the universality of concepts, nor does it claim to verify how metaphor is
conceived and understood in real time, but it goes some way towards explaining systematic
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extramusical associations for aspects of musical sound, and reasons for why those associations may
have come about.

In this respect, the findings of the study suggest that ways of perceiving and conceiving the sounds
of music are interconnected and evolve for a community of people over time, making music a social
and cultural ‘product’ as much as a ‘felt’ psychophysical experience. Further, while emotion is one
source of the ‘felt’ experience, there are seemingly other powerful vehicles for engaging with
musical sound. Additionally, the science of sound brings its own technical language and visual
representations to the way musical sound is conceptualised and described. Eventually, the ways of
describing musical sound are inextricably connected to the all the ways of music-making that Small
(1998) refers to as ‘musicking’.

8.5

Conclusions and implications for understanding metaphor in music pedagogy

Bringing a wealth of real-life data to a particularly turbid research territory where empirical
evidence meets philosophical debate to account for metaphor in language and thought, as well as its
efficacy in educational discourse, this study has aimed to develop an investigative approach which
would bring new insight to the nature and function of metaphorical language in an advanced music
instruction context. From the study, it is clear that metaphor is highly conventionalised in teacher
talk in this context: a finding which supports the well-established view that metaphor is not only
pervasive in everyday language, communication, and thought, but also in the language of academic
disciplines (Gibbs, 2008); in the interpersonal language of smaller groups as a form of intimacy and
shared identity (Cameron, 2003); and in educational talk as a form of mediation and opportunity for
learning (Cameron, 2003; Low, 2008).

The study shows trends in how metaphor is employed in advanced music instruction discourse in
relation to expressive aspects of musical sound and identifies salient target and source domains. As
expected, metaphor was present in its different forms in the verbal discourse of most music lessons,
masterclasses, and rehearsals observed. The metaphor identified here is, in Cameron’s terms,
contextualised, prosaic, and dynamic but its interactional mode has significant points of departure
from some other educational discourses. Significantly, verbal communication in music instruction
does not follow the usual patterns of spoken interaction (e.g. question/verbal response); it tends to
be triggered by playing music, and elicits musical responses. It is therefore characterised by a
specific communication pattern as shown in Figure 8.11 (p. 279):
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musical sound>>>>>>>teacher’s verbal response (including metaphor)>>>>>>>musical sound

Figure 8.11

Typical communication pattern in music instruction.

That metaphor in this context was also found to extensively use conventionalised language,
especially in terms of lexical items such as phrasal verbs (e.g. ‘bring out’), is consistent with other
educational settings (see Cameron, 2003, p. 88 for an example). As with Cameron’s findings there
was a high incidence of verb metaphors at the conventional end of the spectrum. However, indirect
metaphor, and to a larger extent the type of direct metaphor apparent in analogy, were also used in
creative ways with a rich variety of source domains.

Metaphor was found to occur most commonly as feedback to actual playing during a lesson (see
observations in Chapter 4), and was rarely used to initiate playing. Commonly more deliberate,
creative use of metaphor occurred after the technical aspects of note learning were mastered (e.g.
fingering), and when the student was familiar enough with the piece to attempt shaping and
polishing for performance. It is possible that metaphor used in this way inspires complex
representations and sensory associations which are readily recalled in relation to particular musical
passages, giving a form of meaning to the process of thinking musically (see Sloboda, 1996). In
relation to technical aspects, these associations are thought to stimulate the sensorimotor experience
of playing (see Coutinho & Dibben, 2012; Bhatara et al., 2011; Eitan & Rothschild, 2011; Coutinho
& Cangelosi, 2008) and aids internalisation (Sloboda, 1996).

There is evidence that types of metaphor use in the music instruction settings observed in this study
fall along a continuum, as Schippers (2006) argued. However, the depth of linguistic analysis
undertaken in this study shows more variety and less distinction between the types. In line with the
view of applied linguistics in this study, and as Schippers also argued, metaphoricity is seemingly
dependent on individuals and circumstances, as well as on acculturation and enculturation processes
(Schippers, 2010, p. xvi). Thus, verifying the degree of metaphoricity of vehicle terms, as well as
verifying the currency of conceptual source domains across other music instruction settings, would
necessitate further research. However, an impression of metaphoricity can be gained from this study
and is worth proposing: Expressions that are highly conventional and cliché within the discipline,
for example, a masculine or feminine theme, appear to fall at one end of a continuum. These may
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have deep cultural embeddedness, but may also have inappropriate or outdated connotations—
perhaps because, as in the example above, they derive from eighteenth or nineteenth century
thinking about music (as noted in Chapter 4, sec. 4.4).

There are also highly conventional metaphors, such as swell, and breathe that are well understood
in the community of speakers represented in this study (but not necessarily to L2 speakers, or other
musical cultures and genres). These include sub-technical metaphors such as bring out (it has no
specified musical meaning in a general user or specialised music dictionary); colour and line (which
do have an attributed musical meaning in a general user dictionary, but not in a specialist music
dictionary). These highly conventional, sub-technical metaphors may be prosaic but still instructive.
Following this, there are more creative linguistic expressions which may derive from conventional
source domains, and these are likely to be more deliberate and powerful, perhaps used to follow-up
a less effective instruction. The piano lesson observation provided in Chapter 4 is a good example
of this in terms of the vehicle development of bringing out becoming the foreground and
background of a picture. These and even more creative solutions (the spacial arrangement of
furniture to develop the concept of bringing out; the pillars to evoke beat) were observed to be
powerful not only in changing behaviour and effecting the desired musical response, but also in
instigating an interchange between teacher and student. Again, these work “in the spaces between
people” (Cameron, 2003, p. 267) as affective stepping stones to understanding a musical goal, and
to building empathetic relationships. Strong experiential and structural associations can also be
grounds for this kind of creative use, potentially drawing on an expanding network of semantic
links, complex representations, and imagery deriving from the source domain.

Rarely was there evidence of obscure referencing, which Schippers (2006) describes as ineffective
because the frame of reference is not shared or understood by the recipient. This could be
determined better in a study which accounts for the cultural and linguistic diversity of the
participants. Of the metaphorical expressions that seemed far-fetched, for example, being like the
UN peace-keeping force (for a dynamic solution), or like Claudia Schiffer’s hips (to evoke a span of
time), these often resulted in humour and interaction. On most counts, metaphor observed in this
study could be said to have strong cultural and specific-genre roots often underpinned by
experiential and structural correlations.
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While aspects of conventionality and deliberate use were not explicitly discussed with participants,
it is possible to posit a continuum of metaphor usage observed in this study. Figure 8.12 below
illustrates this:

Cliché >>>>>>>>>Conventional>>>>>>>>>>>Conventional source>>>>>>>>>>>Creative>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Obscure
-including etymological
and sub-technical
-not marked but may
be deliberate

-less conventional vehicle
-often deliberate

-less conventional source -often humourous
-deliberate
-not conventional
-deliberate

Outdated >>>>>>>Instructional >>>>>>>>>>>Active and functional moving towards powerful >>>>>>>>>>>>>Less effective

Figure 8.12

Continuum showing types of metaphor use found in the study.

A compelling strategy for the use of metaphor in music instruction is to aim for more awareness of
the power of its expression. Such awareness is found to be valuable in teaching (Cameron, 2003)
and made apparent in this study in the following ways: By all accounts, metaphor, on the linguistic
level, carries meaning outside technical language, being also a conduit for specific cultural
knowledge (see “enculturation” in Schippers, 2010, p. 62) and interpersonal relations (see “affective
stepping stones” in Cameron, 2003, p. 246). These two aspects may or may not be conducive to the
teaching/learning environment. Of equal import are the possible benefits of metaphor in elucidating,
for practice and performance, properties of musical sound that contribute to expressive playing, for
the reason that there is at least a third dimension to metaphor—the psychophysical dimension.
Whether this dimension is “neurally instantiated” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, p. 5) and whether this,
in turn, is grounded in learned experiences and perceived structural similarities (Kövesces, 2010, p.
79) is also of interest in instructional settings. These cognitive functions of metaphor have
consequences for L2 speakers in instructional interactions, as well as for cross-cultural, or
“transcultural” approaches in music instruction (Schippers, 2010 p. 32). In all respects, further
investigation into the nature of specific musical and extramusical associations would bring insight
to the forming of strategies in music pedagogy, enriching “the palette of expressive nuances”
available to the practising musician (Eitan & Rothschild, 2011, p. 465).

In conclusion, metaphors in this study illustrate how music teachers conceptualise the sounds of
music as mortal beings or everyday objects that one might come across and interact with in daily
life. The way we see music, move it, touch it, taste it, and even hear it according to other sounds in
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the environment demonstrates strong motivational source domains for teaching and learning about
the expressive features of sound. In this way, I concur with Eitan and Rothschild that such findings
add to “the accumulated evidence suggesting that a rich, yet consistently applied, array of crossmodal connotations underlies the perception of auditory stimuli, and musical sound
specifically” (2011, p. 464-465). However, that these cross-modal associations, cross-domain
mappings on a conceptual level, are seemingly culturally determined, and not instinctively reactive,
warrants further investigation: How metaphor is used to describe qualities of musical sound in
western art music compared with how it is used across other western musical genres and diverse
music cultures in the world is a worthwhile topic of future study.

Within a single culture, cultural references and the resources of language available to us are
powerful agents in the sharing of knowledge, understanding, and aesthetic appreciation, to the point
that metaphor has the capacity to broaden the experience of what musical sound entails for the
player or listener. In this thesis, I have developed an approach to the study of metaphor as it arises
in the verbal language of advanced music instruction settings, triangulating real-world teacher talk
with a range of perspectives on the study of metaphor in general language and educational discourse
contexts that enabled a view of metaphor in relation to music to be formulated. After establishing a
consistent approach to identifying metaphor in this context, a layered analysis reveals dimensions
and features of metaphor particular to its use in relation to musical sound. These features become
apparent in the linguistic expressions used by teachers particularly to elucidate expressive qualities
of musical sound. Upon further analysis, the linguistic expressions show evidence of systematic
associations in their source to target conceptual domains, as revealed in the way semantically
related metaphor vehicle terms can be grouped into sets and correlated with metaphor topics. This is
characterised by complex relationships: While, on the surface level, there is an apparent diversity in
the way teachers describe musical sound, on a deeper level, a striking systematicity is evident.

In a modest way, this enriches our understanding of music as a structured, objective, physical
phenomenon whose constituents can be measured and quantified, the playing of which, however,
requires not only an instrument and technical skills, but a body and mind that is fully engaged in
music-making by imagining, sensing, and enacting the world around us.
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EPILOGUE

A brief meditation from an Australian context
For this final page, I ask you to join me in a brief return to Magowan’s publication (2007) which
explores musical experience and meaning in Yolngu, Indigenous people of North Eastern Arnhem
land, Australia. In reading her opening chapter, ‘Song, Sense & Sentiment’, I began to see
similarities between Magowan’s observations of Yolngu music-making and my own observations of
teaching western art music. How could two such extremes of music ‘instruction’ be similar?

Magowan led me to wonder if, even in western music performance, meaning is derived from one’s
experience and environment in a way not as far removed from indigenous transmission of culture as
one might expect. For the Yolngu, Magowan explains, the cultural system of music and dance is
based on a sensory relationship with the landscape, literally an embodiment of land and sea.
Learning to sing and dance is shaped by perceptions and memories of the
environment where nature marks growth, maturation and death … . Learning to sing
begins with the ability to distinguish different sounds of the environment, a listening
with all the senses keened to determine direction, speed, height and interaction of
creatures with their environment and other species. Thus, learning and performing the
environment requires an accumulation of situated knowledge and practice through which
emotional responses are shaped. (p. 11)
Magowan emphasises that in Yolngu culture, it is critical to understand how the senses work
together: “Yolngu performers engage simultaneously with visual, auditory, kinesthetic, linguistic
and emotional cues of the environment” (p. 15). Thus, sight, sound, touch, and all the senses are
regulated and channelled in performance. “This sounding-moving environment also requires an
appreciation of its colours, textures, smells and tastes”, says Magowan (p. 13).

My own collection of teacher talk suggests that there is a similar valuable asset in teaching about
the expressive properties of sound in western art music performance through expressing a sensory
awareness of the world, and connection to a sense of place, belonging, and relationship. The
possibility of teaching music with greater awareness of the potential of metaphor to carry such
messages is, I believe, an innovative approach to its efficacy in the music instruction context. Using
metaphor as the window to the landscape, present and past, encapsulating knowledge, and framing
the memory, is a means through which the student can truly own the music.
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APPENDIX A
ASPECTS OF MUSICAL SOUND
(Alphabetical)
Musical Aspect
Affect

Definition
“Feelings, emotions and moods are the principal categories of affect. [...] Iconic
relationships come about through some formal resemblance between a musical
structure and some event or agent carrying emotional ‘tone’. For instance, loud,
fast music shares features with events of high energy and so suggests a highenergy emotion such as excitement” (Grove Music Online).

Articulation

“The separation of successive notes from one another, singly or in groups, by a
performer, and the manner in which this is done. [...] the term ‘articulation’ refers
primarily to the degree to which a performer detaches individual notes from one
another in practice (e.g. in staccato and legato)” (Grove Music Online).

Dynamic

“The intensity of volume with which notes and sounds are expressed” (Grove
Music Online). In acoustics this is known as loudness.

Harmony

“The combining of notes simultaneously, to produce chords, and successively, to
produce chord progressions” (Grove Music Online).

Intonation

“The treatment of musical pitch in performance. It is usually thought of as the
acoustical and artistic accuracy of pitch in singing or playing, but it has an
indispensable role in musical expression through the deliberate inflection of pitch
to shade and colour melody” (Grove Music Online).

Melody

[...] “pitched sounds arranged in musical time” (Grove Music Online).

Phrasing

“Articulation and phrasing represent some of the chief ways in which performers,
and consequently listeners, may make ‘sense’ of a flux of otherwise
undifferentiated sound” (Grove Music Online). In this way, phrasing is used in the
current study in the sense of making sense of an arrangement of notes - melody.

Rhythm

[...] “a wide variety of possible patterns of musical duration, both regular and
irregular” (Grove Music Online).

Sound

Perceptual properties of sound include: pitch, loudness, envelope, and timbre.
Physical properties include: frequency, amplitude, envelope, and spectra. (For full
explanations see Wolfe, PhysClips, http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/
waves-sound/sound/index.html)

Tempo

“Literally, the ‘time’ of a musical composition, but more commonly used to
describe musical speed or pacing” (Grove Music Online).
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Texture

“A term used when referring to the sound aspects of a musical structure. This may
apply either to the vertical aspects of a work or passage, for example the way in
which individual parts or voices are put together, or to attributes such as tone
colour or rhythm, or to characteristics of performance such as articulation and
dynamic level” (Grove Music Online).
For the purposes of this study, two aspects are defined in the following ways:

Textural Blend

(a) at the level of musical structure where the composer’s instrumentation or
voicing influences the ‘vertical’ combination sounds, named Texture.

Texture
(b) at the note level or at the level of a collection of sounds heard in sequence,
named Texture.
Timbre

“A term describing the tonal quality of a sound; a clarinet and an oboe sounding
the same note at the same loudness are said to produce different timbres” (Grove
Music Online).

Timing

Awareness of a beat or pulse. This aspect is aligned with our sense of metre,
defined as “a structured attending to time” which tells more about the way we
listen to and/or perform rhythm (Grove Music Online).

Tone

“Quality of sound, as in ‘sweet tone’, ‘harsh tone’, ‘dry tone’” (Grove Music
Online). As the term ‘Tone’ has other meanings concerning musical sound, in the
current study, it is sometimes referred to as‘Tonal Quality’.
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APPENDIX B
GLOSSARY OF LINGUISTIC TERMS
(Alphabetical)
Analogy

A comparison between two things, typically on the
basis of their structure and for the purpose of
explanation or clarification (New Oxford American).

Cliché

A ‘hackneyed’ phrase or opinion (AOD).

Indirect metaphor

A word is used indirectly and its use explained by a
form of cross-domain mapping from a more basic
meaning to the contextual meaning. In this case, the
mapping is based on similarity between the basic and
contextual meaning. An example of an indirect
metaphor is ‘He attacked my argument’. Here, the basic
meaning of ‘attacked’ is only indirectly (not literally)
related to ‘argument’ but because of the similarities
between ARGUMENT and WAR a contextual meaning
can be inferred. Indirect metaphor is commonly
embedded in ongoing discourse and not usually
signalled by metaphor markers such as in analogy.
Indirect metaphor can also have an implicit topic, such
as ‘He’ll wipe you out’, where the meaning can only be
inferred from the context. (Steen et al., 2010)

Generic-level metaphor

Metaphors that are conceptually high on the scale of
generality—higher-order concepts.

Lexical unit

The chunk of language which may include one or more
words, in the linguistic expression of the metaphor.

Lexicon

The vocabulary of a person, language, or branch of
knowledge (OED).

Lexis

The level of language consisting of vocabulary, as
opposed to grammar or syntax (OED).
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Metaphor (based on Low & Cameron, 1999; and
Kövesces, 2010).

Metaphor is a device for seeing something in terms of
something else.
Traditionally it is a figure of speech that implies
comparison between two unlike entities as
distinguished from simply an explicit comparison
signaled by words ‘like’ or ‘as’. Traditionally metaphor
is used in order to achieve some artistic and rhetorical
effect.
A modern (‘strong’) view of metaphor developed by
Lakoff & Johnson (1980) is known as the ‘cognitive
linguistic’ view of metaphor. This has metaphor as a
property of concepts, not of words, and its function is
to understand once conceptual domain in terms of
another conceptual domain, and does not just have an
artistic or aesthetic purpose. It is an inevitable process
of human thought and reasoning to the point that
thought itself is structured metaphorically and the
surface language, (linguistic expression) reflects these
underlying conceptual structures.
Applied linguistics proposes a weaker view that
considers the interactivity of thought and language.
This is the ‘language in use’ view which largely
informs the current research approach. This view
considers how linguistic forms at the word, clause,
sentence and discourse level are ‘put to work’ in the use
of metaphor.
An area of dispute across the linguistic fields is the
degree to which metaphor is ‘processed’ online by the
user, particularly in speech, and the degree to which
systematic use of metaphors truly represents deep
entrenched thinking.
Metaphors that are so commonplace and conventional
are sometimes called dead metaphors. They may be
inactive in the users’ mind. However, the cognitive
linguistic view is that even a dead metaphor which is
deeply entrenched may be still be active.

Metonymy

The substitution of the name of an attribute for that of
the thing meant (OED) (For example, crown for Queen.
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Ontogenesis

Biology: “the development of an individual organism
or anatomical or behavioral feature from the earliest
stage to maturity” (New Oxford American Dictionary).

Ontological basis of metaphor

Metaphors that enable speakers to conceive of their
experiences in terms of objects, substances, and
containers, in general.

Orientational basis of metaphor

Metaphors that enable speakers to make a set of target
concepts coherent by means of some basic human
spatial orientation.

Personification

Metaphors that involve understanding nonhuman
entities or things in terms of human beings.

Primary metaphor

Metaphor that emerges directly from correlations in
experience (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). See Experiential
metaphor (Kövesces, 2010).

Referent

The idea or thing which a word symbolises, the
linguistic expression of the vehicle, or the conceptual
domain of the source.

Schema

Bodily experiences that give rise to an experiential
‘gestalt’. Schemas emerge “through sensorimotor
activity, as people manipulate objects, orient
themselves spatially and temporally … (Cameron &
Low, 1999, p. 45). They can be elaborated on
metaphorically to assist understanding of more abstract
domains (topics or targets).

Semantic field

Semantic associations of words that connect them, give
them a ‘family resemblance’; synonyms that link words
semantically such as in a thesaurus entry (Cameron,
2003).

Specific-level metaphor

Metaphors that conceptually occupy a low-level on the
scale of generality, i.e having specific topics and source
domains.

Source domain

Equivalent to the ‘vehicle’, only indicating the
underlying concrete conceptual domain (e.g. journey).
In the current study, this is the broader domain of the
physical dimensions of something.

Structural basis of metaphor

Metaphors that enable speakers to understand the target
domain in terms of the structure of the source domain.

Sub-technical (and technical) metaphor

Metaphor used for a long time within a specialised
discourse that specifically simplifies technical language
(Cameron, 2003).
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Synaesthesia

The production of a sense impression relating to one
sense or part of the body by stimulation of another
sense or part of the body (OED).

Target domain

Equivalent to the ‘topic’, only indicating the underling
abstract conceptual domain (e.g. life). In the current
study, it refers to the broader domain of musical sound).

Topic

In labelling the components of metaphor, the Topic is
the first ‘something’ in “seeing something in terms of
something else”. This is usually something more
abstract. In music, consider Pitch as an example of a
topic.

Vehicle

The vehicle is the second ‘something’ in “seeing
something in terms of something else”. This is
generally something more familiar and concrete. In
music, consider the dimension of something expressed
in the lexicon ‘high’ as an example of a vehicle.
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APPENDIX C
EXAMPLES SHOWING SEMANTIC MODES FROM CHAPTER 5
5.4.1

Historically older (literal meanings)

The following examples are a selection across the different word classes showing how, in the analysis of basic and
contextual meanings, the historically older, literal sense is the mode for conveying meaning in the new context:
ADJECTIVES
Agitated: The reason why it’s syncopated is because it’s agitated.
Anxious: Is it happy or is it depressed? It’s anxious. That’s what chromaticism is.
Big: You see, the bass is big; but hide the other notes.
Bulge: Just here, there’s just those moments, those bulge moments.
Choked: The higher notes [were] a bit choked.
Constipated: If you stop breathing it sounds constipated.
Creamier: I still want in general a creamier texture.
Dirty: That’s the thing with passage work [if you practise properly] it will sparkle and if you don’t, it will be a
bit dirty sounding.
Expansive: We make quite an expansive crescendo.
Falling: It’s a falling interval, like a sigh.
Fat: I want fat notes. Horizontally challenged notes.
Flabby: The bit before sounds a bit flabby, the E minor bit.
Furry: There’re a couple of furry notes ... a lack of consistency in attack.
Grey: You need to get more light and shade. At the moment, it's a bit grey.
Huge: Your low F sharp was really rich, really huge.
Juicy: All those lovely intervals, make them as juicy as possible.
Liquid: Whenever it’s slurred, make it sostenuto, really connected, really liquid.
Murky: These chords, we can’t hear the resolution here, they’re in a murky register.
Passive: The second note in the second bar is a passive note.
Saggy: So we had a slightly saggy, airy sound.
Seamless: The lines go through each other. It's seamless.
Shiny: Make a very shiny sound.
Slim: Play short accents and slim accents.
Sparklier: The articulation can be a bit sparklier.
Spicy: It's [syncopation] that makes the whole thing spicy.
Spiky: Do a little accent first, a spiky one.
Steep: The diminuendo can be quite steep there.
Stormy: It’s more dolce expressivo, not a stormy effect.
Transparent: Here it [the Melody] is much more transparent in the texture.
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NOUNS
Area: Be careful. This is a strange area [and it’s easy] to lose your pitch.
Birth, life, death: Every chord has a birth and a life and a death.
Bite: Now let’s add a little harshness, a little bite to it.
Blanket: Make a blanket of sound.
Block: Focus on that real block of sound.
Bouquet: It’s not just about being in tune. It’s a bouquet, a colour.
Breadth: Give it a hint of breadth at the top and flesh it out on the way down.
Chocolate, spice: Trills bring out the chocolate or the spice.
Clouds: You’ve got all this resonance - clouds of sound coming out.
Cotton, silk: A little more silk. It's too much cotton. More silk.
Daylight: There needs to be a tiny bit of daylight between the notes.
Death: The fermata - it’s sudden death at this place.
Fabric: You are the fabric between the wind and the brass.
Gap: You need to have a bigger gap between [beats] 1 and 2.
Gravity: Let tonal gravity take place.
Hips: I want the last note to have hips.
Hollowness: It needs to have a feeling of hollowness inside.
Language: It seems you are asking us to hear a real language. You know, the two [timbres] are really
talking to each other.
Monochrome: It’s very monochrome in terms of the phrasing.
Neighbourhood: Do it [the tremolo] in time. Now it’s in the neighbourhood.
Polish: Put some polish on this.
Question: At the end of the diminuendo you could actually create a question.
Soup: You could have a really rich timbral soup there.
Space: We should have this space in the sound. It's a pleasant space.
Splash: If you use lots of bow it’s going to make a big splash.
Surge: There’s a sudden surge in those last two beats.
Wall: What we want is a wall of sound.
Weight: [The semiquavers] need more weight. Put a bit more beef on the notes.

VERBS
Broaden: Broaden the sound.
Crush: Let the flat crush against the natural.
Drop: It’s got to drop quite a lot there.
Elongate: Elongate beat 3.
Fades, pops out: So you’re playing this E natural and somehow it kind of fades ... and then it pops out over
here, this E flat ...
Flowed: It just flowed you know the notes flowed one into the other.
Hit: Don’t hit the last two quavers.
Kick: Just kick the top [of the phrase].
Pronounce: Every time we have that passage, really pronounce it.
Ripples: Unlike in Baroque music, the accompaniment has to be much quieter. It ripples.
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Sparkle: That’s the thing with passage work [if you practise properly] it will sparkle and if you don’t, it will be
a bit dirty sounding.
Stretch: Stretch the last note.
Tastes: That’s the only added ingredient. Just know what a C sharp tastes like.

PHRASAL VERBS
These phrasal verbs convey meaning through the literal sense of the verb plus particle constituents as separate units
rather than through a new sense created by the two constituents together:
Backs away: Then it backs away and then gradually it starts to go towards [the top of the phrase].
Bogged down: It’s easy to get bogged down in the semiquavers ... Make sure you’re not dragging.
Colour in: And you might be able to join the dots, colour in a bit more, before the concert.
Come back down: When you get to bar 12 come back down to mezzo piano.
Drop back: Start a bit stronger, then when you drop back to the piano there, it gives you something to drop to.
Drop down: It’s dropping down again.
Fall apart: It’s starting to wobble. We’re falling apart.
Fill out: Fill out the sound, the torso is missing.
Fill up: Fill up the sound.
Hang on to: Really hang on to the semiquavers, so it [the Rhythm] really bubbles ...
Hold over: Find a way of holding that E over.
Hold up: Hold the sound up.
Open up: Really sing the G out and open it up.
Pull back: Strings. Letter C. It’s just one f [forte]. Pull it back a bit.
Shrink down: Play the open A really loudly then shrink it down.
Smooth out: Make it scratchy, don’t smooth it out.
Take sth back: Take it back to just one forte and let the second violins come out.
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5.4.2

Complex representations

The mode ‘complex representations’ came about through the more complex constituents of metaphor present in some
remarks. These were most apparent in analogies and narrative trails where the vehicle terms extended beyond a single
word. The musical connotation is often complex as well. Complex representations could be highly pictorial with visual
imagery being the main conveyor of meaning for the musical context. Alternatively, meaning could be conveyed more
through the sense of an experience, often physical, sensory, or some communicative act:
PICTORIAL ASSOCIATIONS
Complex representations could be highly pictorial with visual imagery being the main conveyor of meaning for the
musical context:
[The harmonies underneath] is a real impressionist technique like the haystack at different times of the day.
Your whole aim is to create like a calm misty lake in the morning. No ripples, No waves.
Articulations can make things fuzzy or they can make things clear. It’s just a matter of how you want to paint
your picture.
Let’s explore some of these different sounds. They’re just different brushes to colour with.
The cadenza just grows out like a flower coming out of the ground.
Without pushing forward, it's like a string bag, there are too many holes.
Can you find that high D again? Just go swooping like you’re a bird.
It [the Sound] is like burning embers here.
You have to pull things around from a point of stability. Like when a huge wind comes through a bamboo
grove. The roots are still in the ground.
It’s a very hot day and the birds are all drooping in the heat and suddenly they all get up and fly somewhere
else.
You’ve got the humming bird problem; it’s changing direction but you don’t know where it’s going.
Where is the music going? This is ridiculous ... you've got the road map in front of you. You need to head
somewhere!
If you cut the pedal you’ve suddenly let all of the water out of the trough just as you need a drink.
Maybe you could put images to these parts. Like maybe this is ploughing; maybe this is swimming through the
sea.
That’s what I call spaghetti. Semiquavers dominate any texture so you have to do miraculous things.
The wind's coming up and it's getting choppy. But I'm not hearing it in the music.
And then the cello comes pouring in. Here comes the cavalry.
Try showing the shape. One swish up with a whole lot of little eddies around.
Trombones, you are the knight in shining armor.
Remember our sonority [here]. It’s a dawn light. Not after a heavy night out, but a dawn light.
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EXPERIENTIAL ASSOCIATIONS
The following examples also illustrate how meaning is conveyed through the experiential mode:
Use more and more brushy strokes.
You are the silk carpet that the woodwinds are walking on [to the violins].
Don't snatch! Your mother taught you … don't snatch.
This is a duel. You have to attack as if with a sword.
See if you can go straight through [to the next variation] because it doesn’t want to sound like a car in traffic at
the red light waiting for it to turn green.
Like a cat moving not like a bird.
It's like a dog that likes to run away. Let him run away.
It sounds like a dog throwing up.
You are making a point here, it's like a finger in the chest.
It's like a little earthquake.
Don’t stop there. It’s almost like a river flowing. It never stops its flow.
Strings that was great. Like a screeching car race.
It [the accent] is too heavy. It's like bad dough.
It’s like some people’s driving … when they suddenly lurch forward with the accelerator, or suddenly slam on
the brakes. It’s not a smooth ride that way.
It’s a sense of everything open. Like when you have a roast potato and it’s too hot.
It's like entering the freeway. You're merging.
Like when you held Mum's hand in Grade 1 on the first day of school and didn’t want to let go.
The small dots after the notes are just like little kids, put them in their place.
It’s really like a football. You’ve got to know who to pass the ball to, where you are taking the ball … whether
you run fast or slow ... you know put it in a sort of teamwork spirit as opposed to the solo of a tennis player.
It's like tonal lego, you've got to take it out of the box to play.
Pluck them out of the texture - like pointing when you’re speaking.
Play these quavers like you are pulling an elastic band.
It's how you begin and finish the phrase. Phrases are like relationships, you can't just begin and end them.
It's like at last you see land after weeks at sea.
Like walking with a short leg and then a long leg.
A feeling of energy, like you’re on a horse ... relentless in the forward energy, like a gallop.
It’s a crash. I don’t care what you play. It’s a huge car wreck.
Just as you release, there's a gentle kiss, not a passionate one.
If you’re not going too fast, you can get the feeling of the wings [rhythm in the RH].
One more time. So the baton is passed seamlessly in the sound.
It’s that moment when you twist the knife.
It’s like ‘oh wow’! It’s wonderful to arrive there.
Push it until it breaks and then find out what's inside.
It’s like Edgar Allan Poe’s story about the pendulum. There’s a slight feeling of that here. It’s not as macabre as
that but it’s just in the way you use your left hand.
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